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The following was extracted from the National Safety Council's publication,
"Industrial Supervisor."
"My talk today is aimed at the fellows who have never had a bad foot
injury. Anyone who has had one knows very well that he wants no more
of the same. It's bad enough to smash a toe. That combines the pain
of broken bones and bruised flesh. Probably few people realize how
important toes are in walking or even in Just standing. Anyone who
loses a toe or two, particularly a big toe, finds out that it makes
a whale of a difference. That foot just doesn't do as good a Job.
It's more likely to slip or stumble. It tires more quickly--its shoe
doesn't fit so well--its spring is gone. The really bad foot injuries
are those where the arch is broken. The bones may be broken or the
ligaments that hold them in place may be torn, or both. That kind of
thing is terribly painful, and a cure comes hard. Nature used a lot of
bones and ligaments and muscles in making the human foot. They are all
fitted together Just so. When that arch is smashed, even the most
highly skilled surgeon has a tough job to put the pieces back together
so it will work at all. Sometimes he can't. Then the question is:
"Shall I drag through life with a practically useless foot, or would
a peg foot be better"?"
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Why do so many fellows take chances with their feet? There's no way of telling
how many do, but it seems like it must be nearly everybody who works--there are
so many foot injuries. In 1955, over two hundred thousand workers were tempo-
rarily or permanently disabled by foot and toe injuries. Those were only the
Ruys who didn't get away with the chances they took. Some of you may call me on
my saying that all those fellows took chances. You'd be right, but only for a
very few cases. Except for a few rare happenings, the fellows who got hurt
could have avoided it--and very simply. They could have avoided foot injuries
mostly by the proper attitude of mind--one might call it safety mindedness aimed
at the feet.
What would a workman with that attitude of mind do? First of all, he'd take
care that his shoes fit well. He'd wear only good solid shoes, and he'd keep
them in good condition. No badly worn soles, no run down heels. He'd have
rubber heels, of course. They cushion the Jolt of fast walking on hard floors.
Next he'd study the foot hazards of his Job. What could fall on his feet, and
where? On what Job might a fumble allow something to drop on his feet? On
what work might he get a foot caught under something, for example, in using a
pry bar or crow bar? Any chance of having a foot run over by a hand or power
truck? The list is almost endless. The point is that almost any Job in or about
almost every plant, offers some hazard to feet. A foot-safety-minded person
would look for these hazards.
Then what would he do? You know the answer as well as I do. He'd go to safety
shoes. He'd not wear any other kind on the Job. And since safety shoes that
fit Just as well and look Just as good as the unsafe kind are available, he'd
wear them all the time, everywhere. Well, not quite--he'd have another pair
for dancing and church, and still another kind for bowling. But you get my point.
Safety shoes would be standard with him. Some guys are full of excuses for not
wearing safety shoes. They sure_y throw some sour ones. Probably the sourest
is to be afraid of that steel toe cap--that it might get smashed down onto their
toes. The answer to that one is that anything heavy enough to do that would
smash those toes to a pulp except for the toe cap. It's a great toe saver.
Anyway, "the proof of the pudding is in the eating." The record books prove
that the men who wear safety shoes have practically no foot injuries.
Wear foot protection and keep your feet safe.
This item should be discussed at safety meetings, then posted on the bulletin
board. APCI contributes $2 toward the purchase of safety shoes for employees.
It is urged that employees take advantage of our safety shoe program.
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PURPOSE
This standard establishes the criteria for the selection and purchase of
approved respiratory protective equipment°
SCOPE
This standard applies at all APCI facilities unless otherwise specified
in the facility safety equipment listo
GENERAL
Air Products and Chemicals, Inco activities involve a great many areas
where respiratoryhazards are present or potentially present; in order
to protect personnel from these hazards various forms of respiratory
protective equipment.are needed. A basis for all respiratory protection
is the Uo S. Bureau of Mines, and all equi_nent purchased must meet their
specifications°
The following is a guide of respiratory hazards which require protective
equipment; they may occur singly or in any combination:
Ao NUISANCE DUSTS - Generated by handling materials such as coal,
ashes, f_ed, flour, cement, sawdust, etco, are neither poisonous
nor capable of producing fibrous tissue in the lun_s_ yet are
discomforting nuisances to be avoided° They may become dangerous
if associated with colds, bronchitis, pneumonia or tuberculosis°
Bo PNEUMOCONIOSIS, PRODUCING DUSTS AND MISTS - These convert and de-
generate healthy spongy lung tissue into useless fibrous or scar
tissue° Silicosis is the commonest type of this disease, caused
by mineral dusts and mists containing free silica (sandstone, flint,
quartz, chert, or agate)° Asbestoses is a related disease from
asbestos dusts (serpentine, chrysotileo)
Ce TOXIC DUSTS - These are body poisoning dusts originating in the
handlLng of inherently poisonous materials such as lead, arsenic
chromium, mercury, or their compounds° Whether inhaled through
the nose and lungs or ingested through the mouth and stomach,
these dusts dissolve and enter the blood stream to produce injury
to many of the organs of the body°
Do MISTS - Mists are wet fog-like oil or water droplets containing
toxic or lung damaging particles suspended in them° They may
be formed in the process of spray coating w_th paints, viterous
enamels, and glazes° A common and particu].arly harmful t.Tpe is
chromic acid mist produced by the escaping gas bubbles in chromium
plating baths°
.r
All _nfewrnalior, h_reon _s Ihe caafld_ni_al _0_emr_y of Air P. oducts. Inc.. un_s anolhcr $our.:e il shod, n.
|s sLibj_| tO r0h_-rl On demJrld lind nl_s! no: bo di_:tosed of r_pro_lt, ced w.hout grior wr,tlerl consent.
Dote January, 196& ..
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E. METALLIC FUMES OR SMOKES - These are solid particles much finer than
dust particles, usually generated by smouldering hot metals or salts,
encountered in smelting, refining, welding and similar operations.
They are difficult to retain with filters. Fumes should not be con-
fused with true vapors, which are at times misnamed chemical fumes.
Fo GAS AND VAPORS - These are molecular particles like those of the air
itself. They are about a thousand times smaller than dust, fume and
mist particles. They pass through even the best dust or metallic fume
filters as easily as the air itself° Therefore, they must be removed
by a_ entirely different mechanism: by surface reaction with specially
activated chemicals in the cartridge or canister beds.
_. GUIDE TO RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE E_UIPMENT
Atmosphere in Working Area Contains
Normal Concentration of Oxygen (21%)
General Classification
of Respiratory Protec- Disperseroid Dust, Gas or Vapor Concen-
tire Devices Fume, and Mist tration by Volume
Less Than
Normal Oxygen
Any Concentra-
tion of any
(Quantity Not Critical) No Greater No Greater Contaminate
Than 0.1% Than 2%
:liter Type Respirator
(D_st, Fume and Mist) X
Chemical Cartridge
Tl_e Respirator X
Airline Respirator
Hose Mask With
_llectrical Blower
X X
X X
$as _sks X X
!_oseMask Without
B!o_.r 0 X X X
_{ose _msk With Hand-
_Dperated Blower 0 X X X
:elf-contained
_reathing Apparatus O X X X
X = Safe to use in atmosphere indicated
O = Safe to use but usually not practical
n nun
_*_ __d_ ! O"'_O'd ',l App,O.. C_ _O'.,y O,,.C,04r.............. H.W. Smith W L. Ball
-- m i
AH le_lnatio,n kero_ lo _ wadllkmllie110mm'ly o| Air Product_ Inc.. unles4 anethw towce Is slvewn.
Io MJecl le r*lwn am demaml aad _ _ N _sc_Iod of rewmluced w_thou! _.;er ,,vilt_ consenl.
DoteJanuary, 196_
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RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
5. FILTER TYFE SELECTOR TABLE - DUST, MIST AND FUME HAZARDS
These units may be either the single or double type, and are to be used
in areas where the hazard is moderate and where the prolonged use of the
filter mask will not inhibit the users ability to work safely. It must
be noted that these filters do not protec t against gases, vapors or oxygen
deficiency. If in doubt, a self-contalned breathing unit should be used.
SYMBOL CONTAMINANT
N Nuisance Dust
A Alkaline Dust
M Mist
S _ Silica Dust
T Toxic Dust
F Solid or Liquid Fume
R Radioactive or Very Toxic
HAZARD TYPE
Alkalies
Aluminum Powder
Alundum (alumina)
Ammonium Dichromate
Antimony Dusts
Arsenic Dusts
Asbestos
Ashes
Barium Dusts
Barium Peroxide
Beryllium Dusts
Borax and Boric Acid
Brass Dust
Brass (zinc) Fumes
Brick Dust
Cadmium Dusts
Cadmium Fumes
Calcium Carbide
Carborundum
Caustic Potash
A
N
N
T
T
T
S
N
T
T
R
N
N
F
N
T
F
N
N
A
HAZARD TYPE
Caustic Soda
Cellulose (cotton, wood)
Cement and Concrete
Cnarcoal (carbon)
Chrome Pigments
Chromic Acid (mist)
Chromium Dusts
Clay (kaolin)
Coal and Coke
Cobalt Dusts
Copper Dusts
Cotton Lint
Derris Powders
Diethylene Glycol
Drug and Dye Powders
Emery Paper Dusts
Fertilizers
Ferrous Metals
Fiberglass
Fire Brick
A
N
S
N
T
M
T
N
N
T
N
N
T
M
T
N
N
N
N
S
Originated Oy,
H. W. Sm_ich
Approved, Safety Director
W. L. Ball j DoteJanuary, 1964
All |nfarmslto, h_-eon is the r.onf_denbal property of Air Producls_ inc. unless another slice is shown.
Is subjecl to r®t_, on demand end mull not be (,$closed or ,eproduce4 wimoul prier _ritlen consent.
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_. FILTER TYPE SELECTOR TABLE - DUST, MIST AND FUME HAZARDS (Cont'd)
HAZARD
Flint
Flour
Fluorides
Foundry Dust
Grain Dust
Granite
Graphite
Grinding Wheel Dusts
Gypsum
Iron Dusts
Iron Oxide Fumes
Lead Dusts
Lead Azide
Lead Fumes
Leather Dust
Lime
Limestone and Marble
L_t
Fmgne sium Dusts
Manganese Dusts
Mercury Dusts
Metallic Fumes
Mica (c=ude)
:;Ickel Dusts
"_ali c Acid
•_erchloric Acid Mist
":'.osphoric Anhydride
'_osphorus
?:cric Acid
_iastics Dust
:",.-tlandCement
".:assium Dichromate
_ethrum
•._rtz
•"k Wool
TYPE
S
N
T
S
N
S
N
S
N
N
F
T
T
F
N
A
N
N
N
T
T
F
S
N
T:
M
M
T
T
N
S
T
T
S
N
HAZARD TYPE
Rosin
Rotenone Powders
Rubber Dust
Salt
Sandpaper
Sawdust
Selenium Dusts
Shellac
Silica and Silacates
Slate and Shale
Soap Powders
Soapstone
Soda Ash
Sodium Chlorate
Sodium Dichromate
Sodium Floride
Sodium Metal
Soot
Sulfuric Acid Mist
Talc (crude)
Tellurium Dusts
Tetyrl
Thallium Dusts
Tin Fumes (metallic)
Tin Dusts
Trinitrotoluene
Tungsten Carbide
Uranium Dusts
Vanadium Dusts
Welding Fumes
Wood Dust
Wool Lint
Zinc Dusts
Zinc Fumes
Zirconium Dusts
N
T
N
N
S
N
T
N
S
S
N
S
N
N
T
T
A
N
M
S
T
T
T
F
N
N
T
R
R
F
N
N
N
F
N
NOTE: Filters do not protect against gases,
vapors or oxygen deficiency.
',77 n so,.,,01 .,.o,........... H° Wo Smith ' W.L. Ball
All kq4_mitkm heree_ |8 I_ mnlideiilla| IlrolNrty el Air lUr_lucts, Inc.. untess |r_othtr saurce is shawn,
It Imlkktwt Is return cm 4emand _ met net be dtsci4Nd or we_'oduc4d wllhovt _'iof written ¢4mseflt.
Dote
January, 1964
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RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
5. FILTER TYPE SELECTOR TABLE - DUST, MIST AND FUME HAZARDS (Cont'd)
Ae Approved manufacturers for U o S. Bureau of Mines Approved
Respirators
(1) Willson Products Company
(2) Mine Safety Appliances Company
(3) Acme Protection Equipment Company
Be Approved vendors for respiratory equipment
(1) Industrial Products Company
2820 No &th Street
Philadelphia 33, Pa.
(2) Mine Safety Appliances Company
201 N. Braddock Avenue
Pittsburgh 8, Pao
6. CARTRIDGE TYPE SELECTOR TABLE - GAS AND VAPOR HAZARDS
These respirators are the non-emergency type, and afford protection where
there is damager o± ch1_o1_icpoiso,i_ o/_c__ _'cpeated or prolonged exposure
to the following gas and vapor hazards. All respirators will be of the
dual canister or cartridge type meeting the U. S. Bureau of Mines approval.
These respirators are not a substitute for gas masks, airline respirators
or local exhaust systems; and must not be used in vapor-concentrations
in excess of 0o1% by volume. Should there be the slightest doubt as to
the concentration, a gas mask or self-contained breathing unit should be
used o
SYMBOL CONTAMINANT
A Acid Gases
B Ammonia
C Organic Vapors
D Organic Vapors and Acid Gases
M Mercury
Orlg|nQted By, Approved, Surety Oirector
H o W. Smith W.L. Ball
All Infw'matJon here, e. 61 the co.lMenlial Wooerty of Air Products. Inc., _r_less another so;.ar,:a ill Ihown.
IlL eubiect to retua'n on da,l_and and must not be disclosed or ¢el._roduced _,lthuut _rim' written Con_.ent.
Dole
January, 1964
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6. CARTRIDGE TYPE SELECTOR TABLE - GAS AND VAPOR HAZARDS (Cont'd)
HAZARD
Acetaldehyde
Acetate Solvents
Acetic Acid
Acetic Anhydride
Acetone
Acid Gases
Alcohols
Aldehydes
Alkyl Mercaptans
A_nia
Am_l Acetate
Aniline
Benzine (pet. naphtha)
Benzol (benzene)
Butadiene
Butyl Acetate
B,,tyl Alcohol (butanol)
Butyl p-amino phenol
Carbon Disulfide
Carbon Tetrachloride
Chlorex
Chlorinated Hydrocarbons
Chlorobenzene
Chloroform
Chlorosulfonic Acid
Cleaning Solvents
Cresol
C_mene
Dichloroethyl Ether
Dichlorobenzine
Diode
Epichlorohydrin
Esters
Ethers'
Ethyl Acetate
TYPE
C
C
D
D
C
A
C
C
"D
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
HAZARD
Ethyl Chloride
Ethyl Ether
Ethylene Dichloride
Ethylene Oxide
Formaldehyde
Furfural
Gasoline
Hydrochloric Acid
Hydrogen Chloride
Mercury Metal
Methyl Alcohol (methanol)
Methyl Bromide
Methyl Chloroform
(trichloroethane)
Napthalene
Naptha (petroleum)
Nitrobenzene
Nitroparaffins
Organic vapors-acid gases
Paint, thinners, solvents
Paraformaldehyde
Perchloroethylene
Petroleum Vapors
Phenol
Pyridine
Styrene (monomer)
Sulfur Dioxide
Sulfur Trioxide
Tar Fumes and Vapors
_etrachloroethylene
Tetrachloroethane
Thiophene
Toluene (toluol)
Trichloroethylene
Turpentine
Vinyl Chloride
Xylene (xylol)
I _, _ Ofl@IAeted 'y, Appreved, Safety Direc¢_
-""'"" ..... H.W. Smith W.L. Ball
AM knh_nmlm herwl Is the _lldqmml fmr_r of Air Peeclucll, Inc.. unless ane|her source le shovrn,
is _b_l¢l le return en clemaml lind mull nel oe dtecleeed er reproduced wilheul prier wrillen r.lmllml.
TYPE
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
A
M
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
A
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
DOI@
January, 196_
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6o CARTRIDGE TYPE SELECTOR TABLE - GAS AND VAPOR HAZARDS (Cont'd)
Ao Approved manufactureres for U. S. Bureau of Mines Approved
Respirators
(i) Willson Products Company
(2) Mine Safety Appliances Company
(3) Acme Protection Equipment Company
Bo Approved vendors for respiratory equipment
(1) Industrial Products Company
2820 No 4th Street
Philadelphia 33, Pao
(2) Mine Safety Appliances Company
201 No Braddock Avenue
Pittsburgh 8, Pao
7o CANISTER.-TYFE GAS MASKS
Canister type gas masks are to be used only in atmospheres where the
oxygen co_te_t _._ k-_wn to be I_% or over° Canister _as masks do not
replace the oxygen content in a confined area, they are designed spe-
cifically forprotection against irritants and contamination which
might cause body harm, but in areas or environments in which the oxy-
gen content of the contaminated air is NOT below safe oxygen (18%)
limitso
Should limits of oxygen content not be met, a supplied air respirator
or a self-contained breathing apparatus should be used° At all times
follow the safe operating recommendations supplied with the mask; make
sure that the masks fit the users, and that personnel are trained in
their use°
All gas masks should be included on a monthly maintenance program, the
canisters should be replaced after each use and after one year storage
time° Each mask must be inspected for cracks, holes and breaks and be
cleaned with an approved cleaning solution as perscribed by the mask
manufacturer°
Originated By,
H o W o Smith
Approved, Safety Director
Dote
W. L. Ball January, 196A
Atl |nformellon hereon I! the confidential propgrly of Air Produ¢llk Inc.. unless _nother source is shown.
Js lubJec! to retui'n on demand nnd m_st no[[ be d(sclosed Or re_oduce¢l wJlhout prior wrilten consent.
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7. CANISTER-TYFE GAS MASKS (Cant'd)
CANISTER SELECTION GUIDE FOR GAS MASKS
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
N All Purpose
FD All Purpose
AG Acid Gas
AMN Ammonia (amonite)
AGAM Acid Gases and Ammonia
AMS
CL
CYN
HCN
HCNCC
HCNPS
Hg
M
0v
OVAG
OAAM
Ammonia (silica gel)
Chlorine
Cyanogen Chloride
Hydrocyanic Acid and Cyanogen Chloride
Hydrocyanic Acid and Cyanogen Chloride
Hydrocyanic Acid and Chloropicrin
Mercury Vapor
Military
Organic Vapors
Organic Vapors and Acid Gases
Organic Vapors, Acid Gases and An_nonia
NOTE: The canister column shows an "F" where a toxic smoke or dust
filter is required in a canister for proper protection,
"OV" where a chemical for absorbing organic vapor is required,
"AG" where a chemical for absorbing an acid gas is required,
"AM" where a chemical for absorbing ammonia is required,
"Hg" where a chemical for absorbing mercury vapor is required,
"FD" where all-purpose gas and toxic smoke or dust protection
is required,
"N" where all-purpose gas protection only is required,
"CL" and "HCN" where a special canister is available.
...tMG@mPOIATIID
Originated By, Approveda Safety Director
H. W. Smith W.L. Ball
/UI Inflrmetio_ )serten t, I_e _lldl_ltll pro(perry of Air Products, Inc.. u,le_i another soucce Is shown,
Is wbJect to _eturn on 114mifld Ifld mv0t nol be disclosed or reproduced wtthou! prier written concerti.
Dote
January, 196/+
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7. CANISTER-TYFE GAS MASKS (Cont'd)
NAME CANISTER
ABH
Acetaldehyde
Acetic Acid
Acetic Anhydride
OV-F
OV
OV
OV
Acetone
Acetonltrile
Acetylene
Acid Gases
Acridine
Acrolein
Acrylaldehyde
Acrylonitrile
Alcohols
Aldehydes
Aldrin
Allyl Cyanide
AlkylIsocyanide
Allethrin
Allyl Chloride
Allylene
Alundum
Amines
Ammonia
Amyl Acetate
Amyl Alcohol
Amylene
Amyl Nitrite
Aniline
Antimony
Antimony Hydride
Arsenic
Arsenic Fluride
Ar sen/.c Trichloride
Arsine
Asbestos
OV
OVAG
OV
AG
OV-F
OV
OV
OVAG-FD_N
OV
OV
OV-F
OVAG-FD-N
OVAG-FD-N
F-non-toxic
OV
OV
F
OV
AM
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
F
N-FD
F-OVAG-FD
N-FD
N-FD-OVAG
N-FD
F
NAME CANISTER
Barium
Benzine
Benzol
Benzonitrile
Benzoyl Cyanide
Benzy]amlne
Benzyl Chloride
Beta Borane
Boron Fluoride
Boron Hydride
Bromoacetylene
Bromine
Bromobenzlne (mono)
Butadiene
Butaldehyde
N-Butanol
Butane
Butanone
Butoxethanol
N-Butyl Acetate
Butyl Alcohol
Butyl Cellosolve
Butylene
Butyl Nitrite
Cacodyl
Cadmimum
Camphor
F
OV
OV
OVAG
OVAG
OV
OV_.F
FD_N
FD_N
FD-N
OVAG
OVAG.
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OVAG
OVAG
F
OV
Captan
Carbon Dioxide
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Disulfide
Carbon Orychloride
Carbon Oxysulfide
Carbon Suboxide
Caxbon Tetrachloride
OV
AG
FD-N
OVAG-OV
FD-N-OVAG
FD-N
FD-N
OV
L
__ ! Origin@ted By, Approved, $afety Director............... H o Wo Smith Wo Lo Ball
All InformatSofl heyecm it Ihe confldentilt! property of Air Products. Inc.. unless Imothor source |s shown.
it tubJecl to return 041 demsnd snd must not be dJsclQeed Or rs_oduced without l_riOr writlen cOllllnt.
Oole
January, 196A
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7. CANISTER-TYPE GAS MASKS (Cont 'd)
NAME CANISTER
Cellosolve
Cent onylene
Chloroacetylene
Chlorine
Chlorine Dioxide
Chlorine Monoxide
Chloroacetone
Chlorobenzene
Chlorobutadiene
Chloroform
Chloronitropropane
Chloropicrin
Chlorotoluene
Chromic Acid
Collodion
Cresol
Cyanide
Cyanogen
Cyanogen Bromide
Cyanogen Chloride
Cyclohexane
Cyclohexanol
Cyclohexene
Cyclopropane
Decane
DDT
Biacetylene
Diborane
Dibrbmomethane
Dichlorobenzene
Dichlorodifluoromethane
Dichloroethane
Dichloroethylene
Dichloroethyl Ether
Dichloromethane
OV
OV
OV
OVAG-CL
OVAG-N-FD
OVAG
OVAG
OV
OV
OV
OV
OVAG-OV
OV
F-AG-F
OV
OV
FD-OVAG-F
FD-N-OVAG
OVAG
OVAG
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OVAG-F
OV ,
N-FD
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
NAME CANISTER
Dichloromonofluoromethane
Dichloronitroethane
Dicloropropane
Dichlorotetrafluoroethane
OV
OV
OV
OV
Diethylamlne
Dimethylamine
Dimethyl Ether
Dioxane
Ethane
Ether
Ethyl Acetate
Ethyl Alcohol
Ethyl Benzene
Ethyl Bromide
Ethyl Chloride
Ethylene
Ethylene Oxide
Ethyl Ether
Ethyl Iodide
Ethyl Nitrate
Ethyl Nitrite
Ethyl Silicate
Formaldehyde
Formic Acid
Freon
Furfural
Gasoline Vapors
Heptane
Heptylene
Hexane
Hexylene
_Hydrazine
Hydriodic Acid
Hydrobromic Acid
Hydrochloric Acid
FD-N
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV-F
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
AM
AG
AG
OVAG
IOW@_led |y, I Approved, $ofe_ D_red=
-"'""""" I H. W. Smith W.L. Ball
Ii
AI inki_lililll illslm is Ill ui_ lll_ d Ai' Pi"xli¢ll, II_ Imll ,u Itilmi' m II _
II _ ill rllil_ In _ led i nll Ill iiilil¢_ I l_ii'Iduuid illllslli II_ lw'lilim i
Date
January, 196_
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RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
7. CANISTER-TYPE GAS MASKS (Cont' d)
NAME
Hydrocyanic Acid
Hydrofluoric Acid
Hydrogen Cyanide
Hydrogen Sulphide
Iodine
Iron Oxide Fumes
Isobutane
Isophorone
Isopropyl Ether
Ketene
i
iKetone
Lacquer
Lead Tetraethyl
Magnesium Oxide Fumes
Manganese
Mercury
Methanol
Methyl Alcohol
Methyl Bromide
Methyl Chloride
Methyl Ether
CANISTER NAME
h
HCN Perchloroethylene
AG Phenol
HCN Phosgene
FD-N Phosphorus
OVAG Propane
!
F _Propyl Alcohol
OV Propylene
OV Propyl Ether
OV Pyridine
OV Rochelle Salt
OV Selenium
OV-F i Silica Dusts
,, OV-OV-F Soapstone
i F Stibine
i F Stoddard Solvent
i
I
Hg Sulphur Chloride
OV Sulphur Dichloride
OV Sulphur Dioxide
OV Sulphuric Acid
OV ! Sulphur Trioxide
I I
OV i Talc Dust
I
TarlMethyl Nitrite
Muriatic Acid
Naphtha
Nitric Acid
i
Nitrobenzene
iNitrogen Dioxide
Nitromethane
!Nitropropane
!Nitrous Oxide
i
Octane
Ozone
Paint-lead
Pentaborane
Pentane
OV
AG
OV
AG
OV
; FD-N
I OV
OV
FD-N
OV
OV
OV-F
N-FD
OV
Teflon
Tetraborane
Tetrachloroethane
l, l, 2, 2,
Tetrachloroethane
Tetrachloromethane
Toluene
Tribromomethane
, Trichloroethylene
'Turpentine
Uranium (unsoluble)
Uranium (soluble)
Vinyl Chloride
Xylene
Xylol
_Zinc Oxide Fumes
CANISTER
OV
OV
FD-N
OVAG-F-FD
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV-F
F
F
F
FD
OV
OVAG
OVAG
I AG
[
AG-F
AG-F-FD
i
F
OV
OV-F
FD-N
OV
OV
OV
' OV
!
I OVAG
OV
OV
F
OVAG-F
OV
OV
OV
F
Originated |y, Approved, Safety Director
....." ....... H.W. Smith W.L. Ball
All Informtkm horee_ is the eonfldent_il IwelNrty oF Air Products, Inc., unlsll another sowce Is shew_
Is subject Io rsturn e. demand end must net be disclosed or reproduced wllheul prior wrillin contenL
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RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
7. CANISTER-TYPE GAS MASKS (Cant 'd)
A. Approved manufacturerers for U. S. Bureau of Mines Approved
Gas Masks.
(i) Willson Products Company
(2) Mine Safety Appliances Company
(3) Acme Protection Equipment Company
B. Approved vendors for gas mask equipment
(i) Industrial Products Company
2820 N. &th Street
Philadelphia 33, Penna.
(2) Mine Safet_ Appliances Company
201 N. Braddock Avenue
Pittsburgh 8, Penna.
8. AIRLINE RESPIRATORS
The U. S. Bureau of Mines has approved the use of supplied air respirators
for respiratory protection in any atmosphere not immediately harmful to
life, or from which the wearer can escape without the aid of a respirator.
Air llne respirators, abrasive blasting helmets and supplied air hoods are
termed supplied air equipment, since a source of compressed air is used
to#_upply the wearer with the air he needs for breathing. It is important
that the wearcr receive clean dry air; this may be accomplished by either
filtered plant compressed air systems, or from cylinders.
This equipment should be operated at a mask pressure up to 26 psi, be
equlppedwith an air release valve which will release at 26 psi, and
be equipped with a constant flow filter.
A. Approved manufacturers of airline respiratory equipment.
(I) Willson Products Company
(2) Mine Safety Appliances Company
(3) Acme Protection Equipment Company
Originated IMf, Approved, Safety Director
"""e"°'''"" H.W. Smith W.L. Ball
M lliklllmMat imlmt le IN amildmll weMrIT _ Air 11_14mtlk IM" Imieu smNiNr _ le _'_"
II _ N _ _ _ _ M m N dll_Nd Ir _M witheul WlW m'|tllm _nteel.
i!
Date
January, 196&
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RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
8o AIRLINE RESPIRATORS (Conrad)
Bo Approved vendors for airline respiratory equipment.
(i)
C2)
Industrial Products Company
2820 No &th Street
Philade%phia 33, Pao
Mine Safety Appliances Company
201 No Braddock Avenue
Pittsburgh 8, Pao
9o SEIg_CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS
Self-contained breathing units may be worn under any conditions which
warrant protection from Gusts, vapors, fumes and oxygen deficient at-
mosphereso These units should be available for rescue, quick entry,
work and escape° Selection of the proper unit will depend on the areas
of use and the time element involved° At least one extra cylinder should
be provided for each unit provided for the facility°
APCI has standardized on both the Scott and Surviv-Air self-contained
breathing apparatus; a summary of these units is as follows:
WEIGHT BREATHING TIME
MODEL LBSo UNDER WORKING REMARKS
CONDITIONS
Scott - 6OOO-BLA Air Pak 19 i/2 15 Mino Not Uo So Bureau
of Mines Approved
Scott - 6OOO-A2MS Air Pak 30 30 Mino Uo S. Bureau of
Mines Approved
Surviv-Air - 9009-20 8 7 to i0 Mino Not Uo So Bureau
of Mines Approged
Surviv_Air - 9030 25 30 4Min° Uo So Bureau of
Mines Approved _
NOTE: io All Scott Air-Pak_s will be equipped with a Scott Low
Pressure Alarm Unit° This alarm unit must be specified
when ordering°
2o All Surviv-Air Units must be ordered with a case° This
case must be specified when ordering°
3° Compressed Air Only will be used for self-contained breathing
un_tso Under no conditions w_ll oxygen be _ubstituted for
compressed afro
Originated By, Approved, Safety Director
.,.IH¢OmPORATI|
Ho W o Smith W o Lo Ball
All inf_mation hereen Is the r.anfldenllal _ogetty M Air Products, inc., unless another source is shewn,
la subject io return on demand and musl nol be disclosed er rewi(tucl, d without prior written content.
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e SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS (Cont' d)
A. Approved manufacturers
(1) Scott Aviation Corp.
(2) Surviv-Air Corp.
B. Approved Vendors
(1) Scott - Southern Oxygen Company
Division of Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
P.O. Box 5087
Washington 19, D, C.
(2) Surviv-Air - Industrial Products Company
2820 N. Ath Street
Philadelphia 33, Penna.
• ii
OrloiniN41 Bys Approved, Safety Director
....."''"..... H.W. Smith W.L. Ball January, 196/+
l|
All i_wmaUun Itwunn il _ 0mlMwUsi _rty qd Nf Pre4uctib Inc. unless sn_l_lr murr_ is dtew_
Is svk4¢¢_ to retvm un _ _ muni nee be illsdw4d w re_ wilSNw! wler wr_tlun mx_l.
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Occupational Noise Protective Equipment
le
e
3.
PURPOSE
This standard establishes the criteria for the selection of personal
protective occupational noise suppresant equipment for use in hi2h
noise areas.
SCOPE
This standard applies to all APCI facilities where there is a need
for protection from high levels of occupational noise.
GENERAL
The following approved safety equipment shall be provided and used in
areas where the occupational noise level exceeds 90 decibels as measured
on the "A" scale of a standard sound level meter at slow response,
regardless of octave band.
&. NOISE PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
TYPE MANUFACTURER PART NUMBER DECIBEL RANGE OF US}
Ear Plug Willson Products Co. EP-IO0 90 to II0
Ear Plug H.E. Douglass En_. Co. 5000 90 to II0
Ear Muff Willson Products Co. 155-A II0 to 130
Note 1.) - Due to differences in ear structure, some persons may not be
able to be fitted with ear plugs. These persons shall be
provided with, and use, the 155-A Ear Muff.
Note 2.) - There may be occassions where the decibel level may exceed
130. For these exposures both the EP-IOO ear plug and the
155-A ear muff shall be provided and used.
Note 3.) - All of the above safety equipment may be worn with a hard
hat or cap without modification.
5. SUPPLIER
All ear protection equipment is being stocked by the Spare Parts
Department, and is to be ordered by requisition. The address is
as follows:
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Post Office Box A82
Allentown, Pennsylvania, 18105
Attention: Spare Parts Department
Date
Sept., 19_9
_g_ _ _ _"* i All information hereon is th .... fldential property Of Alr Products and
Chemicals, Inc., unless another source is shown, is sublect to return on de-
mand and m usl not be disclosed or reproduced without prior written consent.

PUT IT IN _,TRITING
Date April 7. 19[i
To M.H. Halsted , . Subject Operations .hearing .............
From H. H. Master Protection Program ......
cc: W. L. Ball
A. W. Mellen
W. J. Scharle
H. E. Wynn
Operations Department has been supplying hearing protection equipment as needed or
requested for a number of years. Wearing was more or less voluntary and was recom-
mended where believed essential. As equipment sizes increased, the wearing of pro-
tection was more necessary, and the program was broadened. With the advent of the
Walsh Healy Act and industrial and public awareness of environmental deterioration,
the Operations Department program was broadened further and accelerated.
In April, 1970, at your direction, the writer visited Geismar, Lone Star, Los
Angeles, and Wharton plants. H. Smith accompanied me to all locations excepting
Los Angeles. Sound level surveys were made at each location and safety meetings
were held with employees. The Geismar and Los Angeles plants were picked because
they were essentially new facilities and initial employee training is instrumental
in attaining good compliance. Lone Star was picked because general attitude of em-
ployees is good, and Wharton was included as noise levels are high there due to
indoor installation of large machinery.
Employee acceptance at test plants was good, and it was decided to proceed with
coverage on all plants. Since that time, A. L. Hatley and the writer have had
safety meetings at plants in conjunction with other reasons for visiting their
locations. 15 of 23 major locations have been covered (see attachment). Nitrogen
plants have not been included, primarily because there is no apparent problem.
Allentown, Western Electric facility, was surveyed as a typical location, and
there was a high reading of 93 dB (A) but at only one spot in the area. All other
spots were 89 or less.
Safety meeting material outline included:
i. Reasons for concern - increased public and industrial noises.
2. Sound measurement - explanation of decibel - examples of various
levels (whisper, talking, discotheques, average auto, Jet plane, etc.)
3. Walsh Healy Act exposure limitations without hearing protection.
4. Parts of the ear and their function - how noise affects them - what
can be done if damaged.
5. Plant sound levels - where protection should be worn - limitations
of ear plugs and ear muffs.
Z
a.
PUTIT IN WRITING
Date April 7. 1971....
To M.H. Hals}e9 ..... Subject Operations Hearing Protection Program
From..It. H. Master.
i , ,, ,H ,, ,,, -,-- , i i i m i i i i i i ,
page 2
Since the Company had no compulsory rules on this area, compliance was suggested
by "we want you" or "you should" wear hearing protection. The attachment outlines
facilities which have had meetings and surveys, and the compliance column rates
employee observance of wearing protective equipment as observed by the writer or
reported by plant management or A. L. Hatley. Compliance here is based on our
instructions to have them wear protection at any location over 90 decibels re-
gardless of the time in the area. Walsh Healy specifies 90 decibels limit for
eight hour exposures. It was thought best to have them wear protection at all
times in these areas (with the possible exception of pass-through) as no one
keeps track of his time and the probability of the future limit being lowered
to 85 dB (A) is very likely. Generally, ear plugs are satisfactory, but ear muffs
are recommended for venting, defrost and recycling as it is very likely noise
levels reach ii0 decibels for these operations.
There are a number of complaints against standard ear plugs. Through Safety
Department, the writer acquired G.E. Peacekeeper kits which are a silicone rubber
material molded to the individual's ear. H. Smith had been checked out on making
these plugs and he, in turn, taught the writer. After cleaning and lubricating
the ear with mineral oil on cotton swabs, the base material is mixed with a cata-
lyst. It is then worked into the subject's ear and left to set for 20 minutes
after which time he has a set of ear plugs custom-made for his ear. The writer
has made about 80 sets for employees at Los Angeles, Delaware City, Sparrows
Point, Cleveland, Lathrop, and Middletown and general acceptance is good. Only
H. Smith and the writer are permitted to make these plugs at this time as we do
not want anybody and everybody to do this work on employees' ears.
Operations has had the foresight to educate their employees in this matter. 65%
of the major facilities have been covered hoping to get a voluntary compliance.
The Safety Standard has nowbeen issued and we will expedite meetings at the re-
maining locations.
m_/lmg
Attachment
Retyped 9/27/72 krs
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
, i i i = i =l , l,
H. H. Master
(
Facility
Ashland
Birmingham
Burns IIarbor
Butler
Cleveland
Creighton
Decatur
Delaware City
Ge i smar
Granite City w
LaPorte
Lathrop
Leechbury
Lone Star
Los Angeles
Middletown
New Martinsville
New Orleans
Pittsburgh
Puerto Rico
Sparrows Point
Weirton
Wharton
S_¢6LRY
OPERATIONS HEAI{INC PROTECTION PROGR/U.{
Meetings liigh Reading
Attended B_r dB (AI.
A. Hatley 93
H. Master 109
I{. Master
A. Hatley
H. Master
H. Master
H. Smith
W. Schmoyer
E. Sheasby
A. Hatley
H. Master
H. Master
H. Smith
H. Master
H. Master
103
ili.5
9h
i04
114"*
lO6
97
99
lO6
1o6
112
A. Hatley
II. Master
H. Master
H. Master
H. Smith
Comp_iaqce
Good
Fair
Excellent
Good
Very good
Good
Excellent
Poor
105 Fair
99
109 Good
106 Very good
107
102 Very good
* Impromtu meeting held during visit here when employees and union raised
questions. Another meeting would be in order and is planned.
** Mufflers have been added here and new data will be obtained.
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OCCUPATIONAL NOISE
i.
e
e
PURPOSE
This standard establishes the responsibility and describes the procedure
to identify and reduce, to acceptable limits, problems concerning industrial
noise.
SCOPE
This standard applies to all APCI facilities.
OBJECTIVE
Revision of the safety and health regulations applicable under federal
regulations requires that protection be provided against the effect of
excessive noise. The regulations require that feasible administrative
or engineering controls shall be utilized. If such controls fail to
reduce sound levels below certain prescribed maxima, "Personal Protective
Equipment shall be provided and used." In order to provide a uniform
program which is compatible with these regulations, the following pro-
cedures will be required:
A. Evaluation of APCI facilities for noise exposures, utilizing
accepted methods and equipment.
B. Comparison of noise exposure data to noise criteria for identifying
noise hazards.
C. The introduction of a hearing conservation program, where necessary,
incorporating the following:
(i) Control and reduce noise by engineering methods whereever
possible and practical.
(2) Provide personal protective equipment for employees in those
areas where noise control is not possible or practical under C
(i) above.
4. RESPONSIBILITY
Ae The facility manager is responsible for ensuring that all employees
under his supervision are protected against the effects of industrial
noise as outlined in this standard. It is thus his responsibility to
institute plant surveys, institute programs to reduce noise wherever
possible, and to require the wearing of protective equipment where
noise levels exceed the criteria.
Be The Engineering Department shall be responsible for including in
the specifications for all new equipment, a requirement for keeping
noise reduced to a level consistent with personal safety and good
design.
I Date
Che.|c@',. l.c.. unlel, of%other laurel ,$ show., is tub,let to return on do- 4/9/71
All information hereon is ,he confidential property of Air Products and
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OCCUPATIONAL NOISE
PROCEDURE
A. General Requirements
The maximum steady noise level that an employee shall be exposed to
for an 8-hour work day is 90 dB (A). If the noise level exceeds 90
dB (A), the steps listed below shall be taken:
(i) The no}se shall be reduced by engineering methods wherever
possible or practical.
(2) Where adequate noise reduction is not possible by engineering
methods, personal protective equipment as set forth in Safety
Standard 627.4.8 shall be provided.
Note i: Exposure to impulsive or impact noise shall not exceed
120 peak dB (A) Sound Pressure level.
B. Plant Surveys _
Noise surveys shall be made of all facilities where industrial noise
appears to exceed the criteria. Assistance in making the survey can
be obtained from:
(1) Corporate Safety Department,
(2) Workmens Compensation liability insurance carrier, or
(3) A qualified representative of the division involved.
Surveys will be entered on standard equipment arrangement drawings
and shall be held as a matter of record in the Corporate Safety
Department office. Each instrument shall be calibrated prior to
each survey. The calibration method and date shall become part of
the survey.
C. Plant Resurveys
Plant resurveys shall be performed whenever a change in the facility's
equipment has been made. A request for a resurvey may be made by the
facility manager or the Corporate Safety Departmcnt at any time.
D. Noise Evaluation Equipment
Noise surveys shall be conducted using a General Radio sound survey
meter type No. 1565-A or type No. 1555-A calibrated to the "A" scale
at slow response. Only in special cases shall readings be obtained
using various octave bands.
IAn,-nh*°nh*'dnA*'*du*dloo'
"' ma nd and must not be dllclosed or rep_reduced wilE.u! prier wrlflen conlen,.
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OCCUPATIONAL NOISE
E. Personal Pro%ective Equipmen_tL
Acceptable personal protective aqu]pmcnt is described in Safey
Stsndard 627.4.8.
F. Definitions
Audiogram - A graph showing hearing loss as a function of frequency.
Audiometer - The instrument for measuring hearing sensitivity.
Decibel
- The decibel (dB) is the common unit of measurement of
sound pressure. It is 20 loglo of the ratio between
the root-mean-square (rms) pressure of a given sound
and a reference rms pressure which is usually 0.0002
microbar.
- This symbol denotes the decibel reading on the "A"
scale.
All information hereon is the confidential properly of Air Products and
Chemicals, inc., unless another source Is shown, is subiect to return on de-
mand and must not be disclosed or reproduced without prior written consent.

SAFETY DEPARTMENT
FKKitson/bp
June 25, 1968
STAFFING AND "CHECK-IN" SYSTEM_
.... FOR OPERATING PLANTS
l t,
The Safety Department recommends the guidelines listed below be utilized in
establishing the controls to provide a means of checking on the condition of
personnel who are working alone performing emergency maintenance work, daily
plant operation, or weekly plant operations, The guidelines set forZh
est.ablish %he mi.nimum requireme.nts - obviously where a "check-in" system
can be established with a nearby Air Products facility, customer personnel,
or neighboring industry guard service, such an arrangement shall be made.
The hazards inherent in the type of work being performed by the individual
shall be the criteria used in determining whether a "check-in" system is
required.
i. TYPE OF PLANT
| ii i | t
A. Flammable Gas..Plants
Regularly scheduled plant operations with one man/shift at any plant
processing flammable gas must be provided with a positive method of
"check-in" by the operator. The frequency of "check-in" may vary
with the type of system established but must provide a minimum
operator "check-in" once every hour. The plants included as
flammable gas plants would be acetylene, hydrogen or other flammable
gas cylinder filling plants and carbon monoxide, liquid hydrogen,
or LNG production facilities.
B. Fluorine Pr.oduct.i..onFac.i.lit.i.e.s
Production of fluorine or transfer of fluorine (liquid or gaseous)
into containers shall require two personnel to be present at the
facility. A communication system shall be provided, such as "walkie-
talkies".
C. N_itrogen Generating ...F.a.c..i.l.i.t.ies
A "check-in" system is not required for one man/shift operations or
maintenance of these facilities.
D. Oxygen Generating Facilities
A "check-in" system for one man/shift operations is required if
routine operations necessitate operation from more than grade eleva-
tion or if cryogenic liquid loading operations are performed. The
frequency of "check-in" shall be a minimum of once every hour.
E. Oxygen, Nitrogen, Argon Cyli.nder Filling Facilities
A "check-in" system is not required for one man/shift operations.
-2-
e
.
MAINTENANCE WORK
The following guidelines shall be used during maintenance work:
A. Maintenance work on systems containing flammable gases will require
the presence of more than one person.
B. Maintenance work on electrical systems:
(i)
(2)
Work on energized electrical systems with voltages up to
250 volts will require the presence of more than one person.
(Under no circumstances are personnel permitted to work on
energized circuits with voltnges exceeding 250 volts.)
Work on de-energized circuits with voltages of 4h0 volts or
above will require the presence of more than one person (the
second person need not be an electrical technician.)
Ce Maintenance work other than that described above will not require
a second person or "check-in" system; however, the employee must
advise the appropriate plant manager (or his representative) of
his time of departure to an unattended facility and his time of
return from the unattended facility.
CHECK, IN SYSTEMSACCEPTABLE " "
The "check-in" syste m utilized shall be a reliable method of determining
the responsiveness of an individual such as:
A. ADT System;
B. Telephone contact with APCI personnel, customer personnel, or
neighboring industry guard personnel;
C. Reliable telephone answering services.
Re-typed Dec. i, 1971
TO: All Plant Managers
FROM: R. D. Stompler
PUT IT IN WRITING
Date : February., 19, 1971
Subject: LOX Pump Safety Barriers
CC: W. L. Ball
B. J. Berrettini
J. M. Geist
M. H. Halsted
H. H. Master
G. W. Robinson
M. H. Vogel - APL
H. E. Wynn
Attached is a sketch of a typical or suggested safety barrier to be installed
on Paul, Carter and Cosmodyne LOX transfer pumps (3600 RPM Ground Pumps).
Each plant manager will be responsible for having these barriers constructed
and erected, and should report to the writer each completed unit as they are
completed. The report should include make, model, serial number, service
and location of each unit along with a picture of the barrier. It is
expected that this work should be completed in approximately one week after
receipt of this memo.
Although no catastrophic incidents have been reported with these slow speed
pumps, the potential still exists and the barriers are to be provided in the
interest of personnel safety.
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY,
RDS :rsb
Attachment
R. D. Stompler
(Retyped 9/28/72 sba)
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Air Products and
Bulletin No.___ _
Design Eng. Std. 5_6.1
I. PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This bulletin incorporates changes proposed for Personnel Protective Shields
for Oxygen Systems, Design Engineering Standard 5_6.1, as contained in
B. W. Taylorls memo 6f July 22, 1971, Subject: Oxygen Standards. The memo
is attached.
DATE:September ]30, 1971
L

Air Products and Chemicals, Lnc.
PUT IT IN WHITING
Date:
TO: a.M. Kroc/W. T. Hector SUBJECT:
F_OM: B.W. Taylor*
July 22, 1971
Oxygen Standards
CC: L. W. Ball*
R. W. Campbell
J. J. Dwyer
J. M. Geist*
M. H. Halsted
G. W. Robinson*
W. J. Scharle*
E. P. Thomas
K. Wilson (APL)
A meeting of those m_rked * was held on July 21 to reach agreement on
modification of APCI standard 5_6.1 for shields around oxygen compressors.
The questions in this area were outlined in my memo of July 19, same
subject. Questions and conclusions were as follows:
i. Are single ply shields acceptable around centrifugal compressors?
The sandwich design must be continued as currently required by the
standard to achieve desired time delay prior to burn through of the
shield. Compressors with discharge pressure below 50 psig were
considered for a single ply barrier. This relaxation was ruled out
on the basis that evidence was not available to justify the change at
this time.
Standard 5_6.1 describes the principles normally requiring placement
of the shield approximately3 feet from the compressor. This dimension
may be increased to achieve walkways past piping, etc. The resulting
layout in nearly all cases should be within approximately 5 feet of the
compressor or 1st elbows off the compressor. Therefore, the standard
will continue to require the sandwich design around all centrifugal
compressors.
2. Are shields required around reciprocating compressors?
As a minimnm requirement, shields must enclose the cylinders, distance
piece openings adjacent to the cylinder and the first elbow of piping
connecting to the cylinders. The distance piece housing need not be
enclosed. Shields located within 5 feet of the cylinders, distance
pieces, or 1st elbows must be the sandwich design as currently required
by the standard. Shields outside this 5 ft. boundary may be a single
ply design. These requirements apply to reciprocating compressors of
all manufacturers and all pressures.
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
_Q: R. M. Kroc/W. T. Rector -2- July 22, 1971
The use of the minimumshielding indicated above or an alternate design
totally enclosing the compressor shall be based on economics, accessibility
for safety inspections and clearances needed for normal maintenance. The
main advantage of close-in shields around Sulzer compressors is greatly
improved observa$ion of the distance piece area plus a significantly
smaller shield.
During the July 19 meeting, it was agreed that doors maybe eliminated
if baffles are used in front of each entrance to eliminate line of
sight between the compressor and the outside. While this principle
applies to either reciprocating or centrifugal compressors, the additichal
floor space required will usually makeit undesirable around the
centrifugal units.
3. Are shields required around coolers and piping associated with oxygen
compressors?
It was concluded that the piping and coolers for all pressures are safe
without shields if they are kept clean. This area is vulnerable to
rusting during the operational phase if a water leak develops into the
process stream and corrosive piping materials are utilized. Therefore,
the selection of materials and the cost of maintaining cleanliness continue
to be very important as indicated by paragraph IVB5 of standard 578.60.1.
Plants for APCI operation will probably utilize stainless bonnets on
coolers as well as for interstage piping based on total cost.
However, coolers and piping located in the area under a centrifugal
compressor must continue to be enclosed due to the exposure to flames
from the compressor area. Additionally, a large number of elbows
adjacent to the case are normally located in this area.
Recipients of this memo are requested to carefully consider the above changes and
indicate any objections, with justification, by August l, 1971. A technical
bulletin will be published to incorporate the above information in the standard
after that date.
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Number 30
Are Safety Glasses Worth th___eCost and Effort?
The two pictures above are the best answer we know of for that question. A
shower, first aid to slightly abraided skin from oil and flying particles,
and repairs to the safety glasses were much less painful, less time consuming
and less expensive, than the medical treatment and possible hospitalization
that would have been required if safety glasses had not been used.
These pictures were taken May 29, 1963 at the West Palm Beach facility.
Ronnie Hayward had opened the blowdown valve on the HPR oil separator. The
line was plugged and the plug broke loose releasing a 500 psi stream into the
blowdown opening in the sewer. The escaping gas hitting the sewer and the
ground in the area blew sand, oil and sorbead particles back into Ronnie's
face. The degree of protection that the safety glasses gave to his eyes is
clearly seen in the right hand picture.
SAFETY DEPARTMENT
WLBall/jmf
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PROCESS  QU!P,  NT DIVISION
PLANTOPERATIO[|SMANUAL
SECTION_ 1.13
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MAINTENANCE OF PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
I, PURPOSE
To establish a sty--," d procedure for checking and maintaining all portable
""_ ._,agulshers at all Operations facilities.
i
6
o
O
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II. RESPONSIBILITY
The Pleat Manager or Maintenance Superintendent shall designate a man to
be responsible for checking portable firefighting equipment. An alternate
to act in his absence or to assist him when necessary shall also be
appointed. If possible, these appointees shall have past experience in
firefighting and related equipment. If they do not have such experience,
every effort shall be made to instruct and train them, making use of such
available literature as %hat issued by the state, by the National Fire
Protection Association, and by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. These men
shall always be par_ of the plant Safety Committee.
If the administration of a @articular facility includes a Safety Engineer,
then he, working through the employees' supervisors, shall be responsible
for directing the maintenance men in the particular Job of maintaining
portable fire extinguishers. If outside contractors are used because of
special equipment required, these maintenance men shall spot check the
contractor's work to see that the schedule is maintained.
All operating personnel are responsible for compliance with the general
rules of the procedure (see III, B, below).
III.' PROCEDURE
i i
A. Scope
Extinguishers covered by this procedure shall include all those
approved for company use as detailed in Safety Standard 630.3.2.
BQ
Clsss A Fires - Pressurized water and foam
Class B Fires - Dry chemical (white or purple powder), carbon dioxide,
and foam
Class C Fires - Dry chemical and carbon dioxide
General Rules _
I. All personnel shall obs._rve the following rules:
a-c5
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a, Report the following to the supervisor immediately:
(i). Use of any extinguisher.
(2). Equipment missing from its station. _e familiar with
these locations. No extinguisher is to be moved without
the supervisor's permission.
(3). Damaged, deteriorated, or malfunctioning equipment.
b. Extinguisbers must be readily accessible. Keep the area
surrounding it clear and also the aisles leading to it.
C@ Keep in mind that portable extinguishers are only "first aid"
fire equipment. They can extinguish small incipient fires
or check larger fires until more el_oorate equipment and
professional firefighters arrive at the scene.
2. Supervisors and maintensnce men are responsible for the following:
Items reported in la, above are to be recharged, repaired, or
replaced accordingly as soon as practical. They shall be
be refilled even if only partly discharged.
b@
C@
A station number shall be assigned to each extinguisher.
The maintenance and inspection record shall consist of a card
fastened to the extinguisher i showing dates of inspection,
recharge, or repair. A duplicate record shall be Kep_ in the
office, listing this same data and also listing the type Of
extinguisher, its location, and other pertinent informg%ion.
Instruction of employees in the use of extinguishers shall be
given by demonstration at least every year. This can oe done
best at the time when extinguishers are scheduled for recharging.
These instructions should cover all shifts and, 4f not all men,
enough:of them so tnat there is a good distribution of trained
men. The man responsible for the maintenance or tne Safety
Engineer would be best qualified for this Job, and he should
explain the fundamentals of firefighting and the use of equipment.
Employees should be allowed to get the "feel" of tne
extinguisher.
0=E
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Ce Maintenance Frequency and Checklists (Minimum Requirement)
I. All Types of Approved Extinguishers
a. _onthly check shall be made as follows:
(I) Be sure that each extinguisher is in its desighated area
or proper station.
(2) Be sure that the immediate area and aisles are clear so
that the extinguisher is accessible.
(3) Be sure that signs and/or painted areas are in satisfactory
condition so that marking is conspicuous.
(h) Check for deterioration and damage.
(5) Be sure that directions for use are legible.
(6) Check for hose, nozzle, or orifice obstructions.
(7) Check for tampering. Exam/he seals and pins where applicable.
e Pressurized Water Extinguishers
a. Semiannual Check
(i) Perform all items listed on monthly inspection.
(2) Be sure that conta/ners are full.
(3) Check antifreeze solution with a hydrometer where
temperatures may drop below LO°F.
°.
Remove, examine, end weigh carbon dioxide cartridges. Replace
them if there is a loss of 1/2 ounce or more f:om the origiz=- i
weight stamped on them.
b. Annual Check
(I) Perform all items listed on the monthly and semiannaul chezk.
(2) Discharge at least one extinguisher of this type as if at a
fire. (See General Rules, B-2C.)
(3) Make a detailed inspection of interior and exterior of
container, including gaskets, hoses, screens, etc.
1.13A ...
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0. Five-Year Check
Have _,, hydrostatic pressure test of the extinguisher conducted
according to NFPA standards by the extinguisher manufacturer, a
Qualified service agency, or a gualified testing laboratory.
3. Carbon Dioxide Extinguisher
_Q
&. Semiannual Check
(i) Perform all items listed on monthly inspection.
(2) Perform a weight check. A loss of I0 percent or more of
i
rated capacity will require recharging.
(3) Make a detailed check of all parts of the appliance.
b. Annual Check
(i) Perform all items listed on the monthly and semiannual check.
(2) Discharge at least one extinguisher of this type as if at a
fire. (See General Rules, B-2C.)
C. Twelve-Year Check
Have a hydrostatic test performed by a qualified agen_j in
accordance with the requirements of the Interstate Commerce
Commission (Code of Federal Regulations, title h9, parts 71 to 91).
/
Dry Chemical Extinguisher" y
a. Semiannual Check
(i) Perform all items listed on monthly inspection.
(2) Perform a weight check of the cartridge for full charge.
(3) Perform a weight check of the extinguisher for chemical.
(h) On c_rtri_ that have a gauge, check the gauge for full charge.
oO
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b. Annual Check
(I) Perform all items listed on the monthly and semiannual check.
(2) Make a detailed check of all parts of the appliance.
(3) Discharge at least one extinguisher of this type as if at a
fire. (See General Rules, B-2C.)
Foam Extinguisher
a. Semiannual Check
Perform all items listed under monthly inspection.
b. Annual Check
(I) Have extinguisher recharged by qualified person or agency.
(2) Discharge at.least one extinguisher of this type as if at a
fire. (See General Rules, B-2C.)
@. Five-Year Check
Have a hydrostatic pressure test of the extinguisher conducted
according to NFPA standards by the extinguisher manufacturer, a
qualified service agency, or a qualified testing lab.
IV. RELATED PROCEDURES
V. RELATED FOF44S ....
..

FIRE PROTECTION
by M. H. Hubbs
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
In the selection of a location for air plants the Engineering Depart-
ment usually has considered the following points:
i. Atmosphere
2. Exposure to hazards from other plants
3. Effects of the plant on the surrounding area
4. Terrain and climate
5, Plant access and communication
6. Fire Protection
We shall discuss the last point "Fire Protection" necessary within
air plants.
First it should be explained that a typical 700 T/D plant is being
used as an example in this discussion.
The Safety Departmen_ works closely with the project and design
engineers on the layout of the fire water system, hydrant location and
reviews the necessity for sprinkler systems. Lists of first aid fire
appliances and other equipment peculiar to fire protection are also
drawn up and submitted to Engineering for purchase and installation.
Considerations for fire protection are based on the size of the plant
and the known hazardous locations. As certain process features and
plant layout affect the fire fighting system, drawings from the Engi-
neering Department are revised by the Safety Department prior to their
final approval. Of particular concern at this time is the location of
vents and relief valve discharges that may discharge oxygen, and the
liquid disposal system with respect to loading areas, operating areas
and those locations in the plant where any appreciable quantities of
combustibles will be stored or handled. After the general plant lay-
out has been finalized the task of placing the fire protection system
begins.
Like most companies, we are obliged by insurance contract to submit
certain drawings to them for approval on both new installations and
revisions to those now in existance. Their concern, of course, is
with building construction, electrical systems, and the adequacy of
the fire fighting equipment.
CGA, Air Separation Plant Safety Symposium, Paper and Discussion,
Chicago, Illinois, October 15, 16, 1963, pp. 175-18h
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ALUMINIZED HEAT PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
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PURPOSE
This standard establishes the criteria for the selection of aluminized heat
protective clothing for entry, proximity and approach to high thermal areas.
SCOPE
This standard applies to all APCI facilities where there is a need for
entry, proximity orapproach thermal protection.
GENERAL
The following approved safety equipment is a basis of protection unless,
due to the inclusion of other activities, a supplemental list will be
necessary. Any changes to this standard require approval by the Safety
Department.
4. ENTRY CLOTHING
A. Entry into total Flame
Fyrepel Model IO00-O0-O9AG - nine layers consisting of three layers
of special glass insulation and two layers of Fyretex (aluminized
glass fabric). This suit will accomodate a self-contained breathing
unit.
B. Ambient Temperature to i000 ° (Proximity Suit)
Fyrepel Model 800-O0-09AG - five layers consisting of three layers
of special glass insulation, one layer of flameproofed cotton and
one layer of Fyretex (aluminized glass fabric). This suit will
accomodate a self-contained breathing unit.
C. Radiant Heat to 1500 ° (Approach Suit)
Fyrepel Model 500-O0-O9AG - three layers consisting of one layer of
vinyl coated glass fabric and two layers of Fyretex (aluminized glass
fabric). This suit will accommodate a self-contained breathing unit.
D. Miscellaneous Thermal Clothing and Equipment (All Fyrepel)
i. Kool Mitt - Model 640 - 17" gauntlet mitten for 750 ° service,
aluminized backs.
2. Gloves - Model 344 - 13" gauntlet for 300 ° service, aluminized backs.
3. Boots - Model 650 - 12" height, aluminized glass.
_. Apron - Model 623 - 29" bib type, flameproof lining.
All information hereon is Ihe confidential property of Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc., unless another source is shown, is sublect to return on de-
mand and mus! not be disclosed or reproduced without prior written consent.
Dote _'IMay, 1968
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627 PERSONNEL P_OTECTIVE _UIPMENT
ALUMINIZED }[EAT PiUrECTIVE CLOTHING
4. ENTRY CLOTHING (Cont.)
D. Miscellaneous Thermal Clothing and Equipment (All Fyrepel)
5. Hood -Model 610 -with heat reflective lens.
6. Rescue Blanket - Model 182 - 6' x 8' size.
7. Fyrumbrella - Model 280 - to be used with fire hose as a heat shield.
5. VENDOR - Kistler Fire and Safety Equipment
122 Turner Street
Allentown, Pennsylvania 18102
.J
I • IAll Inf_rma':on hereon Is the confidential peeperty ef Air Preducls and DateChemicals, |nc., unless onolher sou,co is shown, is *vb_ecl @e,,turn on de- May, 1968
mand and must not be disclosed or repeoduced wltheu! peiee written consenl.
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PURPOSE
TONNAGE AIR SEPARATION PLANT
This standard establishes the criteria for the selection of safety equipment
and portable fire extinguishers for a standard tonnaFe air separation plant.
SCOPE
This standard applies to all APCI facilities.
GENERAL
The following approved safety equipment is the minimum requirement on tonnage
air separation plants constructed following the date of this standard. The
quantity and type of equipment required is based upon an operating staff of
six (6) men on the day shift and two (2) men per shift on the evening and
midnight shift. When the staffing varies significantly from these numbers,
this list must be reviewed and revised. Supplemental lists will be required
when, because of the inclusion of other activities, additional safety equip-
ment is required. Any changes to this standard require approval by the
Corporate Safety Department.
4. FIRE PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
.
Number
Required Item Model No. Vendor
7 C02Extinguishers, 15 lb. 7662-CD-15 Ansul #
8 Dry Powder Extinguisher, 20 lb. IA3A9-A-20-E Ansul #
1 Dry Powder Wheeled Unit, 150 lb. I0092-A-150-C Ansul #
All Ansul extinguishers to be ordered through the Ansul Company, 215 Plank
Avenue, Paoli, Pennsylvania, 19301.
# Note i - Safety First fire extinguishers may be substituted for
the Ansul units in areas where repair and servicing is
available at APCI IGD Southern area facilities. Safety
First extinguishers are available through the APCI
Bladensburg, Maryland facility.
# Note 2 - All fire extinguishers to be used in outside service
will require covers, and must be so stated on the
purchase requisition.
PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
Number
Required Item Model No. Vendor
18 Safety caps, white linear Polyethylene Bullard 70-802DM IPCO _
12 pr. Visitor Safety Glasses VS 3 IPCO
As needed Employee Safety Glasses Local Purchase
1 Safety Harness-Parachute Type Miller 600LN IPCO _ @_
I All information hereon is the confidential properly of Air Products and Date ,_ Z0__44a, t_/_'_//_e,M_%q_ Chemicals, I...... I ...... lh ........ Issh .... is.ubjecttoret ..... d,- Revised !
"* mand and m.,t .at be disclosed or reproduced without prl .... itte .... sent. June 15, 1970
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TONNAGE AIR SEPARATION PLANT
Number
Required
1
2 pr.
2
2 pr.
2 pr.
2
6
2
1
2
1
1
2
6 pr.
& pr.
6 pr.
2 pr.
2
Item
Safety Belt w/Lanyard (Saf-T-Pak)
Wristlets
Chemical Goggles
Protecto Face Shields - 8"
Cover Goggle-Allsafe
High Voltage Lineman's Gloves
size lO
Lineman's Leather Protector
Gloves
Lineman's Canvas Glove Bag
Air-Weave Yellow Rain Suits
& medium - 2 large
Vinylite Chemical Aprons
Scott Air-Pak w/case & alarm
Scott Air-Pak cylinders
Scott Sling-Pak w/case
Scott Sling-Pak Cylinder
Fuse Pullers, Pocket Style 1-100
AMP, 600 Volt
Fuse Pullers, Shop Style 60-AO0
AMP, 600 Volt
Rubber Boots w/Steel Toe
Redmont Chemical Gloves - l&"
Cryogenic Gloves - Welders
Chrome Leather Gauntlet
Welders Goggles
Flip-Front Welders Helmets
Model No. Vendor
Miller 641&-N
" 6255-YL
Willson 303
" V-l-6A
Hydron 21A
13-30612
IPCO
IPCO
IPCO
IPCO
G
MSA
13-38586 MSA
13-377_9
900 Series
MSA
IPCO
No. 801
9O0O00-00
100000-90
90OO02-OO
i000026&
FP-3
IPCO
APCI*
APCI*
APCI*
APCI*
B.M.
FP-A S .M.
Local Purchase
I_O
A_I
APCI
APCI
6. PLANT SAFETY EQUIPMENT
Number
Required
1
1
2
1
3
1
12
2
Item
First-Aid Cabinet
Stokes Stretcher
1/2" Rope - lO0' w/5/8" safety
snap on end
Stretcher Bridle
Fire Blankets #20 w/canister #6
Reel of Poly-rope 1/A" - yellow &
black - 25 lb.
Industrial Flashlights - explosion
proof - 2 cell
Sipco wall mount Dunking Stations
Railroad Car mover - land type
(where applicable)
Railroad Car Wheel chocks
(where applicable)
Model No. Vendor
Clearview - 3& IPCO
No. 3 IPCO
- IPCO
Miller 6380 IPCO
- IPCO
_ IPCO
F-81X S.B.
3-S IPCO
WB-17 A.
Style A A.
T Dole
Chemicals, Inc., unless another source is shown, is subject _o retucn en de- |Revised
|June 15, 1970
All information hereon is Ihe confidential properly of Air Producle and
rnand and mus, not be disclosed or reproduced without prior wrlflen consent.
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Number
Required
4
12
12
2
1
1
1
2
12
6
1
1
4
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 Doz.
2
1
3
VENDOR KEY
A
TONNAGE AIR SEPARATION PLANT
Item
Truck wheel chocks - non skid
Willson Earmuffs
Douglass Sound Sentry
Salt Tablet Dispensers
Eagle Safety Plun_er Can
Eagle oily waste can
Eagle Safety Can - 1Fallon
Signs - R.R. Car connected
(where applicable)
Signs - High voltage - lO" x 7"
20 gauge
Signs - Folding-double faced -
Watch Your Step - 20 CauFe
Signs - No Smoking - 10 t'x 14"
20 Gauge
Safe Days worked board
Eyewash Bottle #505 w/50 holder
Portable inspection liFhts -
yellow - 15 watt - 50' cord
Portable Inhalator - Resuscitator
Reviva-Life Dual Butterfly/w case
Manual Resuscitator - Air-Viva.
w/case
Eye Glass cleaning stations
Carton of cleaning tissues
Speakman Combination Emergency
shower-eye wash unit
(where applicable)
Portable oxygen analyzer-dual
range, 0-25 and 0 to 100%, -
with dilution valve, preen case -
complete with leather carryin_ case
and strap
Oxygen analyzer reactivation kit
Fiberglass probe with 24" hose
and Filter
Box of 24 Filter Refills
Bar _uards-International orange
Guardair Safety Air Gun
Bo'stn's chair - complete
Barrel Rack 02
Model No.
WB-2H
155-A
No. F.C.
P-7OI
906-FL
UL-IOFS
29-8971
DD-81
CH-87
DD-134
No. 506
815-50
No. 282M
No. 9993-950
No. 64
No. 65
SE-610
K-2500
51A-OIl
550-013
550-070
A-IO
57-S
Rose 2165
621
- Aldon Corp.
3338 Ravenswood Ave.
ChicaFo, Illinois 6D657
Vendor
A.
APCI**
APCI_-_
IPCO
IPCO
IPCO
IPCO
IPCO
R.M.
R.M.
R.M.
IPCO
IPCO
IPCO
APCI_-_
APCI_-_
IPCO
IPCO
IPCO
G,
G,
G.
G°
G.
P.
G.
IPCO
Date
Chemicals, Inc, unless o.other source is shown, is subject to return on de- J Revised
IJune 15, 197C
All informalion hereon is Ihe confidential property of Air Products and
mand _nd must not be disclo,ed or reproduced without prior written consent.
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TONNAGE AIR SEPARATION PLANT
VENDOR KEY (Cont.)
APCI *
APCI
B._.
IPCO
NSA
R.M.
S.B°
ee
P,
- Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
2900 - 52nd Ave.
Hyattsville, Maryland 20781
- Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Spare Parts - Leetsdale
- Bussman Manufacturing Company
University at Jefferson
St. Louis, Missouri 63107
- Industrial Products Company
2820 North Ath St.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19133
- Mine Safety Appliance Company
201 North Braddock Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15208
- Ready Made Sign Company, Inc.
12-O7 _J_th Avenue
Long Island City, New York lllO1
- Stewart Brown Mfg. Co., Inc.
839 Stewart Avenue
Garden City, L.I., New York 11530
- Guardian Safety Equipment Co.
21/+-16 South &5th St.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 191OA
- Albert W. Pender_ast Safety Equipment Co.
6913 Tulip St.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19135
Date
_evJsed
June 15, 197C
All informalion hereon is Ihe confldenlial Property of Air Preduclc and
Chemicals, Inc., unless another source Is shown, is sub|ect to return un de-
mand and must no! he disclosed or reproduced withuut prier written censenl.
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1.O PURPOSE
1.1 The purpose of this Specification is to establish the degree of
cleanliness and preparation for shipment of all compressors,
pipir_ and associated equipment in contact with oxygen enriched
atmospheres.
2.0 SCOPE
2.1 The cleanliness of all compressors, piping and associated
equipment in contact with oxygen enriched atmospheres shall
conform to this specification unless the vendor secures
written approval from the Purchaser for any exceptions.
3.0 GUARANTEE
3.1 The vendor shall assume full responsibility for the cleanliness
of all components cleaned to this specification by themselves
and/or subcontractors.
&.O DEFINITION OF CLEAN
4.1 The word "clean" as used in this specification is defined as
being free of all loose, or potentially loose, slag, rust and
grit, and completely free of all oil, grease, or other hydro-
carbons.
5.0 METHODS OF CLEANING
5.1 Cleaning may be accomplished by any method selected by the
vendor, including soaking, scrubbing, or vapor degreasing.
5.2 Chemical cleaning agents may be of any commercially approved
grade or type.
REV. DATE
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6.0 SEALANTS AND THREAD CO_OUNDS
6.1 All sealants and thread compounds in oxygen enriched atmospheres,
or used to contain oxygen enriched atmospheres, must be cempatible
with oxygen.
6.2 The following is a list of typical materials known to be compatible
with oxygen. Products other than those listed may be used if
approved in writing by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
6.2.1 Gaskets -- 1/16" or less thickness, Garlock #900
compressed asbestos.
6.2.2 Pipe Thread Sealants: Teflon Tape -- Permacel,
New Brunswick, N.J. - Ribbondope No. il2.
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. - Pipe Thread Sealant
No. 48 and 537.
Crane Packing Company -- Thread-Tape.
Fluoro Plastic, Inc. -- Fluoro-Tape #26.
6.2.3 Sealing Compounds: Permatex Company, Inc. -
Sealant 1516 (_ote: Sealant 1516 is not suitable
for containing'lubricating oils.)
6.2.4 Stud Lubricants
6.2.4.1 Oils
Hooker
Chemical Co.
Light Oil FS-5
Medium Oil S-30
Heavy Oil T-80
Halocarbon
Products Co.
4-11 & i1-14
11-21 & 13-21
10-25 & IA-25
NOTE: The above materials are not to be used
with aluminum.
6.2.4.2 Dry Lubricants
Alpha Molykote Corporation:
Molykote Type Z - fine powder
Molykote Microsize - very fine powder.
REV.
_;6741
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SECTION
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SEALANTS AND THREAD CO_OUNDS (Continued)
6.2.5 Protective Wax Coating: Halocarbon Products Corporation -
Wax Coating 6-25 & 6-25Z.
7.0 INSPECTION
7.1 Parts shall be considered clean when it is determined acceptable
by the following criteria:
7.1.i When inspected under a bright white light there shall
be no loose, or potentially loose, slag, rust, and
grit, and completely free of all oil, grease, or other
hydrocarbons.
7.1.2 When inspected'under ultra-violet (black light) light of
a wave length between 3200 and &O00 Angstrom units, there
shall be no evidence of hydrocarbon fluorescence.
7.1.3 Wiping with clean white filter paper and inspected under
bright white light shall indicate no evidence of vegetable
or animal oils (usually not detectable by ultra-violet
light inspection).
8.0 PREPARATION FOR SHIPMENT
8.1 All ferrous materials, except pipe, after being cleaned shall be
given three (3) applications of protective wax coating to all
surfaces. Sufficient time (approximately ½ hour) shall be allowed
between coats to permit previous application to become tacky.
Wax may be applied using a clean, standard paint spray gun. Only
dry, oil free air or nitrogen shall be used in spraying the pro-
tective wax.
8.2 Assemblies such as centrifugal compressors, cylinders, and vessels
shall have all openings closed to prevent the entrance of dirt and
moisture. Openings shall be closed by covering with clean poly-
ethylene sheet, a gasket, and then a steel plate. Covers for
openings less than 18" in diameter shall be a minimum of 1/8"
thickness and those over 18", a minimum of i/A" thickness.
REV. DATE
E67L,I 5/15/6"
I
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8.0 PREPARATION FOR SHIPMenT (Continued)
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8.3 Following cleaning stainless steel, copper alloy or aluminum
alloy piping and vessels shall have all openings sealed.
8.4 Ferrous piping and vessels, after cleaning, shall be purged
using dry oil free nitrogen, and all openings covered.
8.5 Spare Parts -- All spare parts shall be sprayed with protective
wax as described above and sealed in clean polyethylene bags.
Bags shall also contain tag stating "Cleaned for O>Tgen Service",
part name and number.
8.6 All packages, boxes, crates and/or skids containing parts or
assemblies which have been cleaned in accordance with this
specification shall have a tag "Cleaned for Oxygen Service"
attached in a conspicuous place.
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i .0 INTRODUCTION
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1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this specification is to establish a set
of requirements for centrifugal compressors purchased by
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
, 2.0
_en this specification is referenced in the Purchase
Order or Job Specification, compressor shall conform
to this specification unless vendor secures written
approval from the purchaser for any exception. _ere
conflict between this specification and the applicable
job specification exists, the job specification shall
govern. .:.,
GUARANTEE
2.1 All equipment furnished shall be guaranteed by the vendor
to operate at the conditions set forth in the job
specification of the order. The vendor shall assume
full responsibility relative to the guarantee of all
equipment, accessories, and parts subcontracted by the
vendor and furnished under this specification.
2.2 The compressor shall be designed to deliver the required
capacity at the pressure listed in the job specification.
Brake horsepower at the Design and Guarantee Conditions
"including gear losses, if any, shall be guaranteed. The
compressor shall also be capable of delivering the
capacity and pressure at Maximum Volume Conditions when
applicable.
2.3 The compressor shall be capable of continuous operation at
rated load for a minimum of two (2) years without shut
down for maintenance to compressor or auxiliary equipment.
m
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CASINGS
3.1
3.2
3.3
Compressors may be of the single shaft in line design
or multiple speed integral gear design.
i
The thickness of the casing (pressure containing cc_ponents)
shall be suitable for the specified design and test pressures
and shall include at least 1/8" corrosion allowance. The
hoop stress value at any point shall not be in excess of
the values given in the AS_ Unfired Pressure Vessel Code,
latest edition, for the materials used. _aterials for
steel castings and forgings and the quality of any
welding shall be equal to that required by the code.
All welding shall be suitably stress relieved.
Compressor casings may be cast'iron for any gas except
oxygen with a temperature any place in the casing not to
exceed 350°F.
Compressor casings containing any gas, except oxygen,
exceeding the above temperature limitation, or pressure
limitation of the cast iron casing, shall be steel.
3.5 Casings for oxygen compressors shall be cast iron or nickel
alloy. _imum temperature any place in the casing not to
exceed 300OF.
3.6 Each casing shall have a securely attached nameplate
indicating design operating pressure, design operating
•temperature, maximum allowable working pressure,
hydrostatic test pressure, flow at inlet conditions,
and serial number.
i
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5.0
ROTORS
_.2
_.3
Impellers may be cast, forged or fabricated. Cast impellers
shall be machined all over except internal surfaces. Welding
shall not be permitted for repair or balancing. Forged or
fabricated impellers shall be assembled with countersunk
rivets and rivets shall be ground flush with cover and disc.
Assembly by welding shall be permitted on fabricated impellers.
Individual impellers shall be subjected to a spin test of 115%
of rated speed for constant speed machines and ].20% for
variable speed machines. After spin test riveted impellers
shall be inspected for loose or defective rivets. Welded
or cast impellers shall be inspected for cracks by use of
dye penetrant or magnetic particle method.
Assembled rotors shall be operated at 110% of normal operating
speed in the casing for constant speed machines and 115% of
normal operating speed for variable speed machines.
The assembled rotor shall be dynamically balanced.
Oxygen compressors shall be provided with stainless steel
shafts, impellers and spacers or sleeves.
/+.6 Oxygen compressors shall be provided with Monel or bronze
alloy rubbing rings or buttons to prevent the impellers from
coming in contact with the diaphragms or guide vanes in
case of thrust bearing failure.
AXIAL BALANCE
5.1 Either a balance drum or piston shall be provided, or the
compressor impellers shall be arranged to limit axial
unbalance. If a balance drum design is used, pressure on
one side of the drum shall be piped to the suction end of
the compressor. Vendor shall furnish and install the
balance line.
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INTF,_,STAGE SEALS
6.1 Interstage seals shall be provided to prevent internal
bypassing of impellers. Interstage seals shall be
stationary and replaceable in the field. The seals
shall be any non sparking material.
SHAFT SEALS
7.1 Vendor shall furnish a complete seal system consistent
with the applicable sealing requirements. System shall be
complete with all necessary solenoid valves, regulating
valves, pressure indicators, differential pressure indicators,
pressure switches, eductors, and all seal piping, valves and
fittings. All utility gas, and vent gas lines shall be
manifolded and purchaser shall make one connection to each
system. The entire system shall be prefabricated, assembled,
and tested by the vendor.
7.2 Casing seals shall be provided where the shaft emerges
throu_ the casing to minimize leakage. A small amount
of leakage of inert gas or air to the atmosphere will be
permitted.
7.3 Casing seals shall be designed to preclude the migration
of bearing lubricant into the compressor under any con-
ditions of starting, normal or abnormal operation.
7._
_'_en required in the job specificatJo_for high purity gas
where contamination by atmospheric air is not allowed,
vendor shall supply a seal system which shall preclude
inward leakage of air under any condition of starting,
normal or abnormal operation.
7.5 Oxygen compressor seals shall be designed for zero outward
leakage of oxygen and zero inward leakage of air or other
sealing medium into the oxygen stream. A buffer gas seal
shall be permitted and buffer gas-oxygen mixture may be
vented to one common vent connection. All seal piping
valves and fittings shall be stainless steel or nonferrous.
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BEARINGS
8.1 Journal bearings and thrust bearings shall be of the
precision type and replaceable without scraping or
fitting. This requirement is not intended to preclude
the use of shims to axially locate rotors. A two
directional thrust bearing with replaceable shoes is
preferred.
8.2 Bearing housings shall be furnished with covers and it
shall be possible to inspect and replace bearing liners
without rcmoving the casing top half, or the heads of
vertically split machines. Bearing housings shall be
furnished with seals to prevent oil leakage.
8.3 Compressors for oxygen service'shall have the bearing
housings external to the casing and distance piece open
to atmos_lere shall be provided between bearing housing
and the casing. An oil flinger shall be mounted on the
shaft to prevent oil migration into the casing seal.
ADJUSTABLE INLET VANES
9.1 When adjustable inlet guide vanes are required by the
applicable job specification the first stage shall have
a movable inlet vane assembly. All vanes shall be
adjustable and shall move simultaneously.
Compressors equipped with adjustable inlet guide vanes
'shall be provided with an air actuated positioner. The
operator (pesitioner) shall have a stall thrust which
is approximately two times the frictio_plus inertia,
plus unbalanced load of the guide vane mechanism.
Actuating air shall be available at the pressure
specified in the job specification.
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I0.O LOW T_E_ATUP_E MA_"TRIALS
iO. 1 All materials in contact with gas below minus 20°F shall
have an impact strength of not less than 15 foot pounds
(ASTM methods of impact testing of metallic materials E23)
at the lowest operating temperature.
ii.0 CRITICAL SPEEDS
ll.1 Compressors having stiff shafts will have the first
critical speed at least 25% above maximum operating
speed. Flexible shaft machines shall have the first
critical between 60 and 70% of rated speed.
11.2
11.3
Compressor vendor shall determine that the critical
speeds of the driver and gear, if applicable, are
compatible with the critical speeds of the compressor
and that the combination is suitable for the
operating speed range.
The nodes of _torsional vibration shall be at least
25% away from the operating speed or any exciting
frequency of the entire driver-gear-compressor
train.
12.O VIBRATION
12.1 Total peak-to-valley amplitude of vibration measured on
the shaft adjacent to the bearing shall not exceed the
following values:
Maximum Rated Speed Vibration
RPM Inches
up to AOOO 0.002
&OOl to 6000 O.OO15
over 6001 O.OO1
12.2 For those machines where it is impossible to measure
vibration on the shaft, the vibration measured in any
plane, any place on the compressor casing or bearing
housings shall not exceed 0.0005 inches.
m
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13.0 GEARS , ' i
13.1 Beparate speed increasing gears shall be of the herringbone
type and in accordance with AQ-IA Standard _21, latest edition.
The gear nameplate horsepower rating shall exceed the
compressor guaranteed horsepower by 20 percent. The
compressor and gear shall use the same lubrication system.
]4.0 COUPLINGS
14.1 All couplings required, between the compressor and gear,
gear and driver, and for all accessory and auxiliary
equipment, shall be furnished by the compressor
manufacturer.
14.2 _ere parts must be installed or removed over the end
of the shaft, a spacer type coupling, with tapered fit,
is required.
14.3 If required to permit uncoupled operation, coupling
adapters shall be provided.
14.4 Coupling hub to shaft contact area, for tapered bored
couplings, shall be.a minimum of 80 percent of the
total area.
14.5 All couplings 3600 rpm and above shall be dynamically
balanced.
14.6 High speed couplings, 4000 rpm and above, shall be
_ontinuously lubricated from the compressor lubrication
system.
15.0 PROTECTIVE _CLOSURES
15.! All open shafts, couplings, gears or other moving machinery
must be provided with suitable protective enclosures. This
requirement includes the compressor as well as all auxiliary
equipment covered under this specification.
15.2 Protective enclosures shall be totally enclosed. The enclosures
shall be mounted from vendor's equipment _ere possible thus
requiring no foundation mounts. Enclosure shall be easily
removed for maintenance with bolted connections.
i|
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BASEPLATE
16.1 Fabricated steel baseplates shall be provided under all
multibody compressor trains and,where practical, under
s_ngle body and separate gear drive units. The baseplate
should be of sufficient length to also support the gear,
if applicable.
16.2 Soleplates shall be supplied for all compressors where
baseplates are impractical. Soleplates shall also be
supplied for all separately mounted equipment.
16.3 Laminated shims shall be supplied under the compressor
and gear.
16.& All hold down bolts (ie. equipment to baseplate or sole-
plate) shall be furnished by the compressor manufacturer.
Baseplates and soleplates shall be drilled and tapped
for hold down bolts.
16.5 Foundation bolts will be furnished by others.
GAS COOLERS
17.1 All intercoolers required for proper operation shall be
supplied by the vendor. An aftercooler shall be supplied
by the vendor on all compressors unless deleted in the
job specification.
17.2 Unless otherwise stated in the job specification coolers
'may be manufacturer's standard. All tube bundles shall
be of the removable type.
17.3 _%ximum allowable pressure drop in water side of coolers
shall be 8 psi.
17._ Rupture discs shall be provided in the shell if gas pressure
in the tube exceeds the maximum allowable working pressure
of the shell.
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17.O GAS COOI/IRS (Cont'd)
17.5 Coolers shall be provided with low point drains on both
water and gas sides, and a high point vent on the water
side. Vent and drain connections shall be provided
with valves.
17.6
17.7
Vendor shall supply all cooler supports and flexible
mounts where required.
e
All water piping and valves will be provided by the
purchaser.
].7.8 Coolers in oxygen service shall be shell and tube design
with gas in the tube. Hot side bonnets shall be 300
Series stainless steel. Tubes and tube sheets shall be
non-ferrous.
,'. _a
?
18.0 SEPARATORS
%
18.1 Condensate separators shall be provided after each inter-
cooler on all wet gas compressors. Condensate separators
shall remove a minimum of 90% of the condensed moisture
at the separator operating conditions of temperature and
pressure. A 3/&" minimum NPT condensate drain connection
shall be provided.
19. O
18.2 Separator drain piping, drain valves and traps will be
furnished by purchaser.
The aftercooler separator will be furnished by purchaser.
GAS PIPING
19.1 The vendor shall supply a complete gas piping system
from the compressor inlet flange to the final aftercooler
discharge flange, including all interconnecting gas piping.
"19.2 Drains shall be provided at all low points in the piping
system. Minimum acceptable size for all drain connections
shall be 3/4" NPT.
w
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All piping shall be designed and fabricated in accordance
with American Standard Code for Pressure Piping, ASA B31.1,
latest edition, Sections 2 and 6.
19 ./_ All pipe plugs shall be steel except ox_rgen service where
300 Series stainless steel is required. Plugs shall have
hexagon or round heads.
19.5 Pipe sizes of 3/8", 1¼", 2_", 3½", 5" and 7"'shall not
be used.
19.6 All connections 1½" and larger shall be flanged.
19.7
19.8
Vendor shall supply all supports for the piping system
with all supports kept within the compressor package.
All, piping shall be fitted, cleaned and assembled at the
factory. %_qnennecessary to ship loose piping, all sections
shall be tagged for easy assembly in the field. Piping
shall be thoroughly cleaned, flushed with preservative and
tightly sealed.
19.9 Oxygen piping from compressor to coolers shall be 300 Series
stainless steel. Piping from the cooler to the compressor
maybe carbon steel providing the average velocity does not
exceed 80 feet per second at normal operating conditions,
with the provision that the section immediately adjacent
to the compressor for a distance of two (2) feet or two (2)
pipe diameters, which ever is greater, shall be 300 Series
"stainless steel.
20.0 CHECK VALVE
20.1 A low resistance swing type check valve shall be provided
by the vendor and shall be of the size required in the job
specification.
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20.2, Check valves of 6" size or larger shall be equipped
-with a dashpot to prevent slamming the disc against the
seat.
20.3 Bodies of check valves for oxygen compressors may be
cast iron. At pressures above the limits of cast iron,
the body shall be 300 Series stainless steel. Internal
parts shall be 300 Series stainless steel. Any lubricant
required shall be oxFgen compateble and approved by the
purchaser.
LUBRIC ATION
21.1 A complete lubrication system shall be furnished consisting
of oil reservoir, suction strainer, main oil pump, auxiliary
oil pump,, oil filter, oil cooler, pressure gages, temperature
indicators, automatic switches and all piping. Lube system
components shall be mounted on console baseplate. The
lube system console shall be sufficiently rigid to permit
supporting at each corner.
21.2 The oil system shall be sized for adequate capacity to
supply the compressor and gear unit lubrication require-
ments; and when required by the job specification, the
drive lubrication requirements, as well. Oil reservoir
retention time shall be a minimum of five minutes between
normal and minimum oil level based on normal pump capacity.
Reservoir shall be fabricated steel of sufficient rigidity
to support any top mounted equipment without sagging or
,vibration. Interior of reservoir shall be cleaned free
of scale and foreign material, and the entire inside surface
painted to prevent rusting. Clean out and inspection covers
shall be provided on the reservoir. Connections shall be
provided for filling, drain, vent, main and auxiliary
oil pump suction, oil return, low level alarm, and oil level
bayonet gage. All connections shall be flanged, gasketed,
and extend a minimum of one inch from the reservoir surface.
Reservoir bottom shall be sloped at least ¼" per foot. Pump
suction connection shall be located at the high end of the
reservoir and return lines at the low end. A strainer shall
be provided in the oil filling connection. A flanged oil
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21.0 LUBRICATION (Cont'd)
21.2 (Cont'd)
breather shall be provided and it shall be separate from the
oil fill connection. The drain connection shall be a minimum
of 3/&" NPT and it shall be provided with gate valve and plug.
21.3 Positive displacement pumps with relief valves for pump
protection shall be provided. Unless specified otherwise
in the job specification, the main oil pump shall be
integrally driven from the compressor or gear and the
spare pump shall be electric motor driven. When it is
impossible to have an integrally driven main oil pump, an
electric motor drive will be acceptable, but the spare oil
pump shall then be air motor or steam turbine driven.
Pumps shall have suction strainers.
21.& The auxiliary oil pump shall be of same capacity and
quality as main pump and take suction directly from
the oil reservoir. A submerged type pump is preferred.
21.5 Pump motor starter and push buttons will be supplied by
the purchaser.
21.6 Turbine drivers shall have governors, overspeed trips and
be of the brake rim construction. A bypass line and
valve shall be supplied around the governor valve.
21.7 Air motor drivers shall be furnished complete with all
'necessary accessories, including air filters, automatic
oil injection devices, as applicable.
21.8 Controls for the spare oil pump shall be so arranged as
to automatically start the pump when the oil pressure
decreases to a predetermined minimum and shall continue
to operate until m_nually stopped.
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21.0 LUBP_ICATION (Cont'd)
21.9 A shell and tube oil cooler shall be provided. The cooler
.is to be sized for the maximum cooling water temperature
listed on the Job specification. Vent and drain connections
of ½" NPT minimum shall be provided for both oil and water.
Drain shall be equipped with gate valves and vents with
globe valves. Tubes shall be 5/8" O.D. 18 B.W.G.
21.10 The oil cooler shall be constructed of the following materials:
Shell Steel
Tubes Inhibited Admiralty
Tube Sheets Non-ferrous
21.11 A full flow, twin oil filter shall be located downstream of
the oil cooler, before the bearings. Continuous flow transfer
valves shall be provided before and after the filters to allow
removal of one filter from service for cleaning. Filters shall
be the replaceable cartridge type. Filtration rating shall be
25 micron or less. Bypass relief valves are not permitted
within the filter unit. Filter pressure drop shall not
exceed 5 psiwith new cartridges operating at design
system oil pressure, t_nperature and flow. The filter and
filter cartridges must be capable of withstanding full system
oil pressure, that is, relief valve set pressure. A line
with an orifice and globe valve shall be installed between
filters to fill either filter after cleaning. Vent valves
of ½" NPT minimum size shall be provided at the high point
of each filter and ½" NPT drain connection equipped with
gate valves shall be provided at the low point of each filter.
21.L2 "A bearing header pressure or flow regulating valve shall
be installed within the lube oil console to regulate the
pressure or flow of oil at the bearings.
21.13 All lubrication piping shall be furnished by the vendor.
Piping to be fitted, cleaned and assembled at the factory.
_en necessary to ship loose piping, all sections shall be
tagged for easy assembly in the field. Piping sections
shall be preserved and plugged to prevent foreign materials
from entering pipe during shipment and erection. Oil piping
1½ inch and smaller shall be schedule 80 minimum seamless
steel with welded or flanged connections.
m
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21.0 LUBRICATION (Cont'd)
21._ When required in the Job specification, a low watt density
heater shall be provided in the lube oil reservoir. Heater
shall be sized to maintain oil at the minimum starting
temperature when the compressor is shut down at the
minimum ambient temperature specified. Heater shall
be provided with a thermostat. Power characteristics
for heater elements shall be as specified under
auxiliary power and thermostat shall use control
power.
22.0 GAGEBOARD
22.1
22.2
A fabricated steel 72" high floor mounted gageboard shall
be supplied. The front of the panel shall be fabricated
of rolled steel plate with all raw edges ground burr-free.
All edges shall be finished square to insure tight flush
joints, when butted together. Substantial welded in place
framing members shall be utilized to provide a rigid, self
supporting unit. Top and ends shall be constructed with full
depth sheet metal turnback.
Gageboard shall be finished with two (2) coats minimum
DuPont /77 Eye-Ease Light Green #J-276-23707.
22.3 Panel will be mounted on base furnished by others.
22._
22.5
Nameplates shall be supplied on the front of the panel for
instrument and service identification. All nameplates shall
be laminated black plastic with white core and beveled edges.
They shall be l" high by 3" long minimum, and shall be
attached with machine screws and nuts. Lettering shall be
minimum 3/16" high characters.
Gage panel shall contain all gas pressure gages, seal system
gages, weight flow controls, anti-surge controls and flow
recorder as applicable. All gages and devices shall be
flush mounted.
,,, i ,if
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22. ,
_en an indoor installation is specified, the oil pressure
gages shall be mounted on the gage panel. For outdoor
installation or oxygen service the oil pressure gages shall
be located on a separate panel preferably mounted on or
adjacent to the lube oil console. In no event shall
hydrocarbon oil lines or gages be placed in the same panel
or enclosure as oxygen gas lines or gages.
22.7 On gage panels containing electrical apparatus, the back
section of the panel containing such apparatus shall be
enclosed with bolted covers or hinged sheet metal doors.
The complete electrical installation including terminal blocks
shall be in accordance with the requirements of the National
Electrical Code for General Purpose Installation. Purchaser
will supply ll5 volt, 60 cycle; single phase AC source or
other control power as specified in the job specification
with grounded neutral to the panel. Neutral shall be
color coded white. Provision shall be made for grounding
the entire panel to the plant grounding system.
22.8 Wire shall be type TW, stranded 600 volt insulation, #1A AWG
or larger. All wiring to be connected to terminal blocks
using pressure type insulated wire terminals, Stakon or
equal. In addition to terminal strip identification, each
wire is to be tagged at both ends with standard electrical
code markings. _riring and terminals shall be numbered
and agree with numbers shown on wiring diagram. All
wiring connections between panel terminal blocks and
.field will be made by others.
22. c) Purchaser will supply instrument air at the pressure
specified in the job specification to one connection
on the gageboard.
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23.0 PRESSURE GAOES
23. I Flush mounted gages with mounting dimension in accordance
with ASA standards, shall be supplied. Flush gages shall
have a front flange and a back male connection. The
connection shall be ¼" NPT for all pressure ranges up
to 800 PSIG and ½" NPT for all pressure ranges from 801 PSIG
to iO,OOO PSIG. All gages shall be A½" round dial type
with black figures on white background. The case shall
be of cast aluminum of solid front construction with
rear blowout disc. The crystal shall be plastic. The
bourdon tube material shall be phosphor bronze for vacuum
and pressures up to 800 PSIG, and beryllium copper from
801 PSIG to i0,O00 PSIG. Other metals such as alloy
steel, stainless steel, and monel shall be used for special
conditions of either service fluid or atmosphere. Socket
shall be forged brass or bronze for use with phosphor
bronze or beryllium copper tubes, and of the same material
as the bourdon tube material for all others.
23.2 Accuracy of 0.5% of full scale (ASA Class AA) required.
Gages shall be equipped with a zero adjustment pointer.
Gage shall retain calibrationwhen subjected to overpressure
as follows:
a. Up to and including 600 PSIG, 30% over range pressure.
b. 601 PSIG to lO,O00 PSIG, 10% over range pressure.
23.3 Standard scale ranges shall be in accordance with the
following tabulation:
OPERATING LI_TS OF GAGE GAGE DIAL RANGE
0 - 20 PSIG
21- 65 PSIG
66- 135 PSIG
136 - AOO PSIG
_O1 - 650 PSIG
651 - i000 PSIG
Vacuum -
Vacuum - 10 PSIG
Vacuum - 20 PSIG
Vacuum - 200 PSIG
O - 30 _IG
O- i00 _IG
O- 200 _IG
O - 600 PSIG
O- iO00 PSIG
O- 1500 PSIG
0 - 30" Mercury
30"- O- 15 PSIG
30"- O - 30 PSIG
30"- O - 300 _oIG
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23.0 PRESSURE GAGES (Cont'd)
23.& _'_en the gage is to be used for oxygen service the face of
the dial shall be inscribed, "OXYGEN - USE NO OIL".
23.5 Gages shall be U. S. Gauge, Helicoid, Crosby, Ashcroft, or
equal.
23.6 Gas pressure gages shall be provided on the gageboard to
indicate the discharge pressure of each intercooler outlet,
final discharge, and first stage suction where the inlet
is other than atmospheric air.
23.7
23.8
Lubricating oil pressure gages shall be furnished up and
down stream of the oil filter and at the most remote
point in the lubricating oil header.
On compressors utilizing a diaphragm water cooling system,
a pressure gage indicating circulating pump discharge
pressure shall be mounted on the gageboard.
23.9 Seal system pressure gages required for proper operation
and balancing of the system shall be mounted on the
gageboard.
23.10 Differential pressure gages, when required for proper
operation and balancing of the seal system, shall be
furnished and mounted on the gageboard. Differential
pressure gages shall conform to the general requirements
of pressure indicators.
24.0 PRESSURE GAGE PIPING
24.1 All pneumatic signal leads, and all direct process connections,
where gas is compatable, for pressures less than 1500 PSIG
unless otherwise noted in the job specification), shall be
" O.D. x .030" wall copper tubing in accordance with AS_[
Specification B68DPH. All tubing fittings for this condition
are to be Crawford Fitting Co. "Swagelok."
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24.0 PRESSUR.E GAGE PIPING (Cont'd)
2/_.2
24.3
24._
•All direct process connections for pressures 1501 PSIG to
3500 _IG or where gas is not compatable with copper shall
be 3/8" O.D. x .049" wall seamless stainless steel tubing
fully annealed in accordance with AS_.! Specification A269,
TPS16. All tubing fittings for this service shall be
Parker Appliance Co., 37° flared, stainless steel, "TRIPLE-LOK",
in accordance with AS_ Specification AI82F316 or A276T316,
with inserted Teflon conical seals.
All panel piping for field connections are to terminate at the
rear of the panel on a bulkhead bar. Bulkhead connections for
the field shall be _" FNPT. All terminal connections shall be
identified by a securely fastened engraved plastic nameplate,
1/2" x 3/4". All connections shall be plugged for shipping.
Process gas and oil pressure piping between campressor or
lube oil console and gageboard will be furnished by the
purchaser. Vendor shall supply 3/4" NPT connections
for pressure gage piping. Seal system gage piping shall be
furnished complete by the vendor.
24.5 Pneumatic signal lines between the gageboard and compressor
or field mounted cohtrol devices will be by the purchaser.
24.6 All pressure gages shall be provided with shutoff valves.
Gages mounted on the gageboard shall have the valve located
in the rear of the board. Gages operating in excess of lOO PSIG
shall have an atmospheric bleed valve between the gage and
.shutoff valve. Shutoff valves shall be 2i''NPT needle type
forged steel, Vogt Valve Figure No. 9873, and bleed valves
shall be ¼" NPT needle type forged steel, Vogt Valve
Figure No. 9871. Oxygen compressors shall be equipped with
equivalent stainless steel valves.
24.7 Gage piping or tubing shall be supported and tied down
within 18 inches of the gage, 12 inches or less is preferred,
if possible. Additional supports every 18 inches are required
on tubing runs with continuous tubing rack and tie down
construction preferred.
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25.0 TE2[PERATURE GAGES
25.1 Temperature gages shall be supplied by the vendor as listed
below. All temperature gages shall be locally mounted in the
piping or vessels with separable sockets allowing gage removal
while the compressor is in operation. Gages shall be mounted
in accessible positions such that the gage can be easily read
from the operating floor level.
25.2
25.3
Temperature gages shall be 5" round dial type with black figures
on white background, with units in degrees Fahrenheit. They
shall be bi-metallic element, adjustable "every angle" type,
equal to Manning, Maxwell and Moore, Model 5-6060EH.
Connections shall be ½" _9_PT.
Separable sockets shall be 3/_" )_PT with ½" FNPT sockets for
the temperature gages. All separable sockets furnished on a
particular compressor shall have a pressure rating equal to
or greater than the highest pressure encountered on that
compressor. Socket well immersion shall be a minimum of two
(2) inches in liquid service and a minimum of four (4) inches
in gas service.
25.& Temperature gages shall be provided to indicate the
temperature at the following locations:
a. First stage inlet except when gas is atmospheric air.
b. Gas inlet to each inter or aftercooler.
c. Gas outlet of each inter or aftercooler.
d. Cooling water outlet of each inter or aftercooler.
e. Lubricating oil inlet and outlet of the oil cooler.
'f. Lubricating oil outlet of each compressor bearing housing.
g. Lubricating oil outlet of each gear bearing housing.
25.5 _ere the design of compressor or gear bearing housings does
not permit the installation of a thermowell, the well may
be omitted provided the temperature sensing point is not in
a pressure line. If the design renders it impossible to
install dial type temperature indicators, the vendor shall
provide thennocouples in each bearing housing and a multi-
point pyrometer mounted on the gageboard. Wiring from
a common thermocouple terminal block on the compressor
or bearing housing to the gageboard will be by the
purchaser.
/
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25.0 TI_E_.ATUPF. GAGES (Cent'd)
25.6 Temperature indicators installed in the outlet of inter
and aftercoolers shall be located in the water piping
up stream of the flange.
26.0 ELECTRICAL _:ITCHES
26.1 Safety devices shall be supplied and installed by the vendor
with the compressor for the services listed below.
26.2
26.3
26. 
All pressure switches shall be dual switch, S.P.D.T., with
independent circuits and adjustment ranges. Svitches to be
precision snap acting, per }[_ IC-3, rated 15 amperes
minimum, continuous, inrush, and break at 50% power factor,
115 volts, 60 cycles. Switches shall have silver contacts,
Switches shall repeatedly operate at their set point within
plus or minus ½% of span.
An oil pressure switch shall be provided in the lubricating
system sensing pressure at the most remote point in the
lubricating oil header. The switch shall be four position
device, _son-Neilen h85 or equal, and arranged to perform
the following functions:
a. Actuate alarm circuit on decreasing oil pressure.
b. Start auxiliary oil pump if pressure continues to decrease.
c. Shut down main driver at the m&nimum safe pressure level.
d. Provide a permissive start contact for main driver.
'A low oil level float switch shall be provided. Device
shall be mounted on top of the reservoir. Switch shall be
a dual range S.P.D.T. with independent circuits and adjustment
ranges. Switch shall conform to the requirements of Paragraph
26.2.
Compressors in oxygen service shall be provided with a
high gas discharge temperature switch following each com-
pressor body before the inter or aftercoolers.
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26.O ELECTRICAL SWITCHES (Cont'd)
27.O
26.6
26.7
26.8
26.9
All temperature switches shall utilize remote bulbs with
armored capillary tubes. The sensing bulbs shall be in
separable wells allowing removal of the bulb while the
compressor is in operation. The switches shall be dual
switch S.P.D.T. with independent circuits and adjustment
ranges. Switches shall conform to the requirements of
Paragraph 26.2.
Low seal gas and high eductor pressure switches shall be
supplied as applicable for buffer gas sealing system.
Pressure switches shall conform to the requirements of
Paragraph 26.2 and shall be mounted within the gage panel.
Compressors in oxygen service shall be provided with a
rotor shift shutdown device. The switch shall have two
sets of single pole, double throw contacts. Switch shall
conform to the requirements of Paragraph 26.2.
All switches shall be wired to a common terminal block.
Wiring shall conform to the requirements outlined in
Paragraph 22.8 and shall be run in rigid conduit. On
compressors utilizing a separately mounted lubricating
oil console; a separate terminal box will be accepted
on the oil console. All wiring between the compressor
terminal block and oil console terminal block, if
applicable, to the gage board will be made by Purchaser.
ANTI-SURGE CONTROL
27.1 A control system shall be provided which shall prevent
surge when the compression system is subjected to any
upset up to and including a reduction of 33% of design
flow per second. The reduction in flow may be the result of
sudden inlet or discharge throttling.
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27.0
28.0
ANTI-SURGE CONTROL (Cont'd)
27.2 _stem shall be complete with all necessary sensing devices,
relays and computers. A manual-automatic station shall be
flush mounted on the gageboard. The system shall be operable
in the automatic mode regardless of the mode of any other
compressor control system.
27.3 A flanged, single or double ported bypass valve shall be
supplied by the vendor and mounted by the Purchaser. All
bypass piping will be supplied by the Purchaser. The bypass
valve shall be sized to pass the minimum flow required for
stable operation with critical pressure drop at design
discharge pressure and/or during startup. Bypass valve
operator shall have a stall thrust which is approximately
two times the friction, plus inertia, plus unbalanced load
of the valve. Actuating air will be available at the pressure
specified in the job specification. Valve shall be capable of
full stroke in three seconds or less. _ximum valve leakage
shall not exceed 0.05% of maximum valve capacity. Loss of
actuating air pressure or signal shall cause valve to open.
27.& Bypass valves for compressors having atmospheric air inlet shall
vent to atmosphere upstream of the aftercooler. On all other
services the bypass valve will be located downstream of the
aftercooler and piped to suction.
27.5 Bypass valves in oxygen service may have cast iron bodies.
At pressures above the limits of cast iron the body shall
be 300 Series Stainless Steel. Internal parts shall be
300 Series Stainless Steel. Any lubricants required shall
be oxygen compatible and approved by the Purchaser. A
normally energized three-way solenoid valve shall be mounted
on the valve operator. When solenoid valve is de-energized
it shall bleed the air from the operator causing the bypass
valve to close.
COMPRESSOR CONTROL
28.1 The control system provided for compressor shall function in
either the manual or automatic mode regardless of the mode of
the anti-surge system specified in Paragraph 27.0.
28.2 The type of control system shall be as specified in the Job
specification.
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28.0
OAT(
COMPRESSOk CONTROL (Cont'd)
28.3 The specified control system shall be complete with all
necessary sensing devices, relays, computers, recorder
and throttling device.
28.A
_en a constant weight flow system is specified it shall
maintain a constant weight flow with temperature and pressure
compensation at the preset value. System shall be complete
with manual-automatic station, set point station, recorder,
primary element, and throttling device or speed .control
governor.
28.5 When a constant capacity system is specified it shall
maintain a constant discharge capacity at the preset
value. System shall be complete with manual-automatic
station, set point station, recorder, primary element,
throttling device or speed control governor.
28.6 When constant discharge pressure control is specified it
shall maintain a constant discharge pressure at the preset
value. System shall be complete with manual-automatic
station, set point station, primary element, and throttling
device or speed control governor.
28.7 When a remote manual control is specified a manual set point
station and throttling device or speed control governor shall
be provided.
28.8 The primary flow element shall be furnished by the vendor and
shall be an insert type Dall flow tube of the size specified
L in the job specification. Flow tube shall be suitable for
installation between 150# ASA Raised Face Flanges. Maximum
unrecovered head loss shall not exceed three inches of water
column. The flow tube will be installed in the Purchaser's
piping following the aftercooler, except for air compressors
where the flow tube shall be located between the compressor
discharge flange and the aftercooler. Flow tube materials
shall be suitable for the maximum discharge temperature.
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28.0 COI{PRESSOR CONTROL (Cont'd)
28.9 The flow recorder, when required, shall have a range of
0 to 150% of design flow. The chart shall be electrically
driven from the control circuit. Chart shall be calibrated
in units of cubic feet per hour and the multiplication
factor shall be permanently inscribed within the recorder.
Recorders for constant weight flow systems shall be temperature
and pressure compensated.
28.10 On constant speed machines control shall be accomplished by
means of suction throttling. For all gases, except oxygen,
throttling by means of adjustable inlet guide vanes is
preferred. For oxygen service or where guide vanes are not
available, throttling shall be by vendor supplied inlet
butterfly valve. Valve will be mounted by Purchaser in inlet
piping. Valve shall be suitable for installation between
150# ASA P_ised Face Flanges and the valve operator shall have
the same stall thrust characteristics as the bypass valve
operator.
28.11 On variable speed machines control shall be accomplished by
regulating the speed _ith a pneumatic signal to the air head
governor.
28.12 All controls and recorders shall be flush mounted on the
gageboard. Relays and computers shall be located within
the gageboard. Locally mounted transmitters and other
devices shall be grouped and supported on mounting brackets
where practical with common connections manifolded.
28.13 Throttle valves in oxygen service may have cast iron bodies.
Internal parts shall be 300 Series Stainless Steel. Any
lubricants required shall be oxygen compatible and approved
by the Purchaser. A three-way normally energized solenoid
valve shall be mounted on the valve operator. When solenoid
valve is de-energized it shall bleed the air from the operator
causing the throttle valve to close.
28.14 Dall flow tubes for use in oxygen service shall be cast iron,
bronze, or stainless steel.
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29.0 STRAY CU_/_ENTS
29.1 Vendor shall be responsible for analyzing and eliminating
all stray currents throughout the complete compressor-gear-
driver system.
30.0 TOOLS
31.0
30.1 One complete set of all special tools shall be provided.
Where more than one unit, up Lo a maximum of three, is
provided at one location, one set of special tools and
wrenches per location is acceptable• It shall be the
responsibility of the vendor's erector to insure that
one (1) complete set of special tools and wrenches is
at the location before leaving the site.
PERFOR_4ANCE
31.1 The compressor shall be tested at full load on the vendor's
test stand to verify design calculations and obtain data for
actual performance curves• Compressors beyond the capacity
of the vendor's drive equipment may be part load tested.
Where a compressor train consists of two or more bodies they
may be tested individually.
31.2 Compressor shall be operated and data obtained at 120% of
rated capacity, rated point, surge point and one point
approximately halfway between surge and rated point.
31-3
31.&
Data shall be taken to ascertain operating characteristics,
vibration, and on flexible shaft machines, the critical speed.
Lube oil system shall be operated to check the operation of
all valves, gages, and pumps. Turbine driven pumps may be
operated using air to determine proper direction of rotation.
31.5 Where it is impossible to conduct a full load performance test
at the vendor's factory, the compressor may be subjected to a
performance test after installation at the Purchaser's discretion.
Test procedures will conform to ASI,_ Power Test Code for Centri-
fugal Compressors (PTC-IO). Vendor may witness test. Results
of this test will be considered binding relative to compressor
guarantee. Any modification required to meet guarantees shall
be done by the vendor at no cost to the Purchaser. Any subsequent
tests will be performed by the vendor at no cost to the Purchaser.
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32.0 PRESSURE VESSELS
32.1 All pressure vessels such as oil coolers, inter and after-
coolers, shall be designed and constructed in accordance
with the applicable AS[._, State, and Local Codes. All
vessels within the scope of the codes shall be National
Board Stamped.
32.2 All compressorcasings shall be hydrostatically tested at
one and on-half El½) times the pressure it is possible to
develop at ma_<imum speed or one and one-half (l_) times
the maximum allowable working pressure, whichever is greater.
32.3 Water passages shall be designed for a minimum operating
pressure of 50 psig and hydrostatically tested at 75 pslg.
33.0 UNION LABEL
33 .i Gageboard shall bear the label of the United Association of
Journeymen and Apprentices of the Plumbing and Pipe Fitters
Industry of the United States and Canada, and manufactured
by a company signatory to the panel board and/or gageboard
union label agreement.
33.2 All piping within the compressor package 2" and below shall
be furnished in random lengths unless required for operational
tests in the manufacturer's shop.
33.3 Two copies of a letter confirming that work has been performed
in accordance with these requirements shall be forwarded prior
to shipment of the equipment to: Purchasing Agent, Air Products
and Chemicals, Inc.
34.0 PROPOSALS
34.1 Vendor shall submit three (3) complete sets of proposals.
Proposals shall include the following.
34:2 Information:
a. Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. project or reference n_nber.
b. Manufacturer's type or designation.
c. Complete description of offering.
d. Complete description of all accessories.
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3/*.O PROPOSALS (Cont 'd)
3&.2 Information (Cont'd)
e. Vendor information pages of the Job specification.
f. Price and terms.
g. Delivery.
h. Erection supervision, number of days included in base price,
daily rate and overtime rate.
i. Complete list of any exceptions taken to the specifications.
3A.3
3A.A
Characteristic performance curves plotting pressure, brake
horsepower at driver coupling, and surge limit versus capacity.
Curves shall be plotted using the data provided in the job
specification.
q
Drawings: .,,
a. Preliminary General Arrangement Drawing including proposed
location for all separately mounted equipment.
b. Typical cross section drawing of each casing.
c. Schematic of proposed seal system except air compressors
with atmospheric inlet.
3&.5 Oxygen compressor proposals shall include a complete tabulation
of the materials of all parts that will come in contact with
oxygen.
3&.6
a2
_ b.
c.
"_ d.
e.
f.
g.
Spare parts prices for the following items:
Spare rotor.
Bearings, Journal and thrust.
Interstage labyrinth or seals.
Casing labyrinth or seals.
Speed increasing gear rotating elements.
Speed increasing gear bearings.
Couplings.
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35.0 DRAWINGS AND D_'FOP_'I_TION
35.1 Vendor shall submit one (I) reproducible certified drawing
of each of the following listed areas. Drawing delivery
dates and schedules shall be coordinated at time of purchase
and shall be included in the Purchase Order.
35.2 Foundation drawing including:
a. Foundation bolt locations.
b. Foundation bolting for auxiliary equipment.
c. Foundation details.
35.3 General Arrangement drawing including:
a. Total weight.
b. Weight of heaviest part for erection.
c. Weight of heaviest part for maintenance.
d. Location of center of gravity.
e. Space required for removing rotor or impellers and cooler
tube bundles.
f. Locations of all piping connections and plugged taps.
g. Size, type and rating of all connecting flanges.
h. Locations of all separately mounted equipment.
35.4 Piping Arrangement drawing, if not included on General Arrangement
drawing, including:
a. Process gas piping.
b. Cooling water systems with surge tanks, pumps, etc.
c. Separator drain and local drain valve locations.
d. Pressure gage taps.
e. Seal system piping.
f. Lubrication system piping.
g. Control systems piping.
35.5 Schematic Flow Sheets of:
a. Gas flow.
b. Cooling water flow.
c. Lubrication system.
d. Anti-surge and capacity control system.
Flow sheets shall include all line sizes, pressures, temperatures,
flow quantity, pressure vessel design rating, and sensing point of
all pressure indicators, temperature indicators and switches. All
customer connections shall be indicated.
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35.0
36.O
37.O
DRAWINGS AND INFOFTATION (Cont'd)
35.6 Separately mounted inter and aftercooler drawings and TIbiA
data sheets for all heat exchangers.
35.7 Schematic Wiring Diagram showing all electrical devices,
switches and terminal blocks. All wires and terminals
shall be n_nbered.
35.8 Instrument List of all gages, safety valves, switches and
control devices. List shall include manufacturer, model,
size, range and set point where applicable. List shall be
cross referenced with schematic diagrams.
35.9 Equipment lubrication schedule including all auxiliaries.
REPORTS
36]i Within two months after receipt of order vendor shall submit
three (3) copies of torsional analysis study, listing natural
frequencies, operating frequencies and exciting frequencies.
36.2 Within two weeks following shop performance test, vendor shall
submit six (6) copies of test report. Report shall include
test log sheets, calculated performance curves and typical
sample calculations.
HANDBOOK OF OPERATING AND _,_INTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
37.1 Compressor vendor shall supply twelve (12) complete sets of
bound Operating and Maintenance Instructions. Delivery date
shall be as specified in the Purchase Order.
37.2 Operating Instructions shall be supplied in sufficient detail
to instruct a technician in how to prepare the machine for
operation (valve and control positioning, lubrication, before-
operation checks), how to start the machine (loading, priming,
warm up, as applicable), how to operate the machine (normal
• operating adjustments, pressures, etc., tabulated normal
operating conditions), how to shut down the machine (valve
and control positioning, etc.).
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37.3 Operating Instructions shall include all necessary precautions
to be observed to prevent damage to equipment or injury to
personnel as a result of failure to observe certain normal
operating conditions and procedures.
37 .a Instructions shall include a trouble-shooting table presenting
possible troubles that may develop, the probable causes of the
troubles, and the appropriate remedies.
37.5 Instructions shall specify the lubricants to be used, the
frequency and point of application, and quantity of lubricants
required for initial charge.
37.6 Specific characteristic curves of the equipment furnished,
marked for the designated operating point, shall be included.
37.7 Maintenance instructions shall be supplied in sufficient detail
to indicate to a technician how to:
a. Replace parts subject to wear or failure.
b. Make adjustments to compensate for wear and specify the
values and tolerances to be observed in making adjustments.
c. Alter the characteristics of the machine to increase or
decrease capacity, pressure, etc.
37.8
37.9
Components and special tools shall be adequately illustrated
so that construction details and internal workings are described
to assist in understanding operation, adjustment, and maintenance
procedures.
If publications are furnished which cover more models of equipment
than actually supplied, the vendor shall completely annotate such
published material to strike out references, illustrations, and
data pertaining to any irrelevant equipment.
37.10 All literature must be certified as accurate and complete. All
literature must be revised to incorporate the last change or
modification performed prior to closing the Purchase Order and
final payment.
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37.0 HANDnOOK OF OPE,_AT_TC _ND LII_,TELArCE_' ' ' INSTRUCTIONS (Cont'd)
37.11 All material supplied by the vendor shall be reproduced in a
manner resulting in clear and legible text and illustrations.
It is preferred that material submitted be reproduced on
8½ x ll inch paper with flowsheets and similar items requiring
greater length reproduced as ll inch high foldouts.
37.12 All literature must be marked with Air Products and Chemicals,
Inc. equipment Purchase Order number and charge number. In
addition, when the Purchase Order requires that the equipment
be tagged, the items of literature must also be marked with
the tag number. _ere one item of literature applies to
several pieces of equipment purchased under the same Purchase
Order, the literature must be marked with all applicable
charge numbers and tag numbers. (The charge number referred
to in this. requirement is the number appearing in the "CHARGE"
column of the Purchase Order.)
,38.0 PARTS LISTS
38.1
The manufacturer shall supply twelve (12) complete parts lists
of the equipment furnished to this specification including
sub-assemblies, attagkments , accessories, special tools, and
individual parts. Delivery date shall be as specified in the
Purchase Order. The manufacturer's part number must provide
positive identification of the parts listed. The complete list
may be made up of individual sub-assembly lists or bills of
material. Any such lists must be identified by a master list
so that each part is identifiable as a component of the main
equipment. The parts list shall specify the quantity of each
item used in the assembly or component.
Common hardware items shall be completely described as to size,
length, number of threads, material, finish, type of head, etc.
This provision applies whether or not a hardware item has a
part number.
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38.2
I
Parts lists shall be supported by detail drawings, cross-
sectional drawings, exploded-view drawings, or other
illustration material identifying each part and keying it
to the parts llst so that each item in the list can be
located on the illustration(s). Items that cannot be
procured separately, such as matched sets of gears, pressed
fit items, etc., must be clearly noted.
38.3 The complete parts list shall carry notations indicating
which items are recommended for spares by the manufacturer.
38.A A separate price list shall be supplied reflecting current
prices for all items appearing on the parts list.
Q
INSPECTION __
39.1 All equipment furnished to this specification, including
auxiliaries, shall be subject to inspection by Purchaser's
quality control representative. Purchaser's representative
shall have full access to all facilities of the manufacturer
and its subvendors and have access to all drawings, inspection
records, material specifications, and tests to fully determine
the quality of material, workmanship, and quality control
procedures.
39.2
39.3
Vendor shall notify the Chief Inspector, Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc. Allentown, Pennsylvania, at least 72 hours
_rior to hydrostatic tests, piping fabrication, and start
of final assembly.
Shipment shall not be made on any equipment furnished to this
specification until approved by the Air Products and Chemicals,
Inc. inspector or inspection has been waived by the Air Products
and Chemicals, Inc. Inspection Department. Such release shall
not relieve vendor of the responsibility to conform to require-
ments for material, specifications, and workmanship.
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All internal surfaces and all external unpainted surfaces
shall be coated with a suitable rust preventative.
The lube oil system shall be flushed with rust preventative.
Equipment, including all piping, shall be painted with
manufacturer's standard prime coat or with paint specified
in the order.
All major items shall be suitably skidded. All small items
shall be wrapped in waterproof paper and boxed. Open pipe
connections shall be covered with wood or metal flanges to
assure tight seals during transit and field storage.
All skids and boxes shall be marked with applicable order
number, item number and destination.
All skids and boxes shall be numbered.
A copy of the packing list shall be furnished to the Purchaser
listing contents by skid or box number.
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The purpos? of this specification is to establish a uniform set
of requirements for reciprocating compressors purchased by Air
Products and Chemicals, Inc.
1.2 SCOPE
I
All reciprocating compressors purchased by Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc. shall conform to this specification, unless
the vendor secures written approval from the Purchaser for
any exception. _ere conflict between this specification and
the applicable job specification exists, the job specification
shall govern.
GUARAUTEE
2.1 All equipment furnished shall be guaranteed by the vendor to
operate at the conditions as set forth in the job specification
of the order.
2.2 The vendor shall assume full responsibility relative to the
guarantee of all equirment, accessories, and parts subcontracted
by the vendor and furnished under this specification.
2.3 All equipmcnt furnished to this specification shall be guaranteed
in accordance with the Warranty Clause included in the Purchase
Order.
R_!NIRG GEAR
3.1
3.2
If Journal type bearings such as maln bearings, connecting rod
bearings, crosshead pin bearings, etc., are use, they are to
have replaceable shells.
Crossheads with replaceable shoes are preferred.
3.3 The inside of the compressor cran]ccase and crosshead housings
are to be painted with a paint which is resistant to synthetic
lubricants of the tri-aryl-phosphate type (TCP). Hot phosphate
treating such as "Parkerizing" is an acceptable substitute for
painting.
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3.4 On direct cormectcd synchronous motor driven compressors utilizing
an outboard bearing, the two piece crankshaft design is preferred.
' The stub shaft (motor shaft) shall be supplied by the compressor
vendor and shipped direct to the motor vendor for assembly with •
_ the motor rotor. The stub shaft shall be designcd to incorporate
the motor collector ring assembly on the end of the shaft.
3.5 Outboard bearings (when s1_pplied) shall include the bearing support
pedestal and be suitably insulated between the bearing and pedestal
to prevent stray electrical currents. The pedestal shall be
separable from the foundation and be designed to facilitate motor
removal when thc pedestal is removed. Insulation shall be a
min_;l_n of ¼ inch thick and shall not be painted or otherwise
treated such that the insulation value is reduced. Spherically
seated oil lubricated journal type bearings with replaceable shells
are preferred.
CYLINDERS
A.l
&.2
Compressors above 150 HP shall have replaceable dry cylinder
liners. Wet liners on large di_neter, low pressure cyli_lers
are acceptable, subject to approval by'Purchaser. Liners are
not required on lubricated compressors 150 HP and below. All
non-lubricated compressors shall be supplied v_th liners except
oxygen compressors, where liners are not permitted.
Liner hardness shall be a minimum of 240 Brinell Hardness Number.
_.3 Liner bores shall be finished as follows:
Suction Pressure, PSIG Max_n_m 2oaghness (Microinches, rms)
0 - 15o 32
150 - i000 16
IOOO and above 8
4.5
Water-to-gas gasketed joints between cylinder heads and cylinders
or clearance pockets are not acceptable. External, separate
jacket water piping to heads and cylinders is required.
Each cylinder shall carry a nameplate indicating design operating
pressure, max_mun allowable working pressure, hydrostatic test
pressure, cylinder bore and stroke, and cylinder serial number
when applicable.
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CylizzJers being supplied for non-lube o_eration shall be suitably
protected against rusting by hot phosphate treating ("_arkerizing '_
or equal). Cylinders to be used in other than or_fgen service shall
be oil dipped ("Lubrited" or equal) in addition to the hot phosi_hate
treatment. , ,.
I
I
Compressor cylinder vah, es are to be easily accessible and capable
of being red-.eyed without distrubing any piping or other equipment.
Valves are to be designed for simple h_ndling and ease of mainte-
nance. Valves installed in lower half of horizontally mounted
cylinders shall be provided with ho]dirg springs or cliT3 to hold
valve in place while installing or rcz.oving valve covers. Holding
devices shall be designed to eliminate side forces on the valve
which prevent proper seating of the valve in the cylinder. ,
Valve seat faces shall be arranged in a single, flat plane to
facilitate re-lapping.
Valves and valve parts shall be designed to prevent any part of
the valve assembly from entering the swept volume of the cylinder
due to failure of the valve or holding device.
Valve hold-do_,_ devices shall be of the single piece construction.
Hold-down devices for large dia_eter valves usir_ more than one
hold-doom bolt are acceptable; however, the bolts must be used in
conjunction with a yoke and must not bear directly on the valves.
Non-lube compressors shall be equipped with suitably designed
valves having self lubricating part- t points of friction and
movement.
Non-lube valves shall be suitably protected against rusting by
hot phosphate treating ("Parkerizing" or equal). Valves to be
used in other than o_sen service shall be oil dipped ("Lubrited"
or equal) in addition to the hot phosphate treatment.
Cylinders having o_ly one suction or cne discharge valve per
cylinder end shall have valves which camnot be installed
incorrectly. Q_Tgen cenpressors must have valves of this type
regardless of the nmr_er used.
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Pistons made of wear resistant materials or provided with
suitable wear resistant riding surfaces are preferred. The
wear resistant m_terials may be applied over the entire piston
contact area or incorporated as "wear bands" or "rider rings".
The wear resistant material shall be softer than the cylinder
liner and shall be according to the following schedule:
I
Service Material *Maximum Unit Loading
Lubricated Babbitt 5 PSI
Lubricated Bronze 8
Lubricated Filled Teflon 5
Non-Lubricated Filled Teflon 3
* The unit loading is based upon 120 ° arc of contact.
Wear bands, when used, can be either molded in place or be an
assembled part such as v_th a sectional piston. In eithhr case,
the wear band must be held firmly in place and bottom in the
piston groove around the entire periphery of the piston. Cold
worked or "h_ered in" type material such as Allen metal ring_
are not acceptable.
Pistons not supplied with wear resistant surfaces shall be
surface treated to facilitate run-in during initial operation.
Alumin_m pistons shall have steel inserts in the piston rod
attachment area to reduce the unit loading from the piston rod
nut and collar. The piston rod and piston shall be designed to
prevent creep of the aluminum.
Pistons to be used in non-lubricated service shall be suitably
protected against rusting by hot phosphate treating ("Parkerizing"
or equal). Pistons to be used in other than oxygen service shall
be oil dipped ("Lubrited" or equal) in addition to the hot
treatment.
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Lubricated compressor cylinders shall be equipped with bronze
alloy piston rings. Where size per_&ts, the rings shall be
eentrifugally cast.
Single piece pretensioned rings shall be used where sizing
permits and they shall have an angle cut Joint. If segmental
rings are used they shall be three piece with radially step
cut joints employing a bronze alloy ex_ander spring. Where
leahage rate is critical with light gases, seal type joints
are acceptable.
Non-lubricated compressor cylinders shall be equipped with
self lubricating, filled Teflon piston rings.
Filled Teflon rings shall be of one piece construction with ,
butt cut ends. If an expansion device is required to expand
the piston " _rln_,, it must be of a material which _i]l not damage
the cylinder or piston in the event it comes in contact with the
cylinder bore. If segmental rings are required they shall have
radially step cut joints. If an expansion device is required
it must be as described above.
8.0 PISTO!I RODS
Compressors above 150 HP utilizing carbon steel piston rods
shall have the piston rods surface hardened to a minimum of
500 Brinell Hardness Number in the pressure packing and oil
scraper ring travel area. Compressors utilizing stainless steel
or monel piston rods shall have special packing and scraper rings
which Jr- softer than the piston rod.
Piston rods exceeding three (3) inches in diameter shall be
undercut in the piston section to facilitate tightening of the
piston nut and to allow elastic stretch of the rod to maintain
tightness. Tapered piston fits are not permitted.
Piston rods utilizing thermal lengthwise shrinkage of the rod
to insure tightening of the piston nut are acceptable. The
vendor is to supply the heater(s) required to loosen and tighten
the piston nut.
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8.5
Piston nuts and crosshead nuts shall have positive locking
devices to prevent loosening of the nut or rod.
Compressor handbooks must include proper assembly instz_uctions
for thezral or mechanical tightening.
9.0 PISTON ROD PACKII)G
9.1 Piston rod pressure packing shall be full floating with segmental
rings and assembly springs. Coil springs shall be Inconel.
9.2 Lubricated packing rings shall be tinnized bronze or filled Teflon.
Filled Teflon rings shall have reinforcing bronze back-up rings.
9.3 Non-lubricated packing shall be filled Teflon with reinforcin_
bronze back-up rings.
9.4 Packing vents are to be supplied on all compressors handling
flammable gas, toxic gas or oxygen. Unless other_rise specified
non-vented packings are acceptable on compressors handling air
or inert gases. %_%en vented packings ame supplied, the vents shall
be piped from the packing to a connection on the inside surface of
the distance piece housing by the vendor. The distance piece
hou_Ing_" ......._-_be drilled through and tapped to 3/_ inch N?T on the
outside surface for Purchaser's connection. All distance pieces
shall have their packing vent connections at the same relative
location.
9.5 Lubricated packing in use at pressures of i000 PSI and above shall
have a_ Iast one full cup width pressure breaker ring adjacent to
the cylinJer.
9.6 Lubricated packing in use at pressures of i000 PSI and above and
all non-lubricated packing shall be water cooled. On compressors
with closed jacket water systems the jacket water shall be used
and shall be fed from the coolest portion of the system. Pro-
visions must be made to assure adequate water flow through the
packing case. The water cooling system shall be supplied by the
compressor vendor as an integral part of the cooling water system.
9.7 Oxygen compressors shall have water cooled bronze alloy packing
cases completely piped as described above.
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lOll Compressors in service with flmr.m;_ble gas, toxic gas or o_jgen
shall have a double compartment distance piece. The compartment
adjacent to the cylinder and pressure packing shall be gas-tight
allowing a slight purge pressure to be maintained. A piston rod
oil flinger, sealed to the rod, shall be incorporated in this
compartment on non-lubricated compressors.
The compartment adjacent to the crab, case shall be open to the
atmosphere except on compressors for outdoor installation where
weathertight enclosures with suitable weatherproof vents are
required. O)D*gen compressors shall have a piston rod oil flinger,
sealed to the rod, in this compartment, in addition to the other
compartment.
i0.2 Compressors in service with air or inert gas _ere leakage rate
is not critical shall have a standard open distance piece.
Compressors intended for outdoor installation shall have a standard
weatherproof distance piece with suitable weatherproof vents.
i0.3 Compressors specified _ith critical leakage rate shall have multiple
distance pieces and oil control devices. The design is at the
discretion of the vendor but subject to the hlrchaser's review.
lO.& Distance pieces shall have sufficient tapped openinEs in the
housirq_s to i:ennit oil drainage, coolant inlet and outlet,
lubricant feed, purge flo_:, etc., where they are re_ired _ithout
requiring connections through the access openings or cover panels.
I0.5 O;_gen compressors shall have at le6st one hinged distance piece
cover pe_" housing allo_dng easy access for internal inspection.
The co _ must seal when closed and have retaining devices which
are easily opened by hand without the use of tools.
ii.0 PISTON ROD OIL CON?ROI, RINGS
n.i The crankcase bulkhes_ shall have full floating segmental metallic
oil scraper ri_s. Compressors with hardened piston rods shall be
equipped with tin coated cast iron scraper rinzs. Compressors with
soft rods shall be equipped with scraper rings of a zJ_tcrial softer
than the piston rod.
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11.2 All compressors equipped with lubricated cylinders shall be
designed to prevent carryover of synthetic lubricants from
compressor cylinders tothe crarJ_case, and to prevent carryover
of crankcase oil into compressor cylinders. Compressors having
a distance piece space between the pressure packing flange and
the ell scraper case flarge which is less than the stroke of the
piston shal] have extra oil scraper rings. These extra oil
scraper rings shall be designed to scrape excess cylinder and
pressure packing oil off the rod. The oil from this extra
scraper section shall be drained into the distance piece.
FR_ AND RU]_:ING GEAR LUBRICATION
12.1 A positive pressure lubrication system shall be provided for
the frame and running gear. Horizontal compressors under 150 _P
may employ splash lubrication.
12.2 The oil p_np for all compressors iOO0 HP and above shall be
driven by a separate electric motor. Below iO00 HP, frmme
driven pumps will be acceptable. A manual priming pump shall
be provided when franc driven oil pumps are supplied.
12.3 An oil pump suction strainer shall be provided. The strainer
shall be either a "perforated-p_pe" type located in the compressor
crankcase or a "basket" type located in the oil pump suction piping.
Either type must be readily accessible for cleaning.
12._ On all c,_mpressors lOO0 HP and abow, shell and tube type oil
cooler_ :hall be provided. Therr.ostatic control shall be provided
to mai .a=n proper oil temperature.
12.5 All compressors using a pressurized oil system shall have oil
filters filtering the total oil flow to the bearings. Filters
shall be the replaceable cartridge t2_e or cleanable metal edge
type. Filtration rating shall be AO micron or less. Bypass relief
valves are not permitted within the filter unit. Filter pressure
drop shall not exceed 5 PSI with new cartridges operating at desi6n
system oil pressure, temperature and flow. The filter and filter
caztridges must be capable of withstanding full system oil pressure,
that is, relief valve set pressure. A differential pressure gage
with shutoff valves shall be supplied on the filter unit.
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All lubrication piping shall be furnished by the vendor. Piping
to be fitted, cleaned and assembled at the factory. When necessarj
to ship loose piping, all sections shall be tagged for easy assembly
.
_ the field. Piping sections shall be preserved and plugged to
prevent foreign materials from entering pipe duri_% shipment and
erection. Oil piping l_ inch and smaller shall be schedule 80
minimum seamless steel with welded connections. Flezible Joints,
seals, and gaskets shall be suitable for use with synthetic lubri-
cants as well as the noznal crankcase oil.
12.7 Tile system shall be protected by a suitable internal relief valve
located in the oil pump and/or by an external relief valve located
dovmstream of the pump in the system piping prior to any shutoff
valve.
13.O CYLINDER LUBRICATION
13 .i
13.2
It is _nplied that non-lubricated compressors refer to compressors
having no lubrication to the cylinders, valves and packing.
On lubricated compressors a mechanical force feed lubricator _dth
vacum_ type feeds shall be provided for lubrication of compressor
cylinders and packings. Thc lubricator must be driven by an eZec-
tric motor on compressors 500 HP and above. Below 500 HP, the
lubricator may be driven integrally from the compressor. When a
separate motor drive is used, an electrical interlock which mkes
it impossible to start the compressor motor until the lubricator
is running will be provided by the Purchaser. When the lubricators
are driven integrally from the compressor they must be of the type
which can be hand primed before starting the compressor.
13.3 All lubricated compressors must be designed for operation with
synthetic cylinder lubricants of the tri-aryl-phosphate type.
This includes the lubricator, compressor cylinder assemblies,
pressure packing, coolers and any other sections of the compressor
coming in contact with the cylinder lubricant.
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13.4 Lubrication shall be provided to each cylinder and packing case
in accordance with the following schedule:
Cylinder Bore
MinLmum Number of
Feed Points
Inches Cyli_4er Packing
Up to i0" 2 i
i0 to 2A 3 i.
Z_ to 3A A i
3i and over 5 i
If desired by the vendor, one of the cylinder feed points may be
located in the inlet line; however, each cylinder bore must have
a minLmt_ of two feed points spaced a min_num of 90 degrees apart.
For cylinders in service 2000 PSI and above, a minimum of two (2)
packing oil feeds are required.
13.5 A laminated plastic legend plate shall be attached to the lubri-
cator indicating location of each oil _eed, such as first stage
upper cylinder bore. The plastic shall be impervious to synthetic
fluids.
COOLING SYSTJ_4
1A.1 A complete cooling water system shall be supplied to provide gas
intercooling, gas aftercooling, cylinder jacket cooling, packing
eoolin_ end lubrication system cooling. The system shall be com-
plete t h all heat exchangers, interconnecting piping, control
valves, _ght glasses, low point drains and drain valves, high
point vents and vent valves. Only one water inlet and one outlet
connection shall be provided for the cooling tower water. The
cooling water system shall be suitable for operation with cooling
tower, nominal back pressure of 20 - 30 FSIG. Open sight flow
funnels are not permitted.
1A.2 All compressors i000 HP and above shall be provided with a separate
closed jacket water cooling system. This system shall include shell
and tube type water-to-water )]eat exchanger, thermostatic temperature
control valve, electric driven water circulating pmmp, open expansion
tank, nmnual control valves, sight flow glasses, interconnecting
piping, low point drains and drain valves. On compressors below
1000 HP the jacket water cooling system may be in series with the
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gas cooling system. Series flow jacket water cooling systems
shall include _nual control valves, sight flow glasses, inter-
connecting piping, low point drains and drain valves, and bypass
piping for excess intercooler water flow.
14.3 Unless otherwise specified, vendor's standard shell and tube type
cooler shall be provided.
All water cooled coolers are to be machine mounted. Vendor shall
provide cooler and cylinder supports. All cooler tube bundles
shall be removable. Small pipeline type coolers may be remotely
mounted but must include adequatesupports.
14.5 Blowout discs shall be provided in the cooler shell if gas pressure
in the tubes exceeds the shell maximum allowable working pressure.
All blowout discs shall be manifolded by the vendor. Purchaser
shall supply one drain connection.
Maximum allowable pressure drop from intake water manifold to
discharge water manifold shall be lO PS{ when parallel water flow
system is used for the coolers. 15 PSI is allowable when series
flow through cylinder jackets is used on compressors uz_er lO00 HP.
Interstage pressure drops, through cooler, separator, piping, and
bottles, per stage, shall not exceed the following:
_P = 0.09 pO.7 where P is interstage pressure in
pounds per inch 2 absolute.
Coolers in use on lubricated compressors or compressors handling
wet gas shall be mounted such as to be self draining on the gas
side and drain in the direction of the nor_.al gas flow. Any
pockets or traps where lubricant or moisture can collect must be
provided with a drain valve.
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SEPA]Ud'ORS
15.i Condensate separators shall be provided after each intercooler
and aftercooler on all wet gas compressors. Condensate separators
shall remove a minimwn of 90% of the saturated moisture in the gas
aS the separator operating conditions of temperature and pressure. ,
Vendor's cor_ensate separators shall be provided to meet this
requirement unless otherwise specified in the job specification.
15.2 Condensate separators shall have a min_num of 2 hours holdup
ca_city based upon inlet gas conditions and coolant conditions
as specified in the job specification.
15.3 Lubricated dry gas compressors shall be provided v_th oil separators
after each stage of compression to prevent liquid oil carryover.
These separators shall be adequate to prevent liquid oil carryover
regardless of cylinder lubricant type and feed rate.
15.4 Oil separators shall have a mingmnn of eight hours holdup capacity
based upon vendor's reco,,_ended m_ximum cylinder lubricant feed rate.
15.5 Separators shall be provided with a drain connection and drain valve.
Section 17.3 of this specification describes the piping and valve
requirements.
PULSATION DA!..T_:_G
16.1 Adequate pulsation dmr.pening shall be provided to limit pressure
pulsations within the compressor system. The allowable peak-to-
peak pressure pulsations, expressed as a percentage of the absolute
line pre'_sure at that point, are li_ted below:
Corn _t_sor Categor_r Inlet Discharge
500 }_ and above with
atmospheric air inlet 2% 2%
500 }{P and above with other
than atmospheric air inlet
Below 500 HP
5% 2%
5% 5%
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The inlet and discharge of the compressor system shall be
inter])reted as the inlet and discharge piping to and from the
compresslr. The length of piping considered to be a part of
the compressor system shall be equal to one-quarter (t,) wave
length of the fundamental comprcssing frequency. The piping
length shall extend upstream from the inlet nozzle of the
suction bottle and downstream from the exit nozzle of the final
discharge bottle.
16.2 Interstagc pulsations shall be adequately dampened to prevent
excess vibrations within the compressor package and to assure
proper operation of t}]c compressor, l:echanical vibrations of
the coolers, piping, separators and surge vessels shall be
limited to the following pe_c-to-peak amplitudes at the corres[
pending frequencies.
J_x. Amplitude Frequency
.015" @
.005"
.002"
rotating frequency
compressing frequency
any higher harmonics
The compressor package shall be interpreted as all of the
equi_nent covered under this specification. The compressor
packagc shall be entirely self contained on its foundation,
except for customer co_mections. No supports to customer's
adjoining equipment or buildings shell be permitted. All
vibrat_ors as listed above shall be relative to the compressor
frame . _o_eent to the foundation or the frame rails or sole plates.
Vibrations in excess of the above amount, which are caused by
pulsations, shallbe corrected by dampening the pulsations.
Mechanical vibrations which are unrelated to pulsations shall be
suitably contained by bracing within the compressor package.
Bracing must be neat and orderly and not interfere with normal
maintenance to the compressor. Excess vibrations related to
pulsations of less than five (5) per cent of the absolute line
pressure at that point may be braced in lieu of further pulsation
dampening.
16.3 Field modifications to reduce pulsations or reduce vibrations
shall be entirely the responsibility of the vendor.
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17;1 The vendor shall furnish a gas piping package for the compressor,
complete from the inlet flange of the inlet manifold or surge
bottle to the discharge flange of the final separator following
the aftercooler. The piping package shall include:
ae
b.
e.
d.
Pulsation dampening system.
Gas-to-water inter and aftercoolers.
Condensate or oil separators _cn required.
All intercom]ecting gas piping.
17.2 Low point drains and valves shall be provided at all low points
in the pipir_Z system. Valves are to be equipped with removable
seats and plugs. 2_nDzum acceptable size for all drain piping
and valves shall be 3/A" ]!PT. Drain piping shall be a mjn_mm of
Schedule 80 and welded. Valves shall be threaded and backwelded
on the pressure side.
17.3
17.A
_;oisture separators _n wet gas service and all oil separators
shall have manual drain valves only. Valves and piping shall
be as specified in section 17.2. Vendor shall provide locally
mounted drain valve with sufficient piping to gain access to
valve. The remainder of the separator pip_, together with
the blowdo_m header, shall be provided by Purchaser.
Bypass unloading sh_ll be provided to adequately unload the
compressor during starting and stopping. Final discharge
unloading plus necessary interstage unloading shall be provided
to limit compressor starting and pullin torque to twenty (20)
per cent of full load torque. Unloading valves shall have
removable seats and plugs. The final discharge unloading valve
sh_ll "e required regardless of starting torque and shall be
suitable for continued throttling without damage to the valve.
l_ere the aftercooler is mounted and piped by the Purchaser the
final bypass piping _ill also be provided by the Purchaser.
Final stage unloading sh_ll be following the aftercooler separator.
17.5
17.6
All bypass unloading valves shall be operable from the same side
of the compressor and shall be operable from the floor level.
Valve stands with valve stem extensions are permitted when good
piping design dictates remote valve locations. Chain operated
valve wheels are not penritted.
The bypass lines shall be either manifolded for customer's
connection or piped to the compressor inlet depending upon the
individual job specification.
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17;7 Vendor shall supply all supports for t}_e piping system with all
supports being within the compressor package or compressor
foundation.
17.8 Ail pipir_ shall be fitted, cleaned and assembled at the factory. ,
When necessary to ship loose piping, all sections shall be tagged
for easy assembly in the field. Piping shall be thoroughly cleaned,
flushed with preservative and tightly sealed.
17.9 All piping shall be designed and fabricated in accordance with
American Standard Code for Pressure Piping, ASA }331.1 (1955)
Sections 2 and 6.
17.i0 All pipe plugs shall be forged steel, min_num 3000# rating with
hexagon or round head construction. Square head plugs are not
permitted.
17.ii Pipe sizes of 3/8", i{", 2_", 3_" 5" and 7" shall not be used
18.0" SAFETY VALVES
18.1 l_ll capacity AS_ aFproved side outlet safety valves shall be
furnished following each stage of compression. All parts subject
to loosening shall be secured with safety wire. Lifting levers
shall be furnished when required by the AS_._ Code, and levers
shall be spring loaded. Safcty valves installed outdoors which
are subject to moisture ald freezing shall have packed lifting
levers. Valves shall be Consolidated, Lonergan, or equal.
18.2 safety valves shall have flat metal-to-metal seats with a lapped
finis}
18.3 Safety valves shall' be pop tested by the manufacturer until three
(3) successive pop tests each fulfill the set pressure tolerances
as set forth in the latest edition of the AS2% Code, Section VIII,
Unfired Pressure Vessels, Paragraph UC_133, Section (f); plus or
minus 2 PSI for set pressures up to and including 70 PSI, 3% for
pressures above 70 PSI.
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18.4 All safety valves sh_ll be tested for a maydm_m allowable leak
' rate of one (1) cubic foot of air per day at 10% under set
Pressure.
18.5 Safety valves shall be mounted to preclude the possibility of
failure of the attachment when venting. Safety valves in
excess of 1OOO PSIG set pressure are to be flanged.
18.6 Outlet connection of each safety valve shall be threaded or
fla_ed to permit Purchaser to pipe valve outlets to a common
header. Valve accumulation shall be 10% may/mum.
19.0 BAR_RING DEVICE
19.1 All compressors i000 HP and above shall be equipped with an
. safe yelectric or penumatic reversible barrizlg-over device A
switch shall be provided to prevent operation of the main drive
motor while barring device is engaged. Vendor shall provide a
protective housing over the turning gear to keep out foreign
matter. Direct connected compressors below i000 HP shall be
equipped with a manual barring device. Belt driven compressors
shall have adequately sized doors in the belt guard to nmnually
rotate belt wheel.
20.0 PROTECTI_ E];CIDSURES
20.1 All oper shafts, couplings, fl_heels, belts, gears or other
moving nachinery must be provided v,ith suitable protective
enclosures. This rec_irement includes the compressor as well
as all a'.r_iliaryequipment covered under this specification.
20.2 Protective enclosures shall be totally enclosed on the top.
Sides may be perforated where local codes permit. Perforations
shall be a mmximum of _' opening. The enclosure shall be mounted
from vendor's equipment where possible thus requiring no foundation
mounts. The enclosure shall be structurally strong enough to
support 500 pounds force in any direction without yielding.
Enclosure shall be easily removed for _xintenance with bolted
conncctions. Enclosures weighing in excess of 50 _,_o_,,_o_shall
have suitable lifting lugs at the center of gravity.
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A fabricated steel floor mounted gageboard shall be supplied on
all compressors iO00 HP and above. On compressors below i000 HP,
mhchine mounted gagcboards are acceptable. The front of the panel
shall be fabricated cold rolled steel plate with all raw edges
ground burr-free. All edges shall be finished square to insure
tight flush Joints, when butted together. Substantial we]ded
in place frmming members shall be utilized to provide a rigid,
self supporting unit, Top and eras shall be constructed _rith
full depth sheet metal turnback.
Gageboard shall be finished as follows:
Sandblast - Required for all steel plate, framing and members.
Sealing Primer - Required, 3 coats for panel front, 2 coats.
other.
Sanding - Required "after each co_t of sealing primer.
Final Finish - Required 2 coats minimum DuPont #7 h)ye-Ease
Light Green #J-276-23707.
Panel shall be mounted on base furnished by others.
Nameplates shall be supplied on the front of the panel for
instrument and servicc identification. All nameplates shall
be lamin&ted black plastic with white core and beveled edges.
They shall be I" high by 3" long mininum and shall be attached
_-_th machine screws and nuts. Lettering shall be minimum 3/16"
high cl _,cters.
Gage panel shall contain all gas pressure gages and jacket water
pressure gage when applicable. Refer to paragraph 22.8 for jacket
water system requiremer_s. All gages shall be flush mounted.
_,_ere remote compressor loading, or clearance pockets requiring a
control device are used, control de_ces shall be gageboard mounted.
Legend plate shall identify proper sequence of loading.
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21.6 On gage panels containing electrical apparatus, the back section
of the panel containing such apparatus shall be enclosed with
bolted covers or hinged sheet metal doors. The complete electrical
installation including te_dnal blocks shall be in accordance with.
the requirements of the National Electrical Code for General Purpose
Installation. Purchaser will supply 115 volt, 60 cycle, single phase
AC source with grounded neutral to the panel. Neutral shall be
color coded white. Provision shall be made for grounding the entire
panel to the plant grounding system.
21.7 %';ire shall be type Td, stranded 600 volt insulation, #]4 A_:G or
larger. All wiring to bc connected to terminal blocks using
pressure type insulated _rire terminals, Stakes or equal. In
addition to terminal strip identification, each _Kre is to be
tagged at both ends with standard electrical code _rkings. .
Wiring and terminals shall be numbered and agree with numbers
shown on wiring diagram. All wiring connections between panel
terminal blocks and field will be made by others.
22.0 PRESSURE GfiGES
22.1 Flush mounted gages with mounting dimensions in accordance with
ASA standards shall be supplied. Flush gages shall have a front
flange and a back male connection. The connection shall be ¼" NPT
for all pressure ranges up to 800 PSIG and _:' NPT for all ]pressure
rangcs from 801 PSIG to i0,000 PSIO. All gages shall be Aa" round
dial typ_ with black figures on white background. The case shall
be of ca3t alwn_in_ of solid front construction _ith rear blowout
disc. The c<¢stal shall be plastic. The bourdon tube material
shall >e phosphor bronze for vacuum and pressures up to 800 PSIG,
and berj!li_m copper from 801 PSIG to lO,OOO PSIG. Other metals
such as alloy steel, stainless steel, and monel shall be used for
special conditions of either service fluid Or at:nosphere. Socket
shall be forged brass or bronze for use with phosphor bronze or
beryllium copper tubes, and of the same material as the bourdon
tube material for all others.
J •
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22.2 Accuracy of 0.5% of full scale (ASA Class AA) is required.
Gages shall be equipped :_th a zero adjustment pointer. Gage
Shall retain calibration when subjected to overpressure as
follows:
al
b.
Up to and including 600 PSIG, 30% over range pressure.
601 PSIG to lO,CO0 PSIG, 10% over range pressure.
22.3 1'_en the gage is to be used for oxygen service the face of the
dial shall be inscribed, "OX_G_ - USE ];0 OIL".
22.4 Standard Scale ]_ges shall be in accordance with following
Table I.
sOPEPJ, TING LIhITo OF CAGE GAGE DIAL _NGE
O - 20 PSIG
21 - 65 Pszo,
66 - 135 PSiG
136 - AOO PSIG
401 - 650 PS!G
651 - 1OO0 PSIG
1OO1 - 2000 PSIG
2001 - 3300 PSIG
3301 - 6500 PSIG
Vacuwn
Vacuum - i0 PSIG
Vacuum - 20 PSIG
Vacuum - 200 PSIG
O - 3O PSIG
0 - i00 PSIG
O - 200 PSIG
O - 600 PSIG
O - lOGO PSIG
O - 1500 PSIG
O - 3000 PSIG
O - 5000 PSIG
O - lO000 PSIG
0 - 30" ].;ercm_
30" - 0 - 15 PSIG
30" - 0 - 30 PSIG
30" - O - 300 PSIG
22.5
22.6
Gages shall be U.S. Gauge, Helicoid, Crosby, Ashcroft, or equal.
Pressure gages shall be provided on the gagcboard to ir_icate
the discharge pressure of each stage of compression and first
stage suction where the inlet is other than atmospheric air.
22.7 An oil pressure gage shall be motmted adjacent to the oil pressure
switch on the compressor frame by the vendor. This gage and m._tch
shall be do_mstremn of any filters, coolers, relief valves, etc.,
and indicate true bearing oil supply pressure. The gage and switch
shall be rigidly mounted to the compressor fr_ne, free of any
daz_ging vibration. Oil tubing or piping shall be minimized.
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22;8 Compressors with a closed jacket water system shall have a
jacket water pressure gage located on the gageboard. This
gage shall indicate the pump discharge pressure. On compressors
for outdoor installation in a freezing climate, the water pressure
gage shall be mounted directly on the pump discharge piping.
22.9 On multi-stage compressors 500 HP and above, locally mounted
inlet and final discharge pressure gages shall be installed
within easy view of the final stage unloading valve. These
gages shall contain a pulsation snubber and shutoff valve
plus an atmospheric bleed valve between the gage and shutoff
valve if operating at iO0 PSIG or above.
23.0 PRESSUPJ'] GAGE PIPING
23 .I All pneumatic signal leads, and all direct process connection_
for pressures less than 15OO PSIG (urLless other_'i_e noted in
the job specification), shall be ¼" O.D. x .030" wall copper
tubing in accordance with ASTM Specification B68DPH. All
tubing fittings for this condition are to be Crawford Fitting
Co. "Swagelok".
23.2 All direct process connections for pressures 1501 PSIG to
3500 PSIG shall be 3/8" O.D. x .O_9" wall se_ctlcss stainless
steel tubing fully annealed in accordance with ASTM Specification
A269, TPSI6. All tubing fittings for this service shall be
Parker Appliance Co., 37 ° flared, stainless _;teel, "TRIPLE-LOK",
in accordance _dth ASTM Specification A182F316 or A276T316,
with inserted Teflon conical seals.
23.3 All p.-_!, piping for field connections are to terminate at the
rear of the panel on a bulkhead bar. Bulkhead connections for
the field shall be ¼" _FT. All terminal connections shall be
identified by a securely fastened engraved plastic nameplate,
1/2" x 3/4". All connections shall be plugged for shipping.
r
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23.4 Pressure gage piping between the compressor and gageboard will
be supplied by the h_rchaser. Vendor shall supply 3/4" NPT
cennections in his compressor piping. Connections shall be
located below floor level and on the side of the compressor
adjacent to the gageboard where possible. On compressors with
machine mounted gageboards the vendor shall supply and install
all gage piping from the compressor piping to the gageboard.
23.5 All pressure gages shall be provided with shutoff valves. Cages
mounted on the gageboard shall have the valve located in the rear
of the board. Cages operating in excess of lO0 PSIG shall have
an atmospheric bleed valve between the gage and shutoff valve.
Shutoff valves shall be J''z_NPT needle type forged steel, Vogt
Valve Figure No. 9873, and bleed valves shall be ¼" NPT needle
type forged steel, Vogt Valve Figure No. 9871. O_gen compressors
shall be equipped with equivalent stainless steel valves.
23.6 Pulsation snubbers shall be provided on all gas pressure gages.
23.7 Gage piping or tubing shall be supported and tied do_ within
18 inches of the gage. 12 inches or less is preferred, if
possible. Additional supports every 18 inches are required on
tubing runs with continuous tubing rack and tie down construction
preferred.
24.0 TEMPE_IIUt_, CAGES
24.1 Temperature gages shall be supplied by the vendor as listed
below. All temperature gages shall be locally mounted in the
piping or vessels with separable sockets allo_ing gage removal
while the compressor is in operation. Gages shall be mounted
in accessible positions such that the gage can be easily read
from the operating floor level.
24.2 Temperature gages shall be 5" round dial type with black figures
on white background, with units in degrees fahrenheit. They
shall ,be bi-mctallic eler_ent adjustable "every ark_le" type,
Manning, N_ya.,ell and Moore ]fodel 5-606OEH, or equal. Connections
shall be _" _PT.
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2%.3 Separable sockets shall be 3/4" DgH'T with ½" FI'IPT sockets for
the temperature gages. All separable sockets furnished on a
particular compressor shall have a pressure rating equal to or
greater than the highest pressure encountered on that compressor.
Socket well _'mersion shall be a minim,_ of two (2) inches in
liquid service and a minimum of four (h) inches in gas service.
P
24.h Temperature gages sha]i be provided to indicate the temperature
at the following locations:
me Gas inlet to each stage of compression, including first
stage.
be
C.
Gas discharge temperature of each cylinder.
Aftercooler discharge.
de Cooling water inlet on manifold supplying intercoolers and
aftercooler.
e. Cooling water outlet of each inter and aftercooler.
f$ All compressors i000 HP and above in the jacket cooling
water outlet of each cylindcr.
g. Jacket water temperature after the water-to-water heat
exchanger on closed jacket system_.
h. Lubricating oil inlet and outlet of the ell cooler.
ELECTRICAL SWITCHES
25.1 Safety devices shill be supplied and installed by the vendor
with the compressor for the services listed below. All electrical
wiring and conduit will be supplied by the Purchaser. Vendor shall
supply wiring diagrmrs for all furnished electrical devices.
25.2 All pressure switches shall be dual switch, S.P.D.T. with independent
circuits and adjustment ranges. Switches to be precision snap acting,
per t:_:A IC-3, +_'atcd 15 __mperes min_mm, continuous, inrush, and
bre_ at 50% power factor, i15 volts, 60 cycles. Switches shall have
silver contacts. Switches shall repeatedly operate at their set
point within plus or l_nus !% of span. Switches shall be Barksdale,
Meletron, or equal.
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.25.3 Compressors operatir4] with other than atmospheric air intake
oonditions shall have a suction pressure switch. This svitch
shall be located within the ga(;eboard taking its pressure
signal from the seine line supplyi_Ig the suction pressure gage.
25.4 Compressors with closed jacket water systems shall be provided
with a _ater pump discharge pressure switch. This switch shall
be located within the gageboard, taking its pressure signal from
the s_me line supplyi_z the jacket water pressure gage. On
compressors for outdoor installation in freezing clg_ate, the
pressure switch shall be mounted directly on the pump discharge
piping with the pressure gage.
25.5 Compressors with pressurized lube oil systems shall be providc.d
with an oil pressure s_,dtch. This switch shall be mountcd on
the co_nprcssor frame taking its pressure signal at the most
remote point in the system. A minim_n of piping shall be incorp-
orated from the lubc oil system to the switch.
25.6 Compressors with force feed lubricators shall be provided _dth
a lubricator malfunction detector. This shall consist of a
special lubricator _,_2T::p,located at the farthest point from
the drix'er, which su_p].ies a sT_ecial pressure bleed-dovm device
connected to a pre_,su_'e switch. The special p_ip shall have a
shortened suction tube so as to indicate low oil level as well
as lubricator mechanical failure. ]._ulti-compartment lubricators
shall ha_e a malfunction detector system for each compartment.
25.7 All temp<rature switches shall utilize remote bulbs with armored
capill % tubes. The sensing bulbs shall be in separable wells
allowing removal of the bulb while the compressor is in o_ration.
The switches shall be dual switch S.P.D.T., with independent
circuits and adjustment ranges. They shall be consolidated and
mounted within a panel with free access for n_mintenance and
adjustmcmt_ and per requirements of Para. 25.2.
25.8 All oxygen compressors shall have a temperature switch at the
first stage suction and at every cylinder discharge nozzle.
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25.0 ELECTRICAL SI,'I'J?CH!ES (Cont 'd)
25.9
T
All compressors shall be provided with frame mounted vibration
switches. _._ere possible, all switches shall be located on the
same side of the compressor. A minimum of one switch per two
crankshaft throws is required and shall be mounted directly on
the frame in line with the Ir_in bearing between or adjacent to
the two throws. Vendor shall submit for Purchaser's approval
the quantity and location 'of switches to be provided. Vibration
switches for non-hazardous locations shall be Robertshaw-Fulton
Model 6(_-A-WT without reset coil. Hazardous locations shall have
the equivalent switches with explosion-proof enclosures. Switches
shall be calibrated and set at the installation site by vendor's
representative.
26.0 CAPACITY CO;_T]_OL
26.1 The applicable Job specification will indicate the type of
capacity control desired together with the amount and steps
of capacity reduction. Capacity control must be designed to
prevent overloading or unbalance of the compressor at any reduced
capacity within the operating range. A legend plate clearly
indicating the steps of capacity reduction shall be supplied.
The plate shall be located adjacent to the clearance pockets
when manually operated and adjacent to the control mechanism
when rcmotely operated.
26.2 Valve lifter type u_oaders shall be quick acting. Pneumatic or
hydraulic systems shall have local du_:p valves or have adequately
sized lines to permit rapid release of the valve lifter mechanism.
When valve lifter unloaders are use, they must be used on all of
the inlet valves on the cylinder eric i volved. Valve lifters on
non-lubricated valves shall have suitable self lubricating features.
26.3 Clearance pocket type unloaders may be self contained or incorporated
with the compressor valves. They shall have _equately designed
valve plugs to prevent vibration of the plug on the stem when opened.
Back seating plugs are preferred. Clearance pocket volmme shall be
restricted to prevent complete unloading of the cylinder end.
Continuous operation of the compressor must be possible at any
unloaded condition without exceeding 350°F gas temperature at any
point in the s/stem. _i clearance pockets shall have a nameplate
attached to them, indicating the clearance pocket volwne and the
percentage of capacity reduction for that pocket. Since the per-
centage value cha2kzes as other pockets are operated, it shall be
based on the percentage capacity reduction when all other Pockets
are closed.
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26.4 Manually operated clearance Imckets shall be easily accessible
from the operati_ floor level. They shall be designed not to
vibrate from their set position while the compressor is in
operation.
26.5 Remote operated pnemmatic-electric clearance pockets shall be
furnished and installed as a system by the vendor. The system
shall include the clearance pockets, pocket actuators, solenoid
valves, actuator tubing, selector switch, braces and supports,
plus any other equivzent required to m_(e a functional system.
The Purchaser shall suyply all wiring and conduit. Vendor shall
supply complete wiring diagr_s. The selector switch shall be
mounted on the gageboard.
27.0 TOOLS
27.1 One complete set of all special tools shall be provided _ith
each compressor. Set shall include, but not be limited to,
plug valve har_les, valve seat removing tools, and foundation
bolt wrenches. When more than one compressor, up to a n_ximum
of three, are supplied at one location; one set of "Special
Tools and Wrenches" per location is acceptable. It' shall be
the responsibility of the vendor's erector to insure that one (i)
complete set of "Special Tools and Wrenches" is on hand at ar5_
one location before leaving the site.
28.0 P._RFO_u,&_,_'
28.1 After Lnstallation, ccmpressors may be subjected to a perfor_r.ance
test at the Purchaser's discretion. Test procedures _Kll conform
to the ASi_ Power Test Code for Displacement Compressors (P.T.C.
9-195_). Vendor may _tness the test. Results of the test _._ll
be considered binding relative to compressor guarantees.
28.2 Pressure pulsation and mechanical vibration tests may be pcrfor_..ed
on the compressor to confi1_n vendor's compliance with Section 16.0
of this spccif'ication. Vendor shall supply sufficient plugged
pressure picL_ap points to facilitate pulsation readings on the
inlet, interstage, anl final discharge piping. Pressure taps shall
_" I;I"T.be a min£m_m of a
28.3 Any modifications required to meet guarantees shall be done by
the vendor at no cost to Purchaser. Any subsequent tests will be
performed by vendor at no cost to Purchaser.
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29.2
All pressure vessels such as coolers, separators and pulsation
dampeners, fal]il_g under the scope of the code, shall be designed
and constructed in accordance with applicable ASIU_, State, and
Local Codes and shall be Rational Board stamped.
Cow'presser cylip_ers shall be hydrostatically tested to two (2)
t_mes the noz_al operating gas pressure or one and one-half (l_)
times the _>ubnum allowable working pressure, whichever is
greater. Water jackets shall be designed for a minimum operating
pressure of 50 PSIG and hydrostatically tested at 75 PSIG.
30.0 U]_ION LABEL
30.1 All equipment covered under this specification shall bear the
label of the International Brotherho_3 of Electrical Workers
and the label of the United Association of Journeyman and
Apprentices of the Plumbing and Pipe Fitters Industry of the
United States and Canada or evidence thereof.
30.2
_o copies of a letter confirming that _.._rkhas been performed
in accordance with these requirements shall be forwarded, prior
to shiDment of the equivnent, to: Purchasing Agent, Air Products
and Chemicals, Inc.
31.0 PROPOS?_S
31.1 Vendor shall submit three (3) complete sets of proposals.
Proposals shall include:
a. Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. project or reference mm_er.
b. Manufacturer's type and designation.
c. Complete description of offering.
d. Complete description of all accessories.
e. Preliminary General Arrangement Dra_ng.
f. Price and terms.
g, Delivery.
h. Erection supervision, number of days included in base price,
•daily rate, and overtime rate.
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Complete list of any and all exceptions taken to this
specification and the particular job specification.
Priced Spare Parts List for the follovdng items:
i. Compressor valve assembly for each stage inlet and
discharge.
2. Compressor cylinder liner for each stage.
3. Piston assembly for each stage.
_. Piston rod complete with piston nut for each stage.
5. Piston rings, per set, for each stage.
6. Piston rod packing case assembly complete with packing
for each stage.
7. Crosshead assembly complete.
8. Crosshead shoes or slippers.
9. Crosshead pin.
lO. Crosshcad pin bushels.
Ii. Connecting rod.
12. Connecting rod pin bushing.
13. Connecting rod journal bearing.
l_. _in bearings, Journal and thrust.
15. Outboard bearing or bearing insert.
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" 32.1 Vendor shall suLmit two (2) reproducible certified drawings of
each of the follo:._'ing listed areas. Dra_dng delive_j dates and
schedules shall be coordinated at time of purchase and shall be
included in the Purchase Order.
32.2 Foundation Drawing including:
me
b.
C.
Foundation bolt locations.
Foundation bolting for auxiliary equipment.
Foundation details.
32.3 General Arrangement Drawing including:
a. Total weight.
b. Weight of heaviest part for erection.
c. ;/eight of heaviest part for maintenance.
d. Location of center of gravity.
ee Space required for removing pistons and cooler tube
bundlc3.
f. Locations of all piping connections and plugged taps.
g. • Size, type and rating of all connecting flanges.
h. Locations of all separately mounted equipment.
i. Primary and secondary unbalanced fcrces_ couples, and
compressor speed.
32.4 Piping Arrangement Drawing, if not included on General Arrangement
Drawing, including:
a. Process gas piping and bypass unloading piping.
b. Coolil_ water systems with surgc taz_s, F_m_3, etc.
c. Separator draLn and local drain valve locations.
d. Pressure gage taps.
e. Pulsation picl_p taps.
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._ 32.5 Schematic Flow Sheet including:
a. Gas, water, oil and drain pipi_.
b. Pressure vessels s_d pressure ratings.
c." Pressures, temperatures and line sizes.
d. Cooling water requirements.
e. Safcty valve sizes and settings.
f. All gages, and gage connections
g. Pulsation pichup connections.
h. b_pass unloading valves, size, type and location.
32.6 Pulsation dampener drawings.
32.7
32.8
Moisture separator drawings and design calculations.
Inter and aftcrcooler drawings and T_#_ data sheets.
32.9 Capacity control system.
32.10 Schematic wiring diagram including all safety devices and electric
auxiliaries.
32.11 Instrument list complete with all set points.
32.12 Cylinder Lubrication Schematic, including exact location of
each oil feed.
33 .O
32.13 Equipment lubrication schedule, including all au_iliaries.
HAI!DBOOK OF OPERATIL'G A_D IAI,,T_H_LC:, INSTRUCTIONS
33.1 Compressor vendor shall" supply twelve (12) complete sets of bound
Operating and !.!aintenance Instructions. Delivery date shall be
as specified in the Purchase Order.
33.2 Operating Instructions shall be supplied in sufficient detail to
instruct a technician in how to prepare the machine for operation
(valve and control positioning, lubrication, before-operation checks),
how to start the machine (loadi_g, primly%, warm-up, as applicable),
how to operate the machine (normal operating adjustments; pressures,
etc., tabulated normal operating conditions), how to shut do_m the
machine (valve and control positioning, etc.).
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33.3
33 ._
Operating ]nstmlctions shall include all necessary precautions to
be observed to prevent damage to equipment or injury to personnel
as a result of fa51ure to observe certain normal o[_rating conditions
and procedures.
Instructions shall include a trouble-shooting table presenting
possible troubles that may develop, the probable causes of the
troubles, and the appropriate remedies.
33.5 Instructions shall specify the lubricants to be used, the frequency
and point of application, and quantity of lubricants required for
initial charge.
33.6 Specific characteristic curves of the equipment furnished, marked
for the designated operating point, shall be includcd.
33.7 ]_intenance instructions shall be supplied in sufficient detail to
indicate to a technician how to:
a. Replace parts subject to wear or failure.
b. Make adjustments to compensate for wear and specify the
values and tolerances to be observed in making t,i_eadjustments.
C. Alter the characteristics of the machine to increase or
decrease capacity, pressure, etc.
33.8 Components and special tools shall be adequately illustrated so
that construction details and internal wdrkings are described to
assist in understanding operation, adjustment, and n_intenancc
procedures.
33.9 If publications are furnished _hich cover more models of equipment
than actually supplied, the vendor shall completely annotate such
published material to strike out references, illustrations, and data
pertaini_ to any irrelevant equipment.
33.10 All literature must be certified as accurate and complete. All
literature _ust be revised to incorporate the last change or
modification performed prior to closing of the Purchase Order and
final pa_nent.
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33.1] All material supplie.l by the vendor shall be reproduced in a
". manner resulLinc in clear and legible text and illustrations.
,. , It is preferred that m_terial submitted be reproduced on 83 x ii
inch F_per with flowsheets and similar items requiring greater
.length, reproduced as ii inch hSgh fo!douts.
33.12 All literature r:ast be znrked with Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
equipment Purchase Order n_mber and charge ntu_ber. In addition,
when the Furchasc Order requires that the c_nipment be tagged, the
items of literature must also be marked with the tag ntunber. Where
one item of literature api3lies to sevcral pieces of equipment
purchased under the ssm:e }_rchase Ordcr, the literature must be
marked with all applicable charge nm.ff_ersand tag numbers. (The
charge nmnber referred to in this requirement is the number
appearing in the "CHAhGE" coltm_ of the Purchase Order.)
PARTS LISTS
3_.i The manufacturer sha]_l supply complete parts lists of the equipment
furnished to this specification, includin_ subassemblies, attachments,
accessories, special tools, and individual parts. .The manufacturer's
part mm_ber must provide positive identification of the parts ]istcd.
The complete list may be made up of individual subassembly lists or
bills of material. Any such lists must be identified by a master
list so that each part is identifiable as a component of the 1:nin
equipment. The Farts list shall specify the quantity of each item
used in the assembly or component.
Con_nor hardware items shall be completely described as to size,
length, number of threads, material, finish, type of head, etc.
This provision applies whether or not a hardware item has a part
number.
3_.2 Parts lists shall be supported by detaSl drawings, cross-sectional
drawings, exploded-view drawings, or other illustration material
idcntifyi_g each part and keying it to the parts list so that each
item in the list can be located on the illustration(s). Items that
cannot be procured separately, such as matched sets of gears, pressed-
fit items, etc., must be clearly noted.
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,.,_ 34.3 The complete parts llst shall carry notations ir_ieating which
items are recon_:,ended for spares by the _,%_nufacturer.
3&.4 .A separate price list shall be supplied reflecting current prices
for all items appearing on the parts list.
35.0 INSPECTION
35.1
35.2
All ec_ipment furnished to this specification, including auxiliaries,
shall be subject to inspection by Purchaser's quality control repre-
sentative. Purchaser's representative shall have full access to all
facilities of the manufacturer and its subvendors, and have access
to all drawings, inspection records, 1_teria]. specifications, and
tests to fully determine the quality of n_terial, workmanship,, and
quality control procedures.
Vendor shall notify the Chief Inspector, Air Products and Chemicals,
Inc., Allentmm, Pennsylvania, Telephone No. 215-395-491i, at least
72 hours prior to hydrostatic tests, piping fabrication, and start
of final assembly.
35.3 Shipment shall not be m_de on any equipment furnished to this
specification until approved by the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
inspector or inspection has been waived by _he Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc. Inspection Department. Such release shall not
relieve vendor of the responsibility to conform to requirements for
material, specifications, and worPJnanship.
36.0 SHIPIF,_2]T
36.1 All internal surfaces and all external unpainted surfaces shall be
coated with a suitable rust preventative. Non-lubricated gas
compressors, as well as oxygcn compressors which have had hot
phosphate treatment (Parkerized) must have additional protection
for shipping. Non-lubricatcd compressors, other than oxygen
compressors, may be oil dipped (Lubritcd) at the time of the hot
phosphate treat:r.ent but must not have additional rust preservatives
applied after assembly. O._o-gen compressors must be absolutely oil
free in the gas passages iD-Ating any surface treatment to a
flourinated wa>:. A sealed asser_bly with a dry gas atmosphere and
a dessicant charge is reco._nended in addition to other preservation.
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-36.2 "]'he' lube oil system _,ha];l be flushed with rust preventative.
36.3 Equipmcr,;, includSng all piping, shall be painted with manufacturer's
: st,aJadard pri_.,e coat or with }_aint s;;ecii'ied in the order. '
4
36.4 All _rmjor items sh_ll be suitt_bly skidded. ,LII small items shall
be wrapped in waterproof pay:er and boxed. Open pipe cormcctions,
fra_te openings and cylinder ends she_ll be covered with wood or
metal 1"langes to assure tight seals during transit and field
storage.
36.5 All skids and boxes shall be _rked with applicable order number,
project or item nmmber and destination.
36.6 All skids and boxes shall be n,oJr,_bered.
36.7 A copy of the packing list shall be furnished to the Purchaser
listing contents by skid or box number.
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Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
GE_RALCONSTRUCTION
AND
EQUIPM_Z_ ERECTION
OXYGEN COMPRESSION SYSTEM
August 7, 1970
EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA
200.0 to 200.20
i
: o-1187
,!
INC.
)
i
I
Z

Air h'oducts cud Chemical_, Inc. Section 200, Paso i
200.0
200.1
200.2
200.2.1
200.2.2
200.2.3
200.3
200.3 .l
200.3.2
200.3.3
.:_i.J ...._< FOR PRCCE2S PIPI][G _2_ EQU!]<_ EP_CTIC[_
GE'__RAL
The scope of work required of the Contractor includes, but is not limited
to, the fabrlcatinI, cleaning, decontaminating, testing, etc., _nd the
furnishing and _no_a_l_z cf all bide, tubing, pipe fittings, valves,
gaskets, bolts _nd nuts, weld<n Z rod_ solder, flux, thread dope, lead,
hemp, valve packing, etc., as required for the complete installation cf
the Process. ecuinment and piping systems ready for "on stream" o_e.2"_-_-o.-._
Fabrication and inspection of all piping shall be per US_5 B31.3 and B31.5,
except as modified herein.
_'_ERIAIS
All material shall be of first=class quality, free from defects and
imperfections, of recent manufacture, _nused, and of the classification
and grade specified, and shall c_uply with these specifications amd
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Design Engineering Standards.
Screwed plugs shall be steel, ]_arstock for 1-1/2". and smaller and
seamless bull plugs for 2" and larger.
_ere butt weld fittings are specified, all elbows shall be long
radius, unless otherwise specified.
All weld neck flanges and buttweld valves shall be of the same
schedule bore as the piping to which they are to be welded.
_:_PI,IC_LE PU"BLICATIO[;S _ID R=-/FER_[CES
The Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Design Engineerip_ Standards, cedes
and standards listed below are referred to herein. The requiraments
contained _n them _ud in _endr_ents or agenda thereto form a part of the
requirements of this specification in the manner and to the extent
indicated herein. All codes, standards, and specifications shall be of
the latest editions.
AIR PRODUCTS _I.D CK_[!CALS; I?[C. ST_I_o_S
Sections 500 to 596 - Contractors' Volume
USA SY._,_.fDS INSTITLWE
USAS B31.3 Petroleum Refinery Piping
US.Z% B31.5 RefriDeratlon Piping
Section VIII Unfired Pressure Vessels
Section _X Welding Cua]fflcations
 /2f 9
my
11/17/69
Hey.
Air Prcducts and Chr'm_ca]s, ]no. Section 200, l are 2
200.3.4
200.4.2
200.4..3
200.4.4
200.5
200.5. i
200.5.1.1
200.5.1.2
2oo.5.1.3
200.5.1.4
2o0.5.1.5
200.5.2
AZq'.,_.SFFC_TFICATIC:[$
As listed in any of the above sections.
OU:_Zf[.'_FICATJC:JZ RYCU!RL£_ FOR I'_!_DTKG PROCEDUP_S_ ?_LDEP,__S_ #liD t'FE,LDUT:G CP.'-'.FJ,.T_
All pipe welding shall be made according to qualified procedures
as developed by the Contractor, and by qualified welders and weldino =
operators in accordance with the requirements of US%_ B31.9,
Section 527.5, "Qualification," and Section 527.6 "Records" except
as modified herein.
The Contractor shall furnish to the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Representative two (2) copies each of all _,[elding Procedure
Speciflcat_ons in accordance with the applicable codes. We]din S
Procedures shall be approved by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. prior
to initiating production of welding.
Each welder shall be qualified for this project and his qualification
certificate shall be on file in the Contractor's jobsite office and
made available to the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Representative.
Cost of all qualifications shall be borne by the Contractor.
O_kL!FiCAT!<[ FOR BRAZERS
The Contractor shall have personnel qualified for torch brazins in
accordance with US_ B31.5, Section 528, "Brazing and Soldering,"
and as follows:
The test for qualification of each brazer shall be perfo_=ed
in the presence of the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Representative.
The material used for the test shall be pipe or tube and fittings.
'l_,e }ir Products and Chemicals, Inc. Representative shall
visually inspect the test specimen and accept or reject the
joints prior to further processing.
Specimens appr6ved shall be sectioned and prepared for peel
testing in accordance with the Code.
The requirements which the processed test specimens must m<et
are listed be!cw. Specimens which fail to meet the fcl!c<[n_:
requirements shall be cause for rejection.
The separated faying surfaces of the specimens shall shcw:
(a) The total bonded area of all fay-ng surfaces have 2" ' h:-.:l.
Cost of all qualifications shall be borne by the Contractor.
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The Contractor shall erect, align, _et, support and grout all Air
Products and Chem'calz, Inc. furnished equipment in accordance with the
contract drawings a_]d specifications.
The Contractor shall employ the best practices of the trade tc
prevent drainage to equipment or injury to personnel.
_ne Contractor shall, prior to lifting any pieces of equ!!zment,
review his lift(ng arrangement with the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Representative. Such review does not relieve the Contractor of the
responsibility for safe equipment handling.
The Contractor shall assume full responsibility for providing
adequate t6mporary supports for the equipment during erection.
Unusual weather and safety must be given primary consideration and
any inadequacies which may be called to the Contractor's attention
by the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Representative shall be
immediately corrected.
The Contractor shall provide shims of proper material and size for
steel to concrete load transfer and to obtain the elevations as
sh_.n on the contract draftings.
The Contractor shall cut nozzles on Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
ft_nished equipment to proper dimensions and nozzle ends shall be
prepared for joining to piping as described in other paragraphs of
this specification. The Contractor shall clean nozzles free of all
chips, burrs, dirt, and any foreign material before joining to piping"
Nozzles shall be temporarily resealed for full waterproof protection
after preparation for fit-up unless piping is to be in_uediately
installed. The utmost care must be exercised at all times to prevent
contamination from any source.
PI_'. L O.K
The Contractor shall perform all piping work in accordance with the
current editions of the applicable codes, specifications and standards
listed in other sections of' these specifications and the following:
In place of tees, saddles.and welding bosses such as weldolets and
forged steel couplings of pro_er materfal and adequate pressure ratine
may be used. Un]ess soecJflca]ly sho_m on the dra_rlncs, the .....
shall not do branch welding (stub-ins).
All branch connections shall be welded _n accordance with the Code
for Pressure Piping U3AS B31.5, Chapter V, Fig. 527.4.6D.
Branch copmectlens shall not intersect the longitudinal serum of
welded p'pe headers.
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The longitudinal seams of welded pipe in adjoining pipe sections
shall be staggered.
All flange bolt holes shall straddle the natural eenterlines in
all directions.
Large fabricated tees and mitered bends shall be backwelded on
the inside of. the fitting. In mitered bends in pipe sizes 14"
and larger, an extra segment shall be included to allow welding
inside.
All copper tube and fittings shall be silver brazed unless other-
wise noted.
All copper tube to stainless steel Joints shall be silver brazed.
Pipe bends shall not be permitted without prior approval by
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Where permitted such bends shall
have a radius of not less than five (5) times the nominal pipe
diameter measured to the pipe centerline. Pipe bends shall be
free of flat spots and corrugations.
All bends shall notexceed an out-of-roundness tolerance of ten
percent (10%) of the outside diameter at any cross-section of the
bend, i.e., OD max. - OD min. X lO0 = 10%
OD Nominal
Open ends of all pipes, valves, etc., shall be kept capped, plugged
or covered at all times until final connections are made. Wood
and/or rag plugs are not acceptable and shall not be used.
WELD JOINT PREPARATION
The Contractor shall prepare all welding Joints in accordance with the
current edition Of USAS B31.5, ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
Section IX and the following:
Stainless steel pipe shall be cut only by mechanical devices.
Robvon T_e "C" or equal backup rings shall be used as follows
on butt welded Joints 2-1/2" and larger, except as noted in
Paragraph 200.8.2.2.
Backup Tings shall be used on all aluminum piping.
Backun rings shall not be used on shop fabricated interstaze
compressor piping or comnressor discharge piping in oxygen
service.
Backup rin_s shall be used for field closures on all _inc
except For interstage compressor niping or compressor dis-
charge piping in oxygen service.
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Backup rings may be used on all other shop fabricated piping.
Welds of orifice flanges shall be made without the use of
backup rings. The upstrea/n and downstream welds shall be
ground internally so that the inside diameter at the weld
is within 1% of the published inside diameter for the
schedule of pipe soecified. Any purchased meter runs will
require installation in the process pipe at the upstream
and do%_stream ends without the use of backup rings.
Stainless steel backun rings shall be used at field Joints
combining stainless steel pipe or fittings to carbon steel
pipe of fittings.
WELDING PROC F/]URE
CARBON AND STAINLESS STEEL WELDING
All welding of schedule 5 and schedule i0, stainless steel
piping, and carbon to stainless steel piping, shall be performed
by the inert gas tungsten arc method. All welding of stainless
steel piDing and stainless steel to carbon steel piping, heavier
than schedule lO, shall be performed by the inert gas tungsten
arc method for the root pass and may be completed with the
coated electrode process. All welding of carbon steel piping
shall be performed by the metallic arc process or inert gas
shielded arc process, using direct current exclusively, except
piping in oxygen service which shall be performed by the inert
gas tungsten arc method for the root pass and may be completed
with the coated electrode method.
Polarity for welding stainless steel shall be negative electrode
for inert gas shielded arc welding.
Welding electrodes shall conform to AS_4 Specification A233-h8T,
Classification E-6010, E-7016, and E-7018 for mild steel piping.
For welding Type 304 stainless steel, Type 308 filler wire
shall be used. Filler wire for welding Types 316 and 3h7 bear
the same type numbers as the base metal. For welding carbon
steel to 304 stainless steel, use Type 310 filler wire.
Materials being welded shall be carefully fitted, aligned, and
retained in position during the welding operation. Adequate and
proper tackwelding will be considered acceptable. Tacks shall
not obstruct a full penetration weld.
The inside surfaces of piping components to be Joined by butt
welding shall be aligned so that the misalig_ment at any point
on the inside circumference does not exceed 1/16 inch or i/4 the
nominal thickness of the component with the thinnest wall,
whichever is smaller.
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Before starting to weld, tacks must be thoroughly cleaned.
At least one pass per 1/8" of wall thickness shall be made.
Downward welding will not be permitted. Slag shall be removed
before depositing succeeding layers. All welds shall have full
penetration and complete fusion. The finished weld shall be
uniform, with the toe or edge of the weld merging smoothly into
the base. metal. Butt welds shall have slight reinforcement
built up gradually from toe or edge toward the center of the
weld. Fillet welds may be slightly concave on the finished
surface. No undercutting or overlapping is permitted.
Should cracks or blow holes occur on the surface of any welding
bead, they shall be chipped or grounded out to remove the defect,
then wire brushed in order to present a surface from which
complete fusion may be obtained with the next successive
welding bead. Peening to cover defects shall not be allowed.
Welding by creating a heat pattern at a circumferential Joint
can draw in the weld and the base metal in the heat affected
zone, so as to create a belling in, giving a reduction of the
area of the oipe or tube. This belling or distortion is
undesirable and the following limitations are placed on it:
The belling or distortion tolerance cannot exceed one
percent of the actual outside diameter or 1/16 inch,
whichever is larger, this belling or distortion can be
measured by comparing the actual outside diameter at
the belled or distorted area.
For carbon steel welding each welder shall identify his
production welds by stamping his regularly assigned identi-
fication number on the pipe adjacent to the weld on all
carbon steel material. Stamps shall be low-stress type with
a round or "U" shaped cross-section.
For stainless steel welding each welder shall identify his
production welds by etching with an electric pencil, his
regularly assigned identification number on the pipe adjacent
to the weld on all stainless steel material.
ALUMI hq24 WELD!NG
Aluminu_n welding shall be performed by either the Inert Gas
Shielded Metal Arc Welding process, with tungsten electrode,
(TIG) using alternating current exclusively, or by the Inert
Gas Shielded Metal Arc Process with consumable electrode,
(MIG). The MIG welding process may only be employed on pipe
welding on pipe diameters of 8-inch or larger. No single pass
or filler bead shall be more than B/h-inch in width. Only
stringer passes shall be acceptable. "Wash" type passes will
not be acceptable.
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The types of filler metal to be used for welding various
aluminum alloy pipe combinations are given in the following
table:
Filler Metal Aluminum Alloy Combination
ii00
4043
5356
5356
5356 or 5556
5356 or 5556
type 3003 to 3003
type 3003 to 6061
type 3003 to 5083
type 5083 to 5083
type 6061 to 6061
type 6061 to 5083
All edges shall be prepared for TIG or MIG welding with the
use of proper tools and preparation methods.
Clean all surfaces to be welded of oil, grease and dirt.
Vapor or solvent degreasing will usually be satisfactory.
If heavy oxide is present on the metal surface, they shall be
cleaned by such mechanical means as stainless steel wire
brushing. Each weld pass shall be thoroughly cleaned with
stainless steel wire brush prior to placing the succeeding pass.
Each welder shall identify his production welds by etching
with an electric pencil, his regularly assigned identification
number on the pipe adjacent to the weld on all aluminum material.
SILVER BRAZING
The Contractor shall perform all silver brazing in accordance with the
following:
Fittings shall be round, true and new. Fittings, once brazed, shall
not be reused, unless approved by the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Representative.
Copper pipe and tube shall be cut to desired length with a square
cut in a square end sawing vise or with a power saw, true to size,
deburred and cleaned; tube cutters shall not be used.
Pipe or tube and socket shall be cleaned to bright metal immediately
prior to brazing. The pipe or tube shall be cleaned for a distance
slightly more than the depth of the fitting-socket. Cleaning shall
be done carefully so that the proper clearance is maintained between
the pipe or tube and fitting.
Flux shall be applied to both members, immediately prior to brazing.
Silver brazing operators shall use approved techniques which will
produce Joints of 100% penetration of full socket depth consistently.
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Wherever possible, solder Joints shall receive an internal visual
inspection by optical inspection devices.
Brazing wire shall be Handy Harmon Easy Flow #35 for copper to
copper and #45 for stainless steel to copper and brazing flux shall
be Handy and Harmon Handy Flux.
Solder Joints shall be kept as far as possible from threaded Joints.
In all cases, the distance shall be sufficient to prevent the heat
of soldering from destroying the effective seal of Joint compound.
All Joints which show evidence of overheating, cracking, poor
penetration, or other defects of fit-up or workmanship, shall be
replaced as directed by the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Representative.
Each brazing operator shall identify his work by making his regularly
assigned identification symbol on the tube adjacent to the Joint,
at the time the Joint is made, in the manner approved by the
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Representative.
All brazed Joints shall be subject to the inspection of the Air
Products and Chemicals, Inc. Reoresentative. The Contractor shall,
at the discretion of the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Repre-
sentative, cut brazed Joints out of lines, saw in half and tear
apart, to continually monitor brazing operators techniques.
This monitoring shall be compensated for as follows:
Defective Joints and their repair shall be to the Contractor's
account. Sound Joints that have been destructively tested as
indicated above will be paid for by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Should testing under other sections of these specifications reveal
unsound brazed Joints, the Contractor shall disassemble and replace
fitting with new material or with the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Representative's approval, reclean to a bright finish and reassemble
those Joints which were unsatisfactory.
THREADED JOIE_S
The Contractor shall make up all threaded piping with as few Joints as
possible. _ll threaded Joints shall be made with clean-cut taper threads
conforming to National Taxer Thread Dimensions. Piping shall be rear.ed
of burrs and kept clean of scale, dirt and chips. All connections shall
be permanently gas-tight and watertight. Unions shall be provided as
shown on the drawings, or as required for proper assembly and disassembly.
Couplings shall not be used excent where pipe is more than sixteen (16)
feet in straight length between fittings. All threaded Joints, including
those for oxygen service, shall be made with "Permacel hl2 Ribbon Dope"
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(made by Permacel Corporation, Brunswick, _].J.), or "Thred Tape" (made
by Crane Company), thread sealing compound, except in the case of piping
carrying freon. The Joints shall be made up using "Lead Lock" by High
Side Chemical, Inc., i0 Colfax Avenue, Clifton, New Jersey, or as indi-
cated on Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Standard 570.5.1. For
Instrument Air Headers only (Galv. Carbon Steel threaded pipe) General
Electric Glyptol #1201 shall be used as a thread dope.
EQUIPmeNT AND PIPE SUPPORTS, GUIDES AND ANCHORS
The Contractor shall furnish and install all equipment and pipe supports,
guides and anchors required in accordance with the contract drawings,
these specifications, and as may be required to provide adequate supports
for a satisfactory operating installation.
Beam clamps and mechanical attachments shall be employed to support piping
from structural steel members. Supports shall be welded to structural
members only where specifically required by the contract drawings, other-
wise, field welding, burning or drilling will not be permitted.
During the construction period, the Contractor shall furnish and
install necessary temporary piping and equipment supports. As
permanent supports are installed, the Contractor shall remlove
temporary supports.
The Contractor shall provide and install anchor bolts, expansion
shields and bolts, etc., as required, to erect and attach supports.
Materials for pipe supports, guides and anchors shall be in
accordance with the contract drawings, other sections of these
specifications and/or the requirements of the Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc. Representative.
All pipes passing through masonry construction shall be fitted with
pipe sleeves. Sleeves shallbe standard weight steel pipe of
sufficient length to pass through the entire thickness of the floor
or wall and shall be cut flush with each surface, except as other-
wise specified. The Contractor shall furnish and set all sleeves
and be responsible for their proper and permanent location.
All p_pe 2-1/2" and under shall be adequately and perE.anently
Supported as part of the contract work although not specifically
indicated on the contract drawings.
UNDERGROUND PIPING
The Contractor shall furnish and install all underground piping in
accordance with the contract drawings and these specifications.
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Open ends of all pipe, valves, etc., shall be kept capped, plugged,
or covered until final connectiods are made.
The Contractor shall excavate whatever substance is encountered
for all piping, manholes, pits, and other underground work. Trenches
shall be of sufficient width for installation and inspection of pipe.
Bottom of trench shall be trimmed so that the lower portion of pipe
is continuously supported on undisturbed soil until the slope of pipe
is uniform between established elevations.
%
If rock or shale is encountered, sand cuslon shall be orovided.
Cushion shall continuously support the lower third of the pipe
circumference. Thickness of sand under pipe shall vary from 3-inches
(h- to 6-inch pipe) to 8-inches (8- to 2h-inch pipe).
Depth of piping for various underground lines shall not be less
than shown on the contract drawings.
Unless otherwise specified, underground steel pipe shall be protected
by one of the following:
Application of two (2) coats of Val-Chem Tar-Coat 78-J-2 as
manufactured by the Mobil Chemical Company, Metuchen, New Jersey,
or "Tarset" as manufactured by USS Chemicals, Division of
U.S. Steel Corp., h00 Manner Building, 564 Forbes Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. qhe Manufacturer's instructions for
preparation of surfaces and application of coating shall be
strictly adhered to. Each coat shall be applied at a minimum
thickness of 14 mils wet to obtain a dry minimum thickness
of 8 mils. All surfaces shall be covered with an even coat
having a dry film thickness of 16 mils minimum.
Use pipe coated with plasticized coal tar enamel and kraft
paper _Tap in accordance with Pine Line Service Corporation
Specificatioh B-2GF. All fittings and field-fabricated Joints
shall be covered with 2" wide Protecto Wrap #200 Cold Applied
Tape and 1170 Primer as distributed by Kenneth Peisker Co.,
5h3 Pennsylvania Avenue, Glen Ellyn, lllinois. Tape shall be
spiral wrapped for 4" on both sides of each weld in accordance
with the manufacturer's application procedure.
Use pipe coated with polyethylene coating (Xtru-coat). All
fittings and field-fabricated Joints shall be covered with
polyethylene tape (Xtru-tape) or "Thermofit" heat-shrinkable
sleeves as manufactured by Rayclad Tubes, Inc., Redwood City,
California. Application shall be in accordance with the manu-
facturer's application procedure.
Coated pipe shall be handled carefully to prevent damage to the
coating. Small imperfections caused by improper application of
coating or ihproper handling of the coated pipe may seriously affect
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its protection value. After installation, all coating shall be
spark tested to detect holidays with a tester similar to that
manufactured by Tinker and Rasor, P. O. Box 281, San Gabriel,
California. Test voltage shall not exceed 6000 volts nor be less
than h000 volts. All defects detected in this test shall be
repaired to provide continuity in the coating and then retested.
After the pipelines have been tested, coated, inspected and approved
by the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Representative, the excavation
shall be cleaned of trash and debris. Rocks or stones shall not
be dumped directly upon pipe when backfilling. The backfilling
material shall consist of excavation or borrow of sand or gravel.
Backfill shall be placed in layers not to exceed 9" thickness and
properly moistened to approximate optimum requirements. Each layer
shall be compacted by hand or machine tampers, or by other suitable
means to a density that will prevent excessive shrinkage or settlement.
Backfill shall be brought to a suitable elevation above grade to
provide for anticipated settlement or shrinkage. Excess excavated
material shall be disposed of on the site as directed.
Backfill shall be placed around manholes, pits, and other work.
This shall be clean subsoil material placed in 9" layers. Each
layer shall be thoroughly compacted.
Cinders shall not be used for backfill.
CLEANING OF PIPE AND ASSOCIATED SYST_S
The Contractor shall clean and hydrocarbon decontaminate all process
piping in accordance with contract drawings and these specifications.
Ineffective cleaning of pipe or equipment is extremely hazardous and can
result in loss of life, damage to property, and product impurities. Proper
cleaning cannot be overemphasized. If doubt exists as to whether the line
or equipment has been cleaned properly or whether the line has become
contaminated, it shall be recleaned at the Contractor's expense. The
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Representative's decision concerning the
degree of cleanliness which is acceptable shall be final. The Contractor
shall be responsible for cleaning any Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
furnished random pipe and fittings which require final fabrication by
the Contractor.
The Contractor shall clean or clean and decontaminate all piping
as follows:
Steam, condensate, above ground fire Drotection and cooling
water systems shall be cleaned in accordance with Paragraph
200.1h.l.6 STANDLRD CLEANING.
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Air compressor intake lines shall be cleaned in accordance with
Paragraph 200.12.1.7 CLEANING OF CARBON STEEL PIPE A/CD FITTINGS,
and the interior shall be painted with one coat of epoxy paint.
Paint shall be Sovapon Radiance Red, Series N_mber 8h-R-7, as
manufactured by Mobil Chemical Company, Metuchen, New Jersey,
or approved equal. A 6-inch clearance shall be allowed between
painted surfaces and any field welds.
Lube oil systems shall be pickled in accordance with Paragraph
200.14.3 PICKLING OF CARBON STEEL PIPE AND FITTINGS.
All process air, oxygen, nitrogen and argon systems downstream
of main air compressor shall be cleaned and decontaminated in
accordance with Paragraphs 200.14.1.7, 200.14.1.8, or 200.14.1.9,
depending on pipe material.
The Contractor shall clean or clean and decontaminate or pickle
all components after all cutting and fit-up has been performed
and prior to welding. The Contractor shall be responsible for
any hydrocarbons , dirt, or foreign matter that may be discovered
in the assemblies after welding, but not for any discoloration
that might occur as a result of the fumes produced in welding.
STANDARD CLEANING
All pipe and fittings shall be cleaned of all foreign
material, such as scale, sand, weld spatter particles,
cutting chips, etc., from the inside by any suitable
means, such as a mechanically-driven rotary cleaning tool
and/or a wire brush, etc.
Blow out with compressed air.
CLEANING OF C.A/RBOIISTEEL PIPE _ID FITTINGS
The interior of all carbon steel pipe and fittings shall
be blast cleaned with Black Beauty Blast Grit, Grade BB-h016,
as manufactured by H. B. Reed and Company, Hammond, Indiana,
or equal. Blasting shall be done to remove all mill scale,
rust, varnish, paint, hydrocarbons and other foreign matter.
The pipe shall be blown out with dry oil free air or nitrogen
after it is blast cleaned.
Immediately after the completion of the blast-cleaning
operation, the Dipe and fittings shall be immersed in an
unagitated rinsing solution of Oakite #77 at a concentration
of 2 ounces of Oakite #77 her gallon of water. The solution
shall be maintained at a temperature of 200 degrees Fahrenhei _
The solution shall be allo_:ed to dry down on the work to
provide an alkaline activated coating to the surface of the
work to act as a temporary rust inhibitor.
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The interior of all carbon steel pipe and pipe fittings
which cannot be blast cleaned shall be cleaned in accordance
with directions given in paragraphs followin_:
Immerse the work in a solution of Oakite #77 at a
concentration of 8 to i0 ounces per gallon of water, main-
tained at a temperature of 180 to 200 degrees Fahrenheit
for. a period of time ranging from 30 minutes to one hour.
Since the i_mersion time is variable due to varying degrees
of contamination build-un on the work, the actual time
required must be determined by periodic inspection. To
assure the removal of all possible soils, especially a
type of varnish used by pipe manufacturers as a rust retarder,
a concentration of 1-i/2% by volume of "0akite Stripper
Additive" shall be added to the solution.
Remove work from cleaning solution and rinse in potable water
at ambient temperature. This rinse shall be moderately
agitated, by using compressed air or other mechanical means,
to assure the removal of any loose soil clinging to the
surface of the work.
Followin_ the rinse, the work shall immediately be immersed
in a solution of Oakite #31 and water at a concentration
of 5% by volume. This solution shall be maintained at a
temperature of 160 to 180 degrees Fahrenheit. The immersed
time required shall be determined by periodic inspection.
Usual time required is 30 minutes.
Remove work from cleaning solution and rinse in potable water
at ambient temperature. This rinse shall be heavily agitated
by compressed air or other mechanical means to assure the
removal of all scale and rust.
Following the second rinse the work shall immediately
be immersed in an unagitated rinsing solution of Oakite #77
at a concentration of 2 ounces of Oakite #77 per gallon
of water. This rinse shall be maintained at a temperature
of 200 degrees Fahrenheit. This solution shall be allowed
to dry down on the work.
In the preceeding cleaning procedures the first stage is
to remove varnish and coarse dirt and scale; the second stage
is. to assure complete removal of all scale and rust, and
the third stage is to provide a temporary rust inhibitor.
CLEANING AL_!!L_T! PIPE, FITTINGS, PARTS AND FABRICATIONS
Prepare a solution of 0akite Al_minum Cleaner #164 at 6 to
8 ounces per gallon of water. }{eat solution to a temFerature
of" 180 degrees to 200 de_rees Fahrenheit. Allow parts to
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soak in solution for a period of time required for complete
removal of soils and contaminants. Maintain mild agitation
of solution by means of compressed air introduced into soluti(
Upon attaining required cleanliness of parts or fabrications,
remove from cleaning solution and immediately immerse in
potable water rinse at ambient temperature using violent
air agitation of rinse water. When rinsing tubing, piping
and similarly fabricated parts, an internal pressure rinse
is recommended, i.e., high velocity hose stream.
If necessary, the following method shall be used to remove
oxides and/or residue from initial cleaning, immerse worF
in a solution of 0akite #34, l0 ounces per gallon at ambient
temperatures (but not less than 60 degrees Fahrenheit) for
a period of five minutes.
Following the above process, the work shall be thoroughly
rinsed in a potable water rinse at ambient temperature,
using violent air agitation of rinse water.
CT_ING STAINLESS STEEL AND COPPER PIPE_ FITTINGS, p_TS AND
FABRICATIONS
Prepare a solution of 0akite #77 at a concentration of
6 to 8 ounces per gallon of water maintained at a temperature
of 180 degrees to 200 degrees Fahrenheit. Allow work to
soak in the solution for a period of time required for
complete removal of soils and contaminants.
Upon attaining required cleanliness of parts or fabrications,
remove from cleaning solution and immediately immerse in
a _otable water rinse at ambient l_nperature using violent
air agitation of rinse water.
If necessary, the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Repre-
sentative may require the following method be used to remove
stains, residue from initial cleaning, or similar discolor-
ation, immerse the work in a 25 percent by volume solution
of Oakite #31 maintained at a temperature of 160 degrees
to 180 degrees Fahrenheit for a period of time required
for complete removal of all stains and discoloration.
Following the removal of stains and/or discolorations, the
work shall be thoroughly rinsed in a potable water rinse
at ambient temperature, using violent air agitation of
rinse water.
11-17-69 -
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DESCRIPTION OF CLEANING 5_DIUMS
Oakite Stripper Additive - Neutral.
Application: Additive to any regular ALKALINE Oakite
solution. Applicable to metals which were
initially determined suitable for the Oakite
solution to which it is added.
Purpose: Considerably reduces cleaning time and
improves the cleaning ability of an 0akite
solution. Used to accomplish removal of
acrylic and epoxy lacquers.
Mixing Proportions: 2 percent to i0 percent 0akite
Stripper Additive to any alkaline
Oakite solution by volume.
Operating Temperature: Do not heat in excess of 180 °F.
Precautions: NEVER ADD Stripper Additive to AN ACID
0AKITE. An active reaction will occur.
Do not allow contact with skin or eyes.
Oakite #31 - Contains Acid.
_ Application: All metals, except aluminum.
Purpose: Removes oxides, rust, oils and soils.
Mixing Proportions: 5 percent 0akite #31 to water by
volume.
Operating Temperatures: 160 °F to 180 °F.
Precautions: Do not allow to contact skin or eyes.
t
Oakite #3h - Acid Power-Type Material.
Application: For treating aluminum, brass, bronze &
copper.
Purpose: To r_move oxides and brighten metal surfaces
by immersion or circulation.
Mixing Proportions: 6 ounces to the gallon by spray or
circulation, i0 ounces to the gallon
by tank immersion.
Operating Temperature: Room Temperature.
Equipment: Stainless Steel, Alloy 347, 316 ECL or 30h ECL.
Precautions: Contains chromates. Do not allow to contact
skin or eyes.
11-17-69 .
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Oakite #77 - Strong Alkaline
" Application: All metals, except aluminum.
Purpose: Remove heavy deposits of soils and oils.
Remove light deposits of rust and scale.
Mixing Proportions: 8 to 16 ounces of Oakite #77 to one
gallon of water.
Operating Temperature: 160 °F to 180 OF.
Precautions: Do not use at temperatures below 140 °F, or
when scum forms on solution. Do not allow
contact with skin and eyes.
Oakite #161 - Mild alkaline powder material.
Inhibited against attack to aluminum. Contains
depressants to prevent excessive foaming.
Application: Cleaning aluminum by pressure spray or
circulation method.
Purpose: To remove all types of soils other than
stains and oxides.
Mixing Proportions: 3to 4 ounces per gallon.
Operating Temperature: 180 °F to 200°F.
Equipment: Material safe on all metals. Ordinary steel
solution holding tanks for spray equipment
are suitable.
Oakite Aluminum Cleaner #164 - Mild alkaline powder material.
Inhibited against attack to
aluminum. Contains depressants
to minimize foaming when agitat
Application: Cleaning aluminum.
Purpose: To remove all types of soils other than
stains and oxides.
_ixing Proportions: 6 to 8 ounces to the gallon.
Operating Temperature: 180 OF to 200 °F.
Equipment: Safe on all metals. Ordinary steel tanks are
suitable.
The Contractor shall provide holding tanks or troughs of
sufficient size for the specified 0_<ite solutions and rinses.
11-17-69
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During the process of cleaning the pipe and fittings, the
Contractor shall perfor_n periodic titration of the cleanin_
solutions to assure maintenance of the specified concentrations.
Upon request, titration equipment and instructions in the use
thereof will be furnished free of charge to the Contractor
by the Oakite Company.
Heating of the cleaning solutions and rinses as specified may
be accomplished by closed steam coils, electric or gas im.mersion
heaters or any other method sufficient to maintain the required
temperatures.
Fabricated pipe spools which have been cleaned shall be capped
or plugged until time of final inspection. No rags shall be
used to plug pipe at any time.
In the event that the piping becomes contaminated while in the
possession of the Contractor, the Contractor shall repeat the
cleaning at his own expense.
INSPECTION OF HYDROCARBON DECONTN_INATED CO_ON_TS
All components requiring decontam.ination will be subjected to
inspection and will be considered acceptable when they pass the
following:
Visual inspection under bright, white light. Any square foot
may contain no loose particles which exceed 150 micron size and
only isolated particles larger than 75 microns.
Ultra-vlolet (black light) inspection shall indicate that the
cleaned surfaces are free of any hydrocarbon fluorescence.
Lint or dust that may be visible under the black light shall
be removed with dry, oil-free, filtered air or nitrogen.
Wiping with a clean, white filter paper shall indicate no evidence
of vegetable or animal oils which are not detectable by ultra-
violet inspection.
PICKLING OF CARBON STEEL PIPE AhD FITTINGS
Carbon steel lube oil pipe and fittings shall be pickled and
passivated Just prior to start-up of a particular machine or piece
of equipment--as follows:
Pickling: Immerse in hot or cold solutions of Sulfuric
hydrochloric (muriatic) or phosphoric acid to which sufficient
inhibitor has been added to minimize attack on the base metal,
followed by thorough rinsing in hot water above 140 OF.
11-17-69
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Passivation: Flush with 2% caustic soda solution.
Finish: Flush with oil and leave an oil coat interior and
cap or plug ends for shipment.
PIPING TOLEnA::CES •
Dimensions of installed piping shall be as sho_m on the contract
drawings within, plus or minus I/8-inch for Dine up to and including
10-inch nominal pipe size and plus or minus 3/i6-inch for 12-inch and
larger nominal pipe size. Tolerances shall not be cumulative.
Flanges shall not be out of square more than 3/64-inch per foot of
outside diameter of flange.
Angular tolerances shall be plus or minus 1/2 degree.
No cold springing unless specified on contract drawings will be
allowed for piping fit-up. Improperly fitted piping shall be removed
and renlaced as directed by the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Representative at the Contractor's expense.
INSPECTION
In addition to any required code inspection, all fabrication and
material shall be subject to inspection by a representative of
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Approval of fabrication by
inspection or waiver of inspection shall not relieve the Contractor
of the responsibility to conform to the requirements for material,
dimensional accuracy, workmanship, specifications or code requirements.
All welding operations performed shall be subject to spot radiographic
examination in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
Section VIII, Unfired Pressure Vessel, Paragraph UW-52 (latest revision
The final field Joints of Oxygen Comoressor interstage or discharge
piping shall be subject to 100% radiograohic examination.
Surfaces inspected shall be free of all moisture, residue,
discoloration (other than that which is due to the metal),
particles having a diameter larger than 500 microns (.020 inch)
and fibers exceeding 2000 microns (.080 inch) in length. The
surface shall also be free of any excessive concentration of
smaller particles or fibers detectable with the naked eye.
The cost of spot radiogranhic examination of welds will be paid
separately by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. The Contractor shall
quote the cost in accordance with standard rates.
The Contractor shall be resoonsible for any rework and radiocra_hic
re-ex_mination of fabrication that does not conform to the radio-
graphic exs_inatJon, Air Products_and Chemicals, Inc. inspection
requirements, or these specifications.
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TESTING
All tests shall be performed in the presence of and to the
satisfaction of the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Representative.
The Contractor shall notify the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Representative in advance of any test performance.
All piping syste_ns shall be tested with dry and oil-free air or
nitrogen, by the Contractor after installation of piping. When-
ever compressed air is employed for pressure testing process piping,
it shall be passed throuah a silica gel or activated alumina drier
at high pressure before entering the system being tested; and it
shall have a dewpoint of minus hO°F or lower.
Test pressures shall be as directed by the Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc. Representative.
Due regard for safety shall be constantly observed.
Water shall be used in testing utility lines.
Tests are to be conducted for tightness of lines and Joints, valve
bonnets, valve packing and other fittings.
TESTING PROCF_URE
Check all systems to assure compliance with the contract drawings.
Check pressure and temperature ratings of all valves to assure
compliance with Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Engineering
Design Standards.
Check all flange Joints to confirm compliance with the specifications,
bolting material, gasket and make-up.
Check all safety valves for pressure setting. Safety valves shall be
removed and temporary plugs (supplied by the Contractor) installed
in their place during pressure testing.
Test gages and test safety valves (test safety valves supplied by
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.) shall be installed, and testing
medium source connections shall be made, to convenient process
connections. After comoletion of testing, the gages and source
connections shall be removed and the s_ec_fied process attachments
replaced as directed by the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Representative.
Start test at low pressure and gradually increase pressure in
increnents as leaks are found and corrected. Use soapsuds and water
on all joints.
An accurate log and list of repairs shall be kept by the Contr:_ctor
and delivered to the Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Reprezentative
upon completion of the contract.
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Section 200, Page 20
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MISCELL&NEOUS
The Contractor shall be responsible for the installation of all
lubricants.
Temporary. screens of a mesh determined by the Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc. Representative shall be installed ahead of the intakes
of all comnressors, pumps, blowers, except the main air compressor,
for the blow-out and start-up period.
Recommendations of the equipment manufacturers shall be followed.
Screens shall be manufactured by Mack Iron Works Company, Sandusky, Ohi
A list of all valves that will be furnished by Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc. and installed by the Contractor is included with
the contract documents. All other valves required by the contract
drawings and these specifications are to be furnished and installed
by the Contractor.
Flanged or welded vessels or equipment shall be aligned and properly
fitted in accordance with drawings and soecifications before bolting
or welding. Excessive piping strains on equipment shall be avoided.
Instrument taps in warm piping shall be as follows:
Pressure Tap - i/2-inch FPT, 3000 pounds Forged Steel Coupling,
Weldolet or equal.
Temperature Tap - 3/4-inch FPT, 3000 pounds Forged Steel Coupling,
Weldolet or equal.
P_ATCHING_ REPLAC_.F_'_IT AND MODIFICATION OF EXISTING WO]_K .
After installation of the pipe lines, the Contractor shall neatly patch,
repair and renlace existin_ work where damaged, removed or altered for
pipe line installation. This work shall be similar and equal in quality
to the work removed or d_maged, unless otherwise shown or snecified. Such
work shall include patching and reolacement on existing lines at points
of connections to new lines, patching of masonry work where new lines
pass through existing masonry work, and wherever any such patching work
is indicated on dra%rlngs or otherwise required.
11-17-69
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STANDARDPICTORIALSURFACEPREPARATION
STANDARDSFORPAINTINGSTEELSURFACES
by
ASTM
ASTMD2200-67, 2P, 1967

To
From
II_I C.
Date December I0, 1971
INTER-OFFICE
MEMORANDUM
RECE IV E [_ubject
DEC 10 1971
NASA Oxygen Study Project
00-1-2495.07
A. Lapin
R. & D. DEPT.
Allentown Labs
(Location, Organization, or Department)
W. Schmoyer Safety Dept.
(Location, Organization, or Department)
Procedure for determination of material compatibility in oxygen includes
three important steps: (i) research of existing test data, (2) test program,
and (3) hazard evaluation of the application and conditions of use.
i. References used in researching existing test data include:
a) APCI test data
b) Government test data
c) Industry test data
2. Testing program includes:
a) Open flame
b) Oxygen index test
c) Impact test
d) Bomb test
e) >_terial analysis test
3. Hazard evaluation includes:
a) Application
b) Pressure of service
c) Temperature of service
d) Direct contact with oxygen
e) Accidental exposure to oxygen
f) Identification and elimination of ignition sources
g) Affect of surrounding activities to the application or process
Any material considered for oxygen service which has previously been tested
must satisfy at least two of the steps above, while material which has never
been tested must be evaluated through the all three steps.
Approval or disapproval of material for oxygen service depends on interpretation
of test results in relation to the hazard evaluation and the exercise of sound
professional judgement.
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This specification covers the design, field fabrication, cleaning, testing,
insulation and inspection of a flat-bottom, double wall, purged powder
insulated vessel intended for the storage of a cryogenic liquid. The
Vendor must be thoroughly familiar with low temperature equipment design,
fabrication and construction. This specification shall be used in conjunc-
tion with a Job specification furnished for each individual vessel.
II. DESIGN CONDITIONS
A. General Desi6n Criteria
The vessel and piping shall be designed and constructed in strict accor-
dance with the AS_,_, ASTM, ASA, API (Std. 620) and all other applicable
codes and standards except where specifically noted in this specifica-
tion. Further, the Vendor shall be responsible for conforming to any
safety orders or codes which apply in the state or area in which this
vessel is to be installed.
The quotation should specify any and all codes and standards which will
be adhered to in the design of this vessel. Any reference to the codes
or standards shall mean the latest edition including all revisions and
addenda. Any deviation from the letter or intent of this specification,
as well as the reference codes and standards shall be approved by Air
Products and Chemicals, Inc. prior to inclusion in the design and/or
fabrication of the vessel.
B. Inner Vessel
I. Design temperature shall be plus 100°F to minus 320°F.
2. The design pressure of the inner vessel shall be as follows:
.
Internal pressure as specified in the attached Job specification
plus the pressure exerted by the liquid load when filled to capa-
city o_Krthe external pressure exerted after ten thermal cycles from
ambient to operating conditions by the powder insulation in the an-
nular space. Vendor shall specify the pressure due to perlite com-
paction in his bid proposal.
Materials of construction shall be aluminum (Type 5083, AS_4-GM-hlA),
9% nickel steel (ASTM AB53 or ASTM A553), or stainless steel (Type
BOb, ASTM A-2h0). The Vendor shall state in his proposal which of
these materials he will use.
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The Vendor shall include in the design calculation submittal the
external purge pressure to which the inner tank can be safely
subjected employing the design conditions in (B.2.) above and the
maximum allowable working pressure permitted by the actual thick-
ness of materials used in fabrication.
The inner vessel shall be of all welded construction and designed
in accordance with the API Code, Std. 620, Appendix Q. No stamp is
required.
6. The vessel shall be equipped with a manhole, 18" minimum, at the
top center of the vessel.
_e
.
The inner vessel shall be equipped with a mechanical liquid level
gauge. The gauge shall be at ground level.
The bottom of the inner vessel shall be pitched 1/8 inch per foot
from the center to the outer perimeter, the high point being in
the center.
9. Materials used for internal clips, supports, etc. shall b_ compat-
ible with LOX and suitable for a temperature of minus 320-F. Carbon
steel is not acceptable.
I0. All gaskets used on flanges of manways or piping to the inner vessel
shall be Durabla or approved equal.
Ii. Radiographic, vacuum box, or liquid penetrant weld testing shall be
done in accordance with API Standard 620 and Appendix Q. The specific
tests and Joint efficiencies used shall be included in Vendor's bid
proposal.
C. Outer Vessel
I. Design Pressure: Internal pressure of 2" H20 plus the pressure
developed by the compaction of the powder insul-
ation due to ten thermal cycles from ambient to
operating conditions.
2. Design Temperature: See Job specification.
3. Corrosion Allowance: None
_. The vessel material shall be in accordance with API Standard 620,
Appendix Q.
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The Vendor shall include in the design calculation submittal, the
maximum internal pressure to which the outer vessel can be safely
subject employing the design conditions in (C.I.).
The size of this vessel shall be determined by the Vendor, unless
otherwise specified, but shall be such as to provide an insulation
space that will limit the heat gain as specified in the Job specifi-
cation and in accordance with the conditions outlined in paragraph III.A.
7. The vessel shall be of all welded construction, designed in accor-
dance with API Standard 620, Appendix Q.
.
1
i0.
ii.
12.
13.
The vessel shall be equipped with a manway, 30" minimum diameter.
This manway shall be located at the top of the outer vessel and
shall be concentric with the inner vessel manway.
The vessel shall be equipped with one or more perllte fill ports lo-
cated near the top of the outer tank. One of these shall be a 20"
manway provided with a 20" emergency vent.
The vessel shall be equipped with a breather valve located at the
top of the outer vessel. Valve to be sized by Vendor.
The vessel is to be equipped with a minimum of four 6" or larger per-
lite drain nozzles and blind flanges located at the bottom of the
outer vessel.
The vessel shall be equipped with a top platform complete with
guard rails and circular stai1_ay withhandrail for maintenance
purposes. A walkway with guard rails shall be provided between the
stairway and platform.
The annular space shall contain a circular, perforated purge gas
distributor located at the bottom of the annular space and running
the entire periphery of the annular space. The line coming through
the outer shell from the distributor shall be a minimum of i" N.P.S.
D. Insulation
OATE
The insulation to be used in the annular space shall be expanded perlite
ore. The manufacturer and grade of perlite used is to be specified by
the Vendor and is subject to approval by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Bottom insulation shall be formglass block, or approved equal, installed
by Vendor.
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Vendor shall specify the "k" value used for insulation materials under
steady state conditions.
E. Process Piping
I. All piping materials and fabrication techniques used in connecting
the inner and outer vessels shall be in accordance with the USAS
Code, Section B31.3 with the fqllowin5 exceptlon:
If aluminum is used for the inner vessel the liquid and gas piping
shall be fabricated of aluminum. No aluminum to stainless steel
transition will be allowed within the tank annular space.
1 The wall thickness of all piping shall be adequate to withstand the
design pressure of the vessel, and any stresses due to the piping
configuration and thermal contraction. The wall thickness of liquid
piping shall not be less than standard weight.
D Approximate locations of the process piping terminations shall be as
shown on attached Job specification. Exact orientation of the piping
will be given to the Vendor by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. at
a later date at no additional cost to Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
h. All liquid lines from the bottom of the inner vessel are to be suitably
trapped within the annular space.
5. All liquid lines shall terminate external to the outer vessel as
shown on sheet!7 orlSof this specification.
. All cold piping passing through the outer shell shall be connected to
the outer shell by means of a type 304 stainless steel thermal bar-
rier. The barrier shall be sufficiently long to prevent the carbon
_teel adjacent to the barrier from reaching a temperature lower than
5°F below ambient temperature.
r4
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We All piping between inner and outer vessels shall be provided with
sufficient flexibility to permit movement due to thermal contraction.
Lines shall be fixed at both inner and outer vessels. The use of
bellows is not acceptable with the exception of the relief valve
lines and the mechanical liquid level gauge line. All lines shall
be designed so that the maximum combined stress, including appro-
priate stress intensification factors, due to pressure, weight,
settlement and thermal movements, shall not exceed the maximum
allowable stress valve indicated in the ASME Code, Section VIII,
Division I for the material used.
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E. Process . piping (Cont'd.)
. All lines 6" and sm_subJect to liquid head shall have at least
one oblique x-ray shot taken at each girth weld. Lines above 6"
subject to liquid head require three shots per girth weld. All
radiographing shall be done in accordance with the USAS piping
code B31.3, Chapter 6 and shall be considered as random radiography
for inspection purposes. In addition to the x-rays, certification
of the fact that the piping has received a thorough visual examina-
tion and has been found free of any hidden welds is required by the
Vendor.
9. All piping connections to the bottom of the inner vessel shall be
located as near to the shell a_ possible.
i0. The vessel shall be equipped with the following piping to the inner
vessel. Line sizes not defined in this specification shall be sized
in accordance with the .Job specification. (Nozzle identification
letters refer to sheet 16 of 18 of this specification.)
ae Nozzle "A" - (i)
(2)
(3)
Relief Valve Line
Size by Vendor
Located at the top of the inner and outer vessels.
On the outside of tank the line is to be pro-
vlded with a pressure-vacuum relief valve, S.&J.
Figure No. X94156. The outlet of the valve is
to be provided with a short piece of stainless
steel or aluminum vent piping turned downward
but away from the vessel.
b. Nozzle "B" - (i)
(2)
(3)
Vent Line from Inner Vessel
Size: 4" N.P.S.
Located at top of inner vessel and extending into
the inner vessel to an elevation equal to the top
liquid filling point elevation. This line should
leave the outer vessel at the lower portion of
the outer shell.
Co
dl
Nozzle "C" - (I) Pressurizing Conne6tion
(2) Size: i i/2" i_.P.S.
(3) Attached to vent line (Nozzle "B") external
to outer vessel.
Nozzle "D" - (I)
(2)
(3)
Upper Mquid Level Line
Size: i" N.P.S.
Located at top of inner vessel and the lower
part of the outer shell
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E. Process Piping (Cont'd)
ee Nozzle "E" - (I)
(2)
(B)
Lower Liquid Level Line
Size: I" N.P.S.
Located at the bottom of the inner vessel and
the lower part of the outer shell. (See sheet
16 for details of inner tank connection.)
fe Nozzle "F" - (i)
(2)
(3)
Pressure Gauge Connection
Size: I" N.P.S.
Attached to Upper Liquid Level Line (Nozzle "D")
external to outer vessel.
ge
Nozzle "G" - (1)
(2)
(B)
Product _utlet Line
Size : 5" N.P.S.
Located at the bottom of the inner vessel and
the lower part of the outer shell and to be flush
Mith the bottom of the inner vessel.
he Nozzle "H" - (I)
(2)
(S)
Trailer Unloading Line
Size: 4" N.P.S.
Located at the bottom of the inner vessel and
projecting into the inner bottom approximately
3". This line is to leave the outer vessel near
the bottom of the outer shell.
ie Nozzle "J" - (i)
(2)
(3)
Je
Nozzle "K" - (i)
(2)
(3)
Fill Line
Size: h" N.P.S.
Located near the bottom of the shell of inner
and outer vessels.
This line shall be designed in such a manner
that the fill point in the inner tank will be
at a minimum of 90 ° from the Trailer Unloading
Line (Nozzle "H") in the inner tank. This may
be done by entering the inner tank at a minimum
of 90 ° from Nozzle "H" or by extending the Fill
Line into the tank to provide an equivalent
clearance. This requirement is to be adhered
to even though Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
may choose to locate both of these nozzles
adjacent to one another on the outer shell.
Cylinder Fill Line
Size: 1 1/2" N.P.S.
Located in the bottom of the inner vessel and
projecting into the inner bottom approximatel M
3". This line is to leave the outer vessel
near the bottom of the outer shell.
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k. Nozzle "L" - 1 1/2" Mechanical Liquid Level Gauge with following:
(i) Magnetic gauge head S & J 92020-41-XX-04-01
for LOX service with ACCOPAC gaskets.
(2) Limit switch S & J 99050 with 2 SPDT contacts
for high and low liquid level alarms.
(3) Adapter S & J 9905-10300 to mount limit switch
on counter housing.
(4) Accessory kit S & J 93990-X14B
(5) 90 ° all aluminum shiv housing if required S & J
J33560-6 with ACCOPAC gaskets.
(6) 45° all aluminum shiv housing if required S & J
9399-13110 with ACCOPAC gaskets.
(7) 180 ° all aluminum shiv housing if required S & J
93580-05 with ACCOPAC gaskets.
(8) Stainless Steel reinforced float J33031-I.
(9) All aluminum cable block valve S & J 93421-24.
i. Nozzle "M" - (i)
(2)
(3)
Outer vessel manw_y
Size: 30" minimum
Located atop center of roof concentric with
inner vessel manway.
me Nozzle "N" - (i)
(2)
(3)
Inner vessel manwav
Size : 18" minimum
Located at IDp center of roof concentric with
outer vessel manws¥.
n. Nozzle "P" - (I)
(2)
(3)
p. Nozzle "Q" - (i)
(2)
Perlite fill ports
Quantity as required by vendor
One shall be a 20" manway equipped with a 20"
S & J Figure 9h200-ii emergency vent.
Breather valve line with S & J X94020-15-01
(for cryogenic service)
Size: By Vendor
i
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Nozzle "R" - (i)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Nozzle "S" - (i)
(2)
(3)
Perlite drain nozzles
Size: 6" minimum
Quantity: 'h minimum
Nozzles shall terminate with a blind flange.
Annular space purge line
Size: i" minimum
A circular, perforated header shall run the
entire periphery of the annular space.
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A. Heat Gain
it The total heat gain through the insulation space, piping, supports
and other connections shall be such that the loss of product per
day does not exceed that specified in the Job specification when
the vessel has been filled to rated capacity with the liquid for
which it is designed and allowed to reach equilibrium. Heat gain
shall be based on ambient conditions of 80°F and 14.7 psia.
e Since loss of product is an important Consideration on this vessel,
the Vendor shall quote his best guaranteed heat gain if it is less
than that specified, and this figure will be weighed in evaluating
the bids. Vendor's calculated heat gain (including gain through
insulation and piping) shall be submitted with the quotation along
with the guaranteed heat gain.
B. Testing
i. The pressure testing of the vessel shall be in accordance with Section
R-8 of Appendix R, A.P.I. Standard 620.
2. No welding shall be permitted onthe vessel and/or piping after the
satisfactory completion of testing without approval by Air Products
and Chemicals, Inc.
e After vessel has been placed in service, at a time agreed upon and
with a procedure agreed upon by both the Vendor and Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc., an evaporation test will be conducted by Air Products
and Chemicals, Inc.
C. Cleaning and Inspection
The methods used for cleaning all surfaces are to be submitted by the
Vendor in his bid and are subject to approval by Air Products and Chemi-
cals, Inc.
le Inner Vessel
a. Cleaning Requirements for Internal Surfaces (Aluminum or Stainless
Steel.)
i
llEv O&TE
[ ,,, [
!
t
(1) All surfaces of the tank, piping and fittings which will come
in contact with the liquid product or its vapors shall be
cleaned of all loose scale, dirt, slag and weld spatter• If
wire brushing is employed, stainless steel bristles should
be used.
.... , , , ,
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(2) All surfaces exposed to the process shall be degreased in
accordance with the Vendor's standard for liquid oxygen
vessels, subject to Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. approval.
b. Cleaning Requirements for Internal Surfaces (9% Nickel)
(l) All surfaces of the tank, piping and fittings which will come
in contact with the liquid product or its vapors shall be
mechanically or hand cleaned to remove weld spatter and other
gross particle and hydrocarbon contamination.
(2) After final hydrostatic testing and all other operations are
complete, sandblast tank surfaces to remove scale, rust,
dust, dirt, weld slag, weld flux, plate markings and other
foreign matter. The blasting will essentially produce a
near white metal surface as defined by SSPC SP10-63 and
CSA3 (Danish Paint Council) pictorial surface preparation
for painting steel structures. The surfaces will not be
required to meet the uniform surface texture of specification
CSA3, but all surfaces must be of a shade of grey and free of
any rust discoloration. Care will be exercised to minimize
any light rerusting of a previously blasted area. All access
and piping openings shall be effectively sealed to prevent
moisture infiltration when work is not in progress.
(3) After blasting all gross amounts of sand shall be removed b/
the most expedient methods and then the final removal of
sand and dust shall be accomplished by vacuum cleaning.
During assembly draw detergent or solvent soaked swabs through
pipe sections to remove hydrocarbons and particles. Cover or
plug inside and outside ends of lines to prevent contamination
during subsequent operations. Reclean in the same manner any
individual lines which subsequently become contaminated.
c. Inspection
Surfaces which have been cleaned shall then be examined in the
following manner and must pass the tests indicated:
(i) Visual inspection under bright, white light.
(a) No evidence of moisture; free of scale, rust, slag, weld
spatter and other foreign matter; and free of organic
materials such as oil, grease, crayon, paint, ink, etc.
[
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(b) Any square foot of cleaned surface examined for
particulate contamination may contain:
1 No particle greater than 1,000 microns. (Particle:
Any solid matter other than a fiber. The size is
determined by the longest single dimension.)
2. Not more than ten particles between 500 and 1,000
microns.
Q No fiber in excess of 2,000 microns in length; and
no accumulation of fibers. (Fiber: A nonmetallic
flexible, threadlike structure with a length to
diameter ratio Of at least I0.)
(2) Ultraviolet (blacklight) examination.
(a) No hydrocarbon fluorescence. Particles of lint, if
present, shall be removed with nitrogen, or dry, oil-
free air.
(3) Wipe test.
(a) No appreciable discoloration of the wiping media, except
that which is due to oxidation of the parent metal, and
no evidence of oily residue.
Annular Space
a. Cleanin._
(i) Remove loose and/or heavy scale, slag, dust, rust and dirt
by mechanical means or by hand.
(2) Remove gross hydrocarbon contamination by local wiping with
rags moistened with detergent.
b. Inspection
(i) Inspect accessible surfaces for freedom of loose and/or
heavy scale, dust, dirt and slag.
(2) Inspect accessible surfaces for gross hydrocarbon contamina-
tion. Presence of contamination shall be cause for additional
local cleaning.
......... ' , l • ,,
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Following testing and cleaning, the inner vessel and the annular space
and its insulation shall be dried with oil-free dry nitrogen gas until
the effluent purge gas reaches minus hOOF as indicated by Alnor Dew
Pointer or equal apparatus. All inner vessel covers shall be sealed
wlth clean gaskets. Both the inner vessel and outer vessel sh_ll be
sealed with positive gaseous nitrogen pressure within the smf_limlts
of the vessel design. g
E. Painting
i. All steel surfaces to be painted shall be cleaned to remove all
millscale, rust and other foreign.matter detrimental to paint
adhesion by either of the following options:
a. Pickling as defined by the Steel Structures Painting Council
Specification SP 8-63.
b. Commercial Blast Cleaning as defined by the Steel Structures
Painting Council Specification SP 6-63.
. All prepared surfaces shall be primer coated with APCI No. 103
before rusting occurs. If cleaned surfaces are not primed within
that time, the surfaces must be re-cleanedbefore painting.
3. If steel surfaces are primer coated in the shop, stop primer 2" away
from all edges to be welded after priming.
Field painting of the outer shell, ladders, stairways and other
uninsulated steel supplied by the Contractor shall not be started
until completion of all testing.
. Shop primed surfaces shall have all primer abraded areas and weld
zone areas commercially blast cleaned in accordance with Steel
Structures Painting Council Specification SP 6-63 and they are
immediately touched-up with primer, APCI No. 103.
6. The paint system shall be applied to all steel surfaces on the tank
that require painting by either of the following options.
a. Option for h coat system
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APCI DRYING TIME MINIIft_4 TIME
COAT DESCRIPTION NO. COLOR TO TOUCH BETWEEN COATS
i
2
3
4
Shop Primer and
Field Touch-up
-or-
Full Field Primer
103 Red 15 rain.
4 hrs.,.
3 hrs.
24 hrs.
**DFT/COAT
Field Undercoat I00 Yellow
1st Finish Coat 600 *White 6 hrs. 24 hrs.
2nd Finish Coat 600 White ! 6 hrs. -.....
I
1.5 mils
i. 5 mils
2.0 mils
2.0 mils
* Add sufficient black universal tint to distort the color of this coat of paint.
me Dry film thickness per coat (minimum)
b. Option for 3 coat system
COAT DESCRIPTION
Shop Primer and
Field Touch-up
-or-
Full Field Primer
APCI
NO.
103
COLOR
L
Red
DRYING TIME
TO TOUCH
15 *in.
MINIb_M TI_
BETWEEN COATS
3 hrs.
**DFT/COA_
1.5 mils
2 Field Undercoat i00 Yellow 4 hrs. 24 hrs. 1.5 mils
3 Finish Coat 601 White 6 hrs. -.... 4.0 mils
** Dry film thickness per coat (minimum)
w_
Q
( -
ml£v OATE
. The table below shows acceptable paint materials. Other suppliers may be
used if written approval is obtained from Air Products and Chemicals, Inc
APCI NO. MOBIL DUP0_ PPG
I00 13-Y-5 67-773 UC-34850
103 13-R-50 67-789 UC-40054
600 12-W-3 28'5101 UC-40121
601 12-W-b 28-5101 UC-40129
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Vessel erection, testing, and cleaning will be in an area where addi-
tional construction work will be in progress. Vendor shall conduct
his work in such a manner so not to interfere with surrounding con-
struction work by others.
Utilities
i. Electrical power shall be provided by the Vendor, at his expense,
by potable generator_.
2. A source of potable water is available.
Be The vendor shall provide and maintain his own sanitary, chemical
type, temporary, toilets for the use of personnel employed by the
vendor and his subcontractors. These facilities shall conform to
the requirements of all State, County, and local ordinances.
0il free dry nitrogen gas for purging and drying will be furnished
by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Distribution and heating of
nitrogen gas (if required) will be the vendor's responsibility and
at his cost.
H. Housekeeping
I.
Io The Contractor shall be responsible for properly organizing all acti-
vities at the site to the extent that good housekeeping will be
practiced at all times. This requirement applies equally to tempor-
ary buildings, indoor and outdoor storage, construction equipment
and materials, grounds and roadways, as well as the equipment to
be erected. The Contractor shall load and transport all refuse and
debris to a suitable disposal area off of Air Products and Chemicals,
Inc. property and make disposition in a lawful manner.
e The Contractor shall, upon completion of the work, remove all temporary
buildings and facilities erected by the Contractor, all construction
equipment, surplus materials and supplies belonging to the Contractor
or his subcontractors, and shall leave the premises and the work in
proper order, clean and ready for use.
Guarantee
The vendor shall extend a one year warranty on all structural design,
materials and workmanship from the date of acceptance by Air Products
and Chemicals, Inc.
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le Approval of drawings, reports, test methods, cleaning methods, etc.,
by Air Products and Chemlcals, Inc. does not relieve the Vendor of
responsibility for accuracy of dimensions, performance, code require-
ments, or warranty.
e The vendor shall furnish Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. with the
following information as a part of this contract at the times listed
below:
le
e
Specific codes adhered to in
in the design of this vessel
Manufacturer, grade and "k"
value of perlite and bottom
insulation
Bi__d Approva I Certified
X
X
B. Detailed cleaning procedures
4. Detailed painting procedures
5. Welding standards and/or
techniques.
6. Method of Joining aluminum
to stainless steel, if used
X "' X
X X
X X
X X
7. Vent and relief valve line
sizes and relief devices used. X X X
8. Outline dimension and assem-
bly drawings. X
9. Design calculations. X X
i0. Foundation loadings. X X
ii. Calculations for heat gain
through insulation, supports
and piping X X
12. Details of vessel construction,
piping, and other pertinent
components. X X
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13. Certified test results:
Bid
J SECTION .HEET 25 of ]8
Approval Certified
a. Charpy test (where
required by code).
b. Material mill analysis
c. Pressure tests
X
X
X
All items to be furnished with bid shall be in six (6) copies or one (i)
reproducible copy marked preliminary.
All items for approval shall be one (i) reproducible marked preliminary-
for approval.
All items to be certified shall be in one reproducible copy marked "Certi-
fied Correct for Construction" for drawings and "Certified Correct" for
all reports. All certified documents must be signed by the responsible
representative of the Vendor.
Two (2) weeks after completion and acceptance by Air Products and Chemicals,
Inc. one reproducible copy of all drawings to be marked "Certified Correct
As Built". All certified drawings must be signed and dated by the respon-
sible representative of the Vendor and forwarded to Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc.
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I. Sco_ - This specification defines the particular requirements for a purged
powder insulated vessel intended for the storage of liquid oxygen
or liquid nitrogen.
ALL equipment, materials and workmanship shall be in accordance with
this specification and with the requirements of Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc. Drawing No. _2OA, Rev. O, entitled "Standard
Specification for a Field Fabricated Cryogenic Liquid Storage Tank",
which shall be considered as a part of this specification. Where
any conflict exists, the Job specification shall govern over 99820A.
II. Vessel configuration - Vertical
III. Vessel to be installed at Creighton, Pennsylvania and it shall be designed
for prevailing natural conditions including seismic loads and wind loads as
defined by the Unitorm Building Code, 1970 Edition, Vol. I. The specific
loads included in his design shall be submitted with the vendor's bid proposal.
IV. The vessel will be erected on a foundation furnished by Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc.
V. Ra_ed capacity of 310,OOO gallons of liquid oxygen or liquid nitrogen, plus
a vapor space of approximately 5% to provide a total minimum capacity of
325,500 gallons. LOX density 71.5 ibs./ft.3. LIN density 50.4 ibs./ft, j.
VI. Tank design shall be based on storage of LOX.
VII. Design pressure of inner vessel 5 psig, plus statlc head of liquid oxygen,
plus conditions listed in section II. B. or 99820A.
VIII. Design pressure of outer vessel shall be 2" _O plus design conditions listed
in section II. C. oZ' 99820A.
IX. The total evaporation loss due to influx of heat through conduction, convection
and radiation shall be such that the loss of product does not exceed 0.22 per
cent per day when the vessel has been filled to rated capacity with liquid
oxygen and allowed to reach steady state conditions at 5 psig tank pressure;
or o.33 per cent per day when filled with liquid nitrogen under the same
conditions.
X. Vendor shall size inner tank relief valve S & J No. X94156 for 3OO,O00 SCFH
equivalent of cryogenic liquid into a warm tank with total flashing.
XI. The Vendor shall furnish inner tank anchor straps and outer tank anchor bolts
for installation in the foundation by others. Vendor shall supply bolting
arrangement and foundation loadings, with calculations, within 3 weeks after
order is placed.
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XII. The vendor shall shim end level baseplate on the rlnE-wall foundation.
Grouting of baseplate will be done by othere at a time directed by the Yendor.
XIII • The run and pitch of the circular stairway , stairtread, all stairway hand-
rails and platform handraile shall be deoigned in accordance with Dept. of
Labor Standards_ Part 1910_ Vol. 36_ No. 105_ dated 3-29-71. The stairway
shall be a minimum of 30" vide.
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RECOMMENDED RULES
OF
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF LARGE, WELDED,
LOW-PRESSURE STORAGE TANKS
by
American Petroleum Institute
APCI Standard 620
February, 1970

DNC.
UNIFORM BUILDING CODE
by
International Conference of Building Officials
Volume 1,1970

IN¢_
ASSEMBLY OF INDUSTRIAL PRACTICES
USED FOR GASEOUS OXYGEN TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION
Compressed Gas Association, Inc.
CGA Docket 70-11
CGA Third Draft, 23P,
March 22, 1972

AIR PI_ODOCTS AiID C}rEIC[CALS,INC. Roy,tuber 3, 1966
SUB.JECT:
PIPI}IG GROUP _E!40 #19
VSAFETY RELIEP VALVES
LOCATION AJ_D PIPI]_G DESIGN CO._!SIDERATI¢_IS
Safety relief valves shall be installed according to this memo in regard to the
valve's location and discharge pipe support or configaration.
01. LOCATIG_ :
To preventturbulence from creating a false high pressure spot and
accidenbally tripping the valve, it is reconm_ended the safety valve
should be located a minimum distsnce from the following devices:
DEVICE _[IND_M NO. OF PIPE DIAmeTERS
be
Regulator or Valve
2 Ells or Bends in Different Plane
2 Ells or Bends in Same Plane
1 Ell or Bend
Pulsation Dampner
25
2o
15
iO
I0
The safety valve shall be located as close as is practically possible
to the item it is protecting so that the pressure drop bet_;een the item
being protected and the safety valve will not become excessive.
c. The location shall be such that the valve can be readily serviced and the
escaping gases will not be harmful to persom_el.
02. DISCHA_-E PIPE SUPPORT
ao k%en a safety valve blows due to overpressure, a reaction force is created
due to the jet effect of the escaping gas. This force acts along the
centerline of the discharge pipe opening in a direction opposite to the
movement of the gas. The force can be conservatively calculated by using
the following formula:
F = PA
F = Thrust Force (Lbs.)
P = Relief Pressure (P.S.I.G.)
A = Relief Valve Orifice (Sq. In.)
A more accurate thrust force can be obtained by using the formula and
graph enclosed for Lonergan Safety Relief Valves. See PGM #19, Sheet #3
ORIFICE ARF_ ORIFICE AREA
DESIGNATI_ IN2 , DESIGNATIC_ _I_22
D O. llO L 2.855
E O. 196 M 3.6O
F 0.307 N A.32
G O. 503 P 6.38
H 0.7S5 Q 11.05
J 1.287 R 16.0
K 1.838 T 26.0
,._t.,C #19 PAGE 2PIPI_,IG GROUP '"''
Safety valve details c_%n be found on the Instrument Group's Specification
Sheets and by discussing your problem wi&h the Instrument Engineer on your
Job.
b. This reaction force can be nullified by putting a tee on the safety valve
vent line. A fabricated branch is the most economical to use. It can be
mounted directly on the safety valve outlet if high enough or extended as
sho_n.
_2.W_ " /¢'oL,-.sON/iLL
L[_ -x____.../,/_/v'7"5
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c. Sample Calculation
E"X A,4.; P L E
P/PEZCg44 _-!._.__
AST/4 355 i_-J ,. PI PE /'/iOD(.,'L(.,'5
: z./ .,?
BOEING 00-4-3710 SV-776A, B,
C, & D
Pressure = &400 p.s.i.g. 2
Orifice j area = 1.287 In
Moment arm = 12 In.
i, Calculate Force F = PA
F = (_OO) (1.287) = 5660 Lbs.(A conservative figure)
me
_e
_e
Calculate Moment M = FL
M = (5660) (12) = 68,000 In-Lb
Calculate Stress S = 'M
z
S = i.i = 61,800 p.s.i.
Compare Stress to" Allowable Stress of Pipe
61,8OO p.s.i, is greater than 18,350 p.s.i.
A support is needed, as was evidenced by a bent SV cormection when
this valve blew the first time.
d. Suggested Supports
e@
See PG_'5_I9Sheets Nos. /_, 5, & 6
Safety valves should not be piped to a header above the valve outlet port
unless certafn precautions have been taken. See PGM #19 Sheet No._
"f. I/you have any questions, discuss them with our stress analyst for
resolution.
L. A. Nuesslein
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WHEN 8; pressnre safety valve disch,_rges, a re-
aetlve force is imposed on the piping. This force
should be considered in the design of valve sup-
ports, and the nomo_aph on the following page
will provide a quick determination.
In books on fluid mechanics (e.g., Chemical
Engineers Ilandbook, pp. 5-17), it is shown that
the reactive force of a jet due to change in me-
F -- reactive force, lb
IF "- fluid flo_,, lb per hr
AV = change in fluid vdocity, fps
g = 32.17 ft per see"
" (l)
• 0
Normally, the backpressure on a pres._ure safe-
ty valve handling a gas or vapor is less than half
the vessel or line pressure. The velocity of the
gas at the safety valve nozzle outlet is therefore
" tmnlo (sometimes called acoustic or critical), and
&V is very nearly _nic, or:
It= (gRkT,/M) la
w_le1"e
V=
_ __.
M=
r.=
.- (2)
sonic velocity, fps
universal ga_ constant, 1546 lb-gt per deg
Rankine per lb mole
ratio of specifi, heat of gas at conaant pres-
sure to that at constant volume, cjc,
gas molecular weight, lb per Ib mole
absolute temperature of g_ leaving safety
valve orifice, deg Rank/n,:
• The temperature 'of the gas leaving the safety
valve nozzle can be expressed in terms of the
upstream (line or vessel) temperature, and for
sonic flow:
7", = 2T,/fk + l) . (3)
where
7'*-- absolute upstream (line or ve-.se!) temperature,
deg Ranklne
Substituting Equations 2 and 3 into 1 we ob-
taln :
F = (W1367)ikT,/(k + 1),',/]': (4)
The reactive force can also be expressed in
terms of the absolute prc_qre in the vessel or
line when the safety valve pops. Equation 1 can
be written:
F = OpV/_ (5)
where
Q : gas flow, eu ft per see
"" gas density at flow eondltlona, Ib per cu ft
Also,
Q= AV
where
A = crom sectional area, _ It
and therefore
F = A_P/g . (6)
From Equation 2 we obtain:
P "- gRkT,/M (7)
From the perfect gas law we obtain:
# = 144P,M/RT, (8)
wherc
P, = _solute pressure of gas leaving s.xfety valve
orifice, p_a
Substituting Equations 7 and 8 into 6, we ob-
taln :
F "" P, ko - (9)
where
- a -'-" cross sectional area of _fety valve ori_ce, sq in.
For sonic flow, the pressure of the gas leaving
the orifice can be expres._ed in terms of the up-
stream (line or vessel) pressure as follows:
P. = P,[2/(k + 1)]i/(i " a) (10)
where
P, "-ah:.olute upstream (line or v_.se|) pre_--'ure,
psia
Substituting Equation 10 into Equation 9, we
obtain: .- .
F = P, akl2/(k + 1)]V( t - _) (11)
The various presure vessel codes permit vari-
ous percentages of overpressure (commonly
called accumulation) above the vessel design
pressure at the time the safety valve is blowing
(e.g., the AS3IE Code for Unfired Pressure Ves-
sels permits 10 percent overpressure). Safety
valve capacities'are determined and tabulated for
the overpressure point. In using. Equation 11,
therefore, P,_ is the set pressure of the safety
valve plus die accumulation plus atmospheric
pre._,eure.
•l
The homograph below permits a rapid solu-
tion of Equation 11.
Example
What is the reactive force for a .safety valve
having an L orifice (2.85 sq. in.) if it is han-
dling nitrogen (k = 1.4) and set at 895 pslg with
I0 percent accumulation permitted?
Sohtt[on: First determine Pv: 895 + 89.5.
+ 14.7 = 999.2 psia. Now extend a line from
'1000 o,z th,_ I', scale to 1.4 on the k scale. Front
its interaction with the Transfer lille, extend a
line through L on tile orifice size scale to the F
scale. Read a value of 2100 lb for the reactive
force• @
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1. PURPOSE
The purpose of this specification is to ensure uniformity of quality
of cleanliness for materials cleaned by a vendor.
2. SCOPE
2.1 This gpgcification appiies to equipment having surfaces which
can be inspected visually either in its assembled or piece small
condition or and to surface which cannot be inspected visuallyo
2.2 It is intended that this specification should apply to vessels
and components used for chemical process, storage or other
application where no con_mct with liquid or gaseous oxygen or
oxjgen rich mixtures is involved°
3. CLEANIN_ METHODS
3.1 Cleaning may be accomplished by any physical method or
combination of methods which assure that all surfaces are clean
as defined in clause 4o
3.2 Cleaned equipment must be drained and p :,ged of all cleaning agents.
3.3 All flux residues resultin_ from brazing, soldering and welding
operations must be removed°
3.4 Pressure testing, if required, after cleaning, shall be
accomplished with clean tap water or filtered air° Equipment
which is hydrostatically tested will require thorough drying.
4. ACCEPTANCE TEST
A surface can be considered Class 'B' Clean when it conforms with the
following:
4.1 Direct Inspection
4ol .I
4ol .2
Visually clean under bright white light°
There shall be no loose particles or other foreign
matter in the vessel or component which exceed @" (3.2 mm)
_ximum in uwo directions or 1/16" maximum (Io6 mm) in the
third plane, nor any excessive amount of smaller particles.
4oi .3 There shall be no visual indication of the presence of
heavy oil or grease except that all unpainted external
surfaces liable to corrode or rust in normal atmospheric
conditions shall be allowed to have a protective coat of
light oil or rust preventive.
Z
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4.2 Indirect Inspection
4.2.1 Surfaces which are inaccessible to visual inspection
should be pickled or cleaned by use of a cleaning
process which must be agreed with Air Products Quality
Control Department as able to achieve the acceptance standards
shown in clause 4.1.
PACKING
5.1 Upon completion of cleaning and after establishing acceptance
all openings must oe sealed against entry of dirt, moisture etc.
using an inert, vapour free, greaseless barrier material.
5.2 The carton or package should be labelled 'Class "B" Clean.'
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l. P_RPOSE May 12, 1969
The purpose of this specification is to ensure uniformity of
quality of cleanliness for materials cleaned by a vendor°
2. scoPE
3e
e
2ol This specification applies to equipment having surfaces which
can be inspected visually either in its assembled or piece
small condition or to inaccessible surfaces which cannot be
inspected visually.
2.2 It is intended that this specification applies to bessela
and components used with liquids or gam where contamination
m_st be reduced to a minimum°
2.5 It does not apply to liquids or gases containing 25% or more o
oxygen.
CLF_ING NETHOD8
3.1 Cleaning may be accomplished by any physical method or
combination of methods, which assure that all surfaces are
thoroughly clean as defined in Clause 4o
3.2 Cleaned equipment must be drained and pruged of all solvent.
3.3 All flux residues resulting from brazing, soldering and
welding aperations must be removed°
3.4 Pressure testing, if required, after cleaning, shall be
accomplished with clean tap water or oil free air or
nitrogen° Equipment which is hydrostatically tested will
require thorough drying°
ACq _PTANCE TESTS
A surface can be considered Class 'A' Clean when if conforms
with the following:
4.1 Direct InepectAon
40101 Visually clean under bright white light°
4olo2 No surface shall contain amy loose particles
capable of being brushed off by hand with a soft
nylon brush or blown off with an air Jet. There
shall be no potentially loose particles which
exceed 1/16" (lo6mm) Max° in two directions or
1/32" (oSmm) in the third plane°
F.912
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4°2
4°1o3 In case of doubt the maximum allowable number of
potentially loose particles of any size on any
square foot of surface shall not exceed ten (10)
40104 Wiping with a clean whim lint free cloth shall
detect no trace of oils or grease°
Indirect Inspection
Surfaces which are inaccessible to visual inopectiva either
directly or with a borescope shall have a quantity of
trichlorethylene or methylene chloride circulated through
them and a representative sample of the effluent solvent _:
shall be taken and inspected as follows:
4o2ol
40202
A sample of used solvent used for the last
cleaning shall be inspected under bright white
light and compared with new usa-sod solve_tazd
the difference sho_ld not be detectableo
The used solvent should be inspected fcz
residual and floating particles and these
should not be greater in size than shown in
clause 4°2°
4o203 A 25 cc. sample of the used solvent _hould
then be evaporated on a clean watch glass and
subjected to ultra violet light having a wave
length of 3600 angstom and the residue should
show only a faint fluOresenceo
5. PACKING
5ol
5°2
5.3
Pressure vessels liable to rest if left exposed to the
atmosphere should be pruged of all air and filled wi_h
dry, oil free nitrogen to a pressure of i0 paigp carbon
dioxide may be used providing the interior of the vessel
is completely dry° The vessel should be clearly labelled
that the vessel is pressurised°
Vessels liable to rust but not able to be pressurised
should have packets of silica gel _ or activated alumina
or similar moisture adsorbing agents hung inside and the
outside of the vessel labelled accordingly°
Upon completion of cleaning and after establishing acceptance
all openings must be sealed against entry of dirt, ,uoisture
etco using an inert, vapour free, greasless barrier material°
5.4 The carton or package should be labelled _Class "A" Clean'°
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1. ,PURPOSE
The purpose of this specification is to ensure uniformity of quality
of clea_iness for materials cleaned by a Vendor.
2. sc0__  
e
e
2.1 This specification applies to equipment having surface which
can be inspected visually either in its assembled or piece
small condition or to inaccessible surfaces which cannot
be inspected visually.
2.2 This specification applies to all equipment used with liquid
air, liquid or gaseous oxygen or mixtures containing 25% or
more of oxygen or oxygen rich atmospheres where the oxygen
content is 25% or more.
CLEANING METHODS
3.1 Cleaning may be accomplished by any physical method or
combination of methods, which assure that all surfaces are
thoroughly clean as defined in Clause 4. If the vendor has
any doubt as to the correctness of the method or the
suitability of the cleaning agent he should consult the
Quality Control Department of Air Products Limited°
3.2 In__ibited trichlorethylene and Methylene chloride are approved
solvents.
3.3 Cleaned equipment must be drained and purged of all solvent°
3.4 All flux residues resulting from brazing, soldering and
welding operations must be removed.
3.5 Pressure testing, if required after cleaning, shall be
accomplished with drinking water filtered through a lO micron
stainless steel filter or dry, oil free filtered air,
nitrogen, helium or freon° Equipment, which is hydrostatically
tested will require thorough drying.
ACCEPTANCE TEST
A surface cs_1 be considered Class 'AA' Clean when it conforms with
the following:
4.1 Direct Inspection
4.1.i 100% of all surfaces must be subjected to
exJ_mination by bright white light and ultra violet
light°
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4.2
4.1.2 No surface when inspected under bright white light
may contain any loose particles capable of being
brushed off by hand with a soft nylon brush or blown
off with an air jet. There shall be no potentially
loose particles which exceed 0.5 mm. in two directions
and 0.2 mm in the third plane.
4.1.3 The surface must be completely dry.
4.1.4 The surface shall be free of all discolouration
other than that which id due to the metal.
4.1.5 Black Light Inspection All surfaces shall be free
of any fluorescence, other than isolated spots of
lint and dust, detectable by ultra-violet light
having a wave length of 3600 angstroms when viewed
in the dark.
4.1.6 Wipe Test Surfaces shall be wiped with a clean
white lint free cloth and the cloth inspected to
ensure the absence of any oils not detectable by
black light or residue, discolouration, fibres etc.
not previously detected. The cloth may be dipped
in Trichlorethylene or Methylene Chloride before
wiping.
Indirect Inspection
Surfaces which are inaccessible to visual inspection either
directly or with a borescope or similar instrument shall
have inhibited tri chlorethylene or methylene chloride
circulated through them and a representative sample of the
effluent solvent shall be taken and inspected as specified in
4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.2°3.
Not__e No other solvent or cleaning agent than the two
mentioned is allowed for this operation.
4e2.1 A sample of used solvent shall be inspected under
bright white light and compared with new unused
solvents and the difference should not be detectable°
4.2.2 When the equipment is considered clean a gallon of new
clean solvent should be circulated and collected.
This effluent should be examined for any floating
particles or residue which should not exceed the sizes
stated in 4ololo
4°2°3 A 25 cc sample of the used solvent should then be
evaporated on a clean watch glass and subjected to
ultra violet light having a wave length of
3600 angstom and there should be no fluorescence°
F.@12
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e
_.3 If there is still any doubt about the cleanliness of the
equipment a sample of the effluent from 4°2°2 should be
analysed for the presence of hydrocarbons under the
supervision of Air Products Quality Control Department°
PACKING
5ol Pressure vessels liable to rust if left exposed to the
atmosphere should be purged of all air and filled with
dry, oil free nitrogen to a pressure of lO psigo
Carbon dioxide may be used providing the interior of the
vessel is completely dry° The vessel should be clearly
labelled that the vessel is pressurised.
5.2 Vessels liable to rust but not able to be pressurised should
have packets of silica gel or activated aluminium or similar
moisture adsorbing agents hung inside and the outside of
the vessel labelled accordingly°
5.3 Upon completion of cleaning and after establishing acceptance
all openings must be sealed against entry of dirt, moisture
etc. using an inert_ vapour free, greaseless barrier material°
5.4 The carton or package should be labelled "AA Cleaned for
Oxygen Service" o
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1,Io The puITose of this Specification is to _,s%ablish lhe degree
of cleanliness and preparation for ship.cut of all
compressors_ piping and associated equipl_en_ i--_c:,n.;:a.:_:
with o_y&_n enriched atmospheres°
I o2o This Specification must be read in conju_e_don "_ith
Specification Ao03 "A_c.epta_Ice Test for AA Cleanli.n_.SS"o
SCOPE
2oIo The cleanliness of all compr_ssors_ piping and _ssoeiated
equipment in contact with oxygen enriched atmospheres
shall conform to this Speelfication and A_03 _Anless the
vendor secures written approval from the Purc1_ser for
any exception°
2o2Q Clause 4 of this Specification sha]l gove:_n where thez)e i_
any confl:ict with Clause 5 of Specificati,t.m Ao03.
RESPONSIBILITY
3olo The vendor shall assume full respon_ibiliSy few the
cleanliness of all components cleaned to thi_ Specification
by themselves and sub,_oontractorso
PREPARATION FOR SHIPMENT
4.1o All ferrous materials_ except pipe, af_.er beix,._:cleaned sh_ll
be given three (3) applications of pro%ecti_e _,_;x coa_.:ing "_
all surfaces° Th_s protective wax m_t not b+ a hyoz-o_acbon
product but a synthetic wax as for e_mpl_ Hs.!o.3a't-b,'_D.
_rodu_ts Corporation's wax coating type 6-25 a_d 6=25Z
Sufficient time (approximately-_ hour) shall be allowed
between coats to permi_ previous application +.<,be_ocme
tacky.
Wax may be applied using a clean_ sl;andard pain_ spray gano
0nly d_-y, oil free air or nitrogen shall be used in
spraying the protective _ax.
4e2o
4o3.
Assemblies such as centrifugal compressors, cylinders_ and
vessels shall have all openings closed to pre_ent the
entrance of dirt and moisture° 0penir4s shall be closed by
covering with clean polyethlene sheet_ a gasket_ and then
a steel pla%eo Covers for openings less than _8"_ a minimum
of _" thickness°
Following cleaning stainless steel_ copper all,-T or
aluminium alloy piping the vessels shall have all openings
sealed.
F.912 I
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4°4o Ferrous piping and vessels, after cleaning, shall be purged
using dry oil free nitrogenp and all openings'covered.
4o5e Spare p_rts - All spare parts shall be sprayed with
protective wax as described above and sealed in clea_
polyetklene bags° Bags shall also contain tag stating
"Cleaned for Oxygen Service"_ part name and r_umbero
4o6, All packages, boxes, crates and/or skids containing parts
or assemblies which have been cleaned in accordance with
this specification shall have a tag "Cleaned for Oxygen
Service" attached in a conspicuous place°
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I. PURPOSE
me
e
.
This specification states Air Products minimum requirements for
testing and cleaning valves for use in oxygen service (cryogenic
and warm).
SCOPE
This specification applies to all valves to specifications L.OI,
L.02 and others where called for on the requisition.
GENERAL
3.1. Test body, seat and bonnet hydrostatically with fresh drinking
water in accordance with para. 5.
3.2. Dismantle valve and degrease component parts with inhibited
methylene chloride or trichlorethylene. Parts must be
handled with clean lint-free gloves after this operation.
(For valves having renewable seat rings not extracted at
this stage, degreasing of the seat ring and body thread must
be carried out before the hydrostatic test.) Valves mld
parts are considered degreased when the requirements of
Clause 4 have been met.
3.3.
3.4.
Re-assemble valve with degreased tools. Body-to-seat
thread sealants other than P.ToF.E. or EEL - F must be approved
by Air Products Limited.
Test seat, bor_uet and packing with dry, oil-free nitrogen in
accordance with para. 6 (b). Seat and plug must be dry for
this test; drying must be done with oil free medium.
3.5. Tag mld pack in polythene bag or other suitable container to
prevent contamination before use. Label "Degreased for oxygen
service to Class AA S_andard".
DEGREASING ACCEPTANCE TESTS (DIRECT INSPECTION.)
The following relevant extracts from Specification A.03 constitute
the acceptance tests for valves and they can be considered Class
'AA' clean when they conform to them.
4.1 • No surface when inspected under bright white light may
contain any moisture or loose particles capable of being
brushed off by hand with a soft nylon brush or blown off
with an air jet.
4.2. The surface shall be free of all discolouration other than
that which is due to the metal.
(_
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403. W__ie_est Surfaces shall be wiped _¢ith a clean white lint free
cloth and the cloth inspected to ensure the absence of any
oils not detectable by black light or residue, discolouratim_,
fibres etc., not previously detected.
4,4. Black Li__In_ All surfaces shall be free of any
fluorescence, other than isolated spots of lint and dust,
detectable by ultra-violet light having a wave lengbh of
3600 angstroms when vie_ed in the dark.
PRESSURE TEST REQUIRB]_;TS HYDROSTATIC (SEE NOTES)
501 • Globe. AnKle and Needle Valves:-
Steel : Flanged
Steel : Screwed and Socket
weld
BS.1873:1960
BS.2995:1958
(Body & seat)
(Body & seat)
Bronze : Flan&_d and Screwed BS.2060:1964 (Body & seat)
5.2• Gate Valves:-
Steel : Flanged and Buttwcld
Steel : Screwed and Socket weld
Steel : Flanged, Screwed and
Socked weld (compact
design)
• ronze : Flanged and screwed
Cast iron: Flanged and screwed
BS.1414:1954
BS. 2995 :1958
BS.3808 :1964
(Body & seat)
(Body & seat)
(Body & seat)
BS.1952:1964 (Body & seat)
BS.1735:1966 (Body & seat)
5.3o Check Valves:-
Steel : Flanged BS.1868:1960 (Body & seat)
Steel : Screwed and socket BS.2995;1958 (Body & seat)
weld
Bronze : Flanged and screwed BS.1953:1964 (Body & seat)
5.4. For seat tests on globe gate and check valves no leakage
detectable to the naked eye is permitted over a 30 second period.
PRESSURE TEST REQUIREMENTS PNEU_LATIC (DRY NITROGEN)
6.1. Bonnets and glands of globe and gate v_aves and bonnets of
check valves must be tested with dry oil-free nitrogen and
soap film at the full rating of the valve. The stem r_ust be
free to turn at this pressure. No leakage visible to the
naked eye is permitted in ten seconds°
F.912 i
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6.3,
6.4o
6.5.
Globe and gate valve seats are to be tested with dry, oil-
free nitrogcn at 300 p_i or WOG rating, whichever is the
least. Test on check valve waived_ excdpt for those used on
cycling he_t exchanger circuiCs.
For globe and gate valves having metal to-metal seats a
leakage rate of 2 cc per minute (fifteen _" diameter bubbles
per minute) per inch of valve size is permitted using either
of the shut-off methods described in Note (b). Leakage can
be measured by means of a _" bore rubber hose just beneath
the surface in a beaker of water.
For globe and gate valves having soft sest or plug inserts
no leakage is permitted by the bubble method in any period
of ten seconds after at least one bubble has been released°
Notre
6.5.1. Re-tests. Unlimited re-tests are permitted in all
cases of failure. Valves must then pass the tests
on two successive occasions.
6.5.2. Shut-off-Methods Shut-off is to be achieved
manually by the Vendor's employee or agent using
the standard handwheel in the normal standing
or sitting position° One or two hands may be used.
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1. PURPOSE
T_Lis specification states the requirements for the erection, testing
and cleaning of piping systems, fittings and valves.
_.. SCOP._._.E
.
e
This specification applies to ferrous and non-ferrous _ipework
for _iquids and gases at a_l temperatures between -4_ Fo and
+700_Fo, (-267_C. and +_70_C0) excluding plastic piping.
CODF_5 AND STANDARDS
3.1 All workmanship, materials, testing and inspection shall be
in accordance with ASA B31o3 latest edition.
3.2 All welding and brazing operatives shall be qualified in
accordsmce with AoSoM.Eo Section IX, by an approved authority
for the appropriate material suld techaiqueo All valid
qualifications shall be submitted to the EnF_ineers
Representative before work commences. APL form _2-2 may be
used to record Welder Qualification Tests where these are made
on site.
3.3 Any items mentioned in this _pecification are in addition to,
or in clarification of, the relevant codes and do not replace
them.
bT_DING AND BRAZING
4.1 BackinE HinEs
4o1.1 Backing rings shall not be used in stainless steel
and carbon steel pipes carrying oxygen (designated
SSO & C_O).
4.1.2 Backing rings shall not be used for piping 2" n.bo
(50 mm) or smaller°
4.1.3 Backing rings may be used for all other stainless steel
and carbon steel Joints° Where backing rings are
not used, including oxygen lines, the root run,
is to be perfommed by the inert-_Ls shielded arc
method, with interior gas purge°
4oi.4 Backing rings ,_ay only be used for aluminitR or
aluminium alloy butt joints where they are an aid
to fitting in confined spaces, or at the discretion
of the Engineers Represen%ative° On single 'V' or
single 'J' prep_Lration butt joints, the root run with
full penetration bead is to be performed by the "inert
gas shielded arc process (T.I.G, or M.I.G).
P_S
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4olo5 Backing strip in all materials will be supplied by the
Employer°
/_ 4olo6
4.2
When backing rings are not used the contractor must
ensure that the pipe bore is not restricted by excess
of weld metal_ icicles and weld splatter°
Aluminium
J
4.2ol Aluminium pipe shall be cut only by mechanical devices°
4°2°2. All welding of aluminium pipe shall be performed with
the inert gas shielded arc process, using ToI.G. method
with AoCo High Frequency Current, or MoIoGo methodo
A purge of similar inert gas shall be maintained on the
interior of the line during the root weld process
wherever possible°
4.3 Stainless Steel
4.4
4.3°1 Stainless steel unless prepared by a mechanical
means shall be ground back 1/16" (lo6mm) before welding°
Cutting with an oxyacetylene torch shall not be permitted.
Brazing
4.4.1 Brazing wire used shall be Easy Flo No. 1 Solder
manufactured by Johnson Matthey & Coo or approved
equal° Brazing flux shall be Easy Flo green label or
equivalento Solder joints shall be kept as far as
possible from threaded joints to prevent destruction of
the thread sealo
4°5
4.402 Fittings once brazed shall not be re-usedo
Valves
Prior to welding any valve into a pipeline, the contractor shall
open the valve fully_ and take precautions to prevent thermal
distortion of the valve and its components°
4.6 Joint Identification
All welded and brazed joints shall be identified by the operative
with his stamp and a serial number° For example "To22" would
have been done by welder "T" and be his 22nd consecutive weld
on the Contract° ..
4.7 Radiof[raphy and Inspection
All materials and workmanship shall be inspected by the Engineer's
Representative in accordance with ASA B31o3 at any place where
fabrication and erection is performed° Any defective material
or workmanship shall be corrected to the satisfaction of the
Engineer's Representative at the Contractor's cost°
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4 o7 oI Radiography
4o7olol On completion of the first ten production
welds made by each welder in each material
in either 2G or_positions (ASME IX-para 0.3)
two welds shall be completely radiographedo
Two per cent of the remainder of the welds
made by each welder with a minimum of five
welds shall be radiographedo Each film shall
be marked with the line and weld number and
shall be to the satisfaction of the EngineerQs
Representative°
± 4o7olo2
If any r_diograph is unsatisfactory, two
further radiographs shall be taken.
All joints between prefabricated spool pieces
and all closing joints shall be subject to
100% X-Ray.
4o7olo3 If any weld is not the standard given in
ASA B31o3 it shall be cut out, repaired and
radiographedo All costs involved in
making such a repair shall be borne by the
Contractor.
4.7°2 Socket Weld Fitters and Brazed Joints
At the dis_etiumof the Engineer's Representative, a
maximum of _ of 8ocket welds per welder_ and brazed
joints ahall be cut out, sawn in half and inspected°
Should any of these be unsound, then further welds
or brazed joints shall be cut out and inspected until
it is established that all are satisfactory.
The cost of cutting out and replacing shall be borne
by the Contract.r.
THREADED JOINTS
Teflon tape shall be used for joints operating up to 240°Co, but
not above this temperature° No other sealant is allowed in t_s
range. A seal weld is recommended for temperatures above 240 Co
VALVES AND BELLOWS
6ol Glo_gal_me_dLll normally be installed so that the disc
w_ll dose a_Im_tpressureo On reactivation circuits some
walvts will be installed counterflow and these will be marked
w_tk an arrow and the letter _P° on the drawings.
6.2 Bellows assemblies shall be installed in accordance with the
notes on the isometric drawings° The Contractor shall request
the Engineer's Representative specifically to inspect
installed bellows, before the plant pressure test°
A||
I
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7. CLEANING AND STORAGE
7.0.1 Proper cleaning of all equipment in contact
with oxygen is absolutely essential° Ineffective
cleaning can result in loss of life and damage to
equipment° If any doubt exists as to whether
oxygen equipment has been contaminated or
insufficiently cleaned, it shall be recleaned at
the Contractor's cost°
7.0°2
7.0.3
7.O.4
7.0.5
The Contractor shall clean all piping fittings in
accordance with the contract drawings and
specifications°
Valves required to be cleaned to Classification AA
cleanliness will normally be delivered in that
condition°
Where valves are required to be cleaned on site
this will be shown in the Valve Summary. The
recommended method is given in Para A.6o Any
cleaned material that is not to the approval of
the Engineer's Representative shall be recleaned at
the Contractor's expense°
Cleanliness of materials is classified into 3 groups:
Service Materials - Classification B Cleanliness
Process Materials - Classification A Cleanliness
Oxygen _ Cryogenic - Classification AA Cleanliness
Materials
7.1 Classification B Materials shall be considered clean when
they are visually clean under bright white light°
7.2 Classification A Materials shall be considered clean when
they are:
7.2ol Visually clean under bright white light°
7.2.2 Free from loose particles or potentially loose
particles, paint and other protective coating°
7°2°3 Free from grease - wiping with a clean white lint
free cloth, or pulling through shall detect no
trace of oils of grease on the clotho
7°3 Classification AA materials shall be considered clean when
they conform to the following:
6
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7o3.1 Visually clean under bright white light and ultra
violet light°
7.3.2 No internal surface when inspected under bright
white light shall contain any loose particles
capable of being brushed off by hand with a soft
nylon brush and blown off with an air jet°
There sl_ll be no potentially loose particles
which exceed OoSmm in two directions and 0.2mm
in the third planeo
7.3.3 All surfaces must be completely dry°
7.3.4 All surfaces shall be free of all discolouration
other than that which is due to the metal°
7.3.5 Black light Test - Internal sources snail be free
of any fluorescence, other than isolated spots of
lint and dust, detectable by ultra violet light
having a wave length of 3600 Angstroms when viewed
in the dark° The UoV. lamp will be supplied by
the Employer.
7.3.6 Wipe Test - Internal surfaces shall be wiped with
a clean white lint free cloth and the cloth
inspected to ensure the absence of any oils not
detectable by black light, or residue discolouration,
fibres etc., not previously detected° The cloth
may be dipped in trichlorthylene or methylene
chloride before wiping°
7.4 Cleanin5 Methods
Suggested cleaning methods are described in Appendix 1.
7.5 StoraEe
7.5.1 All valves and fittings shall be stored indoors°
Protective packages labelled 'Decontaminated for
Oxygen Service _ or similar, shall not be removed
until the equipment is to be installed. If removed,
or damaged, at the discretion of the Engineers'
Representative the item shall be recleaned by the
Contractor at his cost°
7.5.2 During construction all cleaned materials shall be
maintained clean until the installation is accepted
by the Engineer's Representative° Both in storage
and during in_tallation open pipe ends and vessel
nozzles slmll be sealed with clean polythene sheeting.
PRESSURE TESTIIIG & PLANT BLOWOUT
P_s
mmm
|
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8.1 Pressure Testing (Process Piping)
All process piping will be pneumatically pressure tested
under the supervision of the Engineer's Representative.
Both leak tests, and a 12 hour drop test will be made with
oil free air or nitrogen supplied by the Employer.
In preparation for and during the pressure testing the
Contractor shall:
8.1.1 Instal test relief valves, gauges, blanks supplied
by the Employer, and make other minor modifications
to the plant as instructed by the Engineer's
Representative°
8.1.2 Soap all joints to locate leaks, repair any leaks
found, and re-soap repaired joints to the satisfaction
of the Engineer's Representative and the relevant
Inspecting Authority.
8.1.3 On completion of the pressure test restore the
plant to its normal working condition.
8.2 Pressure Testin_ (Utilitj Piping)
8.3
The Contractor shall hydraulically test utility piping such
as steam and water, at 1.5 times design pressure after
installation and repair any leaks at his own expense.
Blow-Out
Either before or after the pressure test, the plant will be
blown out to remove any waste°
The Contractor shall:
8.3ol Undo and afterwards replace, certain flanged
joints as instructed by the Engineer's Representative
to allow blowout°
8.3.2 Afterwards thoroughly clean out any part of the
system showing an accumulation of waste material.
PROCESS PIPING ISOMETRICS
Dimensions on isometric sheets are based on geometric calculations
and no allowance has been made for fabrication and erection
tolerances. The Contractor shall prepare and assemble the
prefabricated piping allowing for such tolerances and any alterations
necessary, because the prefabricated piping does not mate correctly,
shall be carried out at the Contractor's cost°
i ,
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PIPE SUPPORTS
Where pipe supports for piping below 2" n.b.(5Omm) are not
specifically detailed on the drawings, the supports shall be
supplied, fabricated and installed by the Contractor at no
additional cost to the Employer.
F.912
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Remove a_y coating of paper, lacquer, varnish, paint ect., scrub out
the pipe with a dry cylindrical brush, and blow out with air. Where
an internal coating is to be removed, such coating shall be removed
from pipe or fittings before that item is welded°
Grade A Cleanliness - Carbon Steel
Ao2ol Immerse the pipe in an approved chemical descaling solution,
and when descaled wash out with clean water° Hydrochloric
acid may be used for extensive descalingo
A°2o2 Pacify in a _ phosphoric acid solution, and wash in clean
water and dry°
Grade AA Cleanliness - Sto Steel t Co Steel t Copper, Aluminium
For carbon steel this procedure may be necessary following that
outlined in paragraph A2 where it cannot be seen that the internal
surfaces of the piping are clean°
A°3ol Wash out or scrub out with a nylon brush, pipe and fittings
with trichlorethylene or methylene chloride until clean°
Ao3°2 Pull through with a clean lint free cloth° Do not re-use
the cloth°
Ao_o3 For small bore pipe do not pull through, but drain, and
blow out with dry oil free air or nitrogen°
Ao3°4 Seal the pipe ends with polythene sheets°
General
A.4ol When random lengths of pipe are prefabricated, the chemical
cleaning (Pars A°2 and Ao3) shall be carried out after
prefabrication° The pipe ends and fittings and backing
rings when used shall be wiped clean with a trichlorethylene
soaked ra_ and the trichlorethylene allowed to evaporate
prior to welding°
Trichloreth21ene
The grade of Trichlorethylene shall be I°CoIo Grade 4 inhibited
or equivalent°
Dismantle valves and match mark all parts° Decontaminate the parts
with new and clean methylene chloride or trichlorethylene, handling
them only with clean lint-free gloves° The parts are considered
degreased when they conform to Para 7°3° Re-assemble valves with
degreased tools, tag the valves, and pack in a polythene bag to
maintain cleanliness° Label "Degreased for oxygen service"°
He. MoO2
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I_ ELECTRONICS AND WELDING WIRE.
i ii ,, i | !
All electrodes and welding wire shall be stored in sealed containers in
a dry room. Opened packages of electrodes and welding wire shall be
kept in heated storage and protected from deterioration and dam_ until
immediately before use.
Electrodes and welding wire showing signs of damage shall not be used°
MATERIAL
i) Aluminium/Manganese Alloy
NT5 to BS 1470/77-1955, ASTMGR 4OA
AAbl_ (P22) (Pipe)
NP8 to BS 1477 (Plate)
WIRE OR ELECTRODES
NG6 to BS 1475-1955, ASTM GM 41A,
AA 5_56 (Faa)
N6/1 to BS 1475 or ASTM SB/ERSI83
2) Stainless Steel
EN 58E, ASTM SA 312.TP304
3) Carbon Steel
Mild Steel BS 1501, ASTM-SA-285
BS 2901 A8, ASTM SA 371, or
BS 2926-A ASTMA298(Fb)
BS 2901-A16 and AI7, ASTM SA 233,
BS 1719
F.@_|
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PIPING LINE DESIGI_ATIONS
Line Designations
Each line will be designated as in the following example°
2-0-321-SS 2.7o
This is explained as fo_ows:
2 is the nominal pipe or tubing size in inches
not (OD) the piping bill of material gives the
complete description°
0 is the line service letter for the fluid in the
line (oxygen). See listing of fluid designations.
321 is the line number° Generally, line numbers go
from equipment piece to piece.
SS 2°7 - The piping material and pressure class° (SS
is stainless steel 2.7 is 270 psig. nominal class).
Piping Material Designations
AL - aluminium Alloy
C_O - Carbon Steel Oxygen
CSS - Carbon Steel Steam
CS - Carbon Steel
CT - Copper Tube
ICT - Instr_lent Copper Tube
SS - Stainless Steel
TA - Tungum - _lloy
Fluid Designations
A - Air
C - Caustic
F - Freon
G - Petrol
H - Hydrogen
HE - Helium
N - Nitrogen
0 - Oxygen
P - Propane
R - Argon
S - Steam
CD - Carbon Dioxide
FG - Feed Gas
NG - llethane or Natural Gas
PW - Potable Water
_ - Waste Gas
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1. Purpose
1ol
1o2
1.3
Tills specification covers the requirements for the fabric_tion,
inspection and testing of pressure vessels for liquid or
gaseous oxygen service which are fabricated by a vendor to
the desigpa of _ir Products Ltd.
The related specifications, standards and codes sh_ll be the
latest issue and shall include all addenda_ revisions and
supplements°
0
_ll conflicts between the requirements of this specification,
the standards and codes shall be referred to Air Products
Limited, hereinafter called the Purchaser, for clarification
or modification before quotation, or in the event of an
order before work proceeds.
2.1 The design conditions and Code of Construction will be
specified on the Purchaser's drawing°
202 Where drawings conflict with this specification the
drawing shall govern°
Materials
3oi Materials of vessel construction are specified on the
drawings and/or the associated bills of material°
3°2 Unless otherwise stated in the order the Vendor will
obtain and shape as necessary all materials required
for completion of the work°
3.3 Substitution of material is not permissible without
prior written clearance from the Purchaser.
3°4 all pressure part materials shall be identificable
against certificates giving full chemical analysis and
physical properties, and are subject to approval by the
appointed Eepresentative of the Approval Authority°
4o Drawings
4.1 In the event of an order the Purchaser will supply to
the Vendor sufficient information to enable the Vendor
to complete any additional detailed fabrication drawings.
402 Drawings in aid of manufacture should be submitted to the
approval Authority stated in the purchase order with
two copies to the Purchaser°
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4°3 Deviation3 from the certified drawings and/or specifications
shal3 not be permissible except when prior clearance has
been obtained from the Purchaser and Approval Authority.
_uch clearance does not relieve the Vendor of any responsibility
for the soundness of work, completing the work in scheduled
time, nor does it commit the Purchaser to accept any
increase in costs°
Fabrication
5ol
5o2
5o3
5o4
Fabrication shall be fully in accordance with the
requirements of the relevant pressure vessel code, the
appointed approved authority and in accordance with the
drawings°
The Vendor is to confirm that welders are qualified to
the requirements of the specified Code Authority sa_d
sub_it certified copies of welders qualification certificates
to the Purchaser prior to commencing work°
If not previously qualified to those requirements, the
welders and automatic welding equipment shall qualify in
accordance with the code on test plates representing
each type of weld and material to be used before proceeding
on production welding°
_ecords of test plates and production welds, including
radiographa, shall be kept and made available to the
Purchaser on request° Interpretation of acceptable
radiographs shal be agreed with the _pproval Atuhority
whose decision shall be final°
%uality of welding shall be judged and radiograph_
interpreted in accordance with the requiretaents of the
Purchaser's _uality Control Standards or as agreed with
the Vendor and the Approval Authority° Details of such
agreement must be forwarded to the Purchaser for review
before manufacture commences.
Inspection _ TestinE
6ol
6.2
Inspection and testing shall be to the specified Code in
accordance with the relevant drawings and ?pproval
Authority requirements°
The Approval Authority and Air Product's Inspection
Engineer shall have free access to the Vendor's works at
all r_onable times after placement of order and until
delivery of completed vessel. They shall be at liberty
at any stage of the manufacture to inspect and reject
any defective material t_t does not conform to the
specification stated on the certified manufacturing
drawings°
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6°3
@
6.4
6.5
6.6
6°7
Cost of all Inspection, Tests and Certificates shall be borne
by the Vendor°
On completion of fabrication t_,e vessel shall be subject
to strength test to the pressure stated on the relevant
drawing and code. All welds shall he examined for
leakage° Ro leakage is permitted. This test is to be
carried out in the presence of the Approval Authority and
Air Products Limited Inspector. No final inspection tests
are to take place before all the material certificates,
and the results of any tests or requirements of the
Approval • ut_ority, are available.
The fabricator must provide all the necessary materials
and equipment, including closures, gaskets and test bolts
for the pressure test. Under no circumstances may the
test bolts and gaskets be delivered with the finished
vessel, where the bolts have exceeded design yield stress
or O.I_ proof stress during pressure testing°
after carrying out the pressure testing, all welds shall
be examined for gas lea_age using aiz at the design
pressure o Oetection shall be by means of detergent
solution° No leak_age shall be penaitted. On completion
of the test all traces of the detergent shall 0e removed.
The vessel shall not be despatched i rior to final acceptance
by the Purchaser and before manufacturing ap,_rove_l has
been obtained from the relevant approval authority°
Nameplate
7.1 suitable nameplate sha. 1 be provided by the Vendor and
permanently fitted to the vessel° On satisfactory completion
of tests, the nameplate shall be stamped by the Approval
Authority. Information contained on the nameplate shall be
as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(j)
Makers name and number
Drawing number and design code
Design pressure
b_ximum allowable working pressure
Hydraulic test pressure and date of test
Maximum and minimum allowable temperature
Manufacturers test mark
Approva _ Authority test mark
Date of _urveyor's acceptance test
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8. Cleanin_
.
8.1 On completion of fabrication the inside and outside of the
vessel shall be thoroughly cleaned, deconaminated and left
in a physically clean condition. The degree of cleanliness
will be stated on the drawing together with the Specification
Noo A_O3 for the cleanliness acceptance tests°
8°2 Openings shall be blanked off and suitably sealed to prevent
the ingress of dirt and dust°
Painting
9oi All carbon and low alioy steel fabricated pressure vessels
shall be descaled by shot balsting and finished painted
by a four coat system, one primer, one undercoat and two
top coats to Vendors own specification which should not be
less t_n BoSo Code of Practices 231o The top coat colour
scheme shall be as specified on the attached bid sketch
or a purchase order.
10. Preparation for Shipment
10.1
10o2
The relevant vessel project and equipment numbers, to be
painted on the outside of the vessel in 4" high letters and
numerals and nozzle streams to have identification marks
painted thereono A 1" wide x 12" long line shall be
painted on the _orth side of the vessel.
The vessel must be pressurised to 15" w.go minimum and
15 psig maximum with dry oil free air or nitrogen gas and
all nozzles suitably blanked off and the vessel suitably
protected for road and/or rail transport° The vessel
shall carry a notice that it is under pressure during
shipmento
10.3 All costs of preparation for shipment are to be _orne by
the vendor°
1Oo4 Packing will oe subject to inspection by Air Products
Inspector or delegated representativeo
11. Delivery _ddress
12o
11ol Vessel shall be 0eLivered as requested on AoPoL purchase
order°
Sub Orders
12.,1 Two copies of all sub-orders (unpriced) shall be submitted
to A.P°L for expediting purposes°
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13. Records
\
13.1 The vessel fabricator shall furnish 3 copies of pressure
vessel record t11at shall declare full particulars of the
vessel and shall report the results of all tests on the
materials of construction on the soundness of the
workmanship and on the completed vessel, to establish
its suitability to withstand the design conditionss
together with all tests and rectifications. The report
cozstituting the record shall be certified by the Chief
Inspector of the Fabricator or his sub-contractor, and
be signed by the Approval Authority and the Purchaser's
Representative who witness the acceptance tests° The
o_g hal and copies of the vessel record shall be maintained
at the Fabricators Works°
In addition, copies shall be provided as required by the
,_pproval Authorityo
13.2 The minimum documentation for pressure vessel dossier is
as follows:
13.2oi
_ressu_e Vessel Certificate, giving the following
information:-
(a) Manufacturers name
(b) ,_oPoL Project and Section ROo
(c) _oPoL Purci_se Order Noo
(d) Vessel _erial I_Oo
(e) Construction Code
(f) Approval Authority
(g) Operating Temperature and Pressure
(h) Design Temperature and Pressure
(j) Test Pressures and Dates
(k) Corrosion Allowance
The vessel information g,h,j,k above must be given
for each chamber of the vessel°
The pressure vessel certificate must be signea and
stamped by the Approval Authority's Representative°
13.2.2 Material Identification Sketch, showing cast
numbers for all pressure and strength components
of the vessel and for all the material directly
welded to such parts° The sketch must be signed
and stamped by the _pproval Authority's
Representative and the N_nufacturer's Senior Inspector.
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13.3
13.4
13.2.3 Material Test Certificates, giving chemical and
physical properties of all material noted on the
material Identification Sketch. These test
certificates must be issued by the Material
Manufacturer or may be certificates in_cating
the results of test carried out in the presence
of the Approval Authority°
13.2.4 Welders _ualifications, in accordance with the
relevant code and giving all results of tests
performed, and test dates. Welders qualifications
must be signed and stamped by the Approval Authority
Representative.
13.2.5 Radiograph Sketch, which must show the extent of
radiography which must indicate the film numbers
and show the positions at which films were taken.
13.2.6 _adio_raph Assessment, giving the results of all
the films noted on the radiograph sketch and
giving a final classification in accordance with
the relevant code. _ll repair details must be
noted on the asses_nento
1.5,,2,7 Heat Treatment Certificates, which must indicate
the part subjected to heat treatment, the purpose
of the treatment and must be accompanied by the
actual furnace time/temperature chart_ The chart
and the certificate must be signed by the Approval
_uthority's Eepresentativeo
13._.8 Drawings, each dossier supplied to the purchaser
must include a general arrangement drawing which
contains sufficient information to enable the
dossier documentation to be checked.
13=2o9 Cleanliness Certificate, a document, signed by
the manufacturer's Senior Inspector and countersigned
by the Air Products Limited Inspector must show
that the cleanliness of the vessel complies with
Clause 8oi.
The manufacturer shall maintain the records through all
stages of manufacture and shall make the various documents
available to the Purchaser's Inspector and the Approval
_uthority's Hepresentative on request°
Three copies o£ the vessel dossier shall be sent to:-
_xpediting Manager,
_ir Products Limited,
Coombe House,
Malden _oad,
New Malden,
Surrey°
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1. PO_LPOSE
2o
o
o
1.1 This Specification, together with the relevant process
design information, covers the requirements for the
design, materials, fabrication, inspection, testing,
cleaning, painting and shipment of oxygen service pressure
vessels designed and fabricated by the Vendor°
1o2
Io3
The related _pecifications, Standards sand Codes shall be
She latest issues and shall include all addenda, revisions
and supplements°
_ll conflicts between the requirements of this specification
the standards and codes shall be referred to Air Froducts
Ltdo, hereinafter called the Purchaser, for clarification
or modification before quotation, or in the event of an
order before work proceeds.
D_SIGN
2ol Tile pressua"e vessel sh_ll be designed fully in accordance
with the latest requirements of Division I, or an alternative
code as agreed with Air Products Limited. at time of bid,
except where specified otherwise on the Process Data sheet,
and/or Purchase Hequisition, then it shall meet the latest
Code requirements of the National i_ressure Vessel Auth,,rity
of tae country of destination as specified. The relevant
code must be clearly indicated on the drawings and
documents°
2o2e The design of the vessel shall be approved by the
Independent Approval i.uthority. It will be the Vendor's
responsibility to secure Approval Authorities approval of
the design fabrication and testing at Vendor's cost°
203 Design conditions are as stated on the appropriate process
specification bid sketch or data sheet°
3ol
3°2
3.3
The Vendor slmll specify clearly in his tender and on the
production drawings the specification, grade, class and
temper to which each material slmll conform°
Meterials for construction shall subject to approval by
the appointed representative of the Approval Authority°
Test Certificates will be required for all pressure part
meterails and permanent attachments giving full chemical
analysis and physical properties in accordance with the
relevant code°
DE_ WING_
4.1 The Vendor shall submit with his quotation sufficient
information to enable the Purchaser to assess the merits of
the proposed design.
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4.2
4o3
4°4
_ll documents must be identified by the customers Project
number, equipment item number and purchase order numoers;
and on drawings Vendor's title, drawing and revision
numbers; all preferably in the lower right hand corner°
Where practical a 3" x 4" blan]_ space shall be allowed
near this title block for Purchaser's use.
The selected Vendor shall submit within three (3) weeks of
receipt of order or as required by Air Products drawing
registez six (6) copies or one reproducible of general
arrangement and detail drawings for review by the Purchaser°
The Vendor shall submit to the Purchaser within five (5)
weeks of receipt of order or as required by Air Products
drawing register three (3) copies of dimensioned drawing
snowing snipping package, including all lifting points°
All detail and assembly shall be fully dimensioned in
metric units.
The drawings shall be fully dimensioned and give the fol-
lowing information as a minimum:-
4.6.1
4.6o2
4°6°3
4.6o4
4.6°5
4.6.6
4.6o7
4.6.8
406o9
4.6olo
4o6oi1
4o6o12
4o6o13
4o6o14
4o6.15
4o6o16
_ir _roducts Ltd., Purchase Order i_umber
Air Products Ltd., Project and Section Number.
Design Code.
_pproval Authority
_esign Pressure
Minimum and Maximum Design Temperature
Maximum allowable operating pressure, corroded
condition°
Normal Operating Pressure°
Normal Operating Temperature.
Test Pressure and 14edium
Leak Test Pressure
Corrosion Allowance
Thickness of all pressure parts.
_ll dimensions necessary for calculation of
thickness.
Cleaning processes internal and external
Specifications for all materials including wled and
brazing alloy material.
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4o6o17
4.6.18
4o6o19
Extent of _adiography, and post weld treatment.
Welding techr_iques and preparations°
Maximum permissible loads due to piping on each
nozzle.
4°6°20 Internal Volume of each stream.
4.7
_.8
4.9
After drawings submitted have been reviewed by the Purchaser
and the Approval Authority, and they are accepted as satls-
factory, the Purchaser will return one copy of the drawings sent
to them by the Vendor for clearance stamped 'NOTED'. It will
be the Vendors responsibility to secure the Approval Authori-
ties approval of the drawings.
One reproducible copy of certified correct general arrangement
and detail drawings shall be submitted to A.P_Lo by the Vendor
within 7 days of receiving full design clearance.
Deviations from the certified drawings and/or specifications
shall not be permissible except when prior clearance has been
obtained from the Purchaser and Approval Authority. Such
clearance does not relieve the Vendor of any responsibility
for t_ sotmdness of work, completing t_e work in scheduled
time, nor does it commit the Purchaser to accept any increase
in costs.
FABRICATION AND WORKMANSHIP
5.1 Fabrication shall be fully in accordance with the requirements
of tale relevant pressure vessel code, the appointed approval
authority and in accordance with the certified drawings.
Clearance from tile Approval Authority and aoPo Ltd., must be
obtained before manufacture of the vessel commences.
5.2 Hecords of test plates and production welds, including
radiographs shall be kept and made available to the Purchaser
on request.
5.3 Unless previously qualified to the requirements of the relevant
Pressure Vessel Sode Authority, the welders and automatic weldin
equipment shall qualify in accordance with the Code on test
plates representing each type of weld and material to be used
before proceeding on production welding.
5.4
_uality of welding shall be judged and radiographs interpreted
in accordance with the requirements of the Purchaser's iuality
Control Standards or as agreed with the Vendor and the Approval
Authority. Details of such agreement must be forwarded to the
Purchaser for review before manufacture commences.
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INSPECTING AND TESTING
6ol Inspection and testing shall be in accordance with the
requ±rements of Air Products or their appointed approval
authority and in accordance with the relevant drawings, code
and npproval ,_uthorities requirements°
6o2 The _pproval Authority and Air Product's Inspection Engineer
shall h_ve free access to the Ve_dor's ,vorks at all reasonable
times after placement of order and until delivery of com-
pleted vessel. They sna±l be at liberty at any stage of the
manufacture to inspect and reject any defective material that
does not conform to the spec±fication stated on the certified
manufacturing drawings°
6.3 Cost o_' all Inspection Tests and Certificates s_all be borne
by the Vendor°
b°4 On completion of fabrication the vessel shall be subject to
strength test to the pressure stated on the relevant drawing
and code_ All welds shall be examined for leakage and no
leakage is permitted. This test is to be carried out in the
presence of ti_e _pproval _uthority and AoP. Ltdo, Inspector°
No final inspection tests are to take place before all the
material certificates, and the results of any tests or re-
quirements of t_e _pproval Authority, are available.
6.5 The fabricator must provide all the necessary materials and
equipment, including, closure_, gaskets and test bolts for
the pressure test. Under no circumstances may the test bolts
and gaskets be delivered with the finished vesse±, where the
bolts have exceeded the design yield stress or O.19 proof
stress during pressure testing.
6.6 ,_fter carrying out the pressure testing, all welds shall be
exaunined for gas leakage using air at the design pressure°
uetection shall be by means of detergent solution° No
leakage s_ll be permitted. On completion of the test all
traces of the detergent shall be removed°
6o7 The vessel shall not be despatched prior to final acceptance
by the Purchaser or before manufacturing approval has been
obtained from the relevant approval authority°
NaMKPLATE
7.1 suitaole nameplate shall be provided by ti_e Vendor and
permanently fitted to the vessel. On satisfactory completion
of tests, t_e namepl_te shall be stamped by the _pproval
_uthority. Information contained on the nameplate shall be
as follows:-
a) Ma_ers name and number
b) Drawing n_nber and Design Code
c) Design Pressure
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ll°
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d)
e)
f)
g)
Maximum allowable work pressure°
Hydraulic test pressure and date of test.
Maximum and minimum allowable temperature°
Manufacturers test mark°
h)
j)
CLEANING
Approval Authority test mark°
Date of SurveyorQs acceptance test.
8ol
All internal vessel surfaces shall be free from oil, loose
particles and other foreign matter fully in accordance with
Air Products Specification No. A.03. Cleanliness acceptance
standards for Class AA oxygen service cleanliness.
EXTERNAL PAINTING
9ol All carbon and low alloy steel fabricated pressure vessels
shall be descaled by shot blasting and finished painted by a
four coat system, one primer, one undercoat and two top coats
to vendors own specification which should not be less than
BoS. Code of Practices 231o The top coat colour scheme shall
be as specified on the attached bid sketch or a purchase
order.
PREPARATION FOR SHIPMENT
I0oi The relevant vessel project and section numbers, to be painted
on the outside of the vessel in 4" hill letters and numerals
and nozzle streams to have identification marks painted thereon.
A l" wide x 12" long line shall be painted on the North side
of the vessel°
1Oo2 The vessel must be pressurised as stated in the Cleaning
opecification Ao03 and the vessel ruitably protected for road
and/or rail transport. The vessel shall convey a notice
that it is under pressure during shipment°
10o3 All costs of preparation for shipment are to be borne by the
Vendor°
iO. 4 Packing will be subject to inspection by Air Products
Inspector or Uelegated Hepresentativeo
DELIVERY ADDRESS
iioi Vessel shall be delivered as requested on AoPoL° Purchase
Order.
SUB ORDERS
12o i Two copies of all sub-orders (unpriced) shall be submitted
to _oPoLo for expediting purposes.
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13. R_ORDS
13.1 The vessel fabricator shall furnish 3 copies of pressure
vessel record that shall declare full particulars of the vessel
and shall report the results of all tests on the materials
of construction on the soundness of the workmanship and on the
completed vessel, to establish its suitability to withstand
the design conditions, to6ether with all tests and rectifica-
tions. The report constituting the record shall be certified
by tile Chief Inspector of the Fabricator or his sub-contractor,
and be signed by tlle _pproval Authority and the Purchaser's
_epresentative WhO witness the acceptance tests. The original
and copies of the vessel record shall be maintained at the
Fabricators Works°
13.2
In addition, copies shall be provided as required by the
_pproval authority°
The minimum documentation for a pressure vessel dossier is as
follows:-
13.2.1 i)russure Vessel Cectificc.te, givin_ t_e following
info_nation:-
13.2.2
13.2.3
2[ V_s:-vl _r',_i nurnbcro
e) Construction Code
f) Approval ,iuthority
g) Operating temperature and pressure
h) Design temperature and pressure
i) Test pressures and dates.
jl Corrosion allowance
The vessel information g, h, i, j, aoove must be
given for each chamber of tne vessel.
2he pressure vessel certificate must be signed and
stamped by the approval ,_uthority's _epresentative.
i,iaterial Identification _ketch, snowing cast numbers
for all pressure and strength components of the vessel
and for all material directly welded to such parts°
The sketch must be signed and stamped by the _pproval
Authority's Eepresentative and the Manufacturer's
Genior inspector°
Material Test Certificates, giving chemical and
physical properties of all material noted on the
Material Identification _ketcho These test certi-
ficates must be issued by the Material Manufacturer
or may be certificates indicating the results of
tests caddied out in the presence of the approval
Authority.
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13.2.4
13o2o5
13.2.6
13.2.7
13.2.8
Welders _ualifications, in accordance with the
relevant code and giving all results of tests per-
formed and test dates. Welders qualifications must
be signed and stamped by the Approval Authority
nepresentativeo
13.2.9
A_adio_raph Sketch, which must snow the extent of
radiography wb_ich must indicate the film numbers and
show position_ at which films were taken°
13.2. iO
A_adiograph Assessment, giving the results of all t_
films noted on the radiograph sketch and giving a
final classification in accordance with the relevsunt
code. all repair details must be noted on the
assessment.
13.3
13°4
Heat Treatment Certificates, which mtLst indicate the
part subjected to heat treatment, the puaq0ose of the
treatment and must be accompanied by the actual
furnace time/temperature chart° The chart and the
certificate must be signed by the Approval Authority's
Hepresentativeo
Drawings, each dossier supplied to the purchaser
must include a general arrangement drawing which
contains sufficient information to enable the dossier
documentation to be checked.
Design Calculations, each dossier supplied to the
Purct_aser must include a full set of calculations of
the scantlings of the pressure vessel to the relevant
cO,Co
Cleanliness Certificate° A document, signed by the
manufacturer's Senior Imspector and countersigned
by the _ir Products Limited Inspector must show t_t
the cleanliness of the vessel complies with Clause
8.1.
The manufacturer shall maintain the records through "all
stages of manufacture and shall make the various documents
available to the Purchaser's Inspector and the approval
Authority's Hepresentative on request°
Three copies of the vessel dossier shall be sent to:-
Expediting Manager,
Air Froducts Ltd.,
Coombe House,
Sto Georges Sqo,
New Malden,
Surrey°
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1. PURPOSE
This specification states Air Products Ltd.'s requirements for the
design, materials, fabrication, inspection, testing, cleaning and
shipment of the pressure vessel for an extended surface heat
exchanger.
2. GEN_h_J_L
2.1
2.2
3. DESIGN
3.1
This specification should be read in conjunction with the
relevant requisition and data sheet.
3.2
All conflicts between the requirements of this specification,
and the requisition and data sheet, the standards and codes
shall be referred to _ir Products Limited., hereinafter
called the Purchaser, for clarification or modification
before quotation or in the event of an order before work
proceeds.
The vessel shall be designed in accordance with the latest
requirements of the _.S.M.E. VIII Oivision I, except where
specified otherwise on the Process Data Oheet and/or Purchase
Requisition, then it shall meet the latest Code requirements
of the National Pressure Vessel Authority of the country of
destination as specified. The relevant code must be clearly
indicated on the drawings and documents.
The design of the vessel shall be reviewed by Air Products
Ltd. and approved by the Independent Approval Authority
specified or National Pressure Vessel Authority as relevant.
It will be the Vendor's responsibility to secure the Approval
_uthorities approval of the design fabrication and testing.
3.3 Design conditions as stated on appropriate process data sheet.
.
Where dummy passages are provided on the exchanger, these
shall be positively sealed as agreed with Air 2roducts Ltd.
in order to prevent ingress of moisture or foreign matter.
_TERIAI_
4.1 The Vendor shall specify clearly in his tender or the
production drawings the specification, grade, class and
temper to which each material shall conform.
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4.2
o
Materials for construction shall be subject to approval by the
appointed Representative of the Approval Authority.
Test Certificates will be required for all pressure part
materials and permanent attachments giving full chemical
analysis and physical properties in accordance with the
relevant code.
DRAW_8
5.1 The Vendor shall submit with his quotation sufficient
information to enable the Purchaser to assess the merits
of the proposed design.
5.2 All documents must show equipment item number and purchase
order numbers; all preferably in the lower right hand
corner. Where practical a 3" x _' blank space shall be
allowed near the title block for Purchaser's use.
5.3 The Vendor shall submit to Air Products Ltd. withlm _(flve)
weeks of receipt of order or as required by the drawing
register 3 (three) copies of dimension drawings showing
shipping package, including all lifting points.
5.4 The Vendor shallsubmit 2 (two) copies of sketches giving
block sizes and manifold sizes and positions, and preferred
support locations within 2 (two) weeks of receipt of order
or as required by the drawing register followed by 6 (six)
copies of general arrangement and detail drawings for review by
Air Products Ltd. within 5 (five) weeks of receipt of order
or as required by the drawing register. The Vendor is
responsible for submission of drawings to and obtaining
approval from the Approval Authority.
5.5 All detail assembly drawings shall be fully dimensioned in
metric units.
5.6 The drawings shall be fully dimensioned and giving the
following information as a minimum:-
Ca)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Design Code.
Design Pressure.
Minimum and Maximum Design Temperature.
Normal Operating Pressure.
Normal Operating Temperature.
Test Pressure and Medium.
F.012
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e
(g) Inspection _uthorlty.
(h) Cleaning process internal and external.
(j) Specifications for all Materials.
(k) Extent of Radiography.
(1) Operating and _hipping Wei_its.
(m) _ximum permissible loads and moments due to piping on
each nozzleo
5.7 After drawings submitted have been reviewed by the Purchaser
and they are accepted as satisfactory, the Purchaser will
return one copy of the drawings sent to them by the Vendor
for clearance marked "_OT'_ID". It will be the Vendor's
respozLsibility to secure the authorities approval of the
drawings.
5.8 One reproducible copy of certified correct general arrangement
and detail drawings shall be submitted to Air Products Ltd. by
the Vendor with.in 7 days of receiving full design clearance.
Deviations from the certified drawings and/or specifications
shall not be oermissible except when prior clearance has been
obtained from the Purchaser and _pproval ,_uthority. Such
clearance does not relieve the Vendor of any responsibility
for the soundness of work, completing the work in scheduled
time, nor does it commit the Purchaser to accept any increase
in costs.
FABRICATION & WO_,_N_HIP
6.1
6.2
Fabrication shall be fully in accordance with the relevant
pressure vessel code in accordance with the certified drawings
and shall be carried out to the satisfaction of the _pproval
Authority_
Records of test plates and production welds, including
radiographs shall be kept and made ava/_lable to the Purchaser
on request.
6.3 Unless qualified to the requirements of the relevant pressure
vessel code authority the welders and automatic welding
equipment _hall qualify in accordance with the code on test
plates representing each type of weld and material to be used
before proceeding on production welding.
6.4
_uality of welding shall be judged and radiographs interpreted
in accordance with the Purc_mser's quality C _ntrol Standards
or as agreed with the Vendor's and the Approval Authority.
Details of such agreement must be forwarded to the Purchaser for
review before manufacture is commenced.
F.912
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e INSPECTING AND T_L_TING
7.1 Inspection and te_ting shL.11 be to the requirements of the
relevant pressure vessel code authority and in accordance
with the relevant drawings.
Cost of all Inspection tests and Certificates shall be borne
by the Vendor.
7,2 The Approval Authority and/or the Purchaser's Inspection
Engineer sl_ll have free access to the Vendor's works at all
reasonable times after placement or order and until delivery
of completed vessel.
7.3 The Approval _uthority and/or the Purchaser's Inspection
Engineer shall be at liberty at any stage of the manufacture
to inspect and reject any defective material or material
that does not conform to the specification stated on the
certified manufacturing drawingso
7.4 On completion of fabrication each stream of the exchanger
shall be subject to a separate strength test with other streams
unpressurised to the pressures stated on the relevant drawings
and code. These tests are to be carried out in the presence
of the Approval _uthority and Air Products Ltd. Inspector. No
final inspection tests are to take place before all the
material certificates, and the results of any tests or
requirements of the Approval Authority, are available.
7._ The fabricator must provide all the necessary materials and
equipment, including, closures, gaskets and test_bolts for the
pressure test° Under no circumstances may the test bolts and
gaskets be delivered with the finished vessel.
7.6 After carrying out the pressure testing, all welds shall be
examined for gas leakage using air at the design pressure.
Detection shall be by means of detergent solution. No
leakage shall be permitted. On completion of the test all
traces of the detergent shall be removed.
7.7 Rever_in6 streams of all Reversing Heat _xchangers and
parallel streams of multiple cores where specified on the
Process Data _heet sllall be flow tested in the presence of
Air Products Ltd. Inspector or _uthorised Representative and
all results logged and compared with the requirements stated
in the requisition or data sheets. Where flow tests are
required no excl_nger shall be despatched until the flow
results are acceptable to _ir Products Ltd.
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e
NAMEPLATE
8.1 A suitable nameplate shall be provided by the Vendor and
permanently fitted to the vessel. On satisfactory completion
of tests, the nameplate shall be stamped by the Approval
Authority. Information contained on the nameplate shall be
as follows:-
(a) Makers name and Number.
(b) Drawing number and design code.
(c) Working pressure.
(d) Design pressure.
(e) Maximum allowable working pressure.
(f) Hydraulic test pressure.
(g) Maximum and minimum permissible temperatures.
(h) Pneumatic test pressure.
(j) _h_nufacturers test mark.
(k) Approval Authority Test mark.
(1) Date of burveyors acceptance test.
CLKANING
9.1
9.2
9.3
All vessel elements shall be solvent washed before assemble
for brazing or before welding to the vessel.
Unless pressure tested by air from a NON Oil lubricated
compressor or by clean oil free nitrogen, all passages of the
vessel shall be hydrocarbon decontaminated, using vapour or
solvent circulation methods. If the unit is pressure tested
by air from non oil lubricated compressor or by pure oil free
nitrogen then pure oxygen and crude oxygen passages only need
be decontaminated using vapour or solvent circulated method.
Vendor shall quote separately price for Hydrocarbon
decontamination. He shall specify procedure, cleaning media,
the stages of assembly at which cleaning is carried out and
the state the acceptance standard he proposes to use if it is
other than as follows:-
Crude Oxygen, Fur, Oxygen_and Oxygen Rich (25% and over)
circuits as specified to Class AACleanliness Acceptance
Test. (See Specification No. A. 03) other circuits to Class
A Cleanliness. (Sec Specification No. A 02).
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10.
12.
13.
PI_E_ARATION FOR SHIPMENT
10.1
10.4
The relevant exchanger: project and equipment item numbers,
to be oainted on the outside of the vessel in 4" high letters
andmumerals,and nozzles to have stream identification marks
painted thereon.
All nozzles shall be blanked off for shipment.
A transport/erection jig shall be provided by Vendor, details
in paragraph 5o 03 above.
For shipment the exchanger shall be pressurised to 15" w.g.
minimum with dry, oil-free air or nitrogen gas and suitably
protected for road and/or rail transport. The vessel shall
carry a notice that it is umder pressure during shipment. All
costs of preparations for shipment are to be borne by the
Vendor. Packing will be subject to inspection by Air Products
Ltd. Inspector or delegated representative.
10.5 Exchangers with exposed open passages are to be fitted with
temporary blank plates over exposed passages, and the complete
unit sealed in polythene sheet, or similar, after cle.ning
and prior to shipment.
10.6 *_ssemblies of reversing exchangers shall be provided with
protective plalesover the outside faces of the core blocks
for shipment.
D_._V_Y Aoo_s
Vessel shall be delivered as requested on Air Products Ltd. purchase
order.
SUB ORDERS
Six copies of all sub-orders (unpriced) shall be submitted to Air
Products Ltd. for expediting purposes.
RECORDS
13.1 The vessel fabricator shall furnish 3 copies of pressure
vessel record that shall declare full particulars of the
exchanger and shall report the results of all tests on the
materials of construction on the soundness of the workmanship
and on the completed vessel, to establish its suitability to
withstand the design conditions, together with all tests and
rectifications. The report constituting the record shall be
certified by the Chief Inspector of the Fabricator or his
sub-contractor, and be s_gned by the Approval Authority and
F.912
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the Purchaser's Representative who witness the acceptance
tests. The original and copies of the vessel record shall
be maintained at the Fabricators Works.
In addition copies shall be provided as required by the
Approval -uthorityo
13.2 The minimum documentation for a pressure vessel dossier is as
follows:-
13,,2o I Pressure Vessel Certificate,giving th_ following
information:
(a) Manufacturer's name.
(b) A.P.L. Project and Section Humber.
(c) A.P.L. Purchase Order number.
(d) Vessel Serial number.
(e) Construction Code.
(f) Approval _uthority.
(g) Operating Temperature and Pressure.
(h) Design Temperature and Pressure.
(j) Test Pressures and Dates.
(k) Corrosion Allowance°
The pressure vessel certificate must be signed and
stamped by the _pproval _uthority's representative.
13.2o2
13.2o3
Material Identification Sketch, showing material
cast numbers for all pressure and strength components
o_ the vessel and for all material directly welded to
such parts. The sketch must be signed and stamped
by the _pproval nuthority's representative and the
_nufacturer's Sen/or Inspector.
Material £est Certificates, giving chemical and
physical properties of all material noted on the
Material Identification Sketch. These test
certificates mu_t be issued by the material
manufacturer or may be certificates indicating the
results of tests carried out in the presence of the
Approval Authority's representative.
13o2o4 Welders _ualification_, in accordance with the
relevant code and giving all results of tests
performed, and test datesq Welders qualifications
must be signed and stamped by the Approval
_uthority's representative.
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13.2.5
13.2.6
13.2.7
13.2.8
13.2.9
13.2.10
1D.D
l<adiogra_h _ketoi_, which must show the extent of
radiogra]_]ly wilich must indicate the film numbers and
show po_itions at which films were taken.
_adiograpi_j,_sessment, giving the results of all the
films noted on the radiograph sketch and giving a
final classfffication in accordance with the relevant
code. ,_ll repair details must be noted on the
assessment°
H<_at Treatment Certificates, which must indicate the
part subjected to heat treatment, the purpose of the
_reatment and uust be accompanied by the actual
furnace tJi_le/temperature chart° The chart and the
certificate must be si_;ned by the Approval
_ut_orlty' s representative.
dra/ings_ e_cn dossier supplied to the purchaser
must include a _eneral arranoement drawing] which
contains sufficient informat_on to enable the dossier
doctu.qentatlon to be cLecked.
oesi_n Calculations, each dossier supplied to the
_'urci_aser must iT_clude a full set of calculations of
the scantlings of the pressure vessel to the relevant
code.
Cleanliness Certificates, each stream which is specified
as Class _L±_clean in the l_rocess Data oheet or Purchase
,_equisition sllall have a cl_nliness certificate, which
{Lu._t list t,Le stages <_t which cleanin G was carried out,
r_lethod of in_ioection for cleanliness_ and standard of
accei_tance (eogo to ,,it _roducts bn[;ineering Specification
[4o. _03). _cn certificate must be signed as accepted
to ti_e cleanline._s standard by the Vendors oenior
Inspector o
The manufacturer shall maintain the records through all
stages of manufacture and shall sake the various
documents available to the i_urchaser's inspector and the
_pproval _uthority's representatAve on request.
Three copies of the Vessel dossier shall be sent to:-
_xpediting Ilanager,
_ir droducts Ltd_,
GooI_ibe iiouse
Iialden _{oad
I_J h,,.L,DZN _
Uurreyo
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E
e
1.1 This specification, together with the relevant process design
information, covers the requirements for the design, materials
fabrication, inspection, testing cleaning, paintin& and shipment
of shell and tube coolers designed by the Vendor.
1.2 The related s_ecifioations, standards and codes shall be the
latest iseuM and shall include all addenda, re_eior_m and
supplements.
1.3 All conflicts between the requirements of this sp_oifioation,
the standards and codes shall be referred to Air Products
Limited, for clarification or modification before quotation,
or in the event of an order before work proooedlo
1,4 The Vendor shall submit with his quotationl
1.4,1 Sufficient information to ena_lb Air Products to assoss
the merits of the proposed dositn, including t_po
designation, heat transfer eurfaoe area, tube ei_o and
pitch, baffle out and species, tube pass arrangement,
and a preliminary outline d_avins 8iwln8 connection
positions, overall dimensions and weights. Refer to
attachments listed on requisitions for denies data.
1.4.2 A list of any departures from thie specification.
1.4.3 A list of spares required for:-
a) Testing and initial operations
b) Operational spares for 12 months.
o) A spare bu_d.le and other relevant spares.
_he llst of 8pa_es to be aooomps,_ed by eufflolent
literature to enable the parts to be identified.
A copy of all sub orders (unprioed) shall be luhmitted to AF_
for expediting purposes.
D_IGN
m
2.1 Heat exchangers shall be dasi&ned to T_ 8tacudardm, the
latest requiruents of the A_ Beetles VXXX Division X, Pressure
Vessel Code, or an alternative code as aBreed with Air Products
Limited at time of bid o except where specified otherwise on the
Process Data Sheet anger Purohame Requisition, then it shall
meet the latest code requir_ontJ of _ National Pressure
Vessel Authority of the county of destination as ¢peolfied,
The design conditions are as stated on the appropriate prooe_
specification, bid sketch, or data sheets The relevant sodom must
be clearly indicated on the drawingl and descents.
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2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
The arrangement shall be preference be of the horizontal shell
and tube type with removable tube bundle, removable channel and
shell coverso
The design of the Vessel shall be reviewed by Air Products
Limited and approved by the Independent Inspecting Authority
nominated on the requisition before manuf_qtur_ng proceeds.
will be the Vendors responsibility _o secure the Inspection
Authority_s approval of the design fabrication and testing.
It
Where condensation is expected from the process gas stream the
cooler shall be arranged to ensure that stagnation of the
condensate cannot occur° Particular care must be taken in the
case of an air compressor cooler to safeguard against corrosion
from air compressor condensate, which can be acidic up to 4pH
due to atmoshperic pollution°
Where galvanic action can take place the Vendor shall provide
protection by sacrifical plates of suitable material, to be
agreed with Air Products°
Maximum pressure drop on the water side of the cooler shall not
exceed iO psi measured from inlet to discharge flange unless
otherwise specified,
At all high or low points not vented or drained by the nozzle
connections, l" N/B connections shall be provided, each fitted
with a screwed pluto
All connections larger than I_' shall be flanged. All
connections _._' and smaller shall be screwed°
Rupture discs shall be provided in the cooler shell if gas pressur_
in tubes exceeds sh_ll side pressure by 75 psig. All rupture
discs shall be manifolded by Vendor°
It shall be made possible for the tube bundle to be removed for
maintenance or cleaning_ including the provision of lifting
points on the tube bundle, if its weight is over 50 ibso
Vendor to include in quotation the additional cost of providing
5% extra tubes over and above design to allow plugging for
maintenance purposeso
The cooler shall be supplied complete with fabricated steel
saddles or supports drilled at the mounting level to meet the
bolting requirements°
The cooler shall have suitable lifting attachments for erection
at siteo
Carbon and low alloy steel exchangers shall have a corrosion
allowance of _" on all pressure parts except for tubes (on
each wetted surface)°
F.e12 J
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MATERIAI_ OF CONSTRUCTION
Materials given in the following paragraphs are a general guide to
Air Products requirements° The Vendor is to ensure that all materials
offered are suitable for the operating and design conditions
specified on the relevant design data specification°
3.1 The Vendor shall specify clearly in his tender and on the
production drawing the specification, grade, class and temper
to which each material conforms°
3°2 Shell = Carbon Steel
Where cooling is provided by the use of sea water, all shell
materials in contact with the sea water shall be protected
against corrosion by the use _sakaphen _ coating or equal,
am agreed by Air Yroducts Limited. The design of the cooler
shall be such that no sliding contact occurs between metal
parts and the coating provided° Sacrificial soft iron anodes,
if provided9 are to be supplied in sizes and position as
agreed with Air Products Limited°
3°3 Tubes
These shall generally be selected in accordance with the table
given below° Where the process stream contains corrosive
elements incompatible with the materials listed, vendor shall
make specific recommendations for Air Products consideration.
Note_ Carbon steel tubes shall not be used°
Service Material
Fresh water Brass
Cooling tower circuits
with solids in suspension
below 2,000 ppmo
Polluted fresh water Admiralty Brass (with
I% Sn 0oO_ AS)
Brackish water Aluminium Brass Cu 76% A1
or polluted sea water 2% AS OoO_% remainder Zn
Sea Water 70/30 Copper Nickel Ni 31%
Fe 0o6% MN Oo8% remainder Ou
Mn 2%Sea Water with sand
and other solid
particles
Ni 31% Fe 2%
remainder Cuo
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3.4 Tube Sheets
Carbon Steel tube sheets shall nto be used
J !
Service Material
Fresh water Brass I
cooling tower circuits I
Brackish water I
polluted water
Sea water i
Naval Brass
60/39/1 Copper Zinc Tin
°
3.5 The following materials are specified for coolers with water on
the shell side.
3.5.1 Baffles and Support Plates - Naval Rolled Brass
305.2 Bonnets - Carbon steel
3.503 Channel and Channel Cover - Carbon steel, cast
bronze, or cast iron
3.6
3.7
Materials for construction shall be subject to approval by the
appointed Representative of the Approval Authority.
Te_t Certificates will be required for all pressure part
materials permanent attachments giving full chemical analysis and
physical properties in accordance with the relevant code.
DRAWINC_
4.1
4.2
The Vendor shall submit with his quotation sufficient information
to enable Air Products Limited to assess the merits of the
proposed design.
All documents must be identified by the customers Project number,
equipment item number and purchase order numbers, and on
drawings Vendor's title, drawing and revision number; all
preferably in the lower right hand corner. Where pratical a
3" x 4" blank space shall be allowed near this title block for
Air Products Ltd's use.
_°3 The selected Vendor shall submit 2 copies of sketches giving
overall size@, nozzle sizes and positions and preferred support
locations within two (2) weeks of receipt of order or as required
by Air Products drawing register, followed by six (6) copies
or _ne reproducible of i_eneral arrangement and deta_l drawings
within five (5) weeks of receipt of order or as required by the
drawing register for review by Air Products Ltd. The Vendor
is responsible for submission of drawings to, and approval
from, the Approval Authority.
XF.i12
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4.4
4._
4.6
The Vendor shall submit to Air Products Ltd. within five (5)
weeks of receipt of order or as required by Air Products
drawing register 9 three (3) copies of one dimensioned drawing
showing shipping package9 including all lifting points.
Information on the drawings must give sufficient dimensions to
enable accurate location to be made for foundation_ bolting
and all nozzle connections.
All detail and assembly drawings shall be fully dimensioned
in metric units.
The drawings shall be fully dimensioned and give the following
information as a minimum:
4.6.1 Air Products Ltd. Purchase Order Number
4.6°2 Air Products Ltdo Project and Section Number
4°6.3 Design Code
4.6.4 Approval Authority
4.6°5 Design Pressure
4.6°6 Minimum and Maximum Design Temperature
4.6.7 Maximum allowable operating pressure_ corroded condition
4°6°8 Normal Operating Pressure
4.6°9 Normal Operating Temperature
4.6o10 Test Pressure and Medium
4.6.11 Leak Test Pressure
4.6o12 Corrosion Allowance
4o6o13 Thickness of all pressure parts
4o6o14 All dimensions necessary for calculation of thickness
4.6.15 Cleaning processes internal and external
4.6.16 Specifications for all materials including weld and
brazing alloy material
4o6o17 Extent of Radiography, and post weld treatment
4.6.18 Welding techniques and preparations
4o6o19 Msucimum permissible loads due to piping on each nozzle
4°6°20 Internal Volume of each stream
F.912
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4o6o21 Vessel weights empty, operating
4.7
4.8
_.9
4.10
4°6°22 Mechanical tests on coupon plates
After drawings submitted have been reviewe_ by the Purchs_ser
and the Approval Authority and they are accepted as satisfactory,
the Purchaser will return one copy of the drawings sent to
them by the Vendor for clearance stamped "NO_"o ._t will
be the Vendors responsibility to secure the Approval Authorities
approval of the drawings°
One reproducible copy of the certified correct general arrangement
and detail drawings shall be submitted to Air Products Limited
by the Vendor within 7 days of receiving full design clearance.
Deviations from the oertified drawings and/or specification shall
not be permissible except when prior clearance has been
obtained from the purchaser and Approval Authority°
Deviations from the certified drawings and/or specifications
shall not be permissible except when prior clearance has been
obtained from t_e Purchaser am@ Approval Authority. Such
clearance does not relieve the Ven_r of any responsibility
for the soundness of work, completing the work in scheduled
time 9 nor does is commit the Purchaser to accept any increase
in costs°
FABRICATION AND WORKMANSHIP
5°1 Fabrication shall be fully in accordance with the requirements
of Air Products Limited°, or their appDinted approved
authority and in accordance with the certified drawings and
shall be carried out to their satisfaction. Clearance from
the Approval Authority and Air Products I_mited must be
obtained before manufacture of the vessel commences°
5.2 Records of test plates and production welds, including
radiographs shall be kept and made available to Air Products
Limited on request°
5.3
5.4
Unless previously qualified to the requirements of the relevant
pressure vessel code authority the welders and automatic welding
dquipment shall qualify, in accordance with the code, on test
plates representing each type of weld and material to be used
before proceeding on production welding°
Quality of welding shall be Judged and radiographs interpreted
in accordance with the requirements of Air Products Limited.
Quality Control Standards or as agreed with the Vendor and the
Approval Authority° Details of such agreement m_t be forwarded
to the Purchaser for review before manufacture commences.
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.
INSPECTING AND TESTING
6.1 Inspection and testing shall be in accordance with the
requirements of Air Products or their appointed approval
authority and in accordance with the relevant drawings, code
and Approval Authority requirements°
602 Cost of all Inspection tests and Certificates shall be borne
by the Vendor=
6.3 The Approval Authority and Air Product's Inspection Ensineer
shall have free access to the VendorOs works at all reasonable
times after placement of order and until delivery of completed
vessel° They shall be at liberty at any stage of the manufacture
to inspect and reject any defective material that does not
conform to the specification stated on the certified
manufacturing drawings.
6.4 On completion of fabrication the vessel shall be subject to
strength test to the pressure stated on the relevant drawing
and code° This test is to be carried out in the presence of
the Approval Authority and Air Products Limited Inspector°
No final inspection tests are to take place before all
material certificates, and the results of any tests or requirements
of the Approval Authority are available°
6.5
6.6
6.7
The fabricator must provide all the necessary materials and
equipment, including, closures, gaskets and test bolts for the
pressure test. Under no circmmstances may the test bolts and
gaskets be delivered with the finished vessel where the bolts
have exceeded design yeild stress or 0oi% stress during
pressure testing.
After carrying out the pressure testing, all welds and tube
joints shall be examined for gas leakage using air at the design
pressure. Detection shall be by means of detergent solution.
No leakage shall be permitted. On completion of the test all
traces of the detergent shall be re_oved.
The Vessel shall not be despatched prior to final acceptance
by Air_roducts or their delegated representative and before
manufacturing approval has been obtained from_ehe relevant
Approval Authority°
A stainless steel nameplate shall be provided by the Vendor and
permanently fitted to the vessel. On satisfactory completion of
tests, the nameplate shall be stamped by the Approval Authority.
Information contained on the nameplate shall be as follows:-
(a) Makers name
(b) Makers serial number
P.912
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(c) Drawing number
(d) Design Oode
(e) Design Pressure
(f) Maximum allowable operating pressure in corroded conditono
(g) Hydraulic test pressure
(h) Date of test
(J) Maximum and minimum allowable temperature
(k)
(l)
Manufacturers test mark
Approval _Authority test mark
(m) Date of Approval Authority's Surveyors
CLEANING
8ol All internal vessel surfaces shall be free from oil, loose
particles and other foreign matter fully in accordance with
the attached cleaning specification or as stated on the
attached bid sketcho
PAINTING
9ol All carbon and low alloy steel fabricated pressure vessels shall
be descaled by shot blasting and finished painted by a four
coat system, one primer, one undercoat and two coats to Vendors
own specification which should not be less than BS. Code of
Practices 231o The top coat colour scheme shall be as
specified on the attached bid sketch or the purchase order.
PREPARATION FOR SHIPMENT
i0oi The relevant vessel project and section numbers, shall be
painted on the outside of the vessel in 4" high letter and
numerals and nozzles to have identification marks painted
thereon, a l" wide x 12" long line shall be painted on the
North side of the vessel°
10.2 Upon completion of cleaning and after establishing acceptance
all openings must be scaled against entry of direr, moisture
etco
Flange faces shall be protected by bolted on 12 mm minimum
thick timber blanks°
Threaded connections are to be plugged° All threads on
connections and studs to be protected with adhesive tape
and_ where necessary, rust preventative.
F.912
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DELIVERY ADDRESS
iioi Vessel shall be delivered as requested on the hire purchase
order.
RECORDS
The vessel fabricator shall furnish 3 copies of pressure vessel
record that shall declare full particulars of the exchanger and
shall report the results of all tests on the materials of
construction on the soundness of the wor_anship and on the
completed vessel, to establish its suitability to withstand the
design conditions, together with all tests and rectifications.
The report constituting the record shall be certified by the
Chief Inspector of the Fabricator or his sub-contractor, and be
signed by the Approval Authority and the Purchaser's Representative
who witness the acceptance tests. The original and copies of the
vessel record shall be maintained at the Fabricators Works.
In addition copies shall be provided as required by the Approval
Authority.
13.2 The manufacturer shall maintain the records through all stages
of manufacture and shall make the various documents available
to the purchaser°s inspector and the Approval Authority_s
Representative on request.
13.3 The minimum documentation for a pressure vessel dossier is as
follows:
13o3ol Pressure Vessel Certificate giving the following
information_
(a) Manufacturer's name
(b) AoP.L. Project and Section number
(c) AoP.L. Purchase Order Number
(d) Vessel Serial Number
(e) Construction Code
(f) Approval Authority
(g) Operating Temperature and Pressure
(h) Design Temperature and Pressure
(j) Test Pressures and Dates
(k) Corrosion Allowance
The vessel information g,h,j,k above must be given
for each chamber of the vessel°
The pressure vessel certificate must be signed and
stamped by the Approval Authority's Representative.
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13.3.2 Material Identification Sketch showing cast numbers for
all pressure and strength components of the vessel and
for all material directly welded to such parts.
The sketch must be signed and stamped by the Approval
Authority_s Representative and the Manufacturer's
Senior Inspector°
13.3.3 Material Test C_rtificates, giving chemical and
physical properties of all material noted on the
Material Identification Sketch. These test
certificates must be issued by the Material
Manufacturer or may be certificates indicating the
results of tests witnessed by the Approval Authority.
13.3.4
13.3.5
13.3.6
Welders _ualifications, in accordance with the relevant
code and giving all results of tests performed, and
test dates° Welders qualifications must be signed
and stamped by the Approval Authority Represe_tative. o
Radiograph Sketch, which must show the extent of
radiography, indicate the film numbers and show the
positions at which films were taken.
Radiograph Assessment, giving the results of all the
films noted on the radiograph sketch and giving a
final classification in accordance with the relevant
code° All repair details must be noted on the
assessment°
13.3.7
13.3.8
Heat Treatment Certificates, which must indicate the
part subjected to heat treatment, the purpose of the
treatment and must be accompanied by the actual
furnace time/temperature chart° The chart and the
certificate must be signed by the Approval Authority_s
Representative°
Drawing, each dossier supplied to the purchaser must
include a general arrangement drawing which contains
sufficient information to enable the dossier
documentation to be checked.
13.3o9 Design Calculations, each dossier supplied to the
purchaser must include a full set of calculations,
of the scantlings of the pressure vessel, to the
relevant code°
Three copies of the vessel dossier shall be sent to:-
Expediting Manager,
Air Products Limited,
Coombe House,
Malden Road,
New Malden,
Surrey°
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1. GENERAL
me
1.1 This specification, together with the relevant process design
information, covers the requirements for the design, materials
fabrication, inspection, testing, cleaning, painting and
shipment of shell and tube type coolers for 02 service designed
by the Vendor°
1.2 The related specifications, standards and codes shall be the
latest issues and shall include all addenda, revisions and
supplements.
1.3
1.4
All conflicts between the requirements of this specification, the
standards and codes shall be referred to Air Products Ltd., for
clarification or modification before quotation, or in the event
of an order before work proceeds°
The vendor shall submit with his quotation:-
1.4.1 Sufficient information to enable Air Products Ltdo to assess
the merits of the proposed design, including type
designation, heat transfer surface area, tube size a_Id
pitch, baffle cut and spacing, tube pass arrangement, and
a preliminary outline drawing giving cor_uection positions,
overall dimensions and weights° Refer to attackments listed
on requisition for design data°
1=4o2 A list of a_ departures from this specification.
1o4o3 A list of spares required for :=
(a) Construction, testing and initial operation
(b) Operatiom_l spares for 12 months
(c) A spare bundle and other relevant spares
The list of spares to be accompanied by sufficient
literature to enable the parts to be identified°
1.5 A copy of all su_rders (unpriced) shall be submitted to APL
for expediting purposes°
DESIGN
2.1 Heat exchangers shall be designed to T_._=_3 standards, the
latest requirements of the ASME Section VIII, Division I pressure
vessel code or an alternative code as agreed with Air Products
Limited, at the time of bid, except where specified otherwise on
the process data sheet and/or purchase requisition, then it
shall meet the latest code requirements of the National Pressure
Vessel Authority of the country of destination as specified and
the design conditions as stated on the appropriate process
specification, bid sketch or data sheet° The code must be
clearly indicated on the drawings and documents.
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2.3
The arrangement shall by preference be of the horizontal shell
and tube type with removable tube bundle, removable channel and
shell covers.
The oxygen stream is preferred on the tube side, due to
difficulties of cleaning the shell side. Special care shall
be taken in the design to ensure that the oxygen side of the
cooler can be thoroughly clean to the acceptance level of
specification A.03.
Should the oxygen stream be on the shell side by agreement with
Air Products Limited, a sample tapping is to be provided at the
lowest draining point of the shell.
The following table is a guide to the maximum allowable flow
velocities for oxygen gas service° Vendor is to advise Air
Products Limited where these values are exceeded for agreement.
Velocity
Less than 200 fopoS.
Less than 200 f.p.s.
Above 200 f.p.s.
Oxygen Condition
Tempo -20°F. or above
dry (dew point below
_40°F.)
Temperature -20°Fo or
above.
Wet gas or if the pipe
bore contacts
atmospheric air
Tempo -20°F or above
Wet or Dry
Allowable _terial
Carbon Steel
i
Copper, Copper AIIo_
Stainless steel
Copper, Copper Allo_
;
2.4
2.5
2.6
The design of the Vessel shall be reviewed by Air Products and
approved by the Independant Inspecting Authority nominated on
the requisition. It will be the Vendors responsibility to
secure the Inspection Authorities approval of the design
fabrication and testing at Vendors cost°
The design conditions are as stated on the appropriate process
specification, bid sketch or data sheet°
Where galvanic action can take place the Vendor shall provide
protection by sacrifical places of suitable material, to be
agreed with Air Products Eimitedo
F.912
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2.7 Maximum pressure drop on the water side of the cooler shall not
exceed lO psi measured from inlet to discharge flange unless
otherwise stated°
2.8
2.9
At all high or low points not vented or drained by the nozzle
connections, l" N/B connections shall be provided, each fitted
with a screwed plugo
All connections larger than l_" shall be flanged°
All connections l_" and smaller shall be screwed.
2.10 Rupture discs shall be provided in the cooler shell if gas
pressure in tubes exceeds shell side pressure by 75 psigo
2.11 It shall be made possible for the tube bundle to be removed for
maintenance or cleaning, including the provision of lifting
points on the tube bundle if its weight is over 50 lbs.
2.12 Vendor to include in quotation the additional cost of providing
_% extra tubes over and above design to allow plugging for
maintenance purposes°
2.13 The cooler shall be supplied complete with fabricated steel
saddles or supports drilled at the mounting level to meet the
bolting requirements°
2.14 The cooler shell shall have suitable attachments for erection
at site°
2.15 Carbon and low alloy steel exchangers shall have a corrosion
allowance of _" on all pressure parts except for the tubes
(on ea_h_as/rface)o
M;LTERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
Materials given in the following paragraphs are a general guide to Air
Products requirements° The Vendor is to ensure that all materials
offered are suitable for the operating and design condition specified
on the relevant design data specification°
3ol The vendor shall specify clearly in his tender and on the
production drawing the specification, grade class and temper
to which each material conforms°
3.2 Shell - Carbon Steel
Where cooling is provided by the use of sea water all steel
materials in contact with the sea water shall be protected
against corrosion by the use of "sakaphen" or equal, as agreed
by Air Products Limited°
The design of the coolers shall be such that no sliding contact
occurs between metal parts and the coating provided°
Sacrificial soft iron anodes, if provided, are to be supplied
in sizes and positions as agreed with Air Products Limited.
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3.3 2_be..._8
These shall generally be selected in accordance with the
table given below, (Note: Steel tubes shall not be used).
Service
Fresh water
Cooling tower
with solids in suspension
below Z,OOOppa.
Polluted fresh water
Brackish water
or polluted sea water
Sea Water
Sea water with sand
and other solid particles
Material
Br_uss
Admiralty Brass
(with I% Sn 0.0_ AS)
alualniu= brass
Cu 7_ A1 ;_ AS o.ok_
remainder Zn
?0/30 Copper Nickel
Ni 3_ fe 0._ _ 0.8_
Remainder CUe
Ni 3L% Fe 2% Mn 2%
Remainder Cu,
3.4 Tube Sheets shall be selected in accordance with the table
given below.
Carbon steel tube sheets shall not be used.
Service
Fresh wate T
Cooling tower circuits
Brackish water
pollute_ water
Sea Water
Material
Naval Brass
60/39/1 Copper Zino Tin
F.012 L
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3.5 The following materials are specified for coolers with water
on the shell side.
3.5.1 Baffles and Support Plates - Naval Rolled Brass
3.5.2 Bonnets - Car_on Steel
3.5.3
Where the oxygen is on the tubeside the gas flow shall
be prevented from t=_inging on the carbon steel by
fitting a rolled naval brass impingement plate.
Channel and Channel Covers - carbon steel, cast bronze
or cast iron,
3.6
Where the oxygen is on the tube side and the oha_nel or
cover is of steel the note in clause 3.5.2 is applicable.
Gaskets etc.
All gasket, sealing and gland materials in contact with an
oxygen stream must be agreed with Air Products Liuctted am
compatible with oxygen in service,
3.?
3.8
Naterials for construction shall be subject to approval by the
appointed Representative of the Approve_ Authority. 2 _6.
Test certificates will be required for all pressure part
materials and permanent attaohements giving full chemical
analysis and physical properties in accordance with the
relevant code.
_aAwxs0s
4.1 The Vendor sha_l submit wlth his quotation sufficient Infor_atlon
to enable Air Products to assess the merits of the proposed
design.
4.2 All documents must be identified by the customers Project number,
equipment item number and purchase order numbersi and on drawin_
Vendor's title, drawing and revision numbers| all preferably in
the lower right hand corner. Where practical a 3" x 4" blank
space shall be allowed near this block for Air Products ume.
4.3 The selected Vendor shall submit 2 copies of sketches giving
overall sizes, nozzle sizes and positions and preferred support
location withAn two (2) weekJ| of receipt of order, or am
required by Air Products drawing register, six (6) copies or
one reproducible of_ axra_aent and detail drawin_pj,
withAn £tve (5) reeks°of receipt of order or as required by
APL drawing register, for review by Air Products Limited.
The Vendor is responsible for submission of drawings to and
obtainAngapproval from the ApprovalAuthority.
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4.4
4._
4.6
4.?
The Vendor shall submit to Air Products Limited within five (5)
weeks of receipt of order or as required by Air Products
drawing register, three (3) copies of dimensioned drawing
showing package including all lifting points.
Information on the drawings must give sufficient dimensions to
enable accurate location to be made for foundation, bolting and
all nozzle connections.
All detail and assembly drawings shall be fully dimensioned in
Metric Units.
The drawings shall give the following information as a minimum:-
4.6.1
4.6.2_
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6..5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
4.6.10
4.6.11
4.6.12
4.6.13
4.6.14
4.6.15
4.6.16
4.6.17
4.6.18
4.6.19
4.6.20
4.6.21
APL Purchase Order Number
APL Project and Section Number
Design Code
Approval Authority
Design Pressure
Minimum and Maximum DesisnTemperature
Maximum allowable operating pressure, corroded condition
Normal Operating Pressure
Normal Operating Temperature
Test Pressure and Medium
Leak Test Pressure
Corrosion Allowance
Thickness of all pressure parts
All dimensions necessary for calculation of th/okness
Cleaning processes internal and external
Specifications for all materials including weld and
brazing alloy material
Ext_nt of Radiography, and post weld treatment
Welding techniques and preparations
Ma_um permissible loads due to piping on each nozzle
Vessel weights both empty and operating
Meoham/cal test on coupon plates
After drawings submitted have been reviewed by Air PToduots Ltd.
an£ the Approval Authority, and they are aoOepted as satisfactory,
Air Products will return one copy of the drawi_ sent to them
by the Vendor for clearance stamped "NOTED". It will be the
Vendors responsibility to secure the Authorities approval of the
drawings.
i:.|1 t
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4.8 One reproducible copy of certified correct general arrangement
and detail drawings shall be submitted to A.P.L. by the Vendor
within 7 days of receiving full design clearance.
4.9 Deviations from the certified drawings and/or specification
shall not be permissible except when prior clearance has been
obtained i2om Air Products Ltdo and Approval Authority°
4.10 Deviations from the certified drawings and/or specifications
shall not be permissible except when prior clearance has been
obtained from the Purclmser and Approval Authority° Such
clearance does not relive the Vendor of any responsibility
for the soundness of work 9 completing the work in scheduled
time, nor does it commit the Purchaser to accept any increase
in costs.
FABRICATION AND WO_K}L4NSHIP
5.1 Fabrication shall be fully in accordance with the requirements
of Air Products Ltdo, or their appointed approval authority
and in accordance with the certified drawings and shall be
carried out to their satisfaction° Clearance from the
Approval Authority and AoPoLo must be obtained before
manufacture of the vessel commences°
5.2 All welds on the oxygen side are to be smooth and of regular
form° Any slag or weld icicles n]ust be removed° Backing
rings should be avoided where possible, and only used with
the agreement of APLo
5.3 Tube to tube sheet joints must be assembled without the use of
oil or hydrocarbon compounds° The tube surface and the tube
sheet holes must be degreased and inspected prior to assembly.
5.4 Records of test plates and production welds, including
radiographs shall be kept and made available to APL on request.
5.5 Unless previously qualified to the requirements of the relevant
pressure vessel code authority the welders and automatic
welding equipment shall qualify, in accordance with the code,
on test plates representing each type of weld and material to be
used before proceeding on production welding°
5.6 quality of welding shall be judged and radiographs interpreted
in accordance with the requirements of the APL Quality
Control Standards or as agreed with the Vendor and the Approval
Authority° Details of such agreement must be forwarded to
Air Products Ltdo for review before manufacture commences°
INsPeCTING AND TESTING
6.1 Inspection and testing shall be in accordance with the
requirements of Air Products or their appointed approval
authority and in accordance with the relevant drawings, code
and Approval _uthorities requirements°
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6.2 Cost of all Inspection, tests and Certificates shall be borne
by the Vendor°
6.3 The Approval Authority and/or Air Product°s Inspection Engineer
shall have free access to the Vendor's works at all reasonable
times after placement or order and until delivery of completed
vessel. They shall be at liberty at any stage of the
manufacture to inspect and reject any defective material that
does not conform to the inspection stated on the certified
manufacturing drawings.
6.4 On completion of fabrication the vessel shall be subject to
strength test to the pressure stated on the relevant drawing
and code. This test is to be carried out in the presence of the
Approval _uthority and AoP.L. Inspector° No final inspection
tests are to take place before all the material certificates, and
the results of any test or requirements of the Approval Authority,
are available°
6.5
6.6
The fabricator must provide all the necessary materials and
equipment, including closures, gaskets and test bolts for the
pressure test° Under no circumstances may the test bolts and
gaskets be delivered with the finlshed vessel where the bolts
have exceeded design yield stress or Oo_ proof stress during
pressure testing°
After carrying out the pressure testing' all welds and tube
joints shall be examined for gas leakage using air at the design
pressure° Detectlon s_ll be by means of detergent solution° No
leakage shall be permitted° On completion of the test all traces
of the detergent shall be removed°
6.7 The vessel s1_all not be despatched prior to final acceptance by
Air Products or their delegated representative and before
manufacturing approval has been obtained from the relevant
Approval authority°
NAMEPLATE
7.1 A stainless steel nameplate shall be provided by the Vendor and
permanently fitted to the vessel° On satisfactory completion
of tests, the nameplate shall be stamped by the Approval
Authority° Information contained on the nameplate shall be as
follows:-
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
Makers Name
Makers _erial Number
Drawing number
Design Code
Design Pressure
_ximum allowable operating pressure in corroded condition
Hydraulic test pressure and date of test
Date of test
F.912
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(j)
(k)
(i)
(m)
Maximum and minimtun allowable temperature
Ms.uufacturers test mark
Approval authority test mark
Date of Approval Authority's Surveyors
CLLANING
8ol All internal vessel surface shall be free from oil, loose
particles and other foreign matter in accordance with Air
Products specification Noo ao03 "Acceptance Test for Class AA
Cleaning"°
PAINTING
9.1 All carbon and low alloy steel fabricated pressure vessels shall
be descaled by shot blasting and finished painted by a four coat
system, one primer, one undercoat and two top coats to vendors
own specification which should not be less than BS. Code of
Practice 231o The top coat colour scheme shall be as specified
on the attached bid sketch or the purchase order.
P_APA_ATION
lO.1 The relevant vessel project and section numbers, shall be painted
on the outside of the vessel in 4" high letters a_ud numerals and
nozzles to have identification marks painted thereon. A l" wide
x 12" long line shall be painted on the North side of the
vesse]o
10.2
10o3
10.4
The vessel must be pressurised to 15" Wog° minimum and 15 psig_
maximum with dry oil free air or notrogen and all nozzles
suitably blanked off° The vessel shall be suitably protected for
transport° The vessel shall display a warning notice stating
it is under pressure during shipment_ and a further notice that
the oxygen passages have been cleaned for oxygen service and are
not to be opened during shipment without instructions from
Air Products Hepresentativeo
All cost of preparation for shipment are to be borne by the Vendor.
Packing will be subject to inspection by Air Products Inspector
or delegated representative°
DELIVE_iY _ODit_SS
iioi Vessel shall be delivered as requested on the purchase order°
P,01|
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13.1 The vessel fabricator shall furnish 3 copies of pressure vessel
record that shall declare full particulars of the exchanger
and shall report the results of all tests on the materials of
construction on the soundness of the workmanship and on the
completed vessel, to establish its suitability to withstand the
design conditions, together with all tests and rectifications.
The report constituting the record shall be oertifAed by the
Chief Znspector of the Fabricator or hill sub-contractor, and be
sisnod by the Approval Authority and the Purohaser°s
Representative who witness the acceptance tests. The original
and copies of the vessel record shall be maintained at the
Fabricators Workso
13.2
13.3
Zn addition copies shall be provided as required by the Approval
Authority.
The manufacturer shall maintain the records through all stages
of manufacture and shall make the various documents available
to the purchaser°s inspector and the Approval Authority's
Representative on request.
The minimum documentation for a pressure vessel dossier is as
follows:-
13.3.1 Pressure Vessel Certificate giving the following
information:-
Ca)
Cb)
Co)
(d)
Co)
Cf)
(g)
(h)
CJ)
C',)
Manufacturer's name
APL Project and Section Number
APLPurchase Order Number
Vessel Serial Number
Construction Code
Approval Authority
Operating Temperature and Pressure
Design Temperature and Pressure
Test Pressures and Dates
Corrosion Allowance
The vessel information g,h,J,k above must be given for each
chamber of the vessel.
The pressure vessel certificate must be signed and stamped by
the Approval _uthority's Representative.
F.i)l
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13o3o2
13o3o3
13o3o4
13o3o5
13.3o6
13o3o7
13o3.8
13,,3o9
13,3°10
Material Identification Sketch, showing cast numbers
for all pressure and strength components of the vessel
and for all material directly welded to such l_e_rb_o
The sketch must be signed and stamped by the Approval
Authority's Representative and the Manufacturer's
Senior Inspector°
Material Test Certificates, giving chemical and physical
properties of all material noted on the Material
Identification Sketch° These test certificates must be
issued by the Material Manufacturer or may be certificates
indicating the results of tests witnessed by the Approval
Authority°
Welders _usLlifications, in accordance with the relevant
code and giving all results of test performed, and test
dates° Welders qualifications must be signed and
stamped by the Approval Authority Representative°
Radiograph Sketch9 which must show the extent Of
radiography indicate the film numbers, and show the
positions at which films were taken°
Radiograph Assessment _ giving the results of all films
noted on the radiograph sketch and giving a final
classification in accordance with the relevant code°
All repair _etails must be noted on the assessment°
Heat Treatment Cert_ficates_ which must indicate the
part subjected to heat treatment, the purpose of the
treatment and must be accompanied by the actual furnace
time/temperature chart° The chart and the certificate
must be signed by the Approval Authority's Representative°
Drawings_ each dossier supplied to the purchaser must
include a general arrangement drawing which contains
sufficient information to enable the dossier
documentation to be checked.
De,si_uCalculatioms, each dossier supplied to the
purchaser must include a full set of calculations, of
the scantlings of the pressure vessel, to the relevant
code.
A Document, si_ed by the manufacturer's Senior
Inspector and countersigned by the Air Products Limited
Inspector must show that the cleanliness of the vessel
complies with Caluse 8°Io
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Three oopies of the vessel dossier shall be sent to:-
Expediting Manager,
Air Products Limited,
Coombe House,
Malden Road,
New Malden,
Surrey.
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This specification defines Air Products requirements for centrifugal
pumps handling cryogenic liquids.
2. scoP__j_ 
2.1
2.2
This specification applies to all centrifugal pumps for use
with cryogenic liquids on all permanently fixed, or mobile
equipment and used continuously, intermittently or on stand-by
duty.
2.3
This specification, which states the requirements for pumps
handling liquid oxygen, will be used even where the pumps will
be used for liquid nitrogen and liquid argon.
This is for reasons of safety, standardisation and
interchangeability within Air Products Limited.
2.4
3. DESIGN
Where conflict between this and the applicable Job
Specification exists, the Job Specification shall gove_.
This specification supercedes G.OI and G.02.
3.1 General
3.1.1 Equipment supplied shall be capable of operating at the
ambient conditions and in the geographical area as set
forth in the Job Specification.
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.1.4
The pump shall deliver the required capacity.at the
head listed in the Job Specification. Its._erformance
generally shall be in accordance with the curves defined
in Para. 5. The curves shall be applicable to the
liquid for which the pump is intended.
All equipment furnished is to be suitable for 24 hours
per day continuous operation.
Dyz_mic balancing should, in general, agree with the Draft
IS0_Recommendation No. 1940 for the Balance Quality of
Rotating Rigid Bodies (ISO) TC 108 (Secretariat - 36 lOSE).
The quality of balance should be equal to or better than
G 2.5 i.e. residual specific unbalance not _reater than
2.5 g.mm/kg (or eccentricity 2.5/_ at i0,000 r.p.m.
This quality applies to the single plane balancing of
impellers, but if the same greatest residual unbalance
moment of the whole rotating assembly cannot be
achieved by single part balancing then the assembled
parts must be balanced as a unit. Relative position of
the components should be maintained or alternatively,
the designshouldo_ly allow one fixed relationship.
Vibration measured in any plane, or any part of the pump
casing bearing assembly or shaft shall not exceed 2.5/etm.
F.912
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30105 Material Is not be be removed, for balancing purposes,
from the impeller front or rear shroud faces or the
shaft, unless the design has specifically accounted
for this eventualityo It is preferable that balancing
rlngs be designed into the shaft and impeller° If no
balancmng rings are provided_ material must only be
removed by scalloping metal from the impeller periphery
between blades°
3o106 For the purpose of this specification, low speeds shall
be construed as 3,000 rev/mino and below and high
speeds as those above 3_000 rev/mino
Volute Casin_ and Backplate
30201 Casings shall be designed for the specified design and
test pressure and the cryogenic operating temperature°
The hoop stress value, at any point, shall not be
excess of the values given in the AoSoMoEo Unfired
Pressure Vessel Code_ Section VIII, latest edition for
the material used°
30202 Cold casings shall be made of bronze unless an
alternative material is agreed between the Vendor and
the Purchasero
3°2°3
30204
Casings shall be designed with very small tolerances on
parallelism_ squareness and concentricity in order to
achieve the necessary clearances on assemblyo
Mater,s.Is used between joint faces either as gaskets,
adjustment shims or thermal barriers_ shall be
compatible with oxygen service9 and agreed by APLo
30205 Each volute casing shall have securely attached a
corrosion resistant nameplate indicating:
(a) Ha.._e_s name
(b) Maker's serial number
(c) Maker's type number
(d) Specified output on LOX/LIN/LAR
de) Specified head on LOX/LIN/LAR
(f) Specified speed
(g) Shut off head established on test
(h) Actual impeller diameter
(i) Direction of rotation_ if not otherwise indicated
F.91 2
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30206 The casing shall be provided with bronze wear rings
(see p_ragraph 3o3)
3o2o_ The volute casing shall contain preferably a multi-
vaned bronze diffuser or otherwise be of the double
cut water typeo
3°2°8 All castings shall be sound_ free of shrink or blow-
holes_ _oale blisters and similar casting defects° The
surfaces of castings shall be cleaned by sand
blast tug_ pickling or any other standard method capable
of giving a smooth surface°
3°2°9 The repair of leaks and defects in the pressure casings
by tbe use of cement or similar compounds is prohibited.
3o2olO Casings shall be machined all over_ internally9 where
they ate within 15 mJ_ of the rotating assembly in
the a._e_bLed condition°
3o2oi1 L_ft_ng eye bolts and tapped jack screw holes shall be
provided on all major components weighing 35 kg or more.
3o2o12 The Vendor shall state the magnitude of the forces and
momen_ allowed to be exerted on the casings by the
±nstal_afion pipeworko
Wear RinE_
3o3ol Casings s_a!l be furnished with bronze wear rings°
3°302 No me_hod of fitting shall permit the possibility of
loosening of the wear rings or its locking devices°
303°3 Eccentr]cnty of wear ring bore and casing spigot
diameter must be minimalo
Rotatin_ Asse_
3o_o_ Only cas_ bronze impellers shall be used and they shall
be machined all over with the exception of the internal
s_irface which shall be as smooth as possible in the
cast condltiono Absolute cleanliness of the passages is
essent_a! (_f paa_a I_o The impeller shall be one
p_ece construction°
3°402 Impeller vanes shall not be cut back to meet the
specif) ed duty° The duty should be met by adjusting
the _peedo
3°4°3 Des_gn_ to meet the duty_ without _nducers is preferred,
bu_ when Inducers are required_ they shall be in bronze°
Inducers _ha]l be positively locked in the correct
po_3%lOno They shall be designed such as to guarantee
concent_:_city with the shaft° Concentricity shall be
checked when assembled to the shaf_o
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3o4._ fmpell-r :_ to be securely fastened to the shaft t_
[,r_-"_: _eb_t_ve axial or rotary motion° Threadzng of
._l_._'J:_ ac:3 and screws shall be of opposite hand to the
n_),'m_,, d're:tion of rotation of the shaft= The _mpeller
!_:_<_ .:g .,:.,_r:::,eshall be I;OX compatlb:te_ and agreed by
3o*o5 ';'_" :__:-..i."_'. _.he _mpeller shall be ,such tha_ the axial
_q.',:._!"" ::.duced to the mkn_m_m%
30406 ]m£.<-].'c.r....., .stresses at the design point shall oct
ex'_,e,_ ._ :_ o_ the yield stress=
3°4°7 fn* _',r._'_ ,.:.r:_t_cal speed of the pump assembly shall be
,It '.-a'._, ,'%_,. above the max_m_cn operating speed°
3°4°8
3o4°9
l_o:a_ .r,._s_a" for _eal system shall be fznely ground and
,.<aa£_,-_,'_.J be made of sta:.n!ess steel z= ,{STM _461
'._ra.d_6:. _nd shall be accurately machined all over°
_b_,#,'_ ,_b::) be of ample s_ze to transmit _he full
2r- -+_r cu!.!..:-with a high factor of safety° Adaltionally,
•h.-y _,_L._',', t,.-':apable of acceptxng all out of balance
l_'e_'_ an-- -;_omentso
,3"r,.:_._ _:..;,_r_ slm.il be avoidsd in the design of shafts
:_:".._. ,._:_:_tn regard to _e_hods used for f_t.t:_ng
g_,: _. ' and indu_:er_ 'o sh_.ft:.__o
3o4o20 '2:, .,,-_:z....I o._;the shaft sha!i include provzsion for a
_Lr:_i_' _,.;:T:. , - on monitor (eogo Bentley Nevada proximity
& , . o
3o5ol Tl:,e_e- m_:eria].s or seals of a mechanical seal. system
o S,_v_rmu_ be _._,_icompatible ": " fz!led carbon is
_o2 Th_ d_s, g:_ <.f the pumps shall be such tha_ the seal may
re_d-_;iv _: f_*ted or replaced _n the even_ of seal
3°5°3 S!,:_,u_. .[_, ;_ be complete wear out of the seal_ the
d_._Gn sb:._._Jdbe such that there _s no steel against
e--eel ru!_ '.Seal bellows should be made from Grade 631
_,_,,::._e_ _eel,. with a bronze sleeve if necessary to
mee: !he _;h(:ve safety requirements)°
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3.6 FlanEes and Connections
3o6ol Flanges shall be supplied on all connections 1" and
larger o
3.6o2 Flanges shall conform to ANS B16o5 or B_o1560°
3° 7 Bearings
3.8
3.7.1 Bearings shall be designed for maximum life. This
life shall include 500 start/stop cycles and
unusual loading conditions such as are obtained
during cavitation°
3°7°2 Two types of bearings shall be used:-
(a) Pure radial loads to be taken on roller bearings.
Cb) Radial and thrust loads combined, to be taken
on_ preferably, double row angular contact
bearings. Both types shall have cages
allowing free ingress of lubricant.
307.3 If thrust is taken on the high speed shaft the thrust
bearing must be remote from the cold end°
3°7°4 Bearing housings shall be effectively sealed against
the entrance of water, dust and leakaEe of lubricant.
Heat Break
3.8.1
3.8.2
3.8.3
This casing shall separate the cold end, from the
gear box9 if fitted, or from the motor if direct
coupled. It shall be very robust stainless steel
but designed to reduce heat conduction along its
arms to a mimimum. A shaft slinger shall rotate
in this space, the slinger being made from bronze.
A bronze enclosure with a close shaft clearance, shall
allow nitrogen purge gas to be applied in the gear box
end of the heat break space.
The casing shall be made from stainless steel. Absolute
Concentricity and squareness shall be obtained during
machining of the spigot faces. The face abutting the
gearbox shall be relieved to reduce metal to metal
Contact° The space thus generated may remain as an
air-space o
The heat break design must be demonstrated by the
Vendor_ by calculation (substantiated by actual test)
to maintain the bearing running temperature at an
acceptable level.
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3. iO
3. ii
Speed Increas_n_ Mechanism
Two types may be offered:
3o9ol Gearbox _ if this method is used it is preferable that
the gears are double helical and t_t they transfer
t_rust from the high speed to the low speed shaft°
Ge&r box casings should be finned if necessary to keep
the runnlng temperature of the bearings between
16°Co and 60°C.
If ordinary spur gears are used_ then the thrust may be
taken un the high speed shaft° (see para 3°7°3°)
Provision _hould be made to supply oil to the bearings on
the h_gh speed shaft and to the tooth mesh point°
There shall be a splash lubrication system to provide
back=u_ for the pump system° The system should also
provide po_tive lubrication to the above mentioned
points prlor to start_up (ioeo during pump cool down)o
The g_I b_,x shall include an oil level indicator°
Aluml_icm _ explosive under extreme pressure with some
haloger_ed fluorocarbon lubricants and should 9
therefore_j be used with cautlon as a bearing housing
or gear bo_: casing°
3°9°2 Be_an fl P:sli_. Drive
prefer__d method of belt and pulley drive is given
in FZgo io It shows how a motor driving a pulley
between pedestal bearings can drivea pump through
a flexible dr=re such that no drive or side thrusts
are _aken hE _he bearings in the casing which carries
"he FLJ_mpdz!ve shaft°
e
Instrumentat:_on
The pump des_gr,, should cater for the inclusion of
(a) _haft po_tion monitor (cofo 304010)
(b) Temperature monitoring of bearing closest to
cryogen:c_ end°
Inclination of P_zm_,
The pump is _ntezded for operating in the horizontal position
• _" ' _ c" <_ +but inc. _na_ : ..... 20 ° to the horizontal should be
accepted by the pump without ill effect°
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4. LUBRICATION
4.1 The high speed chaff bea_4np and tooth mesh point8 (if
par driven) shall be adequately lubrio&tedo The bearing
teaperature during aooldown and running ehould never be
below the pour point of the ell used or the wax point if
g_eue is uHd. Hydro-earbon lubriean_e may be und to the
right of the barrier in the warm ar_ shown in Ylg. I but
LOX oompatible lubrioanta must be used to the left of the
barriers ioeo in the oryogenio area°
4°2 The low epeed shaft bearinp may be h_drooarbon _oale or
ell lubrloated.
Bearing heusiap, gearboxes ere., must be oapable of oporatlon
using the following lubrioants in the oxygen areas-
Voltalot 36
Fombltn ¥0# )
) _nte oatlnl
romblin YU )
_ytox 143 4£ )
) Du Pont
_rytox 143 AB )
Nu-Trol MkoII
Halooarbon 11-216
rluorolube H0.10 inhibited
_roane_
" Voltalef 90
Yluorolube _3_-_2
Halooarbon 2_-_
Nu Ohen. Industries Zno.
Haloea_bon Produots Gorp,
Hooker Ghemioal Corp,
Oe_box running te_erature ehould be kept between 16 and
60 C in order to reduoe de-polyoeriaation of the LOX
ooapatible lubrioants Bentioned above°
p,esI i
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4.6
Lubrication to the required points should be guaranteed for
the horizontal position _ 2000
The design should be foolproof as regards assembly, particularly
with regard to alignment of oilways etco
PERFORMANCE
501 Head - Capacity Characteristics
5olol The pump should have a stable head - capacity
characteristic curve° The curve shall
indicate that the pump gives a stable delivery
for outputs greater than 25% of the specified
duty point°
5olo2 The curve shall have an abscissa of flow in
m3/h with an ordinate of differential head in
metres° There shall be an auxiliary ordinate
scale in poSoio
5olo3 The curve will be plotted for the design speed,
but additional curves shall be presented
showing the head = capacity characteristic
over the possible range of speeds of the pump
ioeo 3_0OO rev/min up to maximum speed in five
or six speed increments°
5.2 NPSH = Capacity Characteristic
5o2ol Curves shall show'NPSH as ordinate in metres
against flow as abscissa in m_/h at the
design speed°
5o2Q2 The NPSH required by the pump must, in general,
not exceed 2 metreso
50203 The NPSH required by the pump must not be
within 005 metre of the NPSH available of the
system at the specified duty point°
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5.3 Power =C=__=ac=.it2 Characteristic
5.3.1 Curves shall show Power as_ ordinate in kw against
capacity as abscissa in mF/h at the desigm speed.
5.3.2 Maximum power requirements of the pump on any
operating point shall not exceed the motor o_
condition.
5.4 Eff_giencE = Gap, citE Characteristic
5.4ol Curves shall sho_ efficiency as ordinate against flow
as abscissa in m /h.
5.5 General Performance Criteria
5o5.1 The curves defined in paras. 5.1., 5.20, 5.3. and
5°4 above shall be applicable to the type of
cryogenic liquid being pumped.
5.5.2 Whenever possible, the operating point should be chosen
to coincide with the peak efficiency.
.TEST RF_UIREMENTS
Detailed requirements will be given in the Job Specification. Brief
requirements are as follows:-
6ol
6.2
The pump shall be subjected to hydrostatic and ruing tests
_n the Vendor_ works to the current relevant standards.
Testing shall consist of overall performance testing
including imposed cavitation conditions on the appropriate
cryogenic liquid amd establishing the shut off head.
Where the estimated NoP.S.H. required by the pump is within
2 metres of water of the N.P.S.Ho available of the system
at the specified duty point, the performance test at the
VendorSs works shall include an N.P.S.H. test.
TOOLS
I
7.1 One complete set of all special tools shall be provided. Where
more than one unit, up to a maximum of three, is provided at
one location, one set of special tools and wrenches per
location is acceptable.
PROPOSALS
8.1
8.2
Vendor shall submit three (3) complete sets of proposals.
Proposals shall include the following.
Information:
(a) Air Products, project or reference no.
(b) Manufacturers type of designation.
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(C)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Complete description of offering.
Complete description of all accessories.
Vgndor information pages of the Job Specification.
Comp3e_e list of any exceptions taken to the
specification.
8.3 Characteristic performance curves plotting head, efficiency,
kW absorbed and NoP.S.Ho required versus output (see para. 5 )
8°4 Drawings:
(a) Preliminary General Arrangement Drawing.
(b) Typical cross section drawing of the pump°
8°5 Spm.re part prices for the following items:
(a) Impeller
(b) Inducer
(c) Diffuser
(d) One set of mechanical seals
(e) One set of casing wear rings
(f) One set of _mpeller wear rings if fitted
(g) One set of bearings for pump
_h) One set of bearings for prime-mover.
(i) One coupling flexible member if fitted°
DRAWINGS AND INFORMATION
9ol Prospective Vendor shall submit the number of drawings
detailed on the Job Specification°
9.2 General Arrangement drawings shall include_
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Air Products project or reference no° and item nOo
Total _eight
Weight of heaviest part for maintenance°
Lo_ation o_ centre of gravity.
Space required for removing rotating assemblies.
Locs tion of all piping connections_ drains and
plugged taps°
12
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(g) Size, type and rating of all connecting flanges.
(h) Location of electric motor terminal box and size of
conduit connection if the electric motor is in the
Vendors supply.
(i) Details of foundation bolts.
(j) Recommendations as to foundations required°
INSPECTION
I0.I All equipment furnished to this specification, including
auxiliaries shall be subject to inspection by Purchaser's
quality control representative. Purchaser's representative
shall have access to all facilities of the Vendor and hls sub-
Vendors, and have access to all drawings, inspection records,
material specifications and tests to fully determine the
quality of material, workmanship and quality control
procedure.
10.2 Vendor shall notify the Chief Inspector, Air Products Limited
prior to hydrostatic tests, and start of final assembly in
accordance with Job Specification.
I0.3 Immediately prior to final inspection, the vendor shall provide
a graph showing the head/output characteristic, efficiency and
absorbed kW as established on test.
10.4 Within two weeks following shop performance test, Vendor shall
submit six (6) copies of test report° Report shall include
test log sheets, calculated performance curves and typical
sample calculations.
10.5 Shipment shall not be made on any equipment furnished to this
specification until approved by the Air Products Limited
Inspector_ or inspection has been waived by the Air Products
Limited Inspection Department. Sach release shall not
relieve Vendor of the responsibility to conform to require-
ments or material_ specifications and workmanship.
_ANDBOOK OF OPERATING AND MAINTENA/_E INSTRUCTIONS
ll.l Pump Vendor shall supply twelve (12) complete sets of bound
Operating and Maintenance Instructions° Delivery date shall
be as specified in the Purchase Order°
ii.2 Instructions shall cover pump and all other equipment in
Vendors supply and shall include:-
(a) Sectional arrangement drawings of all equipment
supplied°
(b) Recommendations as to type of foundations required°
(c) Alignment tolerance for coupling°
%
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(d) Trouble_shooting table presenting possible troubles
that may develop, the probable causes of the troubles,
and the appropriate remedies.
(e) Speczfication of lubricants to be used, the frequency
and point of application, and quantity of lubricants
required for initial charge°
(f) Specific characteristic curve of the pump, marked with
the designated operating point=
(g) Instructions in sufficient detail to enable components
subject to wear and failure to be replaced°
(h) Instructions on adjustments to compensate for wear
and specity values and tolerances to be observed in
making adjustments or fitting replacement components=
(i) Part_ list as detazled in clause 12o
Ii.3
11.4
If publications are furnished which cover more models of
equipment than actually supplied, the Vendor shall
completely annotate such published material to strike out
references, illustrations, and _ata pertaining to any
irrelevant equipment°
All literature must be certified as accurate and complete°
All literature must be revised to incorporate the last
change or moc_fication performed prior to closing the
Purchase Order and final payment°
11.5
11.6
All material supplied by the Vendor shall be reproduced in
a manner resulting in clear and legible text and
illustrationeo It 7s preferred that material submitted be
reproduced on Ah size paper (297 x 210 _m)o
All literature must be marked with Air Products Limited
equipment Purchase Order number and charge number°
PARTS LISTS
12.1 The Vendor shall supply with the above Operating and
Maintenance Instructions, complete parts lists of all
equipment furnished to this specification including prime-
mover, coupling 9 accessories, special tools, and individual
parts° The manufacturers part number must provide positive
identification of the parts listed° The complete list may be
made up of individual sub-assembly lists or Bills of Materials.
Any such lists must be identified by a master list so that
each part is identifiable as a component of the main equipment.
The parts list shall specify the quantity of each item used in
the assembly or component°
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12.2 Commo:J. hardware-- i'ems shall be completely described as to
s:ze_ lengt_;_. :,,',_:oerof threads_ materia]_ finish 9 type of
head etCo !fr : provision applies whether or not a hardware
item bas a o_: ", r."-_ber.
12.3 Parts lists --d_a.: ,_. _-.._ supported by detall draw:ngs, C_OSS-
seotJoD_ dr_ '. r,_ exploded_vi_w draw:tr_g__:_or other
illust_a'.io;' ,::,__a.1 identi.f[_in 5 each part. and key_.g i_. to
+,,he parf_ :{:a: ,: that each item J n the ].]st can be ].c,_aued
or the ._]1_, -<' ':-_",s) o
Items tl_* < =,,r.,- be procured sepsr'ar.ely_ s,"h as mo ..L..d
_,_ar/ngs 9 mu: _ '., clearly hot.do
12o4 '" _ ..Ln. <om_ :_t= _ _ I_ list s_a].i carry notations tuCica_:ing
wb ! -h : ' "_.,,.,T_ .:. r _ ' _'-;ommended for _.pa__._'. ... D_ the mamifa.cturero
12o5 a separ_t;, p: .: := , ,_t shall he .<upul,ed., r:f1._--:=.'.rg current
pr:.<es f,._.r?:_ ::'::_sappearing on the parts :LSt_o
PU_4P AS_EI,_LY ....4D P_:I_G
13ol
(a) V_-r_'.t ' - :"-_',1 observe a.: iea_[ the ;_a.r, dards cf
_.__o;_,!. ,_-'__-_et forth Jn AoPoLo E_.E-_e_'_ng
S:,e,-,:_ ,, on Ao03o
A!: o: ": ,_,",sinvolved :n cle3ning amd assembly
pr.',c<.__: sha:l wear c:.e_n whlte 11:_* free c:lotb
( (; ,)
_',i! _:, -_ c_:st be degreased a.n,.3 oxygen _!esr before
13o2
(a) Vendors eha_[ ,-_ _" ;e at least the st=:r,da_t.d_.1.8:d down in
AI_L Zn[':!,.eer.;._ ._:_ "ificat.ion AoO5 3.La Ko02o
(b) Before t.be _,_p :,:ayes the Vendort's works the gear box shall
be purged w: fb l_y nitrogen_ the pumv_ gearbox (if fitted) and
motor asseub:; _:u-_.ilbe seal welded in separate polythene
bags in eac_ -! v_!,::_cha bag of drying agent _ueh as Sil_ca Gel
has been /)i:_e:_.o The drying agent should be of a type which
undergoes a _q,l¢_)_ change when saturated with moistureo
C-lear &ns_,-,c!_ :_<_:should indicate wh/ch colour is safe and
which is to te :'e:coted and replaced by fresh drying agent°
When the latter o,_:,urs_ the polythene container will also
require repine :n,,.!:o
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_sE
This specification states Air Products minimum requirements for
pressure gauges in oxygen service.
2.2.
This specification applies to all sizes of gauges for all
ranges of pressure and vacuum.
It applies to gau_em supplied as part of a machine or equipment
by a vendor as well as gauges purchased by Air Products d/rect
from a gauge mammfacturer.
GENERAL
3.O1. BSS 1780 will apply except where it conflicts with other clauses
of this specification when this specification will govern.
3.O2. The overall accuracy should be + I.0% of full scale reading
3.03. The data sheet or requisition will define diameter, pressure
range, type of mounting, size and position of inlet.
3.04. Cases will be metal and there will be a solid partition
between tube and dial.
3.05. The rear of the case will be full blow out back type capable
of relievancy pressure at 5 psig.
3.06. The front will be plastic or laminated safety glass.
3.07. The inlet will be restricted to a maximum of .050" diameter.
3.08. Bourdon tubes will be bronze up to and including 15OO psi.
maximum dial reading.
3.09. Bourdon tubes will be K-Monel for full dial readings above
15OO psi.
3.10. Dials of gauges to be marked "Oxygen-use no oil", in red letters.
3.11. Gau_s must be degreased to 'AA' standards of cleanliness to
Spec. No. A.O3 a label affixed to the gauge stating "Degreased
for Oxygen Service".
3.12. If the gasp is calibrated or pressure tested after degreasing
only oil free air or nitrogen shall be used.
F.91 2
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After degreasing the instrument must have all openings sealed
to prevent ingress of contamination and preferably sealed into
a plastic bag.
Gauges must be _acked for despatch so that no damage can occur
due to shock during transit.
5. C_IFICATES AND INSPECTION
5.1 Three copies of test certificates must be handed to our inspector
or sent to Air Products purchasing department before despatch.
5.2 Witnessi_ of pressure test, degreasing and final inspection will be
made by Air Products or their authorised representative in accordanc_
with the Job specification or purchase order.
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PI_POSE
This specification states the materials required in pressure
regulating valves and used for oxygen service.
This specification must be used in conjunction with the job
specification and if there is any conflict between this specification
and the Job specification the latter shall govern.
gata_oryH,
Material
Ca) Body -
(b) Diaphragm-
(c) Seat -
Vann Service -20°F to 100°F
Bronze, Aluminium Bronze, Brass or
Type 316 Stainless Steel•
Carbon Steel or Cast Iron must not be
used for parts in contact or possible
contact with controlled fluid.
Bronze, Monel, Stainless Steel, Teflon
or Teflon impregnated glass.
Neoprene may be permitted° Spec must be
sub,fred to APL and written approval obtained.
HYdrocarbon material must not be used.
(,,)
Copper, Brass, Bronze, Stainless Steel
or Teflon.
Nylon may be permitted. Spec must be
submitted to APL and written approval
obtained.
Hydrocarbon material must not be used.
Gaskets and Seals. Copper, Teflon or Klingerit 661.
Hydrocarbon material must not be used.
CataA_ry B
- Cold Service -320°F to + 100°F
n AS warm service.
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Pressure Re.fating Valves For Oxygen ServiceTfTLE
(b) Diaphragm. Bronze, Xonel, Stainless Steel.
Teflon, Teflon Impregnated _lass,
Neoprene or Hydrocarbon material must
not be used.
(c) Seat - Copper, Bronze or Stainless Steel.
Teflon, Nylon or Hydrocarbon material
must not be used.
(d) Gaskets & Seals. Copper, Teflon or Klingerit 661.
Hydrocarbon material must not be used.
Category A & B
DeAr'earnink -
Conngct$gns -
All valves to be degreased to AA cleanliness
see specification No. A.03
Flanged, screwed or socket welded
connections to be according to PRV schedule.
F.91 2
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All Relief Valves purchased by Air Products Ltd., for the above
duty shall conform to this specification unless the vendor receives
written approval from the purchaser for any exception..Where
conflict between this specification and the applicable job
specification exists the job specification shall govern.
MATERIALS
a) Body, nozzle, blow down ring, disc, bonnet test lever, cap
and any other parts in contact with fluid shall be carbon steel
stainless steel, bronze or aluminium.
b) Spring shall be carbon steel•
LIFTING GEAR
Standard open lever shall be provided.
NOZZLE RINC_
(adjustable) Single or double, dependent upon valve design.
Provision shall be made on valve for fitting a gag. Gag fitting
shall be common to all types of valve. Test gag to be fitted to
each valve by means of chain.
DEGREASING
This applies to Oxygen Service, Relief Valves only. Valves must be
degreased to Class 'AA' Standards. See Specification A.03.
CLEANING
This applies to all relief valves except those for oxygen service
or those which could pass oxygen under upset conditions when clause
5 of this specification applies.
a) All parts of the relief valve must be free of all loose
particles of rust, dust and other foreign matter.
b) There must be no burrs or other small slivers of attached
metal adhering to machine or cast parts.
c) There must be no signs of grease or oil accumulation although
a thin film of light oil applied as a preservative is
allowed.
d) The whole valve must be visually clean when seen under bright
white light.
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. (Continued)
e) Valves must pass Cleaning acceptance test class B.
See Spec. No. A.01
TESTING
9. BODY TEST
10.
Use oil-free air or nitrogen at all pressures. The valve must be
tight with no permissible leakage rate at the "Re-seat pressure"
stated on valve schedule. The valve leakage at higher than 2%
above the 'Re-Seat pressure' to be no greater than 3 bubbles per
minute of free air through a 5/16" bore tube covered by ½" head
of water.
I00%of set pressure
103% pr 110%of set
pressure (see Relief
Valve Schedule)
Tolerance to be within +2%of
set pressure for 3 consecutive
pops. Valves shall give a sharp
pop with no simmer.
Maximum pressure at which valve
must be fully open and delivering
at rated capacity. (Accumulation
not observable by inspection).
Re-set Pressure The minimum pressure at which valve
must have re-seated after 3
consecutive pops (no bubbles)
will be the DRe-seat Pressure'
stated on valve schedule.
Hydraulic test shall be 200% (minimum of set pressure).
RANGEABILITY
5% of set pressure i.e. the valve can be set to other pressure
without spring change while above conditions are maintained°
11. TEST CERTIFICATES
12.
A mechanical material and chemical analysis will be required for
each valve and test certificates will be required upon completion
of valves at the time of Air Products Limited inspection visit.
Test Certificates shall be kept on file of Vendor.
SEA_ING
All valves shall be lead sealed (after inspection) at the set
pressure.
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13 INSPECTION
Each relief valve must be inspected at the vendors works before
acceptance.
Inspection will include complete test of equipment performance as
specified on this sheet.
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Transfer Hoses for Cryogenic LiquidsTITLE
i. PbTIPOSE
This stmldard states Air Products Ltd's mandatory requirements for
hoses to carry cryogenic liquids under pressure°
2. SCOPE
2.1 These hoses are for use between depot cr plant storag_ and
road tankers and other applications where a tempera, ry_ un-
insulated transfer of cryogenic liquid is needed.
2.2 They are for use with liquid oxygen, nitrogen, argon, carbon
dioxide and natural gas.
3. _._TERIAL
3.1 Inner Hose. Flexible austenitic stainless steel corru:;ated
close pitch hose°
3.2 Outer Cover Braided stainless steel covers with log stainless
steel wire protection coil outside the braid.
3.3 Size l_" nominal bore _"nominal bore
5.4 Length O/all i0_-O '' IO_-O ''
3.5 Design Pressure
3.6 Working Temperature
450 psig
-3200F to +lO0°F
50 pa ig
-320°F to +IO0°F
3.7 Hyd. Test Pressure.
3.8 Pneu. " "
3.9 End Fittings
675 psig
565 psig
Stainless steel fixed
(non swivelling)ends
Screwed l_ BSP Parallel,
female for a depth of _".
To mate _th APL hose
end fitting to drg STD-
IGD-374Co
75 psig
o
70 psig
Bronze fixed(non
swivelling) end
scr owed 3"National
Pipe thread(hTT)
parallel, femal,e
for a depth of i"
to mate with APL
hose end _o drgo
STD-IGD-551C o
4. DECONTAMINATION
4ol All hoses will be degreased to oxygen service standard ._.o
See Specification No. A.03.
4.2 After degreasing the ends shall be plugged to prevent con-
tamination and the hose labelled "Degreased for Oxygen Service".
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t
5.1 The hose ends are to be stamped with the APL order number
and month and year of manufacture and a numbel- t_ identify _.
it with the test certificates. "_,
TEST CERTIFICATES
3 copies of the pressure test certificate for each hose re-
6.1 quired to be sent to the Purchasing Department° /
/
6.2 Test certificate to carry a number identifying it with the /
hose.
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Flexible Hoses for Charging and Discharging Manifolds Oxygen Service
_JRP0SE
This specification states Air Products requirements for a high pressure
hose for use wit_o gaseous oxygen within a temperature ranc s of minus
20°F to plus lOO F.
These hoses are for use with gaseous oxygen or any other gas which
is incompatible with rubber but does not react with P.ToF.E.
MAT_IA_
3.1 Flexible hose made from P.ToF.E. with stainless steel braiding
on the outside°
3.2 Braiding to be bonded to the end fittings so that hose is
elec tri cally c ont inuous °
3.3 End fittings fixed (non swivelling) stainless steel, bronze
or brass with spanner flats. Screwed _ BSP taper female o
3.4 Size _" N/Bore x 2'-0" lg. overall.
3.5 Design 3000 p.soi.go at lO0°F
3.6 Test Pressur_ hydraulic 4500 p.s.iog.
3.7 T_st Pressu;e pneumatic 3300 p.s.i.g.
3.8 Bursting Pressure lO,O00 pos.i.g.
DEC 0NTAMINA TION
4.1 All hoses are to be degreased to oxygen service standard AAo
See SpeoiDication No. A°03.
4.2 After degreasing the ends shall be plugged to prevent contam-
ination and the hose labelled "Degreased for Oxygen Service"°
I DEN TI F ICATI ON
5.1 Each hose to carry a metal tag giving Air Products order
number, month and year of manufacture and a number ident-
ifying it with the test certificate.
TEST _ERTIFI CATES
6.1 3 copies of the pressure test certificate for every 50 hoses
are required or for every batch ordered if less th_n 50°
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1. PURPOSB
e
3e
e
This specification states Air Products Limited_s requirements for
P.T.P.E. tape used for thread sealing.
White tape approximately _. wide x °003" thick wound onto reels or
spools.
S C nCA I0S LIQUI QAS.  S (- O0°Fto HSg°T) snvzcm
3.1 The tape should be generally as specified in BS4375 - 1968
exceptin_ clause 6, Residual lubricant content.
3.2 The tape must be free from all residual oil, or grease and
must pass the approval tests for Class AA (Oxygen clean)
standard of cleanliness° See Specification No. A.O3
3.3 After passing the acceptance test the tape should be wound onto
spools or reels which clearly state tldegreased for oxygen
service m and then sealed into plastic bags either separately or
in batches of 10.
SPECIFICATION FOR ALL SERVICES (OTHER THAN OXYO_). STATBD IN STD. L$,0_.
WHICH ARE ._31TABI_ I_.RU_E WIT_ P,T,F,E, .TA_B
4.1 P.T.F.Eo tape should all be in accordance with B34375 - 1968.
4.2 The packing should be vendors standard°
•":'. :"'': "', " ' ' ' .......... i-"'"!"''.. " ' '": '
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_Kenic Liquid Hose Couplings for use in the U,K,
PURPOSE
1.1 This standard lists the sizes and types of threads used on hose
couplings by Air Products to ensure that every liquified gas
has a different connection.
1.2 By making all liquids have unlike couplin_ it will not be
possible for contamination of tanks and tankers, by the introduction
of the incorrect liquid, to occur by accidental means.
2.2
This standard is mandatory and no other threads or type of
coupling may be used for l_" and 3" hoses used on Air Products
facilities, depots, tanks, or tankers without the knowledge
of the plant or depot manager & the safety officer.
The only exception to clause.2.1 is where vehicles of other
companies or Government departments which use their own
standard couplings are involved and the policy to be adopted
is then at the discretion of the plant or depot manager.
DESCRIPTION
3.1 All hose couplings take the form of unions as shown on Sheet
3.2 The nut and tailpiece are always attached to the hose ends.
3.3 The male threaded part is always attached to the tank or
tanker inlet or discharge point.
3.4 When not in use blank caps or plugs must be fi%ted to the
open ends of couplin_m to prevent contamination.
3.5 The threads and drawing numbers are shown on sheet_Z_j5 A_
RELATED SPECIFICATIONS _'_
4.1 - BS 84 Parallel Screw threads of whitworth form.
4.2 - BS 251 Naval brass rods and sections.
4.3 - BS 1104 General purpose ACME Screw threads.
4.4 - BS 1490 Wroughtaluminium.
4.5 - BS2779 Fastening threads to B.S.P. Sizes.
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5.3
5.4
Propane couplings are purchased from L.P. Gas Ltd., of Birmingham
and are selected for a specific duty and ma/y incorporate
chek-lok devices, excess flow valves and other safety equipment
as required.
These tables show only standard couplings in brass. Where other material
or alternative means of attaching the couplings to the pipes is needed
special drawings will have to be produced.
.i
y' tlo6e
2_"Whit. R.F.
I_"ACZe R.H.
2_"_nit L.H.
_"Acme L.H.
I
Propane (Tank_ up' to 2 tons)
Arc.on
2¼" Whir R.!I.
4_"Whit R.H.
C0 2
I_"BSPP R.H.
4_"Whlt L.H.
i •
(Tanks 3 tons and over)
I_' Acme 2_' Ac=e
'l_im2-_' WhSt. R.H. male thread used for oxygen is slightly tramcated
ensure &hat _he 2__ _q female thread used for Argon is unable to engage
even minutely.
ECR Rev REVISIONS
drawn _% rVt checked approved, date
date n_de chd :,pp'a
DRG, No
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I
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i. PUR] uSE
Thi.:_ specification h_s beol: preg_ured to yrovide vendor with Air
insu _._t_ vesselsProdbc:ts minimum req'4iremeld for p'erlite use_ in " " -'n;;
and pip_lines in cryogenic an,] oxygen service.
2. SCOPE
e
Thls _:i<:cifJ.c_'%lon e'"_74_-s-i_---to c,,].lpc?li*.:_....used in cold boxes, 4- tee-.
spaces of vessels and piping :Llc cryogenic liquid or .;au.eou_ sercJcc
below; -150°F/--I_0"<}
k
C}{;_;,iC:'d_, ,\]19 I,lo_.,..,,_L _,<C'F_R±=:,._
3.1 Coupcsition approxo 76,, Silica, ap}_rox 14% aluminfa and !es'_c-r
am-;unts of divalent and trJvaient oxides.
3.2 i,'oncombustible D_usion ',2cint abo\'e 1600°F_7 _
3.) Free frou organic conta:_.im.,nts.
3°4 Odourless.
3.5 Insoluble in water an,] most acids°
3.6 pH, Value 6.5 - 7.5 as dutermined by BS 3<58 }'t 3 or 4°
3.7 Bulk density a "rex. 7, ].b. _:ei"cubic foot loose a?,u not ]es:
th!:.n 5-_ !b ,_e- cubic feet compacted. See clause 5-
3.8
_-::o:.'f.hesr::alConductivity _},,:at a mean temperature of
32°F to be ,25 BTU/Hr/Sq. ft/°F/in.
3.9
3.lO
l.ioisture content less than 0.5_J.
Sieve Analysis :-
SJ eve l':o.Co BSo 410
Retained on 25 mesh (600 microns)
Retained on 52 mesh (_00 microns)
Retair, ed on IOO mesh (150 microns)
Retaine8 on 150 mesh (105 microns)
Retained on 200 mesh (75 microns)
Passes 200 mesh
Percentage Weight Retained_
iO - 15
I0 - 15
5 - 10
HYDROCARBON Cu:;_A,.,I!;,_zION
During and after manufactu_'e the perlite must be kept completely c]car
of any possible oil or othpr hydrocarbons and the ._anufacturer _,ust
guarantee a hydrocarLon contenS of less than 0.1%.
(
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5o CO_ACT DENSITY
o
To determine compact density° Place 20 lbs of perlite into a smooth
walled drum and note the perlite level° Vibrate the drum for 1 minute
on a vibratory floor or by hammering by hand or mechanically the lower
peripherz for 2 mznuteso Note the perlite level and calculate the
density°
8HIPPING
a)
b)
c)
The preferred size of bags is 4 cuo fto - 8 CUo fto
The perlite must be packed such that the moisture content is
less than 0°5% when it arrives at the delivery address and it
should be transported in enclosed container bodied vehicles
and not open trucks with tarpaulins°
Bags must be impervious to moisture and hydrocarbon contamination°
<. '
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TITLE _,_ineral Wool
i. PURPOSE
2o
1
This Specification has been prepared to state Air Products
requirements for ][ineral Wool u_ed as insuldtion for vesse]s
and pipelines in cryogenic service.
SCOPE
2.1 This Specification applie_] to all mineral wool
supplied in bulk for use in cold boxes or ducts.
2.2
The eouipm_nt bein,_: insulated will be in the
range +o00 F to -400 _ and the outer face of
the cold box or duct at ambient temperature
(assumed to be 60°F)
CI_;]MICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
3.1 The maximum percent_ge of alumina should be 2_
" " " " silica " " 48%
" " " " lime " " 41%
" " " " ferrous _ ferric
oxide 4%
" " " " nmgnesia should be 8%
" " " " sulphur " " 1.6%
The Vendor is to supply a typical analysis of his
product at time of tender.
3.2 The moisture content shall be O.5_ max. as determined by
Clause 10.4.1 of BS 2972 Meti_od of test for Thermal
Insulating _terials.
3.3
3.4
The oil content as determined by Section 16 of
BS 2972 Supplement No. 1 _mll not exceed 0.4%
This is equivalent to the mineral wool having no
more than 8.96 lbs of oil per imperial ton of fibre.
The wool shall not contain any foreign material
and be free from trim and off cuts of mineral wool
boards, batts and other products and no fibrou_
nm terials.
3.5 The mineral wool shall be inert under conditions
of moisture or heat so as not to cause or promote
corrosion to steel, copper or aluminium. It shall
have a pH value between 7-8.5 when tested in
accordance with B.S. 3958 Part 3 or 4.
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TITLE Mineral Wool
3.6
3.7
3.8
4. PACK ING
The shot content measured as pellets retained
on a 60 mesh BS test seive in accordance with the
test stated BS.2972, Section 14, shall not exceed 25%.
The wool must be resistant to crumbling when
compressed to a density of 15 - 20 lb/cu.ft.
and capable of withstanding temperatures ranging
from +600°F to -400VF with no tendency to break
down, change form or undergo a physical or chemical
transformation.
The max. thermal conductivity shall be 0.27 BTU/Hr/sq.ft./°F/in
when packed to a density of approx. 17 lb/cu.ft• K to be
calculated at a mean temperature of 32UF and tested in
accordance with ASTM C 177.
Vendor is to advise:-
a)
b)
Density to achieve K of 0,27
Compression required to &chieve the vendors
stated density.
4.1 The mineral wool shall be supplied in containers
which are impervious to moisture and hydrocarbon
contamination and resistant to puncturing and tearing.
4.2 The mEneral wool must have a moisture content not
more than 0.5% when it arrives at the delivery address.
4.3 Containers for delivery in the UK. shall be 56 Ib
capacity 3 ply paper sacks or equal.
4.4 Containers for delivery overseas shall be 56 lb capacity
3 ply kraft paper with polythene liners or equal.
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This specification states Air Products Ltdo_ minimum requirements for
preformed CellullarGlass extermal laggimg material for oxygen pipelines
together with the acceptable adhesives_ sealers etc.
scope
These materials are suitable for a temperature range of -298°F to -50C_
for liquid and cold oxygen gas service° They are also suitable _+450°F
service°
Material
3.1 All material shall be foamed glass having cells contalmlmg non
combustible mad non corrosive gas°
3o1°t Density 91b/cuofto
30102 Non flammable and umable to support combustion
3oi o3
3oi o4
30105
Dimensions amd Tolerances to ASTM C450-65T umless otherwise
_tatedo
Thermal Comductivity K mot greater than .38 BTU/hr/ft 2
/im/°F at a mean temperature of 50°F when teste@ to
ASTM C_/7o
Compressiwe strength ultimate tO01b/im2o
3oio6 pH value 705 to BSS 3958 Part 3 or 4
3.2 Acceptable materi@I Pittsburgh Coraiags 'Foamglaa'
ACCESORY MATERIALS
4.1
4°2
or equal.
Contraction Joiat Insulation
Contraction joimt imsulation shall be a I ibo demsity fibrous
glass blanket° Acceptable material is.°
Johna=Mamville Ltd o Microlite
Or e_alo
Insulation Sealer
Insulation sealer ahall be a non=shrinking, non-hardening compound.
Only the followimg material is acceptable:
Atlas Preservative Company Foster 30-45
F.g12
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4.3 Iasulat ioa Adhesive
Keeme= Cement. No substitutes permitted.
4.4 Va_our Barrier Jacketimg
Vapour barrier jacket shall be a fire retardant alumiJium -
foil Kraft paper lamimate with a maximum perm rating of .02
amd rated "morn-combustible". Acceptable material is:
British Sisalcraft Ltd _ Pyrocure No. 310
O_ equal.
4.5 Vauour Nattier Adhesive
Vapour barrier adhesive shall be a fast dryimgp flre-resistive
compoumd. Acceptable material is_
Atlas Preservative Company Ltd
4.6
4.7
Or equal°
Weather _e_stant Vapour-_arrler Mastic
Foster Safetee Ductfas
adhesive 81 - 99
Atlas Preservati_ Compamy Lid
Or equal°
The reinforcememt shall be openweave
cloth. Acceptable material is_
Foster Fire Resistive
Mastic 60-75
(Aluminium)
mesh (1o5OZo/Sq.y_) glass
Atlas Preservative Compamy Lid No. 10 Glass aloth
Or equal°
Metal Jacketlm_
Metal Jaoketiag shall be o016" thick alumimium with 3/16" - _"
corrugatioms (so moisture barrier required)° Acceptable suppliers
are •
Atlas Preservative Compmmy Ltd - Atlas Alumimium Jacke@img
Or equal°
Weather resistant vapour barrier mastic shall consist of a tough,
flexible, fire-resistive compou_l with a glass cloth reimforcemeat.
Acceptable mastic is_
F.912
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4.8 Expamsion Joint Covers
4.9
Expansion joint covers shall be 1/16, thick neoprene rubber sheet
stock with a hardmess of 40 when tested ia accordance with
ASTM D-224Oo
Adhesive for Expansion Joint Covep
The adhesive for the expansion joint cover shall beoae of the
followimgmaterials:
Atlas Preservati_ 0ompaay Foster Neoprene adhesive
13-29
Or equal
4. I0 Insulation Banding Tape
Tape for bandlag the insulation shall be 3/4" wide reinforced
fibreglass° Acceptable material is:
a) Johm_Manville - _ztch Bramd - No° 400 Strappimg Ta@e
b) 31_ Compa_7 - Scotch Brand - Filament Type No. 898
e) Or equal
4.11 Metal Bands
Metal bards shall be I/2" wide • °020" thick staimless steel
with &atchimg sealso
4.12 Iasulatiom Tie Wire
Where specified_ the wire for securimg the lamer layer of
insulation shall be 16 SW gauge dead soft annealed type 304
or 430 stainless steel°
4.13 Bore Coatim F
Atlas Preservatzve Company Ltd. - Foster 30 - 16.
No substitution permitted°
Pipia_Imsulatioa
5.1 All imsulatioa shall be pro-fabricated usimg a mlmimum number
of pieces amdusiagbut_joimt constructiom.
5.2 The maximum thickmess of amy layer shall be three inches°
5.3 The first layer of the imsulat!oa shall have its inner surface
coated with bore-coatimgmaterialwkich is allowed to dry
completely prior to applicatioao
ENGINEERING
SPECIFICATION
No. N °05
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6. Insulation Thickness
The total thickness of insulation to be used on each piping system
is to be specified on the insulation schedule which is supplied by
APL.
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FIRE IN OXYGEN LINE
On the 28th August, 1961, shortly after preparations had been made to put the
oxygen cyl/mder chargi_ facility on stream, a fire originated in a stainless
steel high-pressure oxygen line at the Cleveland facility° The fire was confined
to approximately 14 inches of piping and fortunately there were no injuries as a
res_ult of the fire°
The cylinder chargimg facility was supplied by liquid product from the tonnage
plant by means of a DRI pump_ a booster pump and a vaporizer° The system was
pressurized with oxygen up to the block valve on the charging manifold and a few
seconds after the block valve was opened a loud report was heard°
Investigation of the noise revealed that a section of the stainless steel line
between the vaporizer and charging _nifold had ruptured due to an internal fire
in the lineo The pressure gauge on the charging manifold indicated 550 psi after
the fire° Further investigation found that the line contained oil to such an
extent that, upon cutting the line, oil was observed dripping from the cut. Also,
a half-inch mild steel rod was found with the hexagonal head lodged in an elbow°
The original length of the rod could not be determined as the rod had burned,
contributing additional fuel to the burning oil in the lineo The source of
ignition may have been a spark resulting from movement of the steel rod in the
pipeline°
How the rod and oil entered the piping system is not yet known° In any event,
the consequences of a contaminated oxygen system are exemplified by the above
incident. All personnel associated with the installation of air separation plant
equipment and oxygen piping systems should be constantly alert to prevent con-
tamination of the systemo The purging of a piping system is essential to remove
weld slag and other foreign material and, in addition, to detect, if possible,
any blockage of the system which would be indicated by erratic movement of the
pressure gauge pointer°
AIR PRODUCTS LIMITED
Safety Officer
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Accident at an Oxygen Chargin_ Manifold
On a standard oxygen manifold having 50 filling points, manifold
valves were Carl Esser "Gloria" type fitted with rubber diaphragm
seals° Valve seat discs were made of an unspecified hard fibre.
On completion of cylinder filling the operator was closing one
particular manifold valve. The valve was almost closed when there
was a leak of GOX up the stem quickly followed by a blue flame and an
explosion.
Subsequent investigation indicated that the hand-wheel, gland nut
and spindle flew out due to distortion of the retaining threads by the
heat of the reaction and gas pressure. The rubber diaphragm and seat
disc had apparently been consumed in the reaction. No personal
injury was sustained. The photograph illustrates the damage sustained.
(I) is an undamaged valve while (2) is the damaged valve.
Recommendations
I. In valves for oxygen service seat discs should be ir nylon. Gland
seals and diaphragm should be made of P.T.F.E.
2.
.
If vendors propose other materials these should be cleared with
Safety Department before acceptance.
General engineering queries on valves should be raised with either
Mro C.H° Bloom, Chief Design Engineer or Mr. J. Pegram, Head of
I.G.Do Engineering.
I. Everson
Chief Safety Engineer
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Accident Arising from Venting Oxygen Manifolds
Connected to a Common Vent Pipe
At an Air Products installation, two high pressure oxygen manifolds
were coupled to a common vent pipe. On one occasion the supply valve to
one manifold gave trouble and it was decided to dismantle this valve to
effect a repair. The pressure in this manifold was reduced to atmospheric
by venting it through the common vent pipe. However, the vent valve was
left open° Simultaneously, charging operations had been completed on the
second manifold, which was then depressurised through the common vent pipe.
Since the vent valve of the first manifold was still open it became
pressurised with the result that the partially dismantled supply valve was
subjecte d to a sudden increase in pressure, causing the valve cap to blow
out, narrowly missing the operator, and smash a plate glass window.
Despite peculiarities of the layout of this particular installation,
this accident would not have occurred had the operation of both manifolds
been more carefully supervised.
Recommendations:
1. All high pressure Plants should be reviewed to ascertain if
a number of individual vents feed into the same discharge pipe or manifold,
with the possibility of accidentally pressuring parts of Plant unbeknown to
local operators. If this is the case, Managers should issue written
instructions explaining the hazard and procedure for its prevention.
2. Managers should verify, regularly, that small bore vent pipes
are unobstructed° This can be done by observing the response of pressure and
vacuum gauges when opening and closing valves.
3- To avoid a recurrence of this accident it is recommended that
vent/vacuum lines from all individual high pressure cylinder filling manifolds
should be provided with their own non-return valves immediately downstream of
the manifold vent/vacuum valve°
4o Vacuum gauges should be located at the remote end of the vent/
vacuum manifolds as a precaution against possible blockage of vacuum lines.
5. The attached sketch illustrates the foregoing points°
- 1 - /6 ....
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6. TLI_: ]n,:ide_*: illustr'E_tes )'et ;_g,_in the need for wearing
ner_cr:_d p_otectit_, _q,_;men_ eogo s,nfety h_imets and safety glasses, when
wsrktn[_ on h_gn pr_u:_,e equipment_ _ven when _pp;_rentl_ depressurised.
I o Evcrson
Chief Sofety Engineer
F 152
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SAFETY BUIJ_TIN NO. 102 8th February 1971
MORE ACCID_TS ON OXYGEN EQUIPMENT
F 152
Two accidents involving oxygen equipment (not AoPoL.) have been reported
recently in the press.
Accident 1
At an oxygen cylinder filling depot a workman had been instructed to rectify
a leak from the lid of a carbon steel drier vessel operating at about 2500
p.s.iogo The escaping oxygen produced a cooling effect resulting in the lld
and the top of the vessel being covered with frost° Without heeding the
phenomenon or isolating and depressurising the vessel the workman proceeded
to tighten nuts on top of the lid. Without warning the lid of the vessel
blew out killing the workman.
The accident was due tot-
io The carbon steel lid becoming brittle due to the low temperature
created by the escaping oxygen°
2. Tightening a joint while still under high pressure.
Accident 2
At a steelworks an operator9 contrary to instructions, suddenly opened a
valve in a 600 posoi, oxygen line. The sudden recompression of the gas
downstream of the valve caused a high temperature which ignited a filter
unit causlng extensive damage to the plant°
Recommendations_
I° Carbon steel components_ particularly when pressurised, must not be
allowed to operate at dangerously low temperatures as indicated by
heavy frost build-up. Otherwise a brittle fracture may occur with
serious consequences. It should be noted that stainless steels 9
aluminium alloys and copper alloys are not embrittled by low temperature.
2e Leaks in equipment subjected to high _ressures must NOT be rectified.
Equipment must be depressurised before attempting repair work.
e Valves in high pressure oxygen equipment must be opened slowly.
Otherwise sudden recompression of oxygen do.stream of such valves
can create dangerously high temperatures° Also rapid valve opening
_an cause transient, very high oxygen velocities which can create
dangerously high temperatures due to friction.
I. Ever son
C_ef Safety Engineer

BURCKHARDT OXYGEN COMPRESSOR FIRE AT SSPC ROGNAC PLANT 7/2/71
(ABSTRACTED FROM REPORT JS_/NB - 1293 by J.S. LANBA)
F 152
1, Introduction
The oxygen compressor in question was a three stage machine built by
Burckhardt's Switzerland in 1948.
The compressor cylinders were lubricated with water. This water was
taken from a closed circuit used for cooling a number of machines, including
air compressors, etc. This water was cooled in an air cooled heat exchanger.
To reduce the sludge accumulated in this circuit a filter had been installed
in 1970. This filter had been out of service following severe frost at the
beginning of January. Water,taken from this circuit, passed through a
demineralising vessel and arrived at the compressor through a copper pipe,
6 - 8 millimetres dia. having passed through several bends and valves. The
compressor motor power was 63 Kw and was supplied by three phase 380 volts
supply and operated at 1,OOO rop.m. It was suitable for continuous service
and was of the totally enclosed variety. This compressor had been in service
at the Marseilles plant for a number of years and was moved to the Rognac
plant during 1970, and commenced operation about November 1970° After about
one week of intermittent operation the compressor suffered a sudden outbreak
of fire in its third stage. This was attributed to a steel skirt which was
subsequently replaced by bronze in late January. On the 3rd February the
compressor was started up and after two hours operation a leak was detected
at the third stage. The machine was then stopped for examination. The third
stage of the compressor was then stripped down and had replacement fibre
piston rings fitted. The last strip down and reassembly of the piston in the
third stage cylinder to change the piston rings before the incident were
carried out under normal conditions° The various components were carefully
degreased with trichloroethylene and then dried before reassembly. The
compressor was then reassembled, taking all normal precautions and on the
3rd February the machine was started up. After about ten minutes operation
the third stage delivery pressure was about 135 bars when the compressor
commenced to vibrate abnormally° A flash was then seen at the upper part of
the cooling jacket, flames then began to play on the third stage piston rod
and the operator in descending from the platform adjoining the cooling jacket,
struck a tool box and hurt himself° He was also burned about the forearms and
face° The compressor motor was quickly switched off. The fire was got under
-1-
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control as soon as the purge bottle was emptied in about three minutes.
2. Damage Sustained
The third stage deflector and piston rod were damaged by fire. The
upper part of the third stage cylinder piston rod was burnt awa_ ....Valves
were destroyed, the third stage cylinder liner was burnt and severely, the
cylinder head was damaged, studs securing valves had been flame cut, piston
and fibre piston rings burnt, the third stage suction piping had been burnt
over 20 centimetres.
3o Probable Causes of the Incident
3.1 The low pressure suction piping system including vessels were made of
ordinary steel and it is possible that a piece of rust from this source
entered the compressor.
3.2 It is possible that the flow of cylinder lubricating water at the
moment of the incident was insufficient and perhaps this water contained
organic particles.
4. RECOMMENDATIONS:
4.1 Essential recommendations include:
(a) The installation of a filter or strainer in the suction pipe
to the first stage.
(b) For lubricating the cylinders, use distilled water f_om any other
source giving water of the same quality, such as demineralised
mains water.
(c) It is proposed to be able to visually inspect the water flowing
through a glass section illuminated by a light.
4.2 Desirable recommendations include:
(a) To purge the compressor suction piping with a gas having the
same dryness as the oxygen intended for the compressor_
(b) During start up use nitrogen in the compressor and close all
valves successively.
(c) Install a non-return valve after the third stage to avoid back
flow of high pressure gas.
F 152
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(d) Install a decompression valve between the third stage and the
proposed non-return valve.
(e) Install a conveniently located suction valve before the first stage
to be immediately closed in case of a compressor accident.
(f) Install a pressure recorder.
(g) Remove the pressure gauges from the compressor and install these
in the machine room,
5. Additional Comments b_ A.P.L. Safet 7 Dei_artment
This compressor was being used for cylinder filling. It is of obsolete
type not used by A.P.L. Nevertheless useful lessons can be learned from this
incident which illustrate yet again the need for scrupulous attention to
cleanliness and detail on all oxygen equipment.
I. _erson (S_ety D_ent
J.S. _ba (S.S.P.C.)
IE/PR
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SAFETY BULLEfIN NO o 114 13th July 1971
FAILURE OF BRAZED JOINTS IN HIGH PRESSURE GASEOUS OXYGEN LINE
AT A CYLINDER FILLING DEPOT
Recently at oue of our IoGoDo Depots oxygen cylinders were being filled
at their manifold° When the pressure reached about 2000 posoi, a loud explosion
was heard followed by a rapid escape of high pressure gas. Investigation
revealed that the damage occurred in the gas line between the LOX ambient and
steam vaporisers and downstream of the latter° Three brazed joints failed due to
pipes pulling out of sockets into which they had been brazed° It appeared that the
initial failure was at the outlet to the ambient vaporiser° The escaping high
pressure gas then caused this pipe to whip violently causing the failure of the
second Jointo As this pipe was clipped to the outlet pipe from the steam heated
vaporiser this too had been dislodged and had wound itself in a three turn coil
about an adjacent pipe° A section of pipe about 5 fto long was found about
20 yards away where it had struck the wooden office building causing some damage°
Another section of pipe about lO fro long was found on the ground nearby° The
metal jackets protecting insulation on adjoining pipes had been struck and
damaged by these pipes when in violent motion and also a support bracket had
been snapped off and had fallen to the ground° Fortunately no one was injmred.
The back flow of gas from the cylinders and manifold were quickly arrested by
the valve at the man/fold inlet which closed once the pressure had decreased te
i000 posoi.
Examination of the three failed joints indicated poor quality brazing with
lack of penetration° In some instances pipes had been held together only by a
combznation of friction and the external fillet of braze metal°
Shortly before this incident the ambient vaporiser had been solvent washed when
the outlet gas pipe had been unbrazed to enable solvent to be introduced to the
vaporiser. Unfortunately_ this joint having been brazed after solvent washing was
never pressure tested as otherwise the poor quality brazing would have been
revealed at that %imeo This jolt probably failed first° The attached photographs
illustrate the foregoingo
RECOMMENDATIONS_
i° All high pressure gas and liquid piping must be adequately pressure
tested before going into service and after modifications involving
remak/ng join_so
=l-
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High pressure gas piping should be secured by brackets at intervalJ
so that should a Joint fail dangerous whipping of the pipe can be
prevented.
Greater care must be taken in brazing Joints as these are not
mubJeoted te non=destructive testing zo that a defective Joint cermet
be ealily detected. Special attentien m_t be given to enmuring that
the brued cempenentz are correctly dimonmioned and cleanlinem to
anzure that the molten braze metal will be drawn by capillary action
into the annular gap between the two components to be brazed.
E. Gillett (I.G.D. Engineering)
I. Eversen (Safety Department)
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AIR PRODUCTS LIMITED
SAFETY DEPARTMENT REPORT NO. 16
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON ACCIDENT AT ZELZATE
PLANT 26TH FEBRUARY 1969 WHEN AN EXPLOSION
AND FIRE OCCURRED IN BURCKHARDT CENTRIFUGAL
L0X PUMP, TYPE GBll4, NO. 2922h
I. Everson
P. Cook
28 FEBRUARY 1969
DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FOR GENERAL DISTRIBUTION

AIR PRODUCTSLIMITED
SAFETYDEPARTMENTREPORTNO. 26
REPORTON EXPLOSION OF LOX PUMP ON TANKER
400-ii, 7TH JANUARY, 1970 AT JOHN SUMMERS'
STEEL WORKS, SHOTTON. PUMP TYPE GBII4 j
SERIAL NO. 79
B. J. Croxford
I. Everson
R. Naylor
15 JANUARY 1970
DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FOR GENERAL DISTRIBUTION

To, Dra Do Speacer: DoG_ Head- Mo _: Risa Do AdJutor: Jo Ro_ M, West,
Ko Hovlett, Walkden_ Jo Ingram_ Acrefairo
SAFm R ORr (PreZ .,,nary)
Accident at To Turner Ltdo, Park Lane_ Royton, Oldham_ L_nceo,
11o40 aomoj Saturday, 2rid May 19700
i
An oxygen cylinder supplied by the W_lkden Depot was being prepared for
attachment to a profile cutting machine a_ this fi,rmo Mro No Woodward aged
42 of 5 Mellor Street, Royton, began to u_crew the cylinder cap when it
suddenly exploded into three pieces_ o_e of which struck his left hand removing
most of ito Subsequently the remains of the hand were amputated° Mx-o Ro Sma!ley
aged 26 of 294 Turn Lane, Royton_ the profile machine operator, suffered face and
cheat in_ttries° However, his condition ie stated to be 'not serious'°
Mr° Jo Ingram, Industrial Safety Officer_ and Mo West, Sales _nglneer, Walkden,
visited the premises on Tuesday, 5th Mayo They interviewed Mr° To Turner,
Managing Director of the Companyo Mr o Ingram asked him whether the_e was any
sound of escaping gas while the cap was being unscrewed° T_e reply was negative°
Subsequently, when talking to a police officer_ the latter stated that in
Mr. Turner's statement to him he stated that escaping _as had been heard before
the accident°
The remains of the cylinder cap were inspected. This cap was provided ,
o_i_inal_ for the C_lor _as Company and _arz_Ithe Company _eo This cap is
of integral cunstruction and appem-s to be made of writ iron_ It was not
pro_4_d with a vent holeo Mr° Turner had _ knowledge of whether or not the
cap _ fitted to the cylinder on receipt from the Air Products driver° He
stated that his firm does not use calor _as b_t does use propane purchased
from APL Walkdeno He said that caps similar to that _bich exploded had never
been used on his premises and that he is at a c_lete loss to account for i_o
Further investigations were conducted at Walkdeno Up to the time of writin_
this report no one has any knowledge of this cap° Hovever_ Mro Ingrs_ found
a similar cap_ albei_ c_taining a vent hole, in the cylinder fill building°
No explanation was forthcct_ng to account for the presence of this capo
The oxygen cylinder and valve were in _ canditi_ The cylinder was
]_t pressure tested in Jan_9 19_O_ an_ its paintwork was in reasonabl_
ouadition so that there is lao doubt abo_ the fa_ that it did _%_ _o
However_ as a precautionary awe l_r.. _pra_ is d_tchi_ the cyliader_ to
Stoke to have it s contents analysed..
It should be noted _ the threads of the cap are identical with those
on the cylinder° Howa_e_ _ae sap cannot be fully screwed home became its
length is such that i_ _Is _ _lws bef_a'e all thread_ are fully en_a_edo
Marks on the valve _ ._ an t_ interi_ of the cap stron_l_ _e_
that _he two were _t_ _aCto Tests with the cap referred to vbich was fom_d
at Walkden and otker _ c_lA_s i_dicate that it is possible for the cap t=
be in centaet _ith c_l_ _wheelso
Walkden staff _ve bee_ requested to check all valve cap_ to ensure that
they are all vented to prevent a repeti_ af _bis-e_rious accident_
-1-
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Further iaTeetigatio_s are in hand dnriag _ttch Kro _ lrJ.ll J.nterTJ._
the driver vho delivered the cylinder in question to Hessrno T_rners _ premises
and all cylinder ba_ operatorn in an attempt to accoun_ for t_e calor gas
cylinder cap _ich at the present tire cannot be accounted for.
Io Everscn,
Chief Safet_y _ngtneero
SAFETY DEPARTMENT REPORT NO o _i
l@
Investigation of Valve Fires at Texas Instruments Ltd._
Bedford.
Introduction
Up to Friday, 22rid May Texas Instruments Ltdo used oxygen provided
by BOCo This was stored in a conventional cryogenic tank° On Friday
night at normal finishing time the oxygen tank was valved off and dis-
connected from the pipeline prior to an APL 125M tank being installed.
Texas Instruments also uses other industrial gases e.g. nitrogen,
hydrogen and assorted speciality gases.
2. Circumstances Surroundin_ the Accident
During the holiday between the 23rd and 26th May our 125M tank
(max. working pressure 245 psig) was installed in position and filled
from one of our road tankers° On opening up the stop valve to allow
gaseous oxygen to pass into the house line it was observed that an
excessive flow rate resulted causing frosting up of certain c_nentso
The causes of this excessive flow rate were then investigated during
which three stop valves in oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen lines were
found to be badly damaged by fire and also a pressure reducing valve
supplying oxygen to a furnace some twenty yards away was also badly
damaged by fire° It is not known when the fire took place nor whether
the various valves concerned were damaged by fire simultaneously or in
sequence° Replacement valves were then fitted_ subsequent to which all
equipment has functioned correctly without further incident°
.2
3o Results of the Investigation Carried Out on Friday0 5th Juneo 1970
3°1 The investigation was conducted by Brian Coleman_ Assistant Plant
Engineero Texas Instruments_ Jim Shea, District Technician 9 Edmonton,
and the writer. During the course of this meeting brief discussions were
also held with Pat Fitzgerald, Safety Officer, and Bill Richardson_ Chief
Security and Fire Officer.
3.2 A schematic flow sheet depicting points relevant to the incident is
attached o
3°3 Although instructions were issued to all departmental managers and
other supervisors to shut off all valves prior to finishing work on
22nd May it was apparent from discussions held with several persons that
this instruction had not been observed and therefore it is possible that
a number of valves were left open during the holiday weekend°
3.4 From a cursory inspection of the plant in the factory it was obvious
that great use is made of screwed Joints in pipelines in the interests
of plant flexibility since it is necessary, for production reasons$ to
move items of plant from one department to another at short notice.
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these screwedjoints werepossible leak points and it appears that little
attempt was made to leak test them° A number of stop valves of the
Saunders type are used in various gas lines° In these valves bonnets
are screwed to bodies but it is impossible to be certain that maintenance
was sufficiently rigorous to be sure that some of these screws had not
worked loose_ resulting in leakage°
3.5 On bonding machines oxy-hydrogen burners are provided° Apparently
no shut off valves were provided in the lines feeding these burnerso
Reliance was placed upon non-return valves and also flash back arrestors
in the hydrogen lines. The non-return valves employed metal to metal
seats and it is known from experience elsewhere that such valves are ine-
ffective at low pressureso The various furnaces in the factory are never
switched off for operational reasons and during the weekend in question
the two relevant furnaces were _own to be left running at red heat.
3.6 The oxygen_ hydrogen and nitrogen stop valves were the Saunders type
with rubber diaphragms held together by screws° The severity of damage
decreased progressively from oxygen to hydrogen to the nitrogen valve°
In the first two cases the rubber diaphragms were completely burnt away
whereas in the nitrogen valve the diaphragm showed signs of overheating
round its edges but was substantially intact. In the case of the
pressure reducing valve V4_ the rubber diaphragm was completely consumed,
otherwise the damage was limltedo
307 The factory roof is constructed in the form of domeso Hydrogen leaking
from equipment can collect in these domes and there is no easy method of
escape since no ventilation is provided at high level° Furthermore_
the lighting in that area is of standard commercial variety.
3°8 The hydrogen piping is not given any distinctive colour so that om
most parts of the plant it is indistinguishable from other process pipes.
4o Explanation of the Incident
The most reasonable explanation of the incident is as followso It
can be fairly assumed that the hydrogen house line stop valve was left
open_ so that all hydrogen lines were pressurised to the house line
pressure of about 150 psio It is quite likely that some hydrogen therefore
found its way into the burners of the bonding machines. Due to the fact
that the oxygen lines were depressurised from the time thm BOC tank was
removed and the APL tank came on stream the possibility existed that
hydrogen then passed into the burner chambers and some of it found its way
past the non-return valve into the oxygen line eventually building up a
pocket of hydrogen°
When the oxygen house llne was pressurised from our tank a combustible
oxygen/hydrogen mixture then passed into the general products furnace and
the ICD furnace° As the furnaces were running at red heat the emerging
oxygen/hydrogen mixture ignited_ a flash back occurred through the pipes
despite the presence of the flash back arrester and eventually to the
region of the stop valve V3_ which might well have been left open o The
burning mixture then ignited the diaphragm which_ in the presence of the
_3_
incoming supply of oxygen_ would have burned vigorously° The flames from
this valve then ignited the diaphragm of valve V2 in the hydrogen line,
again a vigorous fire occurred due to the presence of both hydrogen and
escaping oxygen° In turn the fire from the diaphragm of V2 then damaged
the diaphragm of Vlo Meanwhile_ a similar event was occurring with valve
V4°
5. Recommendations
5ol Each bonding machine burner should be provided with effective non-return
valves employing resilient seals. Valves similar to those provided in
welding torches are known to be effective and are recommended°
5.2 Individual gas lines feeding bonding machine burners should be provided
with stop valves°
5.3 If it is felt that staff cannot be relied upon to close manual_ives
then suitable automatic valves should be provided which will close once the
system pressure falls below some predetermined value° The stop valve in
the hydrogen line to the burners could be actuated automatically by low
oxygen pressure.
5.4 Joints in hydrogen lines should be welded wherever practicable.
5°5 All screwed demountable Joints in hydrogen lines should be pressure
t%sted regularly and any Joints made and broken frequently eogo those
associated with machines which are frequently moved_ should be soap and
water leak tested every time a Joint is disturbed°
5°6 All hydrogen lines should be painted a distinctive colour eogo red_
to draw the attention of operations and maintenance staff to them, thus
emphasiaing the need for special care with respect to hydrogen and other
combustible gases°
5o7 To alleviate the risk of hydrogen explosions due to hydrogen collecting
in the domed roof_ each dome should be provided wkth an open ventilator
to allow escaping hydrogen to pass harmlessly to atmosphere.
5.8 The effectiveness of the flash back arresters_ with hydrogen/oxygen
mixtures both up and down stream, should be verified°
Further Recommendations Resultin_ from Visitin E the Hydrogen Storage Area
5o9 It should be established that the hydrogen storage area can be sprayed
with copious quantities of firefighting water.
5o10 An extra stop valve is required in the line between the pressure
reducing cabinet and the bank of reserve cylinders so that if one or
other is rendered inaccessible by fire then the other valve can be used
for quickly shutting off the flow of hydrogen.
5oll Hydrogen trailer earthing arrangements are important and care should
be taken to ensure that the earthLWg cllp is not rusty and operates freely
®4-
and is properly secured to the earthing cable which must be correctly
earthed at its other end°
5o12 Arrangements should be made so that the pressure reducing cabinet
doors can be secured in the open position so that in the event of a fire_
water can be sprayed directly on to equipment housed in the cabinet.
5o13 To assist supervisory staff in obtaining a better awareness of the
hazards of industrial gases APL Safety Department should visit Texas
Instruments Ltdo and give its standard lecture and demonstration to
supervisory staff to illustrate hazards and necessary safety precautions
concerning oxygen_ hydrogen and other fuel gases° All Texas Instruments
supervisory staff concerned with these gases should be invited to attend
together with the Safety and Security Officer and0 if practicable, members
of the local Fire Brigade°
Io Ever son _
Chief Safety Engineer°
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i. Introduction
The oxy-fuel burner and ancillary equipment was mounted on top of a
re-melt furnace at the Alcan Booth Works in early 1970. Since that time
commissioning has been carried out to overcome certain teething troubles.
A successful run was carried out on the morning of 18th May 1971, a subsequent
run commencing at about 1915 hours was terminated by an explosion and minor
fire on the equipment.
2. Description of the Ox_-Fuel Burner U_it
.
The burner unit itself made mainly of carbon steel was about 6 ft. long
and 3" in diameter consisting of a number of concentric passages. Cooling
water was provided to a central passage and also to an outer passage. Fuel
oil was admitted down an annular passage immediately outside the central
cooling water assembly. Oxygen was admitted in an annulus immediately outside
that used for oil. The oil and oxygen was mixed at the tip of the burner, the
mixture spraying into the furnace relied upon the prevailing temperature to
ignite the oil spray issuing from the burner. As a safety precaution the oil
passage could be purged with compressed air from an air receiver fed from the
Works compressed air system.
Air and oil were fed separately to a 3 way valve, the outlet passage being
used for either oil and air. The attached diagram illustrates the installation
schematically. Numerous safety features were provided on the equipment all
of which were arranged to actuate the pneumatically operated 3 way valve so
as to cut off the oil supply and to purge the burner unit with air. The 3
way valve then fed a signal via the Burrell timer to the pneumatic oxygen
shut-off valve which stopped the oxygen flow after a fixed delay of 20 seconds.
The inlet cooling water flow passed through a pair of gauze filters, the
intention being that one should be on stream while the other was being removed
for cleaning. This was necessary, as it was known that the water supply
contained a great deal of particulate matter which would quickly clog the
filters.
For maximum efficiency it was necessary to locate the burner tip 12 to 18
inches away from the scrap alumiuium being melted in the furnace. The burner
could drop under its own weighto_rovided it fell slowly, the burner moved
under gravity only. However, should its rate of descent exceed a predetermined
value then by means of a chain drive and clutch unit the falling burner unit
would drive an electric motor which provided the necessary braking. The position
on the furnace was controlled by visual inspection of the furnace itself. The
motor referred to above was also used for lifting the burner unit from the
furnace after operation by pressing either the manual llft or stop buttons.
Circumstances Surrounding the Incident
This particular furnace was being used for experimental runs involving
changes in combustion conditions inside the furnace which was normally heated
by three burners on one vertical face. Customer personnel on the 17th May
were using compressed air from the manifold adjacent to the air receiver and
reported that they could smell paraffin or fuel oil in the air. No special
significance was attached to this statement°
On the 18th May the furnace was run at two conditions. At a high firing
rate first with low excess air and then with high excess air.
-1-
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One successful run was carrled out with the oxy-fuel burner at this time.
It was intended to start the second ran at about 1630 hours. However, some
delays took place in charging the furnace but the run commenced at about 17OO
hours with one furnace door open as a large billet was protruding from it
preventing the door from being closed° The furnace was at the time extremely
hot with flames escaping from the open door and through apertures in the furnace
roof. The oxy-fuel burner was turned on and ran successfully for about 7
minutes. However, large flames escaped from various apertures so that the run
was terminated. It was then noted that the burner moving mechanism had jammed
with one chin tight and the other slack. The furnace doors were finally
closed and the oxy-fuel turned on again at about 1915 hours. The run lasted
between 7 and lO minutes. During this time the burner failed to function
correctly, intermittent operation accompanied by spluttering was reported by
customer staff.
About this time a dull plop was heard in the control box containing
pneumatic equipment for controlling the oxygen shut-off valve. Smoke was
seen to come from the box. The burner was then lowered a further 2 or 3
inches at this time so that it was about 12 to 18 inches from the metal. At
this point the burner jammed and the furnaceman ascended to the top of the
furnace and agitated the top of the burner unit with the intention of freeing
it. He then heard an explosion and upon investigation found that the pipes
adjoining the air receiver were red hot. He also observed small flames on top
of the platform adjoining the furnace. The furnaceman then turned off the water
supply.
Extent of Dam_e to the Burner Installation
4.1 The water cooling system of the burner unit had been severely damaged,
6" or so of the outer Jacket had disappeared completely while the bottom
of the mushroom in the centre position had also disappeared°
4.2 The flexible oil pipe had broken and was held in position by its metallic
braiding only.
Pieces of the air piping h_d burst on top of the furnace.
The air supply pressure regulator suffered severe damage in that its
bonnet had been blown off and the supporting pipe bent, presumably by
recoil action°
4.5 The pressure relief valve from the air receiver showed signs of severe
fire damage and had become detached from the receiver and had fallen to
the ground°
4.6 The Saunders type valve adjacent to the manifold had its rubber diaphragm
burnt away°
4°7 A globe valve_ a little further downstream in the air line, had a hole
burnt through the bottom of its body. The adjoining screw connection
had been burnt through also.
4°8 A considerable quantity of fuel oil was found in the air receiver having
a darker colour and a differeut smell than normal fuel oil.
4.9 Piping adjoining the air receiver showed signs of severe overheating
consistent with the furnacem_n_s account of it being red hot°
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4.10 Two '0' rings had been burnt away in the water system at the top of
the central jacket at the head of the burner unit.
4.11 Both water filters were completely clogged. This must have seriously
impeded the flow of cooling water to the burner unit.
5. Tests of the _ Wa_ Valve at Cardiff Depot
°
The 3 way valve was tested at Cardiff Depot and up to the time of
writing tills report, no delect had been found° So far tests have been
carried out with the valve immersed in boiling water. Without precise
knowledge of temperatures prevailing on top of the furnace at the time of
the incident it is of course impossible to conduct realistic tests.
Explanations of the Incident
6.1 The condition of the water filters makes it abundantly clear that the
water flow must have been drastically reduced in the burner unit so that
the intense heat of the furnace eventually caused the metal to melt and
burnt away. It was reported _hat the setting of the low pressure switch
had been previously readjusted by customer staff so as not to trip the
system.
6.2 It was stated that when inspected immediately after the incident the 3
way valve was correctly set so as to admit purged air into the burner
unit with the oil flow turned off. Having regard to the good condition
of the 3 way valve it is inconceivable that it could have admitted oil
to flow into the compressed air line.
6.3 However, an explanation was readily forthcoming to account for this
phenomenon. Apparently, when the equipment was first installed both the
oil and compressed air had separate shut-off valves. Unfortunately at
that time it proved impossible to find effective non-return valves and
it is strongly suspected that during the early commissioning stages oil
had found its way into the compressed air line.
6.4 The reports by customer staff that they could smell fuel oil in the
compressed air the day before the incident bears out that oil was certainly
present before the incident. It is probable that the existence of fuel oil
in the air receiver had not been detected earlier as the furnace had been
operating normally. It was only just before the incident that the furnace
was operated at elevated temperatures. This fact is regarded as highly
significant°
6.5 Inspection of the equipment indicates that the various pipe lines to the
burner unit ran on top of the furnace where it is reported that extremely
high temperatures existed. It is known that the flash point of this fuel
oil in air is about 150°F (65°C)o It was stated by one of the customer's
staf_ that fuel gas temperatures from the furnace was in the order of
1200-C. Also it was known that flue gases were escaping through apertures
in the furnace lining° Had this hot gas impinged upon the oil contaminated
compressed air line combustion would certainly have taken place.
6.6 Another explanation on the same lines can be found to account for the
fact that ignition might have commenced in the air receiver. The shop
compressed air line to the air receiver runs above the top of the furnace.
Below this compressed air line a section of the furnace Juts out from the
main furnace wall into which a vacuum suction pipe is subsequently lowered
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for syphoning away molten metal. This part of the furnace was full of
red hot molten aluminium so that hot air rising from it could easily
have been at a temperature of several hundred degrees Centigrade. This
air was observed to flow over the air line feeding the air receiver.
Consequently, as compressed air was used by the customer's staff the
incoming compressed air was obviously heated to a high temperature and at
first caused vaporisation of the oil which would account for the smell of
the compressed air, the temperature increased until eventually ignition
could have occurred within the alr receiver. This latter explanation
appears to be more probable in view of the damage pattern.
6.7 While the cooling water failure was not of major significance, nevertheless
the low pressure trip had operated so that the 3 way valve would have
communicated the compressed air line with the top of the burner unit. If
this coincided with the exglosion then clearly the resulting pressure
pulse could have damaged the fle_z[ble oil pipe as reported.
7. Recommendations
7.1 Although there is no reason to suspect the 3 way valve nevertheless to
remove a possible means of oil entering the compressed air line and vice
versa, this valve will be replaced by a pair of separate valves driven
from a common shaft.
7,2 Effective non-return valves are required for oxygen, oil and compressed
air lines° In view of the high operating temperatures these should
preferably be of a simple gravity operated metal-to-metal seat type.
Resilient seats should not be used° Fresh advice will be sought from the
appropriate company specialist°
7.3 As part of the initial servicing of the equipment after 6 months and 12
months service, the compressed air and oxygen lines should be solvent
washed to verify that they are free of oilo If no untoward effects are
observed after 12 months operation, it can reasonably be inferred that
the non-return valves and control system are functioning correctly and
that solvent washing can be terminated.
7.4 The servicing of the water filters must be done on a regular basis to
ensure that cooling water flow is unimpeded at all times.
7.5 The rubber 'O' ring in the bottom flange of the burner unit should be
made of a heat resisting substance° A rubber 'O' ring in that position
would have a very limited life due to the high operating temperatures
consequent upon heat escaping from the furnace through the burner hole.
7.6 To reduce the possibility of oxygen entering air or oil lines consideration
should be given to reducing the 20 second delay before the oxygen shut-off
valve closes as much as possible°
7.7 All piping running on top of the furnace should be rerouted to be in the
coolest possible position° Further protection in the shape of a metal
trough should be provided to prevent hot air impinging upon the pipes.
7.8 All wiring to this burner unit should be rerouted, neatly run and
protected against excess heating, bearing in mind the fact that the best
available commercial insulation (Clas_ II) has an operating temperature
of 125°F. in comparison with the 12OO-Co flue gas temperature. Clearly
this wiring must be protected from excess heat.
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@ Conclusions
(a) This incident can be rationally explained and clearly took place due to
a combination of circumstances which could reasonably have been predicted.
(b) Provided the simple recommendations above are followed_ there is no
reason why this equipment should not give entirely satisfactory service.
(c) It is particularly important to protect the process piping and electrical
equipment from excessive heat arising from the furnace°
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FURTHER POINTS ARISING FROM THE MEETING HELD AT ALCAN BOOTH, ROGERSTONE,
3 JUNE 197l
l. Fuel oil was found on the bottom of the control box containing pneumatic
equipment for controlling the oxygen shut-off valve after a minor explosion
was heard. This confirms that fuel oil was present in the compressed air
line.
e The air receiver was inspected internally on 3 April 1970 while the 3 way
valve was installed in place of separate air and oil valves in late May
1970. Thus it is probable that some fuel oil found its way into the air
receiver during April/May 1970.
e
4.
It was estimated that i - 2 gallons of oil were present in the air receiver.
ALCAN-BOOTH stated that the air receiver was bled regularly but that no fuel
oil was ever reported. APL pointed out that if the drain valve was opened
for a very short time then only condensate would escape as the oil would
float on top of the condensate.
e ALCAN-BOOTH stated that the black marks inside the air receiver could have
been caused only by oil flowing over a hot surface i.e. after the fire/
explosion. APL suggested that this was consistent with the explanations
put forward in that after an explosion, pressure waves are often accompanied
by rarefaction waves so that any oil trapped in the manifold or piping would
be sucked back into the air receiver causing the black marks.
6. The water filters had not been cleaned for some months.
. The 3 way valve had been tested by APL immersed in boiling water using
correct oil and air pressures. It was impossible to interconnect the oil
and compressed air lines. APL concluded that this valve could not have
accounted for the presence of i - 2 gallons of oil in the air receiver
bearing in mind that the oil hold up between the valve and burner tip is onlY
about i pint. Under certain conditions some of this oil could find its way
into the compressed air line.
8. The normal oil flow rate to the burner is about 50 gals/hr.
.
For stoichiometric combustion each gallon of oil requires 330 cubic feet of
air. To give a slightly reducing atmosphere the air was reduced to 300 cubic
feet per gallon of oil.
Additional Recommendation
As a safeguard against interruption of the compressed air supply, a stand-by
source of purge gas is recommended e.g. from high pressure cylinders.
Attempted Anal_sis of 0il Sample Taken from the Air Receiver
This is appended and indicated that both fuel and compressor lubricating oils
were present.
(Retyped 9128172 sba)
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Construction Specification for Pipework Erection, Testing and Cleaning
J
PURPOSE
This specification states the requirements for the erection, testing
and cleaning of piping systems, fittings and valves.
SCOPE
This specification applies to ferrous and non-ferrous Ripework
for _iquids and Eases at a_l temperatures between -450_F0 and
+700_Fo, (-267_C0 and +_70-Co) excluding plastic piping°
CODES AND STANDARDS
3.1 All workmanship, materials, testing and inspection shall be
in accordance with ASA B3103 latest edition.
3.2 All welding and brazing operatives shall be qualified in
accordance with AoSoMoE. Section IX, by an approved authority
for the appropriate material and technique° All valid
qualifications shall be submitted to the Engineers
Representative before work commences° APL form b_2-2 may be
used to record Welder Qualification Tests where these_re made
on site.
3.3 Any items mentioned in this _pecification are in addition to,
or in clarification of, the relevant codes and do not replace
them.
WELDING AND BRAZING
4.1 Backing Rings
4.1ol Backing rings shall not be used in stainless steel
and carbon steel pipes carrying oxygen (designated
sso & cSO)o
4.1o2 Backing rings shall not be used for piping 2" n.b.
(50 mm) or smaller°
4.1.3 Backing rings may be used for all other stainless steel
and carbon steel Joints° Where backing rings are
not used, including oxygen lines, the root run,
is to be performed by the inert-gas shielded arc
method, with interior gas purge°
4o104 Backing rings may only be used for aluminium or
aluminium alloy butt joints where they are an aid
to fitting in confined spaces, or at the discretion
of the Engineers Representative° On single 'V' or
single 'J' preparation butt joints, the root run with
full penetration bead is to be performed by the "inert
gas shielded arc process (T.I.G. or M.IoG).
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4o1°5 Backing strip in all materials will be supplied by the
Employero
A 4olo6
When backing rings are not used the contractor must
ensure that the pipe bore is not restricted by excess
of weld metal_ icicles and weld splatter°
4.2 Aluminium
4.2ol Aluminium pipe shall be cut only by mechanical devices.
402°2. All welding of aluminium pipe shall be performed with
the inert gas shielded arc process, using ToIoGo method
with AoCo High Frequency Current, or MoIoGo methodo
A purge of similar inert gas shall be maintained on the
interior of the line during the root weld process
wherever possible°
4.3 Stainless Steel
4.3ol
Brazing
Stainless steel unless prepared by a mechanical
means shall be ground back 1/16" (lo6mm) before welding°
Cutting with an oxyacetylene torch shall not be permitted.
4o4.1 Brazing wire used shall be Easy Flo No. 1 Solder
manufactured by Johnson Matthey & Coo or approved
equal° Brazing flux shall be Easy Flo green label or
equivalent° Solder joints shall be kept as far as
possible from threaded joints to prevent destruction of
the thread sealo
4.4o2 Fittings once brazed shall not be re-usedo
4.5 Valves
Prior to welding any valve into a pipeline, the contractor shall
open the valve fully, and take precautions to prevent thermal
distortion of the valve and its components°
4.6 Joint Identification
All welded and brazed joints shall be identified by the operative
with his stamp and a serial number° For example "To22" would
have been done by welder "T" and be his 22nd consecutive weld
on the Contract°
4.7 Radiography and Inspection
All materials and workmanship shall be inspected by the Engineer's
Representative in accordance with ASA B31o3 at any place where
fabrication and erection is performed° Any defective material
or workmanship shall be corrected to the satisfaction of the
Engineer's Representative at the Contractor's cost°
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4o7ol Radiography
4o7olol On completion of the first ten production
welds made by each welder in each material
in either 2G or _ positions (ASME IX-para Q3)
two welds shall be completely radiographedo
Two per cent of the remainder of the welds
made by each welder with a minimum of five
welds shall be radiographedo Each film shall
be marked with the line and weld number and
shall be to the satisfaction of the Engineer's
Representative°
If any radiograph is unsatisfactory, two
further radiographs shall be taken.
4o7olo2 All joints between prefabricated spool pieces
and all closing joints shall be subject to
100% X-Rayo
4o7olo3 If any weld is not the standard given in
ASA B31o3 it shall be cut out, repaired and
radiographedo All costs involved in
making such a repair shall be borne by the
Contractor°
4°7.2 Socket Weld Fittings and Brazed Joints
At the dis_retiom of the Engineer's Representative, a
maximum of _6 of socket welds per welder, and brazed
joints shall be cut out, sawn in half and inspected°
Should any of these be unsound, then further welds
or brazed joints shall be cut out and inspected until
it is established that all are satisfactory.
The cost of cutting out and replacing shall be borne
by the Contractor°
THREADED JOINTS
Teflon tape shall be used for joints operating up to 240°Co, but
not above this temperature° No other sealant is allowed in t_s
range° A seal weld is recommended for temperatures above 240 Co
6.1 Glob_l_es shall normally be installed so that the disc
will dose agaims% pressure° On reactivation circuits some
valves will be installed counterflow and these will be marked
wi_b an arrow and the letter ,pu on the drawingso
6.2 Bellows assemblies shall be installed in accordance with the
notes on the isometric drawingso The Contractor shall request
the Engineer's Representative specifically to inspect
installed bellows, before the plant pressure test°
A11TUE
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Construction Specification for Pipework Erection, Testing & Cleaning
e CLEANING AND STORAGE
7.0.1 Proper cleaning of all equipment in contact
with oxygen is absolutely essential° Ineffective
cleaning can result in loss of life and damage to
equipment° If any doubt exists as to whether
oxygen equipment has been contaminated or
insufficiently cleaned, it shall be recleaned at
the Contractor's cost°
7.0.2 The Contractor shall clean all piping fittings in
accordance with the contract drawings and
specifications°
7.0.3 Valves required to be cleaned to Classification AA
cleanliness will normally be delivered in that
condition°
7.0.4 Where valves are required to be cleaned on site
this will be shown in the Valve Summary. The
recommended method is given in Para A.6o Any
cleaned material that is not to the approval of
the Engineer's Representative shall be recleaned at
the Contractor's expense°
7.0.5 Cleanliness of materials is classified into 3 groups:
Service Materials - Classification B Cleanliness
Process Materials - Classification A Cleanliness
Oxygen & Cryogenic - Classification AA Cleanliness
Materials
7.1
7.2
Classification B Materials shall be considered clean when
they are visually clean under bright white light°
Classification A Materials shall be considered clean when
they are:
7°2°3
Visually clean under bright white light°
Free from loose particles or potentially loose
particles, paint and other protective coating°
Free from grease - wiping with a clean white lint
free cloth, or pulling through shall detect no
trace of oils of grease on the cloth°
7°3 Classification AA materials shall be considered clean when
they conform to the following:
I u
o
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7.3.1 Visually clean under bright white light and ultra
violet light°
7.3.2 No internal surface when inspected under bright
white light shall contain any loose particles
capable of being brushed off by hand with a soft
nylon brush and blown off with an air jet°
There s_ll be no potentially loose particles
which exceed Oo5mm in two directions and O.2mm
in the third planeo
7.3.3 All surfaces must be completely dry°
7.3.4 All surfaces shall be free of all discolouration
other than that which is due to the metal.
7.3.5 Black light Test - Internal sources shall be free
of any fluorescence, other than isolated spots of
lint and dust, detectable by ultra violet light
having a wave length of 3600 Angstroms when viewed
in the dark° The UoVo lamp will be supplied by
the Employer°
7.3°6 Wipe Test - Internal surfaces shall be wiped with
a clean white lint free cloth and the cloth
inspected to ensure the absence of any oils not
detectable by black light, or residue discolouration,
fibres etc., not previously detected° The cloth
may be dipped in trlchlorthylene or methylene
chloride before wiping°
7.4 Cleaning Methods
Suggested cleaning methods are described in Appendix 1.
7.5 Storage
7.5ol All valves and fittings shall be stored indoors°
Protective packages labelled 'Decontaminated for
Oxygen Service _ or similar, shall not be removed
until the equipment is to be installed. If removed,
or damaged, at the discretion of the Engineers'
Representative the item s_ll be recleaned by the
Contractor at his cost°
7.5°2 During construction all cleaned materials shall be
maintained clean until the installation is accepted
by the Engineer's Representative° Both in storage
and during in:_tallation open pipe ends and vessel
nozzles shall be sealed with clean polythene sheeting.
PRESSURE TESTIHG & PLAinT BLOWOUT
oEN N NG
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Construction Specification for Pipework Erection, Testing & Cleaning
8.1 Pressure Testing (Process Piping)
All process piping will be pneumatically pressure tested
under the supervision of the Engineer's Representative.
Both leak tests, and a 12 hour drop test will be made with
oil free air or nitrogen supplied by the Employer.
In preparation for and during the pressure testing the
Contractor shall:
8.1.1 Instal test relief valves, gauges, blanks supplied
by the Employer, and make other minor modifications
to the plant as instructed by the Engineer's
Representative°
8ol.2 Soap all joints to locate leaks, repair any leaks
found, and re-soap regaired joints to the satisfaction
of the Engineer's Representative and the relevant
Inspecting Authority.
8.1.3 On completion of the pressure test restore the
plant to its normal working condition.
8.2 Pressure Testin_ (Utilit3 Piping)
8.3
The Contractor shall hydraulically test utility piping such
as steam and water, at 1.5 times design pressure after
installation and repair any leaks at his own expense.
Blow-Out
Either before or after the pressure test, the plant will be
blown out to remove any waste°
The Contractor shall:
8.3ol Undo and afterwards replace, certain flanged
joints as instructed by the Engineer's Representative
to allow blowout°
8.3o2 Afterwards thoroughly clean out any part of the
system showing an accumulation of waste material.
PROCESS PIPING ISOmeTRICS
Dimensions on isometric sheets are based _n geometric calculations
and no allowance has been made for fabrication and erection
tolerances. The Contractor shall prepare and assemble the
prefabricated piping allowing for such tolerances and any alterations
necessary, because the prefabricated piping does not mate correctly,
shall be carried out at the Contractor's cost°
[l_rl,!
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PIPE SUPPORTS
Where pipe supports for piping below 2" n.b.(5Omm) are not
specifically detailed on the drawings, the supports shall be
supplied, fabricated and installed by the Contractor at no
additional cost to the Employer.
F+912
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TITLE Clean/ng of Pipes s_ud Fittings
A.I All Materials
A.2
A.3
A.4
Ao5
A.6
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Remove any coating of paper, lacquer, varnish, paint ect., scrub out
the pipe with a dry cylindrical brush, and blow out with air. Where
an internal coating is to be removed, such coating shall be removed
from pipe or fittings before that item is welded°
Grade A Cleanliness - Carbon Steel
Ao2ol Immerse the pipe in an approved chemical descaling solution,
and when descaled wash out with clean water° Hydrochloric
acid may be used for extensive descalingo
Ao2o2 Pacify in a _% phosphoric acid solution, and wash in clean
water and dry°
Grade AA Cleanliness - Sto Steel_ Co Steel I Copper I Aluminium
For carbon steel this procedure may be necessary following that
outlined in paragraph A2 where it cannot be seen that the internal
surfaces of the piping are clean°
Ao3ol Wash out or scrub out with a nylon brush, pipe and fittings
with trichlorethylene or methylene chloride until clean°
Ao3o2 Pull through with a clean lint free cloth° Do not re-use
the cloth°
Ao3°3 For small bore pipe do not pull through, but drain, and
blow out with dry oil free air or nitrogeno
A°3o4 Seal the pipe ends with polythene sheets°
General
Ao4ol When random lengths of pipe are prefabricated, the chemical
cleaning (Para Ao2 and Ao3) shall be carried out after
prefabrication° The pipe ends and fittings and backing
rings when used shall be wiped clean with a trichlorethylene
soaked ra_ and the trichlorethylene allowed to evaporate
prior to welding°
TrichlorethElene
The grade of Trichlorethylene shall be IoCoIo Grade 4 inhibited
or equivalent°
Valves
Dismantle valves and match mark all parts° Decontaminate the parts
with new and clean methylene chloride or trichlorethylene, handling
them only with clean lint-free gloves° The parts are considered
degreased when they conform to Para 703° Re-assemble valves with
degreased tools, tag the valves, and pack in a polythene bag to
maintain cleanliness° Label "Degreased for oxygen service"°
8 q TATDN
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ELECTRONICS AND WELDING WIRE.
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All electrodes and welding wire shall be stored in sealed containers in
a dry room. Opened packages of electrodes and welding wire shall be
kept in heated storage and protected from deterioration and da_ until
immediately before use.
Electrodes and welding wire showing signs of damage shall not be used.
MATERIAL
i) Aluminium/ManKanese Alloy
NT5 to B_ 1470/77-1955, ASTM GR 4OA
AASI_ (P22) (Pipe)
NP8 to BS 1477 (Plate)
WIRE OR ELECTRODES
NG6 to BS 1475-1955, ASTM GM 41A,
5456 (F22)
N6/1 to BS 1475 or ASTM SB/ERSI83
2) Stainless Steel
EN 58E, ASTMSA 312.TP304
3) Carbon Steel
Mild Steel BS 1501, ASTM-SA-285
BS 2901 AS, ASTMSA 371, or
BS 2926-A ASTMA298(FS)
BS 2901-A16 and AI7, ASTM SA 233,
BS 1719
iSP£ liON
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Line Designations
Each line will be designated as in the following example°
2-0-321-SS 2.7°
This is explained as fo]low_:
2 is the nomina_ pipe or tubing size in inches
not (OD) the piping bill of material gives the
complete description°
O is the line service letter for the fluid in the
line (oxygen)° See listing of fluid designations.
321 is the line number° Generally, line numbers go
from equipment piece Co piece.
SS 2°7 - The piping material and pressure class° (SS
is stainless steel 2°7 is 270 psigo nominal class).
Piping Material Designations
AL - _luminium Alloy
CSO - Carbon Steel Oxygen
CSS - Carbon Steel Steam
CS - Carbon Steel
CT _ Copper Tube
ICT - Instr_nent Copper Tube
SS - Stainless Steel
TA - Tungum - _lloy
Fluid Desi_ati ons
A - Air
C ® Caustic
F = Freon
G _ Petrol
H - Hydrogen
HE - Helium
N _ Nitrogen
0 - Oxygen
P - Propane
R - Argon
S - Steam
CD - Carbon Dioxide
FG - Feed Gas
NG - Methane or Natural Gas
PW - Potable Water
WG - Waste Gas
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Purpose
To establish an opez'atio_Lal _rocedure f_r solvent washi_,L
piping systems, both high and low pressure,, nnd to en_:ure
their cleanliness for oxygen service.
Associa ted Standards
A.P.L. Specifications A03 and _,02.
Responsibilit_
It is the responsibility of the District En_ineerin_ _iana!::er
to supervise this operation and to be certain that the procedure
is followed.
Reasons for Cleanliness
Any materials thut will burn in air will burn more freely
in oxygen, which vigorously accelerates combustion to the point
of explosion and also reduces the temoerature at _lhich fire
can start. Oils and greases at very low levels of surface
contamination varyin_ from as little as 7 millizrar:s per square
foot to 300 milli<rams per square foot may i<nite, and do not
become visible under white liEht until the contamination level
reaches about 500 milligrams per square foot.
A piping system can be properly clean and put into _ervice, but
may later sustain contamination durinr use _en other imperfectly
cleaned or unsuitable equipment is connected to it. \is,
hydrocarbons _re soluble in LOi at very low levels, these
hydrocarbons may be released when the oxygen is v_porised _nd
an unacceptable contamination level may be built up, particul:_rly
at liquid/gas interfaces.
Materials for use
Only materials suitable for low pressure oxy;;en service may
be used for this solvent washing procedure, 2.7.C. ann Poly_thylene
may not be used, unplasticised nylon and P.2.F.E. tubing" for
making connections are permitted.
Solvent
I.C.I. 2richlorethylene Grade _i only.
Method
7.I-
.2.
If the piping system incorporates an item of a complicated
nature, for example a reciprocating or centrifugal pump,
regulator, backpressure valve etc, it must be removed
from the system and a shorting connection made.
_e equipment thus removed is to be degreascd to ,\.J.L.
Spec. MOP \ppendix I except that _richlorethylene I.J.l.
Grade N is to be used. Pumps should be returned to Act,fair
to be washed.
FA83
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7.3.
704.
7.5.
7.6.
7.7o
7o8.
O_udy the system to select the best entry _oint and
flm_ direction, it is desirable that each section of the
pipework should be filled with solvent before the next
section becins to be filled. Note also the location
of valves that can be used to purge air from the system
as it is filled. Make an estimate of the total internal
surface a_-ea and recoiM it.
Take a 500 ml. sample of the clean solvent in a previously
carefully cleaned and suitable container (see section 5),
close and seal it and label it.
BLANK- SOLVENT WASH AT "X" - "DATE"
Pump trice into the system via the previously selected
point, ensure that all purge points are closed in
sequence as trice appears. Collect the solvent at the
outlet.
Take a sample of the used solvent in a container similar
to that mentioned inl.4, an_ compare the two against a
white background under bright white light and under U.V.
light of 3600 angstroms wave length in the dark. If
there is discolouration,particles can be seen in the
solvent or flourescence reject it for further use.
Repeat the wash once after the solvent is seen to be
contamination free reusing the solvent. If, on the
second pass, the solvent fails the test renew it and continue
washing until the second pass produces satisfactory test
response. Finally wash through _ith completely fresh
clean solvent.
Using nitrogen blow out and collect the solvent, continue
blowing nitrogen through until all traces of solvent have
disappeared. Draeger detector tubes may be used if
difficulty is experienced in determining the absence of
solvent. Check the system for cleanliness to A.P.L.
Spec. M02.
Take a sample of the final wash solvent as in 6. label -
FINAL WASH SAMPLE AT "X" - "DATE"
Despatch both blank and final wash sample to Stoke Labs.
for check.
Record the amount of solvent used in the final wash.
Close up the system maintaining oxygen cleanliness methods.
Where high pressure joints have been remade the system must
be hydraulically tested to 1.5times max. working pressure.
Use only drinking water and oxygen safe equipment. Purge
out with warm nitrogen and ensure dewpoint of better than
-63°F before handover for operation.
For systems operating at up to 300 psig pneumatic testing
may be employed providing the proper precautions are taken.
F483
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8. Certificate
Issue a memo certifying_ the solvent wash, the date, surface
area washed and quantity of final wash solvent together with
a copy of the result of the Stoke Lab. report to,
District General Manager
District Distribution Manager
IGD EngineeringManager
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[TLE: GENERAL PROCEDURE FOR DECONTAMINATION OF STATIC TANK AND ROAD VEHICLE
ASSEMBLIES FOR @2 SERVICE.
i. 0 Standards
i.i All decontamination and inspection shall be carried out to achieve
Engineering Standard A03 cleanliness.
1.2 The interior of vessels shall be decontamination in accordance with
procedures Q.12 and Q.13 respectively.
1.3 Sealing of open pipe ends etc. after degreasing shall be effected by
wrapping with clean polythene and fixing with black tape. The manufacturers
plastic inserts may be used for screwed or socketed connections on valves
etc. but these must be clean and in good condition.
l.h Seals shall only be removed immediately prior to making the end Joint with
another decontaminated component or assembly.
In the case of piping which runs from the inner vessel and penetrates
the outer, the seals may be removed to enable Joints to be made between
the pipe and the inner vessel and the pipe and penetration point. The bore
of the pipe is to be examined for loose particles and signs of contamination
immediately after the Joint is made and if satisfactory, is to be sealed.
1.5 Any item discovered without sealing or not satisfactorily sealed shall
be declared contaminated and shall be returned for decontamination and
inspection.
1.6 All decontaminated items shall be labeled with the "Degreased for Oxygen
Service" label and the label must bear an inspectors' stamp.
2.0 Valves
Properly sealed and decontaminated valves shall be maintained in the sealed
containers until ready for final assembly with the decontaminated piping
assembly.
2.1 On soft seal valves where it is necessary to unscrew the bonnet and remove
the seat or disc in order to make a heated Joint on the body, the opening
of the valves shall be done under clean conditions and the parts which are
not being worked on may be bagged and re-sealed.
2.2 Valves opened under conditions other than 2.1 shall be declared contaminated
and must be completely stripped, decontaminated in plece-small and
re-assembled under clean conditions before re-seallng.
3.0
After forming, each piping length, including pipe fittings, shall be
decontaminated, inspected and sealed in accordance with Procedure Q.12.
F. 026
3.1 Piping connected to the inner vessel shall be examined visually when the
tape is removed from the nozzle connection during decontamination of the
vessel. If the pipe is found to be contaminated at this stage, it shall
be washed through with an approved cleaning agent and then blown out with
clean dry air or nitrogen to remove loose particles and traces of the
cleaning agent, cont/.
AIR PRODUCTS LIMITED DRG. QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURE
NO. Q.10. REV.0.
TITLE: GENERAL PROCEDURE FOR DECONTAMINATION OF STATIC TANK AND ROAD VEHICLE
ASSEMBLIED FOR 02 SERVICE.
3.2 All pipes connected to the inner vessel are to be blown out with clean
dry air or nitrogen prior to assembly with cabinet piping and after final
pressure testing.
3.2.1 Pressurize vessel and interspace pipework to highest pneumatic
pressure quoted on the vessel drawing for pneumatic strength test.
3.2.2 Release pressure to leak test pressure and carry out soap and water
leak testing required.
3.2.3
3.2.h
Release test air through all pipes into the vessel at maximum velocity
obtainable in order to ensure all loose particles are removed from
piping system.
After assembly of cabinet control piping the test air used for pressure
testing the cabinet pipework system should again be blown down through
all pipes at maximum velocity to remove any possible debris left
during piping assembly.
h. 0 Certification
The Inspectors responsible for checking the decontamination of the inner vessel
and the final blowing out of the pipework shall certify on the 'Decontamination
Record' that the requirements of this standard have been fulfilled.
F.026 AIR PRODUCTS LIMITED
DRG.
NO.
QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURE
Q. i0. REV. O.
(Retyped 9/28/72 sba)
tITLE: MANUFACTURING QUALITY PROCEDURE FOR DEGREASING OF PIPEWORK.
A. STAINLESS STEEL
I. Remove loose particles from pipe, as far as possible by blowing through with
air.
2. Pump through with Hot Alkaline (APPLIED CHEMICALS 5.57).
3. Rinse by pumping through with cold water.
4. Visually inspect pipe with white light.
5. In cases of small bore piping a wash with Trichloroethylene should be taken
and examined with U.V. lamp after evaporation.
6. The pipes should then be dried and examined again with white light and with
U.V. lamp to achieve standards of Specification A03.
7. Blow through with clean, dry filtered air to remove any loose particles.
8. Seal pipe with tape and/or polythene sheet.
B. ALUMINUM PIPE
i. Remove loose particles from pipe as far as possible by blowing through with
air.
2. Pump through with hot water to remove soluble grease from pipe bending, etc.
3. The pipe should then be given a caustic wash by pumping through with I.C.I.
Sodium Hydroxide Solution. (10%).
h. Rinse pipe with cold water.
5. Wash pipe through with 10% solution of Nitric Acid to kill caustic.
6. Rinse with cold water.
7. Examine pipe with white light.
8. In cases of small bore piping a wash with trichloroethylene should be taken
and examined with U.V. lamp after evaporation.
9. The pipes should be dried and examined again with white light and with a
U.V. lamp to achieve standards of Engineering Standard A03.
i0. Blow pipe through with clean, dry air to remove any loose particles.
ii. Seal pipe with tape and/or polythene sheet.
F. 026 AIR PRODUCTS LIMITED
DRG.
NO.
cont/.
QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURE
Q.II. REV.O.
TITLE: MANUFACTURINGQUALITYPROCEDUREFORDEGREASINGOFPIPEWORK.
C.
.
2.
.
NOTES:
COPPER TUBE
Remove loose particles as far as possible.
Boil in Alkaline Solution (APPLIED CHEMICALS 5.57) for a minimum period of
30 minutes to remove flux.
3. Rinse with cold water.
h. Acid wash with Applied Chemicals 2.25.
5. Rinse with cold water.
6. Examine pipe with bright white light.
7. The pipe should then be dried and examined again with White light and
U.V. light to standard of Specification A03.
8. In case of small bore piping a Trichloroethylene wash should be taken and
examined with U.V. lamp after evaporation.
Seal with tape and/or polythene sheet.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Any pipe that is examined and not up to standard should be
re-degreased and the entire process repeated.
Any pipe found with the seal removed or damaged after degrease
should be returned and re-degreased and entire process repeated.
All pipes, when degreased and passed as clean, should be labeled
"Degreased for Oxygen Service" and this label must bear an Inspector's
Stamp.
Dry oil free Air or Nitrogen must be used in all cases when pressure
testing de-contaminated piping.
F.026
(Retyped 9128172
DRG.
AIR PRODUCTS LIMITED
NO.
sba)
0UALITY CONTROL PROCEDURE
Q.II. REV.0.
"TLE MANUFACTURINGQUALITYPROCEDUREFORINTERNALCLEANINGOFALUMINUMTANKERS&
STATICTANKSFOROXYGENSERVICE.
NOTE:
I. Vessel pipework to be degreasedpart small i.e. before welding to vessel,(SEEPROCEDURENO: 011).
2. Ensure stub ends of pipes in vessel are covered with tape.
3. Removespatter and loose particles from vessel walls. Brush vessel out.
4. Cold washvessel with 'Aloclene i00' (SunbeamChemicals).
5. Rinse with pottable water.
6. Mopup any residual water with clean 'lint-free' cloth.
7. Removetape covering stub-ends from inside vessel.
8. Allow surfaces of vessel to dry as quickly as possible. Clean filtered
warmalr maybe used.
9. Checkinternal surface of vessel and nozzles with bright white light to
Engineering Standard A03.
i0. Check internal surface of vessel and nozzles with U.V. lamp to Engineering
Standard A03.
ii. Ensure manwaycover is degreasedbefore fitting to vessel (Checkwith U.V. lamp).
12. Whenvessel has been cleared by an inspector a label 'Degrease for Oxygen
Service' bearing an inspector's stamp, should be attached to the vessel.
i. For Hydraulic test after degrease use pottable water.
2. For PneumaticTest after degrease use dry oil-free Air or nitrogen.
3. After Pneumatic Test allow air to discharge rapidly through every
pipe to ensure all possible debris is removed.
F.026 AIR PRODUCTSLIMITED
(Retyped 9/29/72 sba)
DRG.
NO.
QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURE
Q.1B. REV. 0.
Z

MANUFACTURINGQUALITYPROCEDUREFORINTERNALCLEANINGOF9%NICKELAND
HI-PROOFSTAINLESSTATICTANKSFOROXYGENSERVICE.
i. Vessel Shells and Headsare to be free from scale and can be cleaned by
shot-blasting or pickling before assembly (in the case of 9%Nickel).
2. Vessel pipework to be degreased part small i.e. before welding to vessel.
(SEEPROCEDURENO: Q.11).
3. Ensure stub ends of pipes in vessel are covered with tape.
h. Removespatter and loose particles from vessel walls. Brush vessel out.
5. Washvessel with Hot Alkaline wash (6 ozs/gall Aqueoussolu. of
APPLIEDCHEMICALS5.57 at 160°F).
6. Rinse with pottable water.
7. Mopup any residual water with clean 'lint-free' cloth.
8. Removetape covering stub-ends from inside vessel.
9. Allow surfaces of vessel to dry as quickly as possible. Clean filtered
warmair maybe used.
10. Check internal surface of vessel and nozzles with bright white light to
Engineering Standard A03.
ll. Check internal surface of vessel and nozzles with U.V. lamp to Engineering
Standard A03.
12. Ensure backing strip for manwayand manwaycover are degreasedbefore fitting
to vessel (Checkwith U.V. lamp).
13. Whenvessel has been cleared by an inspector a label 'Degreasedfor Oxygen
Service' bearing an inspector's stamp, should be attached to the vessel.
NOTE: i. For Hydraulic test after degrease use pottable water.
2. For Pneumatic Test after degrease use dry oil-free Air or Nitrogen.
3. After Pneumatic Test allow air to discharge through each pipe in order
to remove any possible debris in the pipes.
F.026 AIR PRODUCTS LIMITED
(Retyped 9/29/72 sba)
QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURE
Q.13. REV. 0.
Z

APL
ALOCLEHEi00 ANDAPPLIEDCHEMICALS5.57
SUNBEAM CHEMICALS - ALOCLENE I00.
SULPHURIC ACID.
HYDROFLUORIC ACID.
ETHYLENE OXIDE CONDENSATE TYPE DETERGENT.
INORGANIC INHIBITOR.
APPLIED CHEMICALS 5.57.
30% CAUSTIC SODA.
SILICATES, CARBONATES AND PHOSPHATES
2 % ALKYL SULPHONATE TYPE DETERGENT.
2/5/72
(Retyped 9129/72 sba)
!
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TITLE Oxygen }_ipelines
1 o PURPOSE
To establish the basic rules for the design of gaseous oxygen
piping systems_
2o SCOPE
o
This standard defines the requirements of all gaseous oxygen piping
systems designed or installed by AoPoL_ See also LS, 30/2 for
transmission lines_
DESIGN CRITERIA
Several observations have been made from the study of past history
of fires in oxygen service=
3ol There is no indication of ignition occurring in clean carbon
steel systems sized for nnrmal pressure drop unless pre-
cipitated by the introduction of foreign substance.
392 There have been a number of instances where indications are
that ignition has been precipitated in both carbon steel and
stainless steel systems operating at sonic or near sonic
velocity without evidence of the introduction of foreign
substances° Although the higher ignition temperature of
stainless steel gives some added protection tc these systems
at high velocities°
3°3 Copper and nickel alloys both have the characteristics of
melting at temperatures below the ignition temperature° This
characteristic makes them extremely resistant to ignition
in oxygen service:
3.4 Where it is possible to construct a clean carbon steel
piping system and maintain it in a clean condition, there
is no merit assigned to a stainless steel piping system.
However, where systems are continuously exposed internally
to atmospheric air, the system should be constructed of a
non-corrosive material° Where such exposure is intermittent
and of low frequence, the piping system may be constructed
of carbon steel in accordance with these specifications, but
extreme care must be exercised on the cleaning of all rust
particles from the piping system before replacing it in
service. The Maintenance and Operating Manual muat note any
such piping systems and specify the detailed cleaning procedures.
3°5 The following table is the guide to the correct selection
of piping and valves for warm oxygen gas service°
F.914 ' '
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Velocity
: Less than
i 200 fps
I
Leas than ,
, 200 fpsI ,
!
! ,Over 200
fpsl ,
Oxygen Condition ! Allowable Material
I
Tempo -20°F or above I Carbon Steel
Dry (Dew point below
_40OF)o
I
Tempo -20°F or above i Copper_ Copper Alloy,
Wet gas or if the stainless steel
pipe bore contacts
atmospheric air.
Temp. -20°F or above I
I
Wet or dry. I
Copper, Copper alloy.
J
3o6
3.7
3.5.2 VALVES (velocity less
Globe Valves
Control Valves
than 200 fpse at normal operating
) all bronze or monel /opening.)
) construction
Gate
Butterfly
) Steel or cast iron body, all
) spindles, wedges, discs and
seating faces bronze or monel.
3.5°3 VALVES (velocity over 200 fpso at normal operating opening°
All valves to be bronze or monel construction°
Oxygen pipe sizes shall be specified by the Process Engineer
a_ shall normally be based on an economic pressure drop.
Each line shall be checked by the Process Engineer and the
Piping Engineer to verify that the velocity in the nominal
pipe (as opposed to valving etco) does not exceed approx-
imately 200 fto per seco independent of pressure°
There are certain areas in oxygen piping systems which
require special attention because the velocity is known
to approach sonic velocity_ Some of these are specified
below°
In most cases, the maximum flow through the system is est-
ablished by the size of valve trim operating in critical
flow. Pipe velocities are to be determined at the maximum
valve flow and the designated pipe operating pressure°
3o7ol Automatic Pressure Control Vent System - see Fig.1.
(Sheet
The entire system downstream of the valve is of a
non-corrosive material because it is continuously
exposed to the atmosphere.
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3,_o2
3°7.3
3°7°4
The elbow shown in the sketch is not desirable_ but is shown
because if it is required due to physical layout_ a straight run
of at least six pipe diameters must be provided after the
elbow before going into the tee piece.
Oxygen Compressor Vent System - See Pig° I (Sheet 5)
The considerationshave been applied here that have been
applied to the Automatic Pressure Control System.
Pressure Let Down Sytem ....See Fig 2 (Sheet 6)
This system will be used for such applications as (a) let
down from storage pressure to line pressure,(b) let down
for lower pressure requirements in multiple user systems.
Such systems will often result in near sonic velocities at
the control valve discharge. The Manual block valves will be
gate valves made from carbon steel or cast iron with bronze
trim°
The manual by-pass valve should be a bronze or monel globe
valve with stellited seat and disc sized with a Cv equal
to the control valve. The position of valves and arrangement
of the piplng should be dictated by system economics within
the guidellnes of this standard°
Compressor Recycle System o See Fig 3o (Sheet 7)
This system is particularly critical because of _he high flow
rate and the conditions under which it is operated. The high
pressure by-pass line is sized by process° It is preferable
to take directional changes in this carbon steel line in
order to minimise the need for fittings in large size lines.
The control valve should be sized at 120% of the com!Qressor
full flowo D2 will normally be about 70% of D3 since ])3 is
usually sized for a low pressure drop. D2 should be sized
such that the velocity is less than 200 fto per sec. at the
minimum downstream pressure.
F.914
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4. ImDinKement Plates
4.1 The use of impingement plates in tees or the use of monel tees
is confirmed to the following 2 conditions:
l_I When oxygen gas velocity is greater than 200 ft/sec
The flow is from the branch to the run.
4.2 When the gas conditons as defined in 4.1. require an impingement
plate the following standard will apply:
(a) For line sizes 6" and under use a monel (ASTM B164) tee
(b) For line sizes 8" over the impingement plate shall be
_thick half hard rolled brass sheet (ASTM B36).
The plate shall exceed the branch diameter by 3" on each side
or for a total length of the branch diameter plus 6".
The end of the impingement plate must be at least 1½" from
any butt weld joint.
The plate shaI1 cover one half the pipe circumference and
be tack brazed in place all as the following sketch.
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0
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I,!.1 C,<rbon
i t
I
DI is Sized for V <= 200 ft/sec at maximum flow & pressure at inlet of vent valve
D2 is Sized for V _ 200 ft/sec at Atmospheric Pressure.
1. Automatic Pressure Control Vent System Valve to be a bronze or monel
control valve.
2. Oxygen Compressor vent System Valve to be a bronze or monel valve
sized at not less than the capacity of the Oompressor Recycle Control
Valve.
3. NOTi_: No weld back up strips to be left in place.
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D 1 - Sized by h'oee:;s for V _ 20(_ fl)s.
D2 - Sized for 200 fps. at Downstream Pressure
D3 - Sizod by Process
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Bra,_s or Copper Impingement
Plate or use Full Size
_'onelTee
_
oj
0
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A
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D 2 Sized for 200 fps. at minimum downstroam pros_ure.
D3 Sizod by Process
!
i
L2 = IO D2
,I,
I
L 3 = 4 D3
Ib-
J
Brass or Copper Impingement
Plate or use Full Size
Monel Tee
j/
/
Strainer
NOTE:
i
No Weld Back Up Strips
to be left in place.
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Oxygen Transmission L_nes
Io SCOPE
This information covers gaseous oxygen transmission lines in carbon
steel up to a pressure of 3000 psl (207 bars) and temperature
range of -20°F to +250CF (-29°C to + 120°C)o
2 o GENEILAL
2°2
2ol All pipe materla! select_cn and sizing must be in accordance
with relevant Deslgn Engineering Standard_ and gas veloczty
must not exceed 200 ft per SeCo (61m/sec)
All p_pe llnes shall be installed in accordance wlth
Air Products Construction_ Specification MoO2 and
particular attentlon must be paid to:-
(a) Paragraph 5o Welding
(b) Paragraph 6o Cleaning of Pipe and Fittings.
2°3 Transmission lines shall be located away from a source
of heat_ power ]ines and vlbrationo
2°4 Protection shall be provided against physical damage
where this can occur due to vehicular traffic etco
o UNDERGROUND
3ol
3° 2
Mechan=cal joints are not permitted underground, All
]omnts shall be welded to minzmise leakageo
Oxygen transmlsslon lines are permitted in pipe trenches_
ducts and tunnels containing flammable gas lines only if
adequate ventilation is avazlableo Oxygen lines are not
permitted In pipe trenches, ducts and tunnels containing
Fiped flammable !_ or where oxygen leakage may
contact oil,,
3°3
5o4
Oxygen and flare.able gas lines located in filled trenches
shall be maintalned a minimum distance of 18" (45Omm)
belween the exterlor surfaces of the lines° If the lines
are encased _n concrete a minimum distance of 12 inches
(300mm)_ s_ml! be maintained°
Underground lines under roadways and railways shall be
encased an suitable continuous p_pe sleeves° The casing
p_pe shall ex_end at least two feet each side of the
roadway or raliway and must be vented at each end°
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Oxygen Tr_n_mi_inn l,ine_
3°5
3°6
3°7
3°8
3°9
3o i0
3oll
3o12
3o13o
As an alternative underground lines under railways or
roadways may be protected by completely encasing the
line in a concrete jacket° The thickness of concrete will
depend on the pipe diameter and for line sizes up to 6
inches (150mm) this should be of the order of 6 - 8 inches
(150 - 200mm) o (See also 3o13o)
Pipe lines shut down for lengthy periods shall be purged
out with clean, dry, oil free air or nitrogen° The pipe
line shall be pressurised to a minimum of 5 psig (0o35 bars) on
completion of purge and the line sealed off to prevent
ingress of moisture°
Oxygen lines shall not be run through the same casing
pipe with other lines containing flammable liquids or
gases or with electrical services°
Underground piping leading to the surface shall be
protected by guard posts or similar methods to prevent
accidental rupture of the lineo
Underground piping shall be provided with block valves
such that periodic leak tests may be made by holding the
appropriate pressure in the line for a minimum of one
hour° Normally a block valve at each end of the line will
be adequat_o All valves below ground must be accessible
from the surface by the provision of a brick-lined access
pit°
In some _ocations it may be necessary to provide a sand bed
or other porous beds to improve drainage°
Transmission lines shall be located below the frost line
and not less than three feet (lm) below the surface°
Underground lines shall have low point drains as necessary°
The exterior surfaces of buried carbon steel piping shall
be protected by applying a corrosion resistant coating as
fo!lows:-
Carbon Steel Piping
Piping should be coated with bitumen and covered with
suitable felt or glass fibre bandage° Contractor
shall submit details of proposed materials for approval
prior to carrying out any work°
F.913.
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TITLE Piping Selection Sheet-Carbon Steel:Warm Oxygen Service-(CSO 1.5)
Io PURPOSE
2o
e
The purpose of this selection sheet is to state the most suztable
and economic standard piping9 fittings and valves for the given
pressure and temperabAre.
Io2 For _essur_ just above the given ratlng it may be more economic
to re¢_Iculate or review the rating of individual item_ shown
on thls sheet rather than use material_ from the next hzgner rating.
1.3 These selectzon sheets are also a guzde to engineers preparing
job spe_ifzcations for special ratings or services.
SCOPE
The sheets list all approved carbon steel pipe and fittings and suitable
valves for use with them for a dutYoOf 150 psig max. and at all
, otemperatures between +_OO F and-20 F for Dry Oxygen Gas. (Dry oxygen
g_s has a dew point of _40°F and better).
GENERAL
3.1 This standard is to be read _n co_junction with LSo30/2 '_I)eslgn
and Safety Standards for Carbon Steel Gaseous Oxygen transmzsszon
iznes_
5°2 THIS CLAUSE IS ONLY APPLICABLE FOR TEES IN PRESSURE LET uOWN ,_YSTEMS
WHERE THE VELOCITY EXCEEDS 200 FoPSo AS, FOR EXAMPLE, IMMEDIATELY
DOWN STREAM OF PRESSURE CONTROL VALVES ETCo
Wher_ flow is from the branch into the run a monel (ASTM B164)
tee sna]i be used in sizes 6" and below°
In elzes 8 '_ and larger a brass implngement plate shall be Anstalled
in the straight run° The impingement plate shall be _" thick
half nard rolled brass sheet_ BS2874 CZ112o Its length shall be_
such that when placed centrally under the branch_ each end of the
implngement plate e_tends 5" beyond the branc_ Znside wall
provldlng that a minimum of 1½" ls kept clear of the butt weld end
of the run9 it shall cover one _mlf of the pipe circumference
of the main r_no
See attached Fig I.
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,/
3°3 Note° Due to the difficulties of welding high carbon content
_teels_ the carbon and mamgauea4_ limitatiQnm of grade _A _'
must be specified when ordering _ tB_ pipe.
o
34 Fabricated bends made from pressed halv_ welded
together may be used if for any reason forged or pulled
bends are unobtainable° There is no_ minimum bend radius
other than that due to manufacturing limitations°
5°3 Check valves listed are for centrifugal compressor systems
onl_For reciprocating compressor check valves consult the
Design Engineering Manager°
PIPE
An external corrosion allowance ofo05" has been included in arriving
at the list of standard piping and the designer must recalculate if
greater corrosion is to be expected°
Piping Size Description Material AoPoLo Material
Nominal Bore Specification Code Group,
4ol Pi_ Transmission
_" _ 2" SCHo 40 Seamless API-5L- B io41o380
Threaded Ends
_" _ 8" SCHo 40 EoRoWo Plain API-5L- B 1o41o380
Ends
i0" = 12" SCHo 20 (_"Wall) API-5L- B 1o41o380
ERW Plain Ends
14" _ 24" SCHo I0 (_" Wall) API-SL-B
ERW Plain Ends (ASTM A53-? _ )
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5o FITTINGS
5,,i Pulled i_ends Aliow. f..- _% ,o_nn_.ng
Pi__Siz___Ke
Nominal Bore
Description Material
Specification
_" - 2" SCH_40 ERW or Seamless API-5L,_B
(Site) Plaln Ends
_'' "1 4'' SCH'_ ERW or Seamless API,=5L_B
(Acrefair)
5-2 Tees (See Note 32)
Branch Size
Nominal Bore
Description
_" -' I" SCHohO Forged
Sockolets
Material
Specification
ASTM AIOSoGRo2
_" - l" 3000 psi° Forged
Threadolets
ASTM AIO5oGRo2
I_" ,, 8" SCHo40 Branch API-5L-B
Welding only
iO" - 12" SCHo20 Branch API_5L-B
Welding Only
14" - 24"
I_" & 2"
(See Note 303)
SCBIO Branch
Welding only,
SCHo40 Forged Tees
Socket Weld Ends.
API_5-_-S
ASTM A234 WR_
3" = 8" SCHo40 Forged Tees
(See Note 303) Buttweld Ends
ASTM A234 W_B
5 o3 Reducers
-- SCHo40 Fabricated
from pipe, Buttweld
Ends.
API-SL-B
I0" = 12" SCHo20 Fabricated API-5L-B
from pipe_ Buttweld
Ends,,
I_" _ 6" SCHo40 Forged A234 WPoB
Butt.weld Ends°
USAS B16o9
(or BS,_1640)
APL Material
Code Group
1-.41-380
1-41,=380
APL Material
4-26-123
1=41-38o
_28-351
4,_28_752
4-28-712
F.914
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Branch Size
Nominal Bore
Descrlt___
505 Unions° Carbon Steel
Material
Specification
_" .-. 2" ._O00 lb., Forged ASTM AIOSoGRo2
Steel Threaded Ends (BS3799 & BB
1503-161oGRoB)
60 BACKING STRIP
3000 Ibo Forged Steel
Socket Weld Ends
ASTM AIO5oGRo2
(or BS3799 & BS
1503-161oGRoB)
Not allowed on carbon steel oxygen transmission lines°
APL Material
Code Group
4o27,_680
4o 28° 680
7o FLANGES
o
o
lOo
4" _ 24" Class 150 Fo_ged Steel
RoFo Sl_p on Weldo
USAS Bo16o5 _r
BB_1560)
lit _ 3ft Class 150 Forged Steel
RoF° Weld Neck
USAS Bo16o5 'or
BSo1560
BOLTING (See LSo04)
All sizes Studs.Alloy Steel° Full
Thread Nuts° Hexo
Carbon Steelo
GASKETS (See LSo04)
All sizes Complessed asbestos
Fibre 1/16" thick
VALVES (See LSo05)
BZ/05/O5
Descri_
2" & smaller Class 150
Bronze Body & Trim
czlo51ol
cl/o510z
Over 2" Class 125 Cast
Iron Body° Bronze Trim
ASTM AI81 GRol
(or BS1503=161
G_o AraB)
ASTM Ai81oGR_I
(or HS1503_161
GR_'A & B)
ASTMAI93-B7
AST_A194o2H
ELINGERIT 661
Gate
Gate
2" & smaller Class 150 Globe
Bronze Body & Trim
4o25ol32
4o25ol52
_oi$oili
Code Noo
F.914
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iOo (Cont_d)ooo
'l_pe Noo Des___£_ Valve Type
BZ/O3/12 3" & W" Class 150 Globe
Bronze Body & Trim
Class 150 St,/Stl type
304 or 316 with Bronze
S6at & D_s¢o
_" & above Class 150
Bronze°
_" 1 _' 3000 psi o
Ratingo Bronze.
SS/03/01 Globe
modified
B_/_2/OI Check
BZ/OI/OI Needle
Code Noo
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= PURPOSE
2o
o,,
o >
The purpose of' _hi_ _eleotion _nert zt _ select the most
sultable and e¢o_om:_ _fandar_] _ip_ng_ f'_ttzng_ ._r_d v_lve_
for the given pressure and ,'emier._tu_e_
For pressure j,_tabove the g_ve_ rating _t _y be _ote e .tom,
_o recai_.ulate or review the rating of _ndtvzoua[ _te_, £how_
on this shee _ rat_er tha_ use _teraals irom the r,e_t n;_her
ratingo
These _eie_,'lO_; _hee1_ are ulso a guide _o e_;gluee.'_ p._ep;_rlrlg
job _peci_iCatlOn lot spe"i'Jl r_ting_ or .e,'._,_¢e_o
¢hls ._nee_ lisL_ all approved carbon ,_tee_ pipe a_d t'itting,_ and
suitable valves for use with the_ for a du_y of" 2'75 p_Igo ma_ ard
a*_ all temperatures between _I00-_' and =20-F for Dry Oxygen C-aSo
{Dry oxyt_._ gas La._ a Jew po:n: of-40°: or De%ratio
GENERAL,
5oi This starboard is to, be read i_ eonjanctlcn wit& b.o}O,"2
'"ieslgn and Safet.y i:tandards fo£ Carbon Steel Gaseou_ Oxy_er
o_ THIS CI_.USm 15 ONuY ,GqLICABLE 20R TI'%_; IN ,R, .... Ui{,, uET DO'_N
_;_,ST_:M3 'WHEttE fH?, VEI.CCITY !,]>:Cgi'_iX5200 ,_'oI',_;_A:_, fOR MXaMP_.E
IMbiEDI ,_T,,,%Y ._OWN STII,M-",M OP t"R'_S_URI,.' CONTROL V,_L_B,_ ETCo
When _Iow ie Irom the b_aneh In!o tl_e run a monei _ASIM i_16_
tee shall be used in sizes _" an(_ below°
in elzeb 8" and larger a brass ._mp]n_ement pla_:e shall _e
_nstalle,_ zm the srrazgnt _un,, The imp_r_#, o.-. _a%e 5t_a]i be
Jengtf, i-:_'[_[i be, _.ucr_ !hal when pla.;e_ .et,_.,ally ur, ocr [t.e
[.tsnc'.,:ea,,h end c] the Impi_igemen! plate exlenus _.' ueyo_.,,J't
Dran. r. ,:,_',Idegall pr'ovlul,,#,_a _nlmum o: :_ i..-Kept _ ]ea:
of the u_t'. wel(i end of the ru:_ i, shall _over une na,f ot
the pipe c_rcuam_erence of the main rUno
See at'_ached Fig° !/
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o
o
3.3
3°4
Note° Due to the difficulties of welding high carbon content
steels the carbon and manganege llmitations of grade _A' must
be specified when ordering grade 'B' pipe°
Check valves listed are for centrifugal compressor systems
only, for reciprocating compressor check valves consult the
Design Engineezing Manager°
005" external corrosion al]owance has been included in arrzv_r_ at
the list of standard piping and the designer must recalculate when
greater corrosion is to be expected°
!%l.vi_ Size
Nominal Bore
D_scriptiozo Material APL Materia_
Specification Code Grou_
14" - 20" SCHoIO (_" Wall) API-51,-B
ERWo Plain Ends (ASTM A53_B)
10" = 12" SCHo20 (_" Wall) API-5L-B 1.41.380
ERW Plain Ends°
_" _ 8" SCHo40 EoR°Wo Plain API-5L-B 1 o41 0380
Ends
FITTINGS
5oi
" = 2" SCHo40 EoRo_o Plain
ite ) Ends
$" - 4" SCHo40 EoRoWo Plain
QAcrefair) Ends
Pulled Bends 15% Thinning allowed for.
API-51.-B
API=SL-B
_" = 2" SCH.40 Seamless API®SL-B Io41o380
Threaded Ends
No. LSo_,,I'ENGINEERING
REV
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502 Tees (See Note 3_2)
Branch Size
Nominal Bore
Description Materi_a.I APL i¢atemal
Specifzcatzon Co_e Grou_.2_
_" ,_ ]" SCHo40 Forged Sockolets ASTM AIO5oGRo2 4o26o22, _
_" , 1" _000 psi° Forged ASTM A_OSoG_o2 4o2bo'2_
Threadolets
1½" ....8" SCHo40 Branch Welding API-SL-B
only
SCHo20 Branch Welding10" =, 12"
SCHoIO Branch Weldlng
only
14" = 20"
1½" & 2" SCHo40 WrouEht Tees ASTM A254-.WPoB 4,,28=551
Socket Weld e,nds
1t -- 811 SCHo40 _4_,_}> Tees
_ttweld Ends
ASTMA234.WP.B 4°28°752
5 o._ R?ducere
-- I9" - 8" SCHo40 Wrou_t
USAS B16o9 [i_ 1640)
ASTM A234oWPoBo 4o28o7_2
10" _ 12" SCB_20 Wrought
USA5 B16o9
ASTM A234 oWF_ B
5°4 Un_gns , 9arbon St_i
_" - 2" 3000 lb. For_d
S%eel TnreadeO Rnds
}" "., 2" 3000 ibo Forpd Steel
Sac_tt W_ _.im
ASTM A1OS_GitoZ
(BS 5799 & I_
Ib03o-_6_ GRoB)
ASTM AlO5 GR.2
(or B3_799 & BS
_ 50_-1 61 GR,B)
4o270680
4°280680
@
_qKIgC ST_4,E
Backing stzips shall not be used on carbon steel oxygen lines°
F.O14
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P_leotion Sheet-Carbon - ' _ _ .
PiDin_ Siz_ ,_scri.ption _
Code Grg_ _
Class 150 Forged Steel
RoFo Weld Neck
USAS B16o5 (or BS1560)
ASTM A181 ORol
(or BS1503-161
GRB)
4o25o_52
o
4" °_24" Class _50 Forged Steel
RoFo Slip on Weld
USAS B16o5 (or _1560)
BOLTING (See LSoO4)
ASTM A181 GRo1
(or _1 503-.161
oR B)
4°25. _152
All sizes Studs Alloy Steel. Full ASTM A193oB7
Thread Nuts° Hexo Carbon ASTM AI94.2H
Steel°
9o _ (sesLsoo4)
All sizes Compressed Asbestos
Fibre 1/16. thick
USAS m6o5 (or BS1560)
Ioo _ (seeLsoos)
KLINGERIT 661 4o24o111
cz/o5/o3
BZ/03112
SS/03/O_
BZ/07/O_
2" & smaller Class _50
Bronze Body a Trim
Over 2" Class 250 Cast
Iron Body° Bronze Trim
_" a Over Class 150
Bronze Body & Trim
Over 4" Class 150
ST/STL type 304 or
316
Bronze Seat & D'_D_
_" & above Class 150
Bronze
Gate
Globe
Globe
Check
_°
BZ/01/01
_" - !" - _000 psl.
Rating° _ronze
Needle
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TITLE lhplng Selection Sheet-Carbon Steel-oWarm Oxygen Service 500 PSIG
_o PURPOSE
Io! The parpo_e of the selection sheet is to select the most
suitable and economic standard piping_ fittings and valves
for the given pressure and temperature°
1.2 F_ pressure just above the given rating it may be more
economic to recalculate or review the rating of individual
Items shown on this sheet rather than use materials from
the next hlgher ratingo
_.3 These selection sheets are also a guide to engineers
preparing job specifzcatlon for special ratings or service°
20 SCOPE
This sheet lists all approved carbon steel pipe and fittings
suitable valves for use with the_ for a du_y of 500 psig max and
at all temperatures between +IOO F and =20 F for Dry Oxygen Gas°
(Dry oxygen has a dew point of .aO°F or better)°
This sZandard is to be read in conjunction with LSo30/2
"Design and Safety Standards for Carbon Steel Gaseous
Oxygen Transmisslo_ Lines_
3°2 THIS CLAUSE IS ONLY APPLICABLE FOR TEES IN PRESSURE LET
DOWN SYST_4S WHERE THE VELOCITY EXCEEDS 200 PoP So AS,
FOR EXAMPLE, IMMEDIATELY DOWN STREAM OF PRESSURE CONTROL
VALVES ETC,
When flow _s from the branch into the run a monel (ASTM B_64)
tee snail be used zn sizes 6" and below°
In s_zes 8" and larger a brass impingement plate shall be installed
in the stralght run° Impingement plate extends 3 '_ beyond the
branch Ineide wall_ providlng that a minimum of 1½" is kep_
clear of tDe butt weld end of the run_ it shall cover one
half of tne pipe circumference of the main run°
See attached Figo lo
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TITLE Piping Selection Sheet_Carbon Steel=Warm Oxygen Service 500 PSIG CS( 5,0
o
o
3o3 Note due to the difficulties of welding high carbon content steels°
The carbon and manganese limitations of grade 'A _ must be specified
when ordering grade 'B' pipe°
5°4 Check valves listed are for centrifugal compressor systems only
for reciprocating compressor check valves consult the Design
Engineering Manager°
PIPE
o05" external corrosion allowance has been included in arriving at the
list of standard pipzng and the designer must recalculate when
greater corrosion is to be expected,
Piping Size
Nominal Bore
Description
4ol Pipe Transmission
_" = 2" SCHo 40 Seamless
Threaded Ends
= 10" SCHo 40 EoRoWo Plain
En_
Material APL Material
Specification Code Group
API_5L_B Io41o380
(ASTM A53-B)
API-5L_B 1o41o380
(ASTM A53=B)
12" = _4" STDoWT0 (00375 WoTo)
EoRoWo Plain Ends
FITTINGS
5oi Pulled Bends 15% Thinning allowed for
$" = 2" SCHo 40 Seamless Plain API-5L-B
Ends
_" _ 4" SCHo 40 EoRoWo Plain API=51,=B
Ends
3000 ibs forged
Socket Weld Ends
ASTMA234=WPB
USAS B16o11
3" = 10" SCHo 40 Wrought ASTM A234-WPB
Butt weld Ends USAS Bo16o9
12" - 14" STDo WT (Oo375" WoTo) ASTM A234=WPB
Butt Weld Ends USAS B16o9
ENGINEERING
STANDARD
No. LSo_I o_
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TITLE Piping Selection Sheet_Carbon Steel+Warm Oxygen Service 500 psig CSO 5o0
PiDin_ Sime
Nominal Bore
Descritip.!_o__n
5.3 Tees (See Note 3.2)
Material
Specification
APL Material
Code Group
J_ranch Siz_
_+' _ l" SCHo 40 Forged ASTM A _05oGRo2 4°260223
Sockclets
_" = I" 3000 psi° Forged ASTM AIO5oGR,2 4o26o12_
Threadolets
_" _ 2" SCHo 40 Forged Tees ASTM A234°WPB 4o28o35_
Socket Weld Ends
3" - 10" SCHo 40 Wrought ASTM A234.WPB 4.28o351
Buttweld ends
USAS B16o9
(BS !640) o
STD WT Branch API_5L®B
Welding Only
12" _ 14"
5o4 Reducers
1_' = 10" SCHo 40 Wrought A234oWPB 4o28o7_2
Battweld Ends
USAS B_6o9
(BS _640)
STD WT Wrought
Buttweld Ends
USAS Bo_6o9
(BS 1640)
1 2" '-_ 1 4" ASTMA234oWPB
lh Forged Steel ASTM AIO5oGRo2
Threaded Ends (BS 3799 & BS
_503_161 GRoB)
40280680
_" = 2" 30(k_ Ib Forged Steel ASTM AIO5oFRo2 4.28°680
Socket Weld Ends (or BS 3799 &
BS _503_161 GRoB)
6. BACKING STRIP
o
Backing strip shall not be used on carbon steel oxygen transmission llnes
Class 3OO Forged Steel ASTM A181oGRol
RoFo Weld Neck (or BS 1503+16_
USAS B16°5 CRo B)
4o25o!32
4" - 24" Class 300 Forged Steel ASTM AI81.GRo1 4o25,152
RoFo Slip on Weld (or BS_503-161
USAS B_6.5 GRo B)o
F.914
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TITLE Piping Selection Sheet-Carbon Steel--Warm-@xT_en _e_ice 5-_-PS-I_} CSO _0
Pipimg Size Description
80 BOLTING (SeeLSoO4)
All sizes Studs Alloy Steelo
Full Thread Nuts_
Hexo Carbon Steel°
90 GASKETS (See LSoO4)
All sizes Compressed Asbestos
Fibre 1/16" thick
USAS B16oS(or BSI560)
i0o VALVES (See Stdo LSo05)
Type NOo Description
BZ/05/O6 2" & smaller Class 300
Bronze Body & Trim
CS/05/II Over 2" Class 300 Cast
Steel Bronze Trim
Material
Specification
ASTMAI93oB7
KLINGERIT 661 4o24o111
Valve Type
Gate
Gate
APL :Material
Code Group
Code _Oo
BZ/03/13
SSI03/06
Modified
BZ/O7/OZ
BZ/01/O1
&Abu_ Class 300
_ronze Body & Trim
Over 4" Class 300
St/Stl type 304 or
316o Bronze Seat &
Trim.
_" & above Class 300
Bronze
_" = i" = 3000 psi
rating° Bronze.
Globe
Globe.
Check
Needle
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TITLE Piping Selection Sheet-Carbon Steel_,Warm Oxygen Service 720 PSIG
o PURPOSE
The purpose of this selection sheet is tos_ect the most
suitable and economic standard piping, fittings and valves
for the given pressure and temperature°
1o2 For pressure just above the glven rating zt may be more
economic to recalculate or review the rating of individuai
items shown on this sheet rather than use materials from
the ne_t nigher rating,
These selection sheets are also a guide to englneer's
preparlng job specification for special ratings or services
2. SCOPE
This sheet lists all approved carbon steel pipe and fittings and
suitable valves for use with the_ for a du_y of 720 PSIG maxo and
at all temperatures between ÷1OOVF and _,20-F for Dry Oxygen Gas°
(Dry oxygen gas has a dew point of -40°F or better)°
e CENE__._._RAL
3o_ This standard is to be read in conjunction wiih I_o30/2
_Desig_ and Safety Standards for Carbon Steel Caseous Oxygen
Transmission LZnes'_
3°2 THIS CLAUSE IS ONLY APPLICABLE FOR TEES IN PRESSURE LET DOWN
SYSTEMS WHERE THE VELOCITY EXCEEDS 200 FoPsSs AS_ FOR EXAMPLE°
IMMEDIATELY DOWN STREAM OF PRESSURi_ CONTROL VALVES ETC,
When flow is from the branch into the run a monel (ASTM B164)
tee shall be used in sizes 6" and below°
In sizes 8" and larger a brass impingement plate shall be
In_talled in the straight run° The impingement plate shall
be _'_ thicE half hard rolled brass sheet_ BS2874 CZ_12o Its
length shall be, such thal when placed centrally under the
branch_ each end of the impingement plate extends 3" beyond
the branch inside wall providing that a minimum of I_" is
kept clear of the butt weld end of the run_ it shall cover'
one _alf of the pipe circumference of the main runs
See attached Fig° Io
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TITLE Piping Selection Sheet-Carbon Steel-Warm Oxygen Service 720 PSIG CSO 7,2
0
o
303
3.4
Note that due to the difficulties of welding high carbon content
steels the carbon and manganese lim/tations of Grade 'A' must
be specified when ordering Grade 'B _ Pipe@
Check valves listed are for centrifugal compressor systems
only for reciprocating compressor check valves consult the
Design Engineering Manager°
PIPE
°05" external corrosion allowance has been included in arriving at
the list of standard piping and the desinger must recalculate when
greater corrosion is to be expected.
,/
Pipi_Size
Nominal Bore
.Description
4,1 Pipe Transmission
Material AP_ Material
Specificatiom Code Group
- 2" SCHo 40 Seamless API-51,-B I .41 o380
Threaded Ends (ASTM A53-B)
_" = 8" SCHo 40 E.RoWo Plain API-5L-B Io41.380
Ends (ASTM A53-B)
10"- 14" SCH. 40 EoR,W. Plain API-5L-B I o41.380
Ends (ASTM A53-B)
FI _TINGS
5 oI Pulled Bends
_" = 2"
-_' - 4tt
15% Thinning allowed for
SCHo 40 Seamless Plain API -5_B
En_
SCHo 40 E.RoW. Plain API=5L-B
Ends
F.914
!F.914
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TITLE Piping Selection Sheet-Carbon Steel-Warm Oxygen Service 720 PSIG CSO 7°2
P_ping Size
Nominal Bor_
Description
502 Tees (See Note 5o2)
Branch Size
Material APLMaterial
Specification Code Group
_" - I" SCHo 40 Forged ASTM AIO5oGRo2 4°26,223
Sockolets
_" = I" 3000 psi° Forged ASTM AIO5oGRo2 4°260123
Threadolets
_" & 2" SCH, 40 Forged Tees ASTM A234oWPB 4o28o351
Socket Weld Ends
3" = 10" SCHo 40 Wrought
Butt weld ends
USAS 1_6o9 (BS 1640)
ASTM A234 WPB
12" - 14" SCHo 40 Branch API-5L-B
Welding Only
5°3 R_duqers /"
- 14" SCH. 4_ Wr_aght A234oWPB 4.28o712
Buttweld Ends
USAS BI6o9(_S 1640)
.t, _ 2"
6. BACKING STRIP
3000 ib Forged Steel ASTM A IO5.GR.2
Threaded Ends (BS 3799 & BS
1503-161 GRoB)
40270680
3000 Ib Forged Steel ASTM AIO5°GRo2 4°28°680
Socket Weld Ends (or BS 5799 &
BS 1503-161GRoB)
Backing strip shall not be used on carbon steel oxygen transmission lines
7 o FLANGES
I" = 3" Class 300 Forged Steel ASTM AI81oGRo1 4°250132
RoFo _Id Neck (or _1503-161
USAS m6o5 CRo B)
4" - 24" Class 300 Forged Steel A_TM A181oGRol 4.25o132
RoFo Slip on Weld (or BS1503-161
USAS m6o5 OR° _)
F.914
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Piping Selection Sheet-Carbon Steel-Warm Ox n Service 20 si CSO 2
Piping Size Description Material APLMaterial
Specification Code Group
BOLTING (See LS o04)
All sizes Studs Alloy Steel° ASTM A193oB7
Full Thread Nuts ASTM A194o2H
Hexo Carbon Steel
GASKETS (See LS.04)
All sizes Compressed Asbestos KLINGERIT 661 4.24oi 11
Fibre 1/16" thick
USAS B16o5(or BS1560)
VALVES (See Stdo I_o05)
Type No° Description Valve Type Code No.
BZ/O5/O6 2" & smaller Class 300 Gate
Bronze Body & Trim
CS/O5/11 Over 2" Class 300 Cast Gate
Steel Bronze Trim
BZ/05/13 _" & above class 300 Globe
Bronze Body & Trim
SS/O3/O6 Over 4" Class 300
Modified St/Stl type 3_ or Globe
316o Bronze Seat &
Trim
BZ/O7/O2 ½" & above Class 300 Check
Bronze
BZ/OI/01 _" - I" _ 3000 psi Needle
rating° Bronze°

APL
CENTRIFUGAL OXYGEN COMPRESSOR MANUAL
HATTINGEN PLANT
Contents: Section i. Purpose
2. Scope
3. Responsibility
h. Forbidden and Restricted Areas
5. Instrumentation of Oxygen Compressors
6. Starting Up: Normal
7. Starting Up: After Overhaul or Inspection
8. Shutting Down: Normal
9. Shutdown: Abnormal or Emergency
i0. Routine Checks and Logs
ii. Setting of vibration levels
12. Maintenance
i. Process Preparation
2. Welding and Burning
3. Materials for 0^ Service
h. zOverhaul Procedure
5. Cleanliness during Overhaul
13. Miscellaneous Operations
Appendix I Detailed Starting Instructions
i. Preparations for Starting
2. Starting Conditions
3. Start-up Procedure
h. Automatic Alarms and Trips
Appendix II Controlled Shutdown
Appendix III Emergency or Abnormal Shutdown.

CENTRIFUGALOXYGENCOMPRESSORMANUAL- HATTINGEN
l. P_ose
This manual establishes a standard procedure for the safe operation of the
Hattingen centrifugal oxygen compressor and must be read in conjunction
with the manufacturers Hand Book.
. Scope
2.1 The manual outlines the procedures to be followed during maintenance
work, and startup and shutdown of the machine.
2.2 These procedures are mandatory and will be strictly enforced by plant
management.
3. ResponsibilitF
3.1 All plant management operators, maintenance personnel, and other persons
associated with oxygen compressor operation must be familiar with the
information contained in this procedure and are responsible for
compliance.
3.2 The above persons shall also be familar with the vendors literature.
- i-
h. Forbidden and Restricted Areas
h.l The area immediately adjacent to the compressor is enclosed by protective
barriers, when the machine is on oxygen service all personnel are
bo forbidden entry to the areawithin the barriers.
h.2 The area surrounding the compressor but outside the barrier shall be
clearly defined by appropriate signs, and entry will be restricted as
follows:
4.2.1 When the machine is in oxygen service and operating normally one
operator or one supervisor for the purpose of routine monitoring.
h.2.2 When the machine is being transferred from Nitrogen to Oxygen
service, or vice versa a maximum of two operators and one
supervisor for the purpose of valve operation.
h.2.B Other personnel will only be admitted when the machine is operating
on Nitrogen or is shutdown.
-2 -
5. Instrumentation on Oxygen Compressors
5.1 All pressure and temperature indication shall be remote.
5.2 Gauges located on the Compressor i.e. shaft movement indicators or
on the pipework, including instrumentation for auxiliaries shall be
outside the protective barrier.
5.3 The compressor shall be fitted with proximity probes at each bearing
which shall alarm at 0.5 mils and trip at 1.5 mils above normal.
5.4 The compressor shall be fitted with a axial position indicator which
shall alarm in the event of the shaft moving 0.4 mms relative to the
thrust and trip should the movement reach 0.8 mms.
5.5 Pressure gauges shall be green lined at their normal operating pressures.
They shall also be red lined at their operating limits. Red lines for
individual stage pressure gauge markings shall be at their relief valve
set pressures. Rotor shift indicator shall be red lined at shut down
setting. Seal system pressures shall be red lined at alarm and trip
conditions.
5.6 Temperature indicators shall be green lined at their normal operating
temperatures. Indicator switches shall be red lined at both the alarm
and trip positions. (These are normally 25°F.and 50°F.above normal
operating temperature.) Temperature indicators at points other than
those with switches shall be red lined at a maximum of 25°F.above normal.
5.7 Oxygen tubing and lubricant tubing to gauges on the oxygen compressor
panels shall be segregated. Individual tubing supports and troughs shall
be used, and spacing shall be adequate. Lubricant tubing shall be
positioned such that leakage cannot drip onto oxygen tubing.
-3-
6. Start.ing-up - Normal
6.1 Under no circumstances will an oxygen compressor be started by operators
without the prior consent of the Plant Manager or his delegate.
6.2 All barriers are to be in place and secured prior to a compressor start-
up.
6.3 The Plant Manager or his delegate will make a general inspection of the
oxygen compressor area and having satisfied himself that the machine can
be started shall designate the supervising and operating personnel to
start the compressor. The startup personnel shall be limited to one
supervisor and two operators, and due regard shall be paid to the
restrictions under Section 4.
6._ The machine shall be started up on Nitrogen as in Appendix I. The
machine will be operated on Nitrogen at the maximum pressure obtainable
and run for fifteen minutes with all readings steady before being put on
oxygen service as detailed in Appendix I.
6.5 Conditions to be observed during the nitrogen run in period are:
(a) Observe all gas and oil temperatures and pressures for
abnormal readings.
(b) Analyse and record vibration readings with portable vibration
analysers, also observe the behavior of the continuous
monitoring systems.
(c) Observe all seal pressures to ensure proper operating
conditions.
(d) Thoroughly check for any oil leak and the possibility
of oil entering the oxygen side of the compressor.
7. Starting up after Overhaul or Inspection
7.1 In addition to all the conditions in Section 6 it will be necessary to
operate the compressor at maximum possible pressure on nitrogen for at
least two hours.
7.2 Readings must be taken every 15 minutes and the last 3 readings on
temperature, pressure and vibration must be stabilized aad within
tolerance before reverting to oxygen gas.
-5-
8. Shuttin_ down - Normal
8.1 The plant manager or his delegate will make a general inspection of the
oxygen compressor area and designate the supervisor and personnel to shut-
down the machine. The number of personnel will be restricted to a total
of three, and due regard will be paid to the restrictions under section h.
8.2 The shutdown shall be made after reverting to Nitrogen as detailed in
Appendix II.
-6-
9. Shutdown - Abnormal or Emergency
9.1 There will usually be time to advise plant management before a
compressor shutdown. The 2 hour checks and logs are for this
purpose. Unusual noise or an obvious failure of one of the compressor
safety devices would Justify an emergency shutdown. Should an
increase in oil discharge to the atmosphere be noted there will still
be ample time to analyze the situation and consult with plant management
since the seal system offers triple protection before the oxygen circuit
would be contaminated.
9.2 If conditions warrant, an emergency shutdown can be performed by pushing
the emergency stop buttons and f_llowing up the procedure laid down in
Appendix III.
9.3 In the event of a compressor trip the procedure laid down in Appendix III
paragraph h and 5 is to be followed and plant management informed.
-7-
i0. Routine Checks and Logs
I0.i Reliable operation of the machine can only be achieved by well trained
personnel. Cleanliness and care of equipment ensure that defects can
be detected at an early stage.
10.2
10.3
10.4
Checks for oil must be made through barrier inspection ports once each
shift. Any leakage detected must be reported immediately since excessive
leakage may require immediate shutdown for repairs and cleaning.
All gauges located remotely or on the compressor panel board shall be
checked every 2 hours, the reading being recorded on the log sheet or
in the plant log book.
A separate log sheet shall be kept for oxygen compressor readings to be
taken during the first hour of each shift. With these once a shift
readings, the operators shall study the past several readings to note
the trends and advise management of any significant changes or gradual
trends in any of the readings.
10.5
10.6
10.7
No hand vibration checks are to be made while compressing oxygen.
Auxiliary oil pumps. The auxiliary oil pump takes over the oil supply
when starting or shutting down the compressor. The water driven pump
which is an emergency oil pump is only for use in emergency cases. Both
pumps are started when oil pressure drops and are controlled by pressure
switches. When oil pressure drops, first the motor driven pump starts
and at a lower pressure the water driven pump is started. When the
pressure switch for the water driven emergency oil pump is operated the
compressor trips. The automatic functioning of both these pumps should
be checked at regu_ intervals.
The main oil filterhand wheel for cleaning the filter should be turned
a few times during each shift. At a pressure drop of 0.3 to O.h Kg/cms 2
across the filter, they must be _witched and the dirty filter cleaned.
At a pressure drop of 0.6 Kg/cms _ an alarm will be given.
10.8 The thrust^bearing filter must be changed at a pressure drop of over
O.h Kg/cms _ and the dirty filter cleaned. Pressure after the filter
must never be less than 0.5 atu.
10.9 The bearing oil supply temperature should be maintained at 35 - 40°C.
The flow off temperature at each bearing should not be more than 15°C
above this value; if it is the bearing should be inspected.
J
i0.i0 The oil piping should be inspected through the ports in the _rotective
barriers to check for leaks.
Continued/...
-8-
i0.Ii The lube oil should be analyzed at regular intervals as laid down
in the P.M. Manual.
10.12 Check intercoolers and aftercooler for leaks by blowing down gas
side or venting the water side and checking for water or oxygen gas
respectively.
10.13 At regular intervals check that the discharge check valve moves freely
by gently pulling down the dead weight arm to cause only a few degrees
rotation, so as not to affect the flow rate or discharge pressure
significantly.
10.12 Check that air supply for the gland and bearing seal air is always
dry and that the supply pressure is 4 atu.
10.15 Check the oxygen content of the exhaust seal gas.
-9-
ii. Setting of Vibration Levels
ii.i The alarm will be set to sound at a vibration level of 0.5 mils
above the normal vibration level. Plant personnel will immediately
switch the compressor to nitrogen service when vibrations reach alarm
level, and inform plant management of the situation.
11.2 Controlled shutdown of the compressor (Appendix II) will be carried
out at a vibration level of 1.0 mils above normal operating level,
whether on oxygen or nitrogen service.
11.3 Automatic shutdown of the compressor will be set at a vibration level
of i. 5 mils above normal operating level.
11.4 A gradual increase in the vibration level from the normal level
approaching the alarm set point shall be reported to Plant Management
as soon as the increase is discovered. Operations Engineering will
evaluate the increase and advise the necessary action.
- lO-
12. Maintenance
12.1 Process Preparation
12.1.1 Before any maintenance is performed on an 02 compressor, the
compressor must be isolated on the suction and discharge side.
12.1.2 After isolation the compressor will be purged with nitrogen gas.
A "sniff" type analyzer shall be used to determine the effective-
ness of isolation. If there are indications of leakage it will
be necessary to install blanks. Double blocks and bleeds where
provided shall always be used.
12.1.3 All valves in the system shall be tagged out and a work permit
issued.
12.2 Welding and Burnin_
12.2.1 If welding equipment or an oxyacetyline torch must be used to
perform certain maintenance functions they must be used only
after a double block and bleed or blank (between flanges) is
employed.
12.2.2 A hot work permit must be issued by the Shift Supervisor on duty
after he has personally checked the area with an oxygen analyzer.
12.2.3 The use of welding or cutting e_uipment must be kept to an
absolute minimum in an oxygen compressor intercooler area, even
though the area has been declared safe.
12.3 Materials approved for Oxv_en Service
The following instructions for Jointing compounds take precedence over
those in vendor manuals.
12.3.1 Only Permatex #1516 shall be used as a split line sealing
compound on oxygen compressors except in the bearing housing
areas, where Silicone Sealing Compound RTV-60 (General Electric
Company) shall be used. (Permatex #1516 is not recommended
_or oily areas, and RTV-60 will not be in contact with oxygen
in the bearing housing area.)
Gasket Jointing material will be Klingerit 661.
Only oxygen safe material (KEL-F Halocarbon or Fluorolube)
should be used on '0' rings or on surfaces requiring lubrication.
The above mentioned lubricants shall only be used from a tube
or container that is sealed or known to be absolutely free of
foreign contamination. These lubricants must be applied to
the components in such a manner so as not to contaminate with
finger prints, lint, dirt, etc.
Continued/...
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12.4 Overhaul Procedure
12.5
12._.i Whenever an oxygen compressor is opened for overhaul or
inspection, such work must be carried out under the direct
supervision of a service engineer from the machine vendor;
with a representative from Operations Engineering also in
attendance.
12.4.2 It is absolutely essential that parts are cleaned as under
12.5.5 before reassembly on the machine.
12.4.3 Accurate records will be kept of all work performed on the
machine and will include tolerances before strip down
and after assembly.
Cleanliness Durin 6 Maintenance
12.5.1 The restricted area designated under paragraph 4.2 shall be
designated a clean area during overhaul or inspection of the
machine, and the floor will be maintained scrupulously clean by
frequent mopping. Entry to this area shall be across a clean
doormat and will be restricted to persons wearing clean white
overalls.
12.5.2 Throughout the overhaul there will be ample provision of:
(a) Polythene bags and sheets.
(b) Lint free cotton cleaning cloths (which shall be counted
at the beginning and end of each shift).
(c) Containers of clean methylene chloride or trichlorethylene.
(d) Storage trays.
12.5.3 During the course of strip down and inspection each individual
part shall be stored in the trays provided and where appropriate
wrapped in polythene to avoid contamination.
12.5.4 Whilst overhaul proceeds all machine internals and pipe ends
will be protected by polythene to prevent accidental ingress
of foreign materials.
12.5.5 Before reassembly all parts that contact (or may possibly
contact) the pure oxygen stream or are in contact with ejected
seal air that may have high oxygen concentrations must be
degreased with an approved solvent (Methylene Chloride or
trichlorethylene) and after evaporation to dryness the part
must be examined with a black light in accordance with
Engineering Specification A.03 (Refer also to E.J. Bassler's
report "Cleaning for Oxygen Service", January, 1960.
#99000096).
12.5.6 White lint free cotton gloves must always be worn when handling
parts cleaned for oxygen service.
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Continued/...
12.5.7
12.5.8
In wiping operations clean, lint free, cotton clothes shall
be used as provided under paragraph 12.5.2 (b).
Suction strainers on oxygen compressors are designed for
continuous service and shall not be removed except for periodic
cleaning. Strainers shall be cleaned with an approved solvent
as under Paragraph 12.5.5. If it is necessary to brush the
filter the solvent cleansing shall be done after the brushing
and the filter shall be allowed to dry by evaporation in a
clean dry area. Filters shall not be blown dry unless dry oil-
free nitrogen or air is used.
- 13 -
13. Miscellaneous Operations
13.1 Do not flush lubricating oil lines inside the compressor bearing
chamber or pass oil through the bearings unless the compressor sealing
system is operating correctly. Stop oil pumps before shutting down
the seal system.
13.2 If seal air fails on the compressor and the compressor shuts down stop
oil circulation as quickly as possible (Note contrary to Appendix II
paragraph ii). Before restarting after a seal air failure the shaft
area shall be inspected for oil. There will usually be a slight
indication of oil, but if abnormal quantities of fresh oil are visible
the shaft seal labyrinth assembly must be removed and inspected. If
inspection indicated oil has progressed beyond the air section of the
labyrinth, the compressor top case shall be removed for complete
inspection and cleaning.
13.3 If seal inlet pressures remain the same but the labyrinth seal pressure
decrease, then bearing wear is indicated.
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APPENDIX I
DETAILED STARTING INSTRUCTION
i. Preparation for Starting
1.01 Open main cooling water isolating valves.
1.02 Open all return valves of intercoolers, aftercoolers and motor air
coolers. Vent coolers on water side.
1.03
1.0h
Water outlet v_ve of oil cooler remains closed until oil temperature
has reached 35 C. Vent cooler on water side. The vent on the oil side
of cooler remains open all the time
Open air supply to gland seal air, pressure must be about +200 mmWG.
1.05
1.o6
Switch in 02 - air extractor fan, pressure must be about -hO0 mmWG.
Open air supply to bearing seal air, pressure must be about +80 -
+ 90 mmWG.
1.07 Start oil vapor extractor.
1.08 Start auxiliary oil pump.
1.09 Open main hand valves of supply to air ejector and w_er driven oil
pump.
i.i0 Check that bypass valves to ejector and water driven oil pump are closed.
i. Ii Check that air ejector and water driven oil pump are not in operation
after having pressed the "stop" button of each one of them respectively.
1.12 Open supply for control air in back of panel (only one filter is in
operation at a time).
1.13
1.14
Set controller of intake butterfly valve in control room to "hand
position and give it minimum setting of 4 psig control air pressure.
To interlock and close intake butterfly valve press "close" button on
panel.
1.15 Set controller for recycle valve on panel to "hand" position and open
recycle valve.
1.16 Before starting the compressor the oil temperature must be at least
20°C. If it is below keep auxiliary oil pump in operation until this
temperature is obtained.
1.17 Check oil level in oil tank.
1.18 Switch off motor standstill heating.
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. Starting Conditions
The following conditions are required before compressor motor cam be started
(besides conditions on electric side, mainbreaker, synchronization etc. ).
2.01 Auxiliary oil pump must be in operation.
2.02 Bearing oil pressure must be sufficiently high.
2.03 Oxygen intake Dressure must be high enough (normal 0.20 atu).
2.0h Oxygen-air extractor fan must be in operation.
2.05 Intake butterfly valve must be closed.
2.06 Trip healthy and check warning button must have been pressed.
2.07 No warning indicated.
2.08 Emergency stop button must be out of interlock.
2.09 Motor starter must be wound to start position.
2.10 If all conditions are fulfilled the white light will show that the machine
is ready for starting.
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3. Start-up Procedures
Reference Flowsheet 2521-I-F.
3.1 Open valves357, 359 and 369. Close Bleed valve 371. Start Nitrogen
purge blower (item 15.71). Alternatively, shut off all reactivation
and defrost nitrogen valves and use reactivation blower (items 08.22).
If the latter method is adopted care should be taken to box up all
absorbers and vessels undergoing reactivation or defrost.
3.2 Close discharge valve 601 and (CV123). Close suction valve 617. Open
suction valve CV.110.
3.3 Open nitrogen purge valve half a turn.
3.4 Crack open compressor discharge vent valve 372.
3.5 Purge compressor with nitrogen until oxygen content is less than h% as
measured at the shell side drain of the aftercooler.
3.6 Close discharge vent valve 372 and nitrogen valve 370.
3.7 Fully open recycle valve on manual control. Close suction butterfly
valve.
3.8 Start Compressor, watch ammeter, synchronising speed is reached within
approximately 7 seconds.
3.9 About i0 seconds after compressor has reached normal speed switch off
the auxiliary oil pump and set it to position Automatic. The oil is now
supplied by the main pump coupled to the gear.
3.10 Immediately open suction valve 370 and control to maintain nitrogen
blower discharge pressure at 0.4 to 0.5 Kg/cm2. The compressor discharge
pressure will then build up to l0 Kg/cm2 with the recycle valve fully open.
3.11 When the discharge pressure reaches i0 Kg/cm2 crack open the discharge
vent valve CVI2h. Do not open the valve too wide otherwise the nitrogen
blower pressure will fall below 0.4 Kg/cm 2.
3.12 Check performance of compressor to determine that vibration levels,
bearing temperatures etc., are normal.
3.13 When the machine has run for fifteen minutes with conditions normal open
oxygen suction valve 617 and oxygen suction butterfly valve.
3.1h Close nitrogen valves 370 and 369. Open bleed valve 371.
3.15 Allow machine to run for about 3 minutes to purge out the nitrogen. Check
oxygen purity at aftercooler shell side drain with portable analyser.
Continued/ ....
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3.16 Build up machine discharge pressure by slowly closing recycle valve
manually.
3.17 When the discharge pressure is normal put machine on line by opening
discharge valve 601 and closing vent valve 372, (CVl2h). Put recycle
and suction valves on automatic control.
3..18 Open water outlet valve of oil cooler when oil temEerature reaches
35°C., keep oil temperature to bearings at 35 - 40 C. by adjusting the
water flow with this valve.
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4. Automatic Trips and Alarms
The following warnings, trips respectively, are given automatically.
4.1 Bearing oil pressure below 0.9 atu: Warning and starting of auxiliary
oil pump.
4.2 Bearing oil pressure below 0.5 atu:
driven oil pump.
4.3 Bearing seal air pressure below to mmWG: Warning _
4.4 Oxygen intake pressure below 0.054 atu: Trip
4.5 Gland seal air below 150 mmWG: Warning
4.6 Gland seal air below i00 mmWG: Trip
4.7 Oil vapour extractor not in operation: Warning
4.8 Oxygen air extraction pressure rising to -300 mmWG: Warning and
starting of air ejector. If pressure does not return to normal pressure
(-400 to -500) trip within 5 seconds.
Tr_and starting of emergency water
4.9 Cooling water pressure below 2.0 atu: Trip
4.10 Water pressure for water driven oil pump below 1.65 atu: Warning
4.11 Cooling water valves on inter and aftercooler not completely open:
Warning
4.12 Shaft displacement higher than _ 0.5 mm: Trip
4.1B Oil level in oil container too low: Warning
4.14 Motor protection energized: Trip
4.15 24 Volt supply failure: Warning
h.16 Differential pressure at main oil filter above 0.6 kg/cm2: Warning
4.17 Oxygen temperature before coolers will give alarms as follows:
i st Stage intercooler 155°C Alarm
2 nd Stage intercooler 160°C Alarm
3 rd Stage intercooler 155°C Alarm
Aftercooler lh5°C Alarm
Continued/...
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h.18 Oxygentemperature before coolers will triD the machine at the following
temperature:
i st Stage intercooler
2 nd Stage intercooler
3 rd Stage intercooler
Aftercooler
170°C Trip
180°C Trip
170°C Trip
160°C Trip
_.19
In the event of one of the above trips the auxiliary oil pumpwill not
start whenmachine runs down (fire_). Only the emergencywater driven
pumpwill start and run for a period of 4 minutes.
Bearing white metal temperature above 95°C: Warning
4.20 Bearing white metal temperature above II0°C: Trip
h.21 5 Kv supply failure: Trip
4.22 Motor bearing temperature above 60°C: Trip
4.23 Motor cooling air too high, cold air 40°C, arm air 60°C: Warning
- 20 -
APPENDIX II
Controlled Shutdown
i.i Open valves 357, 359, and 369. Close bleed valve 371. Start Nitrogen
purge blower (Item 15.71). Alternatively shut off all reactivation and
defrost nitrogen valves and use reactivation blow(Item 08.22). If the
latter method is adopted care should be taken to box up all vessels
undergoing reactivation and to switch off reactivation heaters.
1.2 Op n recycle valve fUlly on manual control.
1.3 Close discharge valve 601.
l.h Close manual suction valve 617.
1.5 Crack open vent valve 372 (Cv124 after modifications) such that the
discharge pressure falls to i0 Kg/cm .
1.6 Open nitrggen valve 370 and control to maintain a minimum pressure of
0.h Kg/cm _ at the blower discharge.
1.7 Check the oxygen content of the gas at the shell side drain of the after-
cooler. When it is less than h% slowly open discharge vent CVI2h (V372).
1.8 Stop the compressor.
1.9 When the machine has come to rest purge with nitrogen for about three
minutes and then close valve and the vent valve CVI2_.
i.i0 When compressor runs down oil pressure will reduce and at about 0.9 atu
the auxiliary oil pump starts, automatically. Watch oil pressure if
because of malfunction pump does not start switch on by hand.
i.ii After run down leave auxiliary oil pump in operation for about h0 minutes.
1.12 Maintain seal gas supply during the period the machine is shut down when-
ever possible.
1.13 Switch on motor heater.
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APPENDIX I I I
Faer=ency or Abnormal Shutdown
i.i Open vent valve CVI2h.
1.2 Close suction valve CVll0.
1.3 Stop machine using the switch on the compressor panel, or the emergency
stop button in the control room. Note: Stopping the machine will
automatically open CV12h and close CVI10.
1.h Close valves 617 and 601.
1.5 Commence No purge as detailed in Appendix II, Paragraphs 1.1, 1.2,
1.6 and i.?.
(Retyped 9129172 sba) - 22 -
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.Purpose
1.1 This code is to define the requirements for siting of
bulk liquTd oxygen installations at customer premises.
Introduction
2.1 Gaseous oxygen is colourless, odourless and tasteless;
it is non-toxic_ it is slightly denser t]mm air.
2.2 Liquid oxygen boils at -183°C at atmospheric pressure.
I volume gives 850 volumes of gas at ambient conditions.
2.3 Oxygen supports combustion. Combustible material catches
fire more easily and burns more vigorously in oxygen, or
in an atmosphere enriched by a small percentage of oxygen,
than in atmospheric air.
2.4 Cold gaseous oxygen and liquid oxygen are considerably
heavier than air and will accumulate in pits and trenches.
2.5 Liquid oxygen and cold gaseous oxygen may cause severe
burns when in contact with the skin or respiratory tract.
2.6 Most steels are brittle at liquid oxygen temperature.
Precautions
3.1 For the above reasons, bul/_ LOX storage installations L_ust
not be installed unless they confolm to this Code.
3.2 0il and grease constitute a particular hazard with oxygen,
and on no account may they be used in an oxygen installation.
3.3 All equipment must be specifically designed, protected and
prepared for oxygen service.
3.4 Good housekeeping to prevent eontsmination by combustibles
or loose debris is an overall requirement.
Definition
4.1 A bulk liquid oxygen storage installation is defined, for
the purpose of this Code, as the total assembly of liquid
storage tanks together with their associated gaseous storage,
evaporating equipment and controls connected in service, in
a static position to supply a customer with liquid or
gaseous oxygen.
4.2 The boundary of the installation is defined as that line,
real or imaginary, which encompasses the equipment defined
in section 3.1 above.
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4.3 The Code covers an installation, on customer's premises
where the capacity of liquid is more than 200 or less
than 125,000 litres (6,000 cu. ft. to 3.5 _4 cu. ft.).
General
5.1
5.2
TO prevent fire at the installation, and oxygen enriched
fires in the vicinity, the surrounding area shall be so
controlled that combustible material, smoking and naked
lights are pro?uibited _rithin a distance of 6M (20 ft)
from the installation, except where this area is cut by
substantial and impervious walls or partitions of wholly
non-combustible materials and built to a minimum height
of 2.4M (Sft).
Installations must not be positioned closer than 6M (20 ft)
to places such as Cinemas, churches, residential premises
stadia, cloakrooms, offices, canteens, time clocks, etc.
l_vate roads or footpaths can pass wi_lin not less than
3M (10 ft) of the installation.
5.3 Windows, cellar openings, trenches, manholes, cable ducts,
gullies or traps constitute a hazard to a major or minor
degree according to location. Within the prescribed 6M
(20 ft) these shall be avoided, if possible, or at least
kept to an absolute minimum. If pits and trenches are
unavoidable, they must be adequately ventilated to dispel
oxygen wlzLch might be contained therein.
5.4 Doors or access passages from which the i_stallation can
not be seen be at least 3M (10ft) from the outline area
of the installation.
5.5
5.6
N.B. Indoor installations are allowable, see section 13.
Location to be chosen so that damage to the installation
by electric arcing under fault conditions cannot occur.
Location to avoid, as far as possible, pipelines carrying
fl_nmable liquids or gases. Where unavoidable, ensure that
the pipeline is continuous (i.e. no joints) and so
positioned to avoid accidental liquid oxygen spillage,
but not in a trench.
5.7 Installations shall not be sited on top of existing
buildings. Where they are required to be at high level,
they shall be sited on top of purpose-designed and built
supporting structures, _ving due regard to the effects
of possible liquid spillage on adjacent structures and
plant.
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5.8 Safety relief devices for the m_n liquid storage ve_sel
shall vent to a safe place in the open away from occupied
buildings and combustible materials.
.Exception
When unavoidable work is performed involving use of a n_ed flame
in the vicinity of an installation, a 'permit to work' must be
obtained from a responsible official.
Access
7.1 It is considered essential that when any ta_er is in
position for filling the installation, it shall be in the
open and shall not be in a walled enclosure from which the
escape of liquid or heavy vapour is restricted. Tankers
should have easy access to the installation at all times.
7.2 Authorised persons should have easy access to the installation
at all times.
Construction of Access Apron
The required 'hardstanding' shall be of concrete or similar
inorganic and non-porous substance. Asphalt, chippings and
tar base substances constitute a hazard, and if saturated with
liquid oxygen an explosion could be caused by a falling weight
or tyre f_iction.
N.B. 'Hardstanding' is defined as:
The area upon which the tanker stands whilst it is
decanting liquid oxygen into the installation. It
should be shown on the drawings of the installation.
Non-access b2 Public
In view of %he possible danger of contact with oxygen liquid or
vapour, wl_ch may be spilled during the process of filling; a
standing space, from ;_hich the public can be excluded, shall be
provided for the tanker _ilst filling a bulk oxygen storage
installation. A ta_er shall not stand on the public higl_ay
or public ground whilst in the process of transferring liquid
to or from a static vessel.
10. Warning Notices
10.1
10.2
Notices carrying the words 'LIQUID 0XYG_' should be
prominently placed. It is also vital to _arn that
smoking or presence of naked flames near the plant
is strictly prohibited.
Suitable "earning notices,forbidding access to the installation
to all unauthorised persons shall be displayed.
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10.3 Before putting the installation into full operation, controls
for emergency operation shall be clearly labelled.
Emergency operating instructions shall be displayed immediately
adjacent to the emergency controls. These must be kept
up-to-date and legible.
11. Modifications
11.1 Supplier owned equipment must not be modified by the
customer.
11.2 Customer o_med equipment must not be modified without
reference to the oxygen supplier.
12. Peculiar Hazards
12.1 In certain locations, there may exist hazards peculiar to
the case which affect safety, but which are not specifically
covered by this Code. These cases must be given expert
consideration. A list of examples of such hazards appears
in Table I.
12.2 Storage of compressed, liquefied or dissolved gases which
are inflammable shall not be allowed within 6M (20 ft) of
the installation.
12.3 Storage of combustible material such as paper, timber,
coal or inflammable liquids shall not be allowed within
6}I (20 ft) of the installation.
PEPd4AN_{T OUTDOOR INSTALLATIONS
13. Separate Compound
13.1 A site shall be chosen which is for the exclusive use of
the bulk installation, and shall be suitably prepared.
The base of the site shall be raised sufficiently above
ground level to avoid ponding, and shall be made of concrete
or similar inorganic and non-porous substance. The
installation shall be clearly defined and surrounded by
an open design and non-combustible bazrier, provided with
adequate emergency exists clearly marked.
13.2 The equipment must be installed, tested and commissioned
to the satisfaction of the oxygen supplier.
INDOOR INSTALLATIONS
14. Separa te _Compartments
14.1 Where it is not possible to have a separate building for
the exclusive use of the installation and plant space forms
part of existing buildings, the actual space shall be
entirely separated by means of a continuous partition of
non-combustible material from floor to ceiling or roof and
one shall be an outside wall, _re mesh, if necessary, to
provide good ventilation.
483
Where wire me._h is provided, the equipment must be _oather-
proofed and extra care t_-en to keep clean from _±rborne
dirt. The safety distances specified in 4.3 shall apply
to the area outoide the wire mesh wall. _le installation
will be erected at ground level and no trenches, m_holes,
cable ducts, gullies or traps shall be allowed in the
enclosure. An adequate emcr_-_ncy exit, additional to the
door used for filling the installation, shall be p:covided.
Should this exit communicate with existing buildings it
shall be fitted ",_itha 6" deep cill to prevent the escape
of liquid.
15. Ventilation
16.
17.
15.1 The compartment containing storage and vaporising equipment
must be properly ventilated. Openings used for access and/
or for ventilation shall lead to a safe place i.e. where
there will be no accumulation of combustible material liable
to form a hazard.
15.2 In certain installations forced draught will be necessary.
Taking account of the possible hazards, expert consideration
must be given to the design of ventilation facilities in such
installations.
Access
16.1 The driver shall have unobstructed freedom of movement
be_;een his ta_er and the controls in the plant house.
Fillir_ through a%atchway' constitutes a hazard and is
not acceptable.
16.2 The building and equipment must be installed, tested, and
commissioned to the satisfaction of the oxygen supplier.
Coupli_qs
17.1 The design of liquid couplings used in the installation
shall be exclusively for liquid oxygen use.
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TABLE I
BULK LIQUID OXYG_ STORAGE II;STALLATIONS
CUSTOMER SITES
Examples of peculiar hazards requiring
expert consideratiom are!
Overhead electric cables
Overhead gas or otherpipework
Underground pipework
Craneage in the vicinity
Storage of large quantities of petrol, oil,
LPG, LNG
Storage of large quantities of timber, coal
Storage of large quantities of paint, etc.
@round sloping to an adjacent hazard
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Procedure for filling Cryogenic tanker
by pump at Carrington.
This procedure covers the filling of all semi-
trailers and rigid tankers in Cryogenic service.
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1. Procedure for Filling Cryogenic Tankers by Pump at Carrington.
1.1. Before starting to fill tanker:
1.1.1. Check that tanker has been properly _ighed
in, and n_ weigh ticket number.
1.1.2. Check with Plant Control Room that tanker can
be filled, and give them the number of the weigh
(ticket, tanker number and product.
1.1.3. I Proceed to appropriate fill point and correctly
position tanker.
1.I.4. Put on safety glasses, face shield or goggles,
hard hat and gloves.
1.1.5. Check piping and controls and clean where
necessary.
1.2. The valve positions on the fill point, prior to filling.
1.2.1. Transfer pump outlet valve - shut.
1.2.2. Vapour Return valve - shut.
1.2.3. Filling hose and transfer pump suction drain - open
i. 3. Procedure;
1.3.1. Place in position "Hoses Connected" sign.
1.3.2. Connect vapour return hose using sealing washers.
1.3.3. Connect up liquid fill hose using sealing washers.
1.3.4. Note tanker pressure.
1.3.5. Open vapour return valve on filling point.
1.3.6. Crack open vapour recovery valve on tanker and
reduce tanker pressure to 5 psig below suction pressure
of transfer pump gauge
1.3.7. Shut filling hose drain valve on fill point (and
open hose drain valve on tanker).
1.3.8. Open transfer pump suction valve. (Liquid should
now be passing through the transfer pump and hose,
cooling them down. Allow 2 minutes cool down.
Close drain valve.
1.3.9. Open pressure deliver_ valve on tanker (liquid
filling valve).
1.3.10. Start transfer pump (green button). (If the pump
fails to start ask for help from the Control Room.)
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1.3,11. :'hen the pump is pumping properly, close in
on the vapour recover7 valve on the tanker.
1.3.12.
1.3.13.
Naintain the tanker pressure until the tanker
liquid level shows that the tanker is full.
2000
rigid tanker _rithout pump fitted pump discharge
pressure
2000 Rigid ta_¢er _;ith pump fitted - 50 psig (max)
3500 Semi-trailer with pump fitted - 15 psig (max)
4000 Semi-trailer with pump fitted - 15 psig (max)
6000 Semi-trailer with pump fitted - 53 psig (max)
7000 Semi-trailer with pump fitted - 33 psig (max)
Stop transfer pump (red button).
1.3.14. Shut off transfer pump outlet valve.
Defrost filling hose pushing liquid into the tanker.
Shut off pressure delivery valve (liquid filling
valve) on tanker.
1.3.17. Immediately open filling hose drain on fill point,
and hose drain on tanker.
1.3.18. Shut vapour recovery valve on tanker, vapour
return valve on fill point and open vapour
recovery hose drain on tanker.
1.3.19. Finish off defrosting both hoses and disconnect
from tanker. Place hose ends in hose holder.
1.3.20. Connect and purge out the sample line and give a
small flow down the line to the analyser.
1.3.21..Inform Control Room that the tanker is ready to
test. l_en the test is complete, disconnect
sample line.
1.3.22. Remove "Hoses Connected" sign.
1.3.23. Weigh the tanker out, taking the top copy of the
weighbridge ticket back to the Control Room and
obtain a Quality Control release note for your
load.
NOTE: PRESSUP_ FILLING IS EXTR!]_ELY %JASTEFUL, AND SHOULD O_Y
BE USED 01_ IESTRUCTIONS FRON YOUR SUPERVISOR.
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Procedure for filling Cryogenic Tastkers
by pump at Bracknell.
This procedure covcrs the filling of all semi-trailers
and rigid tankers in Cryogenic service.
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Procedure for filling Cryogenic tankers by pump at Bracknell.
I. Before starting to fill tarl_er:
1.1. Chech that tanker has been properly weighed in, and
note _leich ticket number.
1.2. Check ::ith Plant Control that tanker can be filled,
_.nd give them the number of the weigh ticket, tanker
number and product.
1.3. i_roceed to appropriate fill point and correctly
position tanker.
1.4. Put on safety glasses, face shield, or goggles,
hard hat and gloves.
1.5. Check pipin_z and controls and clean where necessary.
2. The valve positions on the fill point, prior to filling:
2.1. Transfer Punp by-pass valve - shut.
2.2. Transfer pump suction valve - open.
2.3. Transfer pump outlet valve - shut
2.4. Vapour return valve - shut.
2.5. Transfer pump discharge (top) drain - shut
2.6. Filling hose (middle) drain- shut.
2.7. Transfer pump suction (bottom) drain- shut.
3. _ rocedure
3.1.
3.2.
3.3.
3.4.
3.5.
3.6.
Place in position "Hose Connected" sign.
Connect vapour return hose using sealing washers.
Connect up liquid fill hose using sealing washers.
Note tanker pressure.
O)en vapour recovery valve on filling point.
Crack open vapour recovery valve on tanker and reduce tanker
iu'essure to 5 psig below suction pressure of transfer pump
gauges
Open fill hose drain w_lve on tanker.
O,_en transfer pump outlet valve (liquid should now be passing
through the transfer pump and hose cooling them down_ Allow
2 mins. cool down. Close drain valve.
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3.9.
3. i0.
3.ii.
3.12,
3.13.
3.14 •
3.15.
3.16.
3.17.
3.18,
3.19.
3.20.
3.21.
NOTE :
O_en _ressure delivery valve on tanker (liquid filling
valve).
Start transfer pump (green button). (If the pump
fails to start, ask for help from the Control Room.)
h%en the pump is pumping, close in on the vapour
recovery valve on the tanker.
Maintain tanker pressure until the tanker liquid level
shows that the tanker is full.
2000
2000
3500
4000
6OOO
7OOO
Stop
Shut
rigid tanker without pump fitted - discharge pressure
rigid tanker with pump fitted
semi-trailer with pump fitted
semi-trailer with pump fitted
semi-trailer with pump fitted
semi-trailer with pump fitted
transfer pump (red button).
off transfer pump outlet valves.
- 50 psig max.
- 15 psig max.
- 15 psig max.
- 33 psig max.
- 33 psig max.
Defrost filling hose pushing liquid into the tanker.
Shut off pressure delivery valve (liquid filling valve)
on tanker.
Immediately open filling hose (middle) drain on fill
point, and hose drain on tanker.
Shut vapour recovery valve on tanker, vapour return valve
on fill point and open recovery hose drain on tanker.
Finish off defrosting both hoses and disconnect from
tanker. Place hose ends in hose holders.
Connect and purge out the sample line, and give a small
flow down the line to the analyser.
Inform Control Room that the tanker is ready to test.
When the test is complete, disconnect sample line.
Remove "Hose Connected" signs.
_leigh the tanker out, taking the top copy of your
weighbridge ticket back to the Control Room and obtain a
Quality Control release note for your load.
PRESSURE FII,III_ IS EXTREMELY WASTEFUI_AND SHOULD ONLY
BE USI_D ON II_TRUCTIONS FROM YOUR SUPERVISOR.
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Procedure for filling Cryogenic Tankers by pump
at Stoke-On-Trent.
This procedrue covers the filling of all semi-trailers
and rigid tankers in Cryogenic service.
O ORIGINAL ISSUE
REV. DESCR IPTION
27.5.71.
DATE
DATE
APPROVED
BY
SECTION HEAD
I,IJ ."_
3Eq
G. Gray _i
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Procedure for Filling Tankers by Pump at Stoke:
i. Before starting to fill tankers:
i.I. Ring Control Room, ask them to open the barrier.
1.2. Check that tanker has been properly weighed in and
note the weight ticket number.
1.3. Check with Control Room that tanker can be filled
and give them the number of Weight ticket, Tanker
number and product.
1.4. Proceed to appropriate fill point (and correctly
position tanker).
1.5. Put on safety glasses, face shields, or goggles,
hard hat and gloves.
1.6. Check piping and controls and clean where necessary.
2. The valve positions on the fill point, prior to filling:
2.1. Transfer pump outlet valve - shut
2.2. Vapour recovery valve - shut
2.3. Filling Hose Drain - open
2.4. On LIN storage, pump suction valve open.
On L0X storage, pump suction valve closed.
3 • Procedure :
3.1. Place in position "Hoses Connected" sign.
3.2. Connect up vapour recover 7 hose using sealing washers.
3.3. Connect up liquid fill hose using sealing washers.
3.4. Note tanker pressure.
3.5. Open vapour recovery valve on fill point.
3.6. Crack open vapour recovery valve on tanker and
reduce tanker pressure to 5 psig below the pressure
shmm on the transfer pump pressure _ge.
3.7. Shut filling hose drain valve on fill point and
open hose drains on tanker.
3.8. Open transfer pump outlet valve (Liquid should now
be passing through the transfer pump and cooling
hose_ Allow 2 minutes to cool down.
3.9. Open _ressurc delivery valve on tanker (Liquid filling
valve) and close hose drain valve.
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NOTE:
3.10.
3.11.
Start transfer pump. (Starters are positionod
behind left-hand L0X point)
If pump fails to start, ask for help from the
Control Room.
3.12.
3 •13.
3.14.
3.15.
3.16.
3.17.
_en pump is pumping properly close in on the
vapour recovery valve on tanker.
Maintain the tanker pressure until tanker liquid
level gauge shows that the tanker is full.
without pump fitted - discharge pressure2000 Rigid tanker
2000 Rigid tanker with pump fitted
3500 Semi-trailer with pump fitted
4000 Semi-trailer with pump fitted
6000 Semi-trailer with pump fitted
7000 Semi-trailer with pump fatted
Stop transfer pump. (Red button)
Shut off transfer pump outlet valve.
- 50 psig max.
- 15 psig max.
- 15 psig max.
- 33 psig max.
- 33 psig max.
Defrost filling hose pushing liquid into the tanker.
Shut off pressure delivery valve (liquid filling) on
tanker.
3.18. Immediately open filling hose drain on Fill Point
and Hose Drain on tanker.
3.19.
3.20.
Shut vapour recovery valve on tanker, vapour return
valve on fill point and open vapour recovery drains.
Finish off Defrosting both hoses and disconnect from
tanke_ Place hose ends in hose holders.
3.21.
3.22.
Connect and purge out sample line and give small flow
down the line to the analyser.
Inform Control Room that the tanker is ready to test.
_,_hen the test is completed, disconnect sample line.
Remove "Hoses Connected" sign.
Weigh tanker taking the top copy of the weighbridge
ticket back to the Control Room. Obtain a quality
control release note for the load.
PRESSURE FILLING IS EXTRIV[_LY [fASTEFUL, AND SHOULD O_Y
BE USED ON INSTRUCTION FROM YOUR SUPERVISOR.
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Purge Procedure for Cryogenic Liquid
Container
_his procedure outlines the methods and practices employed
in purging cryogenic containers which are employed as customer
stations, district storage t_nks, or for transporting cryogenic
products.
O ORIGINAL ISSUE 3.6.71.
ORIGINATOR / DATE I 1_:_3ECTJerNHEAD 1
ilZJ. Chamber'sORIGINATOR APPRC
I.G.D. ENG. MANA Q. (_
<=: Z
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2e
scope
I.i. 2his procedure will apply to all cryogenic containers
which contain a pressure build-up coil; and are to be
placed in liquid oxygen, liquid nitrogen, or liquid
argon service. F_ch container, whether new and being
placed in service for the first time, or used, and
being changed from one service to another, will be
purged for the 'new' product service in accordance
with this procedure.
Limitations
2,1, This procedure applies only to the products - liquid
oxygen, liquid nitrogen, and liquid argon. It does
not include purge procedures for placing a product
container in liquid hydrogen service.
2.2, Where tanks are to be changed from L.N.G., C02,
Ethylene or any other cryogenic liquid other than
LOX, LIN and LAR, the Muality Control Department
of I.G.D. must be advised and no action taken by
the Districts until a procedure is issued from them.
2.3. For new LOX, LIN or LAR, installations, where
quality is critical and for all changes of tar_s
from LOx, LIN or LAIR, to LO_ LIN or LAk, the purge
and analysis procedures given in pages
must be followed with the co-operation of the quality
Control Department.
2.4. Any tank about which there is any doubt what so ever as to
the presence of hydrocarbon or other impurities which may
have got into the tank from the customer's process
then it is essential that J_uality Control Department
at Stoke is consulted before this tank is put into any
other duty.
2.5. If it is necessary to send such a tank to Acrefair for
degreasing or decontamination then I.G.D. _uality Control
will co-operate _th Acrefair and issue a certificate of
cleanliness when the tank has been cleaned.
2.6. For new installation where quality is not critical, if
agreed by the District Manager, the purge procedures
only may be carried out without any analysis. If there
are any doubts about such a case, the Muality Control
Jepartment should be consulted.
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General Procedure
3.1. Generally, the purging procedure will involve introducing
a small amount of liquid into the container through the
liquid fill and drain line with the pressure build-up
valve open ani all other valves closed. Liquid will be
introduced slowly t so %hat when the maximum purRe pressure
is attained, a minimum excess of liquid will be present
in the tank. When the pressure has reached the maximum
purge pressure, the liquid introduction will be discontinued,
LIN and LAR OiqLY can be drained from the container, and the
gas will be bled to the minimum purge pressure. This
procedure will be repeated until analysis or other means
indicate the container to be adequately purged.
3.2. Maximum Purge_ressure
fhe maximum purge pressure is that pressure which will be
attained after each liquid addition. _his pressure will
be attained by vaporising the liquid in the_ressure build-
up coil and will be equal to 50% of the reef valve setting.
Determine the maximum purge pressure prior to commencing
to purge the container.
3.3. Minimum Purge Pressure
In order to prevent back diffusion of atmospheric
contaminants into the container, a minimum gas pressure
must be maintained within the container at all times
during the purging procedure. The minimum purge pressure
should be equal to 2 psig or the smallest graduated
division on the co_tainer gauge; which ever is the greater
value.
Tanker _railer Purging Procedure
Specific instructions for purging tarter trailers for liquid
oxygen, liquid nitrogen, or liquid argon service are:
4.1. Determine the product which the tanker trailer has most
recently contained; or, if it is a new piece of equipment.
_his information is necessary in selecting the analyser to
be used to monitor the purge gas and determine when the
purge i5 completed.
4.2. Attach the liquid source of the new product to the liquid
fill and drain line on the tanker trailer. Close all valves
except the valve to the pressure build-up coil. Slowly
introduce liquid into the tanker allowing the liquid to
vaporise in the lines and in the pressure build-up coil.
_hen the pressure in the tanker equals the maximum purge
pressure, discontinue adding liquid.
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4.3. Open all valves which should normally drain liquid
from the tanker and allow all liquid (if any) to
drain from the tanker. Be sure to drain liquid through
the pump and the pump cool down line, if possible.
(The appearance of gas in indicates that all liquid has
drained). When all the liqid has drained from the
liquid valves, open all valves which would norn_lly
vent vapour from the tanker. Close all valves
("Liquid" and "vapour") when the pressure in the tanker
is equal to the minimum purge pressure.
4.4. hxtreme care must be taken as to where liquid is drained.
4.5. Repeat the procedure outlined in Paragraph 3.4. until
analysis of the vapour indicates the tanker to be purged.
(see Analysis, Paragraph 6 below).
NOTE:
Certain districts have large vaporisers which can be used to
supply vapour as a purge medium. If vapour is used as a
purge medium, there should be no change in the sequence of
valve manipulation for presurization and venting as outlined
in Paragraph : 4
Storage Tank Purging Procedure
5.1. Zpecific instructions for purging permanently mounted
tanks (customer stations and district storage tanks)
for liquid oxygen, liquid nitrogen, or liquid argon
service are:
5.2. Uetermine the product which the storage tazLk has most
recently contained; or, if it is a new piece of equipment.
this information is necessary in selecting the analyser
to be used to monitor the purge gas and determine when the
purge is completed.
5-3. Attach the liquid source of the new product of the liquid
fill line. Close all valves except the valve to the pressure
build-up coil. Slowly introduce liquid through the lower
fill line into the tank allowing the liquid to vaporise in the
lines and in the pressure build-up coil. When the pressure
in the tank equals the maximum purge pressure, discontinue
adding liquid.
5.4. Open all valves which should normally drain liquid from
the tank and all all liquid (if any) to drain from the
tank. (_he appearance of gas indicates that all liquid
has drained). When all liquid has drained from the "liquid"
valves, open all valves which would normally vent vapour
from the tank. Be sure to allow vapour to vent from the
liquid top fill line. Close all valves ("liquid" and
"vapour") when the pressure in the tank is equal to the
ntinimum purge pressure.
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5-5. Repeat the procedures outlined above until analysis
of the vapour indicates the tank to be purged. (See
Analysis, Paragraph 6 below).
Analysis
(fhis section i_ taken from APCI District Operations Manual
Section 1.5 and Equipment Specified may not be available in
the U.K. Equivalent test would be acceptable).
6.1. Analysis will be performed to determine when the container
has been completely purged. These analyses will be
performed on vapour from the container usually as the
vapour is being vented during the depressurisation step
of the purge procedure. A 1/4" copper tubing line should
be attached to one of the vapour discharge lines (full tricock
or vapour leg of liquid level gauge are acceptable) on the
container to be used to supply the sample of the analyser.
6.2. Selection of the analyser to use for monitoring the
purge gas will be in accordance with Table I. (See Sheet No .7
6.3. Column l, Previous Service, indicates the product which the
container has most recently contained. If it is a new
container, it is assumed that the container is filled
with air.
6.4. Column II, _4ew Service, indicates the product service into
which the container is being placed.
6.5. Column III, Analyser, lists the analysers to be used in
monitoring the purge gas.
6.6. The oxygen orsat is the standard Air _roducts Oxygen
purity test set (Burette and Copper-Ammonium Solution).
6.7. fhe trace oxygen analyser can be either the ASC _del
300 with appropriate range or the APCI Hot Filament
2race Oxygen Analyser (Puff Tester) or equal.
6.8. The thermal conductivity analyser should have a sensitivity
capable of indicating a O - 500 ppm full-scale range of
nitrogen contamination in argon, or O - 500 ppm full-scale
range of argon in nitrogen.
6.9. The ion mobility analyser shall be as manufactured by Air
Products and Chemicals, Inc., Speciality Gses Dept., with a
full-scale range of 0-50 ppm nitrogen in argon.
6. i0. Colu_m IV, Analysis Requirements, lists the level of
measurement of the compound listed which must be attained
before the container is considered to be completely
purged. _ = less than; > = greater than.
i
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7.1. Proper safety precautions should be considered in these
procedures to safeguard against the following hazards"
7-2, Exposure of personnel to high concentrations of nitrogen
or argon in the atmosphere. (_4o personnel should be
permitted to work at an atmospheric containing less than
18% oxygen).
7.3. Combustibility problems may arise from venting liquid
oxygen where it may combine with combustible materials
or where personnel may be exposed to high concentrations
of oxygen in the atmosphere containing more than 25_,_
oxygen).
7.4. Personnel should take due to prevent exposure to liquid
or structural materials which may be at cryogenic
temperatures.
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Procedure for Cylinder Fillin_( and .uality
Control (Standard Purity Gases)
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2h,,_ purpo,]e of this procedure iz to establish a standard method
it::in the compa_y for fillin '_ hich pressure, stai_dard purity,
_-anent -_s cylinders u;,d to ensure compliance of the gases
,ith t;e compan;r's specifications.
P_e___,soonsibilit/[
It is the re_;,1onsibility of the District General Fhnager and
the Pr_tnsT_ort _epot _n_qer to ensure that this procedure is
i_plemented _nd adhered to.
roc edure
_.i. Collect cylinders that are currently in service with the
qas to be filled.
_.2. fhe cylinder should be free from dents or severe
corrosion _uud the valve in good working order.
3-}. Reject cylinders that do not comply with company
standard colour code and labelling requirements.
3.4.
_ap the cylinder with a solid object and listen for a
rin_ to i_dicate that the cylinder is free from water.
Reject non ringers.
3.5. Reject cylinders t_mt have not been tested within the
last 5 years.
3.6. Roll acceptable cylinders to filling manifold and open
all _ictail valves.
Sniff cylinders, reject any with detectable odour, and connect
pigtails; cylinders with residual pressure should have
their valves closed.
z Q
_._J. Any pigtails that are not used should be isolated with
their respective valves.
3.9. Open vac valve and start vac pump.
3.10. _hen a vacuum of 5 mm EIg has been drawn close vac valve
and switch off pump.
3.11. Open residual pressure cylinders valves and allow pressure
to equalise throughout the manifold.
3.12. Analyse the manifold gas, enter results in charging log.
3.13. Zvacuate manifold if impurity levels exceed three times
specification.
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3.14. Fit surface thermometer to one cylinder on the manifold.
3.1_. Open gas filling valve.
3.16. Analyse gas being filled when manifold pressure exceeds
lO00 psig, enter results in charging log.
3.17. Observe cylinder temperature near the end of filling and
adjust the final pressure log results.
3.18. Analyse cylinders according to schedule EM 56-O1 of
this Manual.
Send one cylinder taken at random to Stoke for
analysis each month.
F483
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Procedure for the Installation of a Cryogenic Tank.
This procedure covers the installation requirements for all
cryogenic tanks where gas or liquid off-take is desired.
0 ORIGINAL ISSUE 19.5.71
REV.
DATE
DESCR_N
C,,_SECT ON HEAD
DATE
__(_ORIGINATOR APPRO'_[_ _,_
Z
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2.
.
o
.
.
Before starting any erection check that:-
1.1. The foundation for the tanks is ready and has been cast
long enough for it to stand the weight of the tank.
1.2. The tank has not suffered any damage in transit and check
vacuum.
1.3. The crane is suitable for the load at the radius you want
the jib to work at and that there are enough chains or
slings for the job in hand.
Remove tank from lorry and place in position on foundation. If
tank was transported standing on its feet it can be placed straight
onto its foundation, but if it has been sent lying down then the
tank must be placed on the ground and then carefully raised to a
standing position before being put onto the foundation.
No t____e:Never allow anyone to walk or stand under the tank whilst it
is hanging on the crane hook and do not allow the lorry to
drive away if the cab of the lorry has to pass below the
tank hanging on the crane hook.
The basic safety precaution of never to walk or stand below
a hanging load can be seen to be broken in every factory
every day but should not be allowed to be ignored on our
sites, neither should any person stand or sit on the tank
as it is being lifted.
Place any remote ambient air, steam or electrically heated vaporisers
in position.
Pipe up tank to vaporiser and to customer line using copper tube.
Fit appropriate hose coupling for service required if not already
fitted. (Refer to Spec. EM22-OI)
Test all piping with gaseous nitrogen at 360 psig. The remote
vaporiser circuit will have to be fed with the testing gas at the
most convenient point, it might be necessary to fit a tee in a
line specially for this purpose, the branch of the tee being blanked
off with a screwed plug after the successful test.
Fill tank with liquid (Standard Method).
The first filling of a tank should be done with care and the
District Engineer or Senior Technician should be present.
Check first, all valves are operative and that all screwed unions
are tight.
Check that the following valves are shut (all valve reference numbers
refer to A.P.L. manufactured tanks)
V1, V2, V3, V4 t V5, V6, V7, V10, VI2, V14, VI6,
V18 (if fitted).
and that the following valves are open:-
VS, V9, VII, VI3, V17
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Connect hose from tanker to tank. Open VI7, allow liquid to flow
from tanker and when hose has cooled down (liquid present at VT)
open VI and V3 and close VT.
For filling a new warm tank the above will be found to be the most
effective method. Liquid allowed to enter the tank via the top
fill valve V2 will only tend to get carried out through the vent.
Check the vacuum at regular intervals during the fill and watch
for any frosting on what should be warm or static lines indicating
that there is a leak somewhere.
Loosen unions on liquid level gauge and tank pressure gauges and
allow gas to flow for a few seconds, this will blow any residual
trichlorethylene from these small bore pipes which could freeze
and cause instruments to read incorrectly.
As more and more liquid is present in the tank the vent VI3 can
be gradually shut.
Unless the tank is going on stream immediately after filling it
is suggested that the tank only be filled to 60%/_of its capacity
at the first fill. This will allow a larger vapour space to be
available to take the vaporisation that will take place from this
semi-warm tank.
Filling tank with liquid (High purity method).
Butterfield tanks are given a cold shock test at their works
using liquid nitrogen. A.P.L. tanks are not shock tested.
The boiling point of nitrogen at 15 psiis -320°F, Argon -302°F
oxygen -297°F.
Nitrogen or Argon put into a tank containing Oxygen could condense
the gas causing impurities in the Argon. If the tank has been
thoroughly purged of the test gas using air, the Oxygen in the air
could also contaminate the Argon or Nitrogen. Therefore it is
essential that the product to the customer is to be as pure as
possible and the following procedure must be adopted. If possible
the tank should arrive on site a few days before filling and the
vent valve VI3 cracked open and valves V3 and V12 opened fully.
Any cold gas or liquid still in the tank will then be warmed up
in the pressure build up vaporiser and go out via the vent. Couple
up tanker to tank in usual way, check that the following valves
are shut:-
VI, V2, V3, _4, V5, V6 t V7, VIO, V13, VI4, VI5,
VI6 and VI8 (if fitted).
and that the following valves are open:-
VS, V9, VII, V17.
Open valve V7 and pass liquid throughhose, when liquid appears
at V7 shut W and open V1 and V3. Allow tank pressure to build
up to about I00 psi. Shut valve V1 and open V13.
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_en tank has vented down to zero pressure, shut VI3 and open VI
again allow pressure to rise to about I00 psi. Shut VI and open
V13. _en vented close V13 and proceed once more to open V1,
build up pressure to 100 psi and again vent b_ opening V13.
This operation should have cleared out all but a few parts per
million of the contaminating gas and filling can proceed as in
the Standard Method.
_'_en filling with Argon use of the vent should be kept to a mi_
as Argon gas is expensive and wastage must be minimised.
The tank now containing liquid should be left with the following
valves shut:-
V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, V6, W, VlO, V12, VI3, V14,
V16, V18 (if fitted).
and the following valves open:-
V8, V9, VII, VI7.
Unless the tank is to go on stream immediately, when the procedure
for setting a tank to work is to be followed. This is shown in
paragraph 9.
First ascertain the maximum line pressure the customer requires.
The tank pressure will then be 20 psi higher than this and the
economiser regulator setting about 40 psi higher than the line
pressure.
The first regulator to _just will be the economiser regulator
_.
Starting with the valves shut and open as given in paragraph 8
the procedure is as follows:
Open V3 and VI2 and screw the adjustment of the pressure build up
regulator PCVI in until the tank pressure is about I0 psi above
the required setting of the economiser regulator.
Crack open a valve on the customer pipe line or loosen the union
on the pipeline pressure gauge P.1.2. and V16, this will allow a
small quantity of gas to flow. No regulator can be set against a
dead ended line.
If gas is flowing the setting of the economiser regulator as sent
from the manufacturer is too low and the adjustment screw must be
screwed down (clockwise) about half a turn at a time until the flow
ceases at the required pressure. If gas is not flowing the
adjustment screw is to be unscrewed (anticlockwise) until gas begins
to flow.
The economiser regulator is not an easy valve to set and the setting
is only accurate to + or - lO or 15 psi. It can be assumed to be
shut off when the non return valve down stream of it only 'ticks' at
a slow rate. It is not important that this valve be set accurately
so long as there is an appreciable margin of pressure between the
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11.
12.
set pressure and the 245 psi set pressure of the tar_ relief valve.
Judicious tapping of the body of the regulator after each half turn
on the adjustment screw will be found to be useful.
Having set the economiser regulator the valve V13 should be opened
to allow the tan_= pressure to drop below the required setting of
the pressure build up regulator PCV1 and the adjustment screw on
the PCV1 unscrm_ed. _&en the t_uk pressure is about 20 psi below
the required setting on PCV1 shut off V13o
Screw the adjusting screw on PCVI in (clockwise) half a turn at a
time until the tank pressure is at the required pressure.
To set the line pressure regulator PCV3 open VI4. Liquid gas
will now flow through the external and internal vaporisers and
the adjustment screw on PCVI should be screwed in {clockwise) to
increase the line pressure or unscrewed (anticlockwise) to decrease
the line pressure.
The tank is now ready for service.
With the tank still_eding gas to the customer's pipeline go
round to every down drop point and open the valve for a short time,
this is to ensure that the pipeline is purged of all test gas or
air. _Cnen you are satisfied that the line is purged check that all
down drop valves are shut and then turn off valve VI6 on tank.
Instruct the customer engineers as to the function of the tank and
point out quite clearlv that the only valves he has to bother with
are V14 and V16. You should tell him to turn off either or both
of these valves at the end of each working day so that if any drop
point valves are left open accidently overnight he will not lose
any gas.
The following special procedure is to be followed where the tank
has only a very low gas take-off rate:
It sometimes happens that a small tank, say a 35M is installed
for a continuous flow which is very small, as could happen for
any argon supply to the benches of argon arc welders who might
only be taking about 350 scf per day.
The natural heat leak into the smaller sizes of tank could well
be _: per day of the total capacity of the tank, i.e. approximately
350 scf for a 35M tank. Therefore, if the tank is only used five
days a week there will be a build up of pressure at the week ends
which will not be lowered by, the gas consumption during the working
week, eventually pressure will build up high enough for the
relief valve to lift.
To install a taM= for the above type of application proceed up
to paragraph 9 in the previous instructions and then do as follows:
First ascertain the maximum line pressure the customer requires.
The setting for both the pressure build up and the economiser
regulator will be 20 psi higher than this fi_ure.
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This will mean that during relatively high flow periods gas will
be passing through the pressure build up coil and through pressure
build up regulator PCV.1., maintaining a pressure on the tank and
also flowing through the economiser regulator PCV 3. to the
customer's vaporiser and to the houseline.
After the tank has been standing for some time without gas being
dra_m from it, the tank pressure will have risen to about the
setting of pressure build up regulator PCV.I. and then when gas
is _ithdrawn this excess pressure will be taken off first through
the economiser.
Starting with the valves shut and open as given in paragraph 8
the procedure is as follows:
0_en V3 and VI2 and screw the adjustment of the pressure build up
regulator PCV.I. in until the tank pressure is 20 psi higher than
the required customer line pressure.
Crack open a valve on the customer pipeline or loosen the union
on the pipeline pressure gauge P.I.2. Open V.16 this will allow
a small quantity of gas to flow. No regulator can be set against
a dead ended line.
If gas is flowing the setting of the economiser regulator as sent
from the manufacturer is lower than the tank pressure and can be
left as it is. If gas is not flowing the adjustment screw is to
be unscrewed (anti-clockwise) until the gas begins to flow.
NOTI_ AT IT0 TIIF_ 3HOULD VALVE VI8 B_ OPENED OR VI2 BE CLOSED.
In fact the handwheels should be removed to make sure they are not
operated by mistake b_ the customer's engineer or other persons
having access to the tank.
Finally, set line pressure regulator PCV.2 and the tank is now
ready for service.
Uith the tank still feeding gas to the customers pipeline, go
round to every down drop point and open the valve for a short time,
this is to ensure that the pipeline is purged of all test gas or
air. L_en you are satisfied that the line is thoroughly purged,
checked that all down drop valves are shut and then turn off valves
V3 and V16 on the tank.
Instruct the customer's engineer as to the function of the tank
and point out quite clearly the only valves he has to bother with
are V3, and V16. You should tell him to turn off both of
these valves at the end of each working day so that if any drop
point valves are left open accidentally overnight he will net
lose any gus.
14. All valve handwheels are to be colour coded as follows:
14.1. The handwheels of valves that must be shut in an emergency
are to be painted RED. These valves are -
V3, VI2, VI4, VI6 and VI8.
14.2. All other handwheels are painted yellow.
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CONTROL PROCEDURE
U. K. Plants
Plant : Despatch pump and motor assembly to Acrefair covered by W.M.C.
copy to J. Pritchard, Central Operations giving:
Acrefair:
i.
2.
3.
Maker Serial No. and Type
Hours of Service
Details of failure
Notify J. Pritchard the date that the overhauled pump is
returned to plant.
Return pump and motor assembly to plant with the following
completed documentation (Copies to J. Pritchard at Central
Operations ).
I. Final Inspection report - specifying pump type, Makers
Serial No. and Destination.
2. Sheet showing measured clearance and dimensions found on
reassembly of pump and motor assembly.
e Sheet showing condition of pump and motor assembly on
stripping - list of parts replaced and summary of work
done.
CONTINENTAL PLANTS
i. Inform central operation of:
i.I Make, type, and serial No.
1.2 Hours of Service.
1.3 Details of failure.
2. Obtain permission of central operations to undertake the repair. It
will probably be necessary for a specialist engineer to attend.
3. On completion of repair send to central operations:
3.1 Sheet showing measured clearance and dimensions found on
reassembly of pump/motor assembly.
3.2 Sheet showing condition of pump and motor assembly on
stripping a list of parts replaced and summary of work done.
-3-
Cryostar Pump and Motor Assembly C155/9.5
General Instruct ions
i. The shaft of the pump is at the same time the shaft of the drive motor
and it is therefore essential that the pump and motor are treated as one
assembly.
2. Whenever the pump and motor assembly come for overhaul, a new mechanical seal
will be fitted and new motor bearings.
3. Motor should have insulation check and be visually inspected.
_. On reassembly those parts of pump which show signs of wear or are dimensionally
unacceptable should be replaced and the information recorded.
5. On the assembly of the cold end, all parts to be thoroughly degreased and then
inspected with a black lamp for contamination.
6. The use of a grease which is compatible with oxygen must only be used
sparingly on all threaded parts.
NOTE: Grease used must conform with APL specifications.
-4-
Removal of Pump Assemb_
And Preparation for the Clean Room
I. Obtain work permit.
2. Disconnect the electric feed cables to the motor.
3. Disconnect suction and discharge line flanges, cover all the flange openings
with a clean polythene bag.
4. Remove the four holding down bolts from the motor base and remove the pump
assembly.
5, Thoroughly clean the outside of the asse,nbly, the assembly can then be taken
into the clean work area.
-5-
TOOL REQUIREMENTS
i. Hard insulated micrometer.
2. Bearing extractor kit.
3. Clock gauge with a clamp stand.
4. Black light.
5. Shaft clocking clamp.
6. Inspection torch.
7. Warming plate.
8. Soft paint brush.
9. Test megger.
i0. Lint free gloves and cloths.
ii. Plastigauge in four sizes 1.0 2.0 3.0 and 4.0 millimeters
12. Mechanical Seal Tool No. 320623
13. Inspection Centers
-6-
DISMANTLING COLD END
e 155/9.5-
-7-
DismantlinE the Pump
(See Drawing No. h36389) Page No. 26
Stripping the pump is, thanks to its simple construction, not very difficult as
long as it is done carefully and in the right order:
I. Unscrew the eight bolts Item 9.
2. Remove the volute, Item i and the flexitallic gasket Item i0.
3. Remove the nut, Item 20.
h. Separate Carefully the impeller from the shaft.
5. Remove the rotating seal ring, Item 17 as well as seal, Item 18.
6. Lift the back plate Item h off the shaft.
7. Unscrew the bellows seal assembly Item 16 in a clockwise direction (the seal
assembly has a left hand thread). The special tool according to drawing No.
320 623 must alone be used to loosen the seal assembly. The use of other
tools is discouraged as the carbon ring can easily be damaged.
8. After loosening the screws Item 23, the support can be removed.
9. Remove the gas slinger Item 13.
10. Remove the shaft retaining pin Item 21.
ll. Slightly warm the pump shaft Item 5 - it can now be slid off the motor shaft.
-8-
MOTOR
c _551_.5
-9-
MOTOR OVERHAUL
FI_'91NG NEW BEARINGS TO THE DRIVE MOTOR
i. Dismantle the bearing housings from each end of the motor.
2. Remove the old bearings using the correct extracting tool.
3. Clean all the internal parts with a recommended cleaning agent.
h. Measure shaft sized to check the fitting tolerances for the bearings.
See Appendix. Page 13.
5. Measure the motor bearing housings to check the fitting tolerance,
See Appendix. Page 13.
6. An insulation check and a visual inspection will be made of the motor
windings.
- i0 -
i. Fit bearing retainer to the motor shaft and press on the bearings
using the correct tool.
2. Fit the rotor to the motor assembly.
3. Fit new shaft seals to the motor housings.
_. Inspect the bearing spring ring and refit.
5. Grease the bearings with the recommended grease, and fit the motor end
housings with the bearing retainer and tighten.
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AXIAL MOVemENT
I. With a clock mounted on the motor flange face, measure the axial
float of the motor shaft, at position i.
2. With a clock gauge mounted on the motor flange face,scan the motor
shaft at position 2.
3. Mount the clock gauge on the motor shaft, scan the motor flange face
for alignment to the shaft, position 3.
h. Mount the clock gauge on the motor shaft, scan the motor flange rim
position h.
TEST RUN
o On completion of the above checks, the motor will be given a test run
for a period of one hour, monitoring the bearing temperature and checking
the noise level of the bearings.
Drawing i
All measurements in millimeters
Position Design
i .oh
2 zero
3 zero
h zero
Permissible
.3
.08
.06
.08
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DRIVE MOTOR APPENDIX
All measurements in millimeters
Position
.0_
zero
zero
zero
Permissible
MIN
.0_
zero
zero
zero
MAX
.3
.08
.06
.03
FITTING TOLERANCES
Motor Bearings
Bearing Housing
Shaft
72 m/m at J6 = + .013 - -.006
30 m/m at K5 = + .011 - +.002
- lh -
PUMP
ASSEMBLY OF THE COLD END
C 155/9.5
- 15 -
COLD END ASSEMBLY
(See Drawing No. 436389 & Parts List No. 234047) Pages 26 & 27
When it is found necessary to fit a new pump shaft Item 5, the following
procedure will be followed.
Measure the location of the drilled hole in the old pump shaft, and mark
off the same position on the new shaft.
Drill one hole in the new pump shaft, then warm the shaft on a hot plate
to allow it to slide over the meter shaft to take up the pin position.
A drill can then b_ guided through the located holes to drill the other
side of the pump shaft.
A new retaining bolt, Item 21, is then fitted to the shafts.
Fit the gas slinger, Item 13, to the shaft and tighten locking bolt, Item 12.
If the old shaft Item 5 is to be refitted it will require warring on a hot
plate - it can now be slid over the motor shaft to locate the retaining pin
hole.
A new retaining bolt Item 21 can now be fitted to the shafts.
Fit the gas slinger Item 13 to the shaft and tighten the locking bolt Item 12.
- 16-
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PUMP BUPPORT Item 6
i. Inspect pump support faces for any burrs.
2. Using bolts Item 23 and washers Item 7, tighten support to motor.
3. Clamp a clock gauge to the pump shaft, check the support flange face
for alignment to the pump shaft at position 5.
4. With the clock still clamped to the pump shaft, check the support
r_m for concentricity position 6.
Position I)esi_n Permissible
MIN MAX
5 zero zero .08
6 zero zero .08
- 18 -
BACK PLATE Item 4
i. Fit two new Teflon seals Item 14 to the back plate.
2. Fit a new 0 ring Item 15 and seal assembly to the back plate, tighten
down using tool No. 320623.
3. Fit a new insulator ring Item ii to pump support, then fit back plate
to pump support.
- i9 -
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MECHANICAL SEAL ASSEMBLY
io
2.
So
4.
1
.
To
o
9.
I0.
Renew Teflon seals Item 14 in the back plate.
Install a new 0 ring Item 15 in the back plate then fit the new or
reconditioned seal assembly, use the special tool 320623.
Install insulator ring Item ii then fit back plate to the pump support.
Fit one seal distance ring gasket Item 18 to pump shaft then fit on
Item 17 the rotating seal ring.
With the rotating ring against the seal assembly, use a precision depth
gauge to measure the distance from the surface of the rotating ring to
the end of the shaft position A. Measure to the nearest hundredth of an
millimeter.
Make sure the back plate assembly is pressed firmly against insulator
ring when the measurements are made.
Compress the bellows by pressing on the rotating seal ring until it
bottoms, in the compressed position measure the distance from the surface
of the rotating ring to the end of the shaft to the nearest hundredth of
a millimeter.
The difference between the two measurements is the seal compression.
Install required number of gaskets Item 18 between the shaft shoulder
and seal ring to establish the correct seal compression of 1.2 to 1.5
millimeters.
Caution. Never have more compression of the bellows than the amount of
carbon extending beyond the metal holder of the bellows assembly.
ii. Check the seal compression after installing the gaskets.
NOTE: Compression can be measured using a clock gauge clamped to the
pump support.
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PUMP IMPELLER
i. Using a micrometer measure the impeller labyrinth diameter position 7.
.
Fit the impeller key to the pump shaft and slide the impeller in
position, fit cap nut Item 20 and tighten.
Using a set of feeler gauges, measure the axial clearance between
impeller and back plate at position 8 and the clearance between impeller
and wear ring position 9.
With a dial gauge clamped on the pump support, check the concentricity
of the outside circumference of the impeller position i0 and the concen-
tricity of the impeller labyrinth at position ii.
Remove impeller cap nut fit new thread lock retainer Item 21, cap nut
lock washer Item 2h and tighten cap nut, the tab washer can now be
locked over.
Position _ Permissible
MIN
7 97 96.95
8 3 2.8
lO zero zero
ll zero zero
MAX
97
3.2
1.6
o.o8 •
0.08
WEAR RING
., VOLUTE.
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VOLUTE
i. Set volute in lathe check the concentricity at nosition 12 outer rim
position 13 volute wear ring.
2. Check the volute labyrinth diameter position lb.
3. Using a micrometer measure the inside diameter of the wear ring, with the
measurement of the impeller labyrinth record the impeller clearance.
4. Without fitting the Flexitallic gasket Item I0, place plastigauge at 180 °
apart on positions 15, 16, 17 and 18.
Making allowance for the gasket measurement, the compressed plastigauge
will give the axial clearances at these positions.
5. Thoroughly degrease the volute and impeller, inspect with a black light
for contamination.
6. Fit a new Flexitallic gasket Item lO to back plate and tighten up the
volute, use feeler gauges to measure that the volute is tightened up
equally.
Position Design Permissible
MIN _&&X
12 zero zero .08
13 zero zero .08
14 97.50 97.50 97.55
15 _.0 h.O _.5
16 1.4 1.2 i.6
i7 3.5 3.o 3.5
18 3.5 3.0 3.5
- 25 -
COLD END APPENDIX
All measurement in millimeters
Position
5
6
A
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
zero
zero
l.h
97
3
1.4
zero
zero
zero
zero
97.50
h.O
l.h
3.5
3.5
Permissible
MIN MAX
zero .08
zero .08
1.2 1.5
96.95 97
2.8 3.2
1.4 1.6
zero .08
zero .08
zero .08
zero .08
97.50 97.55
_.o 4.5
1.2 1.6
3.0 3.5
3.0 3.5
Item
Spare Parts for "Cold End" of
Centrifugal pump C 155/9.5
Number of Recommen-
parts per
unit
5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
I i
2 i
3 i
h 1
1
1
12
8
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
ded number
of parts
8
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
-2r-
Drawg. oq
Stock
Number
632753
632764
632754
632766
632759
632765
630005
63O006
63O0O2
632720
632733
630010
632760
630969
631013
630966
631836
631967
880080
632832
632761
632762
880055
630041
43 40
Designation
Volute
WEAR ring
Impeller
Backplate
Shaft
Support
Washer
Bolt M l0 X 30
Cap nut M i0
Gasket - Flexitallic
Insulator Ring
Bolt M 5 X i0
Slinger
Teflon seal
O-Ring 42 X 2
Mechanical seal assembly
Rotating seal ring
Seal ring Gasket
Pin 6 X h0
Cap nut M 8
Bolt retaining
Key
Screw
Ballbearing - Motor
Seal Bearing - Motor
47
Unit
>rice
i43o.--
150.--
680.--
117.--
320.--
.m--
2.50
3.50
55.--
57.50
ie----
15.--
3.60
3.26
790.--
113. --
1.90
2.50
ii. 50
12.--
h.5o
35.--
47.50
The above prices are subject to change without notice. They do not include state and
local taxes. FOR Basel, Terms: 30 days net. Minimum S. Fr. i00.--.
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RECORD SHEET
C 155/9.5
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CEYOSTAB C 155/95
MEASUREMENT,CLEABAK_E AND DIMENSION
ALL IN MILLIMETERS
Pt_IP SZ_IAL NO: ........................................ DATE: ..........................
MATERIAL OF IL_i)]_I,I,]LR: SHOP ORDER NO: .................
MATERIAL OF V/EAR RIi{GS: PROJECT I[O: ....................
POSITION. LEkZATi O:[o DESIGN RA,*<G]:]+ ACTUALo
I@
°
11
i|
i
!
4
I
I
I
6.
!
i A.
|
!
7.
!
J
8.
I
09
i
llO.
I
)
J
|
i ii.
I12.
1
113.
i 14.
!
115.
16.
17o18.
t
Axial Float of Motor Siu_ft ......... I .i .3
-elcoo_e0 oee4oem oovoo
.... 2,e]
Moto, Shaft Goncontrlcl%y. ......... .............................
Zero °uo
to ......... ......... ....... [°3.... °
Motor _ange Rim to _ha _
_.e_oooeooo @owooleooaoteoo_oooo_m_oo0oo
Motor Beaming fitting Tolerances...! ............................
P_p End Housing 72 at J6 I
+
Fan End Housing 72 at J6 .......... I e0_
+
I..............i .......
Shaft Pump End 30 at K5 .......... . ......... + .G! +.002
Shaft Fan _ 30 at ]i9 .......... ind. + _Oli +_002
Support _ange_ Face to Shaft ...................................
Zero .08
Support Elange Rim to Shaft ........
Mechanical Seal Compression ........
Impeller Laryrinth Di_etero .......
_ial Clearance Between Impeller
and Back Plate .....................
Axial Clearance between back plate
Wear Ring and Impeller .............
Concentricity of Outside circ.of
the Impeller .......................
ooo.oeeooeoeoeeeo°o._o_oo@
1o2 1_5
96° 95 97. OO
, 2°8 3°2
I_I!tI_1_!1 tlt!11t11_1111 III
io4 1o6
• Bee _e,° 0 @ 4, e • e ¢ e eJ o 8.@0 o o e _ @ o@
Zero ,
4J @O o.eee • • @ • L ooo,pe e, Lo 0 @o°@ OO ; °°Oee°@°°Oo°o_,o9
Zero .08
Concentricity of Im_eller Wear Ring v
_ _.o.°oe,_ooa_ oeoe4*vooe•eoeooo_ @oooo,e_o_e.o.o_e,_
' Zero o 08
Concentricit;y of Volute Rim .....................................................
Zero .08
Concentricity of Volute Labyrinth ............................... _ ................
I n
95 50 97 55
Inside Diameter of Uear Ring I ° °Oe_leoemeoooooee, oeoBe_eo_l_eeloo_oo , ooooee, lool_,_Oele
O "' $Impeller Labyrinth face to volute i ;+" +"+
el ee, eoe,_.o4Jl e_oDDeo_,_e,q, eeo@0° _ Oooeoeo_l_eee,_eo
Impeller Labyrinth to Uear Ring ._ 1.2 3o6 '
• • • 4p _. B e.o o_ o Be, e o o o o e @ o o .. o 4, o e _ o @ o ° o oooe, oele_ee, oe_ee
impeller to Volute I 3.O 3°5
Impeller to Volute 300 3+5 ;
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MOTOR MODIFICATION
C 155/9.5
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Modification to Motor Bearin_ Housin_
I. Early pumps of this type did not have a captured "pump end" motor
bearing.
2. Page 32 details the modification to capture the "Pump End" motor
bearing.
(Retyped 9/29/72 sba)
0.":. ,/ , '_ ,', f_'__':__:' _IJi_.:<.,
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Bulletin Noo 25
Page of
Reprinted January 1968
A
EXPERIMENTS WITH LIQUID OXYGEN
A member of the Company was recently fortunate to avoid serious injury
while experimenting with liquid oxygen° The experiment consisted of immersing
wooden blocks in liquid oxygen and then subjecting them to impact tests.
Recent experiments carried out by Linde in Germany_ show that explosions
will nearly always be initiated when an impact is applied to wood saturated with
oxygen°
This Bulletin will remind all Company personnel that experiments of any
sort involving the use of liquid oxygen may only be conducted with the express
approval of the Safety Department° Experiments involving the immersion of
inflammable objects in liquid oxygen must never be carried OUto
It should be noted that in the case in question, a satisfactory result could
have been obtained using liquid nitrogen rather than liquid oxygen°
AIR PRODUCTS LIMITED
Safety Officer
F 152
0
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Bulletin Noo 37
Page lO of 54
Reprinted January 1968
Lack of Ox_]_en Kills Two Workmen
A recent incident resulted in the death of two workmen who were working
on the conversion of a Lox storage building° They entered the Lox storage
building through a vent/manhole in the roof_ and were asphyxiated by a nitrogen
enriched atmosphere°
In the operation of alr separation plants and the distribution of gases and
cryogenic liquids, personnel should be aware of the hazard of asphyxiation due
to the venting of asphyxiants such as nitrogen, and the failure of adhering to
Safety regulations_
The following Safety precautions should be followed when working in
areas susceptible to the venting of nitrogen°
le
So
Personnel should not enter an area suspected of having a nitrogen
enriched atmosphere until the atmosphere has been checked and found
to have a minimum of 18% oxygen or until personnel are equipped with
self contained breathing apparatus°
Anyone entering a tank_ cold box, or similar e_closure which has been
in operation must obtain a Safety Work Permit° Before entering the
enclosure, personnel should wear a safety belt and have a manned safety
line attached to the belt, A self contained breathing apparatus should
be on hand for someone to assist personnel in the confined area_ in the
event of an emergency
o
4.
All valves which can result in flow to a section of piping which is being
worked on should be closed and tagged out.
When nitrogen in limited quantities is vented inside a building,
adequate ventilation should be provided°
Venting large quantities of nltlogen should be external to the
building°
o In areas where heavy,venting of nitrogen can occur, a sign should
be posted warning - "Oxygen Deficlent Area May Exist"°
REMI_4BER LACK OF OXYGEN KILLS_
F152
AIR PRODUCTS LIMITED
Safety Officer

AIR PRODUCTSLIMITED
SAFETYDEPARTMENTMEMORANDUM
REPORTOFTHEINVESTIGATIONI TOBURCKHARDT
CENTRIFUGALPUMPEXPLOSIONANDTANKERFIRE,
AT SHEEPBRIDGEALLOYCASTINGSLIMITED
5THFEBRUARY196h
J. Zurawski
DOCUMENTOTAVAILABLEFORGENERALDISTRIBUTION

SAFETY DEPARTMENT INFOkMATION S3EET NO. i_
Notes for Guidance of Customers Havin_ Air Products Ltd, Oxygen Equipment.
by
Io Everson
Chief Safety Engineer
These notes are intended to give general guidance on safety matters to
customers having oxygen equipment supplied by Air Products Limited. The main
hazards are briefly described together with necessary firefighting precautions.
Liquid oxygen storage tanks together with their associated gaseous
oxygen piping are referred to. Safety precautions required for storing and
handling oxygen cylinders and when using oxy-acetylene equipment are discussed.
Hazards associated with electrical insulation, chemical cleaning,
pressure gauges, valves and the use of mercury are briefly mentioned.
In any case of doubt, customers are strongly advised to consult their
local Air Products Limited District Engineer°
1. Introduction
These notes are intended to give customers guidance on safety matters
associated with their oxygen equipment supplied by Air Products Ltd. Due to
the wide variety of oxygen installations these notes must of necessity be
brief, covering general principles onlyo Customers are strongly advised to
discuss safety aspects with their local Air Products Ltd. District Engineer,
who will, if necessary, enlist the aid of the Safety Department which can
give lectures, demonstrations etc. to customere ° staff at all levels to
illustrate safety features in greater detail.
Oxygen equipment as supplied is carefully designed and manufactured in
accordance with detailed Air Products standards. However, experience has
shown that problems can arise after prolonged service, when due to staff
changes and modifications to installations for example, good practise may
not always be observed, resulting in fires and explosions. It is strongly
recommended that any modifications or changes in use or procedures be
discussed with your District Engineer.
It is suggested that at regular intervals, perhaps annually, safety
procedures are reviewed in conjunction with Air Products Ltd.
2. Main Hazards
2.1 Liquid oxygen in presence of a fuel (e.g. oil_ wood, asphalt, paint,
cork etco) and an igniter (e.go naked light, lighted cigarette or
pipe, heat from an electrical fault, high temperature due to sudden
compression of gas) can explode violently.
-1-
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2.2 Due to its low temperature (-297°F) liquid oxygen can damage body tissue
by causing "cold burns". Immersion in C0_water is the only recommended
first aid measure. This should be followed immediately by an examination
by a Medical Practitioner°
2.3 Should liquid oxygen come into contact with carbon steelp the latter
will eventually become very cold and brittle° If it is then subjected
to impact loading it will suffer "brittle fracture" and shatter into
small fragments° If it is suspected that carbon steel has been contacted
by liquid oxygen the APL District Engineer should be informed so that
he can inspect.
2.4 Liquid oxygen can also embrittle and crack electrical insulation with the
danger of exposing live wires°
2°5 If liquid oxygen is allowed to drip on to concrete for an appreciable
time the latter can crumble to a depth of several inches° While this
is essentially an inconvenience, the presence of liquid oxygen is a
serious hazard°
2.6 Gaseous oxygen is non-flammable but supports combustion vigorously
once the correct temperature has been reached° For guidance materials
can be separated into four groups as follows:-
Dangerous
Materials
(a)Combustible
gases (eogo
Carbon monoxide,
drogen ethylene°
b)Combustible
liquids which
vaporise freely
at room tempera-
ture (e.g.
petrol,paraffin,
alchohol)
clOils and greases
d_Porous combustible
materials which can
absorb LOXo
Easily
Ignitable
materials
(a)Wood
ib A phalt
_c_Paint
_d)Cotton waste
(e)Cotton clothing
IflPowdered metal
Qg)Metallic swarf
(h)Powdered carbon
li Cork
(j)Trichlorethylene*
Materials
not easily
alStainless steel
b_Carbon steel
c)Cast iron and
steel
d IAluminium
e)Zinc
(f)PTFE or Teflon
Materials
which will not
normally l_nite
a_Copper
b_Brass
c_Bronze
d_Nickel
e)Monel and
other non-
ferrous alloys
f_Pure asbestos
g)Oil free
silicate based
insulants (e.g.
foam_lass)
2.7
2.8
It is important to recall that oxygen enriched air containing more than
21% oxygen (normal atmospheric air)causes more rapid burning. Also
increased pressure reduces ignition temperatures of all materials.
L0X leakage will tend to settle at low levels and GOX formed will
initially be cold and dense so that dispersal will be slower than for
GOX at room temperature.
LOX leakage will seep into and through porous materials, fissures in
soil_ cracks in concrete and through drainage ducts° The resulting
GOX can thus appear considerable distances away from the initial
source of leakage.
)
*However_ it is quite safe to degrease oxygen equipment with trichlorethylene
since after degreasing operations trichlorethylene will evaporate.
.2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
Action
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
365
3.6
GOX cannot be seen or smelled. Potentially hazardous areas must be
surveyed using special oxygen detectors and never by test igniters,
cog. lighted cigarettes°
In an oxygen enriched atmosphere apparently extinguished pipes or
cigarettes can burst into flame if the ash contains only very small
hot particles°
Another serious hazard with oxygen is its penetration into clothing.
In this state a small particle of hot ash from a pipe or cigarette can
ignite clothing°
GOX must never be _sed for the following or similar applications:
2.12 oi
2o1202
2 o12o3
2 o12_4
2o12o5
2o12o6
2o12o7
2.12.8
starting internal combustion engines
pressurising oii resevoirs
operating pneumatic tools
paint spraying
tyre filling
purging pipelines (other than oxygen service limes).
instead of air in self-contained breathing sets°
for clearing fumes in a confined space.
in the event of Fire or Explosion
All actions must be carefully considered and carried out methodically.
Hasty_ ill considered action can create serious hazards°
In an incident involving escape of oxygen there is a possibility that
clothing worn by personnel nearby will become contaminated with gaseous
oxygen thus exposing these personnel to fire risk° Consequently such
persons must not approach within range of flames_ heat or any sort of
smouldering materialo Such persnnnel must not of course be permitted
to smokeo
Provided no undue risk is involved the oxygen source should be isolated
by closing appropriate valves.
Carry out previously established FIRE ALARM procedure pertaining to the
affected premises, as q'_ckly as possibleo
Utilise available firefighting equipment to extinguish fire. Water is
the best firefighting medium for oxygen fires® Certain chemical
extinguishers eogo methyl bromide must net be used°
Ensure that only persons engaged in firefighting are allowed into the
danger area°
4. Guidance of Air Products Limited
It is impossible to give comprehensive guidance concerning all hazards
and safety precautions in this note° It is essential to discuss such matters
with your local District Engineer who will give specific guidance on each
installatione
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5. Precautions in connection with Liquid 0ry_en Storage Tanks
5.1 When a new liquid oxygen storage tank is being considered its location
with respect to adjoining installations and features should agree
with the local District Engineer°
5.2 All operating procedures should be discussed, agreed with the District
Engineer and be available as written instructions° All valves should
be numbered and copies of flowsheets affixed to control cabinets°
5.3 In general all liquid oxygen storage tanks should be fenced and surrounded
by a low wall, continuous except for a small break positioned to allow
liquid oxygen leakage to flow to a selected area harmlessly. Continuous
bund walls are not recommended.
5.4 It is important to ensure that all liquid oxygen tanks are inspected
regularly by a representative of the Industrial Gas Division so that
necessary remedial work can be noted in good time.
5.5 The immediate vicinity should be kept oil free and as clean as possible.
5.6 Small storage tanks are insulated by perlite filled vacuum jackets.
It is important to check the pressure in the insulating jacket° Vacua
between 50 and 200 microns are adequate° Should the pressure build up
bs_ ?00 microns the vacuum should be restored by means of a vacuum pump.
Should the insulating vacuum deteriorate_ increased heat gains will
occur resulting in pressure build up and perhaps appreciable less of
gaseous oxygen through pressure relief valves. A bursting disc is
provided as a pressure relief device°
5.7 Large liquid oxygen storage tanks are often insulated with an annular
gap filled with perlite_ the space being purged with nitrogen at about
atmospheric pressure° Nitrogen is piped to a ring main around the tank
and then admitted to the annular gap through several connections to
ensure good distribution°
5.8 Special care should be exercised in deciding the runs of vent pipes which
might discharge liquid oxygen° It is best that such vents should terminate
at low level to discharge into metal trays se as not to injure staff or
damage the concretes
5.9 Generally liquid oxygen storage tanks are doubly skinned. The inner
being made of stainless steel_ aluminium or 9%nickel steel_ all of which
are safe at liquid oxygen temperatures (-297eF)o The outer vessel is
normally made of carbon steel which is prone to brittle fracture. It
is therefore important to ensure that cryogenic liquids are not allowed
to spray on to the outer vessel to prevent possibility of brittle fracture.
5 •I0 Piping associated directly with the tank and installed in the insulating
space is normally made of stainless steel° Piping in the control
cabinet is normally made of copper or a copper alloy (Tungum) as is
oxygen piping up to ]_If diameter° Normally liquid oxygen is evaporated
into gaseous oxygen° Large bore gaseous oxygen piping is usually made
of carbon steels and therefore prone to brittle fracture. Consequently
-5-
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5.11
5.12
5.13
5.14
5.15
Oxygen
6.1
6.2
6.3
devices are provided to monitor gaseous oxygen temperatures and should
those decrease to dangerously low levels, the liquid oxygen supply to
the gaseous oxygen vaporiser is instantly cut off°
If it is required to fill dewars from the main liquid oxygen tank a
special dewar filling device is necessary which should be discussed
in detail with your local District Engineer. Due to the possible
hazards associated with liquid orygen_ only experienced, qualified
persons should be allowed to fill liquid oxygen dewarso
Liquid oxygen is txansformed to gaseous oxygen in atmospheric
vaporisers backed up by steam or electrically heated vaporisers°
These can be welded or belted into the piping system.
Bolted joints must withstand the full system pressure and permit
the process limes to be broken into as required° Klingerite gasksts
are recommended for flanged joints° The type of Klingerite used
should be approved by your APL District Engineer° Screwed joints are
acceptable° Thin PTFE tape should be used as sealant and lubricant
when assembling screwed joints° An aqueous PTFE preparation called
"T-Film" can be used as a sealing agent°
Ancillary liquid oxygen/gaseous oxygen equipment should be cleaned
as and when necessary using methylene chloride er trichlerethylene.
Piping insulation must be liquid oxygen compatible eogo Foamglasso
Care must be taken to use oxygen compatible adhesives to secure
insulation to pipeworko To prevent ingress of rain adversely affecting
out of doors insulation, completed insulation should be covered as
quickly as possible with overT,lapping sheets of thin aluminium°
Pipin_
Liquid oxygen will be transformed into gaseous oxygen in special
air, water or steam heated vaporisers made of copper or aluminium.
In interest of economy gaseous oxygen piping is normally made of
carbon steel which is perfectly satisfactory provided essential
precautions are taken° (See 5o10)o However, for pipe diameters
less than say 1½"_ cepper_ a copper alloy (Tungum) er stainless
steel are often used°
However, as a safety measure in case gaseous oxygen piping ignites
it is customary to install stainless steel sections at intervals
which will prevent fire proceeding further, as stainless steel is
non-flammableo These sections are referred to as "firebreaks"° Bends_
elbows and reducers are made of stainless steel as a fire precautieno
The bores of gaseous oxygen pipes must be kept free of rust and clean°
This condition can be readily achieved during manufacture but te
maintain it requires freedom from leaks° Gaseous oxygen pipes must
be suitably protected from mechanical damage, corrosion etc. and
must not run too close to pipes carrying potentially dangerous
substances eogo oil_ paraffin_ or near high voltage electrical cables°
Periodically leak tests should be carried out to verify the continued
integrity of gaseous oxygen pipes_
_6_
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6.4 When a new gaseous oxygen pipeline is being commissioned it is vital
to install removable filters for remaining weld slag, rust etc.
before admitting gaseous oxygen° Failure to do this can result in
severe fires.
6.5 Operating staff must open/close gaseous oxygen valves slowly to
avoid sudden large temperature rises which could lead to dangerous
conditions.
6.6 Gaseous oxygen velocities must be kept within safe limits as specified
by your District Engineer°
6.9
Welders must not strike arcs on gaseous oxygen pipes°
It is strongly recommended that above ground gaseous oxygen piping
be suitably coloured and captioned to ensure that its identity
is widely known. British Standard Specification 1710 recommends that
oxygen pipes be painted dark grey with black bands at regular intervals°
To ensure proper attention it is most desirable that a responsible
person be appointed to be fully responsible for every gaseous oxygen
pipeline and system to vet any proposed extensions° No unauthorised
alterations must be permitted to any gaseous oxygen pipe. Oxygen
pipelines should not be too near pipelines containing combustible
substances and buried pipelines can suffer accelerated corrosion if too
near electrical cables unless special care is taken°
6.10 All instrumentation must be oil free and of recommended construction.
6.11 All take off points are protected by non-return valves built into oxy-
acetylene torches to prevent reverse flow of oxygen should a fire or
explosion occur in or near an oxy-acetylene torch° Pressure reducing
valves also give some protection against this hazard°
6.12 If a valve is difficult to operate due to apparent stiffness it must
not be forced since friction can generate sufficiently high temperatures
to start a fire° Defective valves must be repaired before further use
is attempted°
Ox_-Acetylene Equipment
7.1 Oxy-acetylene equipment is used mainly for welding and flame cutting.
7.2 While acetylene is normally dissolved in acetone at pressures up to
350 psig when mi_ed with oxygen its pressure must be reduced in a
pressure reducing valve to not more than 9 psig to avoid the possibility
of spontaneous (explosive) decomposition. This is a statutory Home Office
requirement° Acetylene cylinders must be kept as vertical as possible for
the above reason and also to prevent escape of acetone which might cause
a fire.
7.3 Gaseous oxygen pressure is reduced from its normal storage pressure
(2,500 psig for gaseous oxygen cylinders and about 250 psig maximum in
liquid oxygen storage tanks) down to about 15 psig before being mixed
with acetylene at the welding/cutting torch°
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7.4 Cleanliness is important, especially freedom from oilo
7.5 It must be verified that pressure reducing and non-return valves are
fully effective and clean to avoid possibilities of explosion.
7.6 Ensure that only best quality gas noses are used and that they are
never interchanged. Normally this is no problem since oxygen union
nuts use a right hand thread while acetylene unions use left hand threads.
7.7 If an oxy-acetylene t_rch does not function correctly, completely shut
off both gas supplies, oxygen first° If it is suggested that combustion
is taking place inside the torch , immediately close the gas cylinder
valves and allow several minutes to elapse to ensure that combustion
has ceased°
Then check the torch gas pressures, adjust pressure regulator settings
if necessary and finally relighto It sometimes happens that unnecessarily
large nozzles are used resulting in the torch tip being overheated. This
gives rise to a possibility that combustion can occur inside the torch
perhaps resulting in a very undesirable blow back° It is recommended
that under such conditions the torch tip be periodically cooled in water°
7.8 See 6(12) regarding stiff valves° This is particularly relevant since
acetylene is readily decomposed_ perhaps explosively above 125°F.
8. Oxygen Cylinders
8.1 Storage of Oxygen C_linders
8ol.1 Preferably store under cover in a detached building of non-
combustible construction°
8olo2 Protect against frost and corrosion_ No flames or smoking
should be permitted in oxygen cylinder store°
8ol °3 If cylinders are stored in a building used for some other
purpose the store should fulfill three conditions, vizo
(a) be built of non-combustible materials:
(b) be on the ground floor of the building_ against an
outside wall with doors leading directly outside°
(c) be separated from the building by walls and floor,
fire resistant for at least two hours°
8olo4 Nothing else should be housed in the store°
8olo5 Good natural ventilation is most desirable°
8.1.6 Cylinders must be readily accessible and easily removed°
8olo7 Artificial heat should not be provided.
8olo8 If possible cylinders should be stored standing vertically.
If they are stacked horizontally, stacks should not be more
than four layers deep using positive stops to prevent rolling.
-8-
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8.1.9 Cylinders should not be exposed to any external heat source
eog. hot sunlight, to avoid needless overpressurlsation.
8.1.10 Full and empty cylinders should be separated to avoid
confusion,
8.1.11 When cylinder caps or guards are available they should be
used primarily to protect cylinder valves in case cylinders
topple over or are struck by other objects.
8.2 Care of Oxygen Cylinders
8.2.1 Rough handling should not be permitted. For example, when
unloading from a truck do not allow cylinders to drop onto
concrete° Use a ramp.
8.2.2 Cylinders should be kept cool and away from flame or sparks.
8.2.3 Valves and fittings should not be lubricated or be contaminated
by oil or grease.
8.2.4 Keep away from acids and other corrosive substances.
8.2.5 Keep away from electrical equipment°
8.2.6 Cylinders with d_unaged valves or threads should be suitably
labelled and returned to the supplier.
8.2.7 The identifying colour (black) should not be obscured.
8.2.8 After use, cylinders should contain some positive pressure.
Protection caps or guards should be replaced and cylinders
labelled EMPTYo Keep apart from full cylinders°
8.2.9 If high pressure cylinders are to be connected to lower
pressure circuits suitable pressure regulators must be used.
8.2.10 All persons handling oxygen cylinders should be free of all
traces of grease or oil. Otherwise they run a risk of being
severely burned°
8.2.11 Grit and dust must be rigorously excluded from valves and
fittings as these could result in fittings not mating
properly causing oxygen leakage and danger of fire if they
get into oxygen pipelines.
8.2.12 All cylinders being transported should be secured to the
vehicle to minimise movement°
Miscellaneous
9.1 Electrical Insulation
It is not desirable that PVC or other plastic insulated electrical
wiring should not be located in regions where they can be sprayed by
liquid oxygen as the insulation may freeze and crack permitting short
circuits to occur, with the attendant fire risk.
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9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5
Qlemning
Components for oxygen service must be clean. Several firms
specialise in this field and their advice should be sought. So
far as degreasing is concerned, trichlorethylene and methylene
chloride are acceptable° A simple check on cleanliness is to
wipe the area of interest with a piece of clean white lint-free
absorbent fabric moistened with solvent when the cloth should not
be darkened. A very rigorous check involves the use of ultra-
violet light (blacklight) when hydrocarbon deposits will fluoresce.
Cleaning of components should be done in a clean, dry, well
ventilated area.
Pressure Gauges
These should be of one piece, solid front construction, have
plastic or laminated safety glass fronts, blow out backs built-in
restrictions to minimise escape of oxygen in case the gauge fails
and be mounted well above head height to protect personnel in case
of failure.
Valves
These must be made of oxygen compatible materials. Rubber
neoprene PVC etc. and any lubricant except molybdenum disulphide
must be rigorously excluded from shut off valves°
In pressure reducing valves, nylon and PTFE components may
be employed in the first (high pressure) pressure reduction stage
while in the second (low pressure) stage, neoprene coated components
are acceptable.
Mercur_ Contamination ... _....
Mercury must be rigorously excluded from all oxygen containing
equipment made of aluminiumsince severe and rapid corrosion can
occur. In such situations mercury thermometers and mercury containing
manometers must not be used.
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Introduction
Relevant research has been carried out at the R.A.F. Institute of
Aviation Medicine, Farnborough, by Cresswell, Dennison and Ernsting.
The following reports have been issued describing the work:
1. The Fire Risks to Man in Compressed Air Environments - FPRC 1249.
2. The Fire Risks to Man of Oxygen Rich Gas Environments - FPRC/memo 223.
. An Assessment of the Fire Risks of the Oxygen Environment
Experiments - FPRC/memo 217.
These experimental studies in oxygen-enriched atmospheres are specially
relevant to hyperbaric oxygen therapy carried out in special small
containers in which patients are completely contained, aircraft and space
craft breathing equipment.
Its relevance to A.P.L. stems mainly from the information given concerning
combustion of constructional materials in oxygen rich atmospheres and
fire damage to clothing, human hair and skin. This emphasises the need
for persons working in oxygen rich environments to exercise care and
to follow established safe procedures.
Summar2 of Experiments Carried out
2.1 Simulation of Effects of Fire in Oxygen Rich Environments upon
Clothing Materials and Human Tissue
In these experiments, specimens of various materials were
electrically ignited and also pieces of pig corpse were dressed
in various materials into which were sewn electrical ignition coils.
These experiments were carried out under closely controlled
conditions.
2.2 Flammability of Constructional Materials in Oxygen Rich Environments
Samples of a wide range of constructional materials were subjected
to atmospheres containing various oxygen concentrations and
ignited electrically and their subsequent behaviour carefully
observed.
Summary of Experimental Results
3.1 Characteristics of Combustion in Oxygen Rich Environments
Compared with ignition in air, in an oxygen environment ignitability
increases lOOOfold, and burning rate 5fold. Most conventional
fire-proofing agents are ineffective. Smothering as a means of
extinction is also ineffective. From the experiments on dressed
pig corpse in an oxygen environment, when ignition occurred the
following characteristics were observed -
o3. 3oi (contd)
(a) Immediately upon ignition a 5 cm deep flame front flashed
over the entire surface of the overall leaving it virtually
unscathed but flaming at all edges and at many points on
its surface.
(b) For the next two seconds the separate fires remained small,
then over the next two seconds they rapidly enlarged and
coalesced into a 6 foot column of fire.
(c) This fire persisted for about 30 seconds after operation
of the sprinkler system.
(d) The clothing and skin were almost completely destroyed.
Most of the human body is covered by hair comparable to nap
on denim and one would expect "flashover" to occur on man as
well, probably igniting the body, facial and scalp hair as it
passed, but not setting fire to flesh.
3°2 Clothing
Untreated glass fibre and asbestos are the only non-flammable materials
in 100% oxygen° Neither is a practicable material for clothing.
All commercially available glass fibre and asbestos (which is known
to contain some cotton) is suspect until tested in oxygen.
Fluorocarbon polymers such as Teflon or PTFE are almost non-flammable
and have been used as binders. No combination suitable for clothing
i_ available at present. Conventional non-inflammable materials
Are _ommon natural or man-made fibres coated with a fire-retardanto
Howe_er_ they burn vigorously in atmospheres containing more than
30 to 40% oxygen but extinguish themselves rapidly in air. Nylon
melts when heated, forming adherent hot masses producing severe local
burns. "Proban" treated poplin or wool are believed to be the best
available materials for clothing at the present time. Although they
will flame %n oxygen enriched atmospheres, they will extinguish
themselves in a few seconds when subjected to air. It is proposed
that pocketless one piece overalls with short sleeves and three-
quarter length trousers reduce the risk of accidental ignition°
Canvas shoes with conducting rubber soles are also recommended.
3°3 Rubber Seals
Natural rubbers, nitryl rubber and foam neoprene burn modestly in
air and vigorously in oxygen. Compact neoprene and silicone
rubbers burn with difficulty in air and with ease in oxygen. A
fluorocarbon synthetic rubber, Viton, will not burn in air and will
only incandesce or burn feebly in oxygen. Viton costs about 3 times
neoprene, is reasonably compressible but difficult to extrude.
It may be a practicable material for seals. It has been suggested
that the use of a heat reflective plastic spray, e.g. Teflon, on
rubber may be valuable.
3°4 Paints and Metal Surface Protection
Conventional and epoxy resin (fire-resista_Lt) paints are both
inflammable in 100% oxygen. Available fireproof paints when
.3o 3°4 (contd)
allowed to dry on asbestos or _lass fibre wicks will burn in air and
oxygen° If allowed to dry on _" thick steel sheet they will not
burn in either air and oxygen presumably due to the cooling effect
of the steel plate_ It is good practice to protect exposed steel
with a non-inflammable coat, eog. zinc spray, phosphate coating or
fire retardant paint°
3°5 Electrical Wirin_
3.6
Mica-insulated copper will not burn in oxygen. P.VoC. insulated
wiring is readily combustible in oxygen. Commercially available
asbestos_ glass fibre and silicone rubber insulation will burn in
oxygen. If the P_VoCo covering is removed from a common screened
cable_ the metal screen will act as a flame barrier. However, the
PoVoCo insulation of the internal cores eventually melts and exudes
to the outer surface and then flames feebly° This can be overcome
by sheathing the metal screen with ceramic fish spine beads. This
combination is flexible and relatively fireproof.
Lubricants
Most common lubricants burn in air and oxygen° PTFE and Teflon
are almost non-inflammable in oxygen° Dry molybdenum disulphide
powder will not burn in air but will incandesce, but does not flame
in oxygen_ Tricresylphosphate is rapidly self-extinguishing in
air but is known to burn moderately in oxygen°
Tricresylphosphate is accepted as a lubricant for work in oxygen
and is used in vacuum pumps.
3.7 Flammabilit[ Tests
A wide range of materials were checked for flammability in oxygen°
All the materials tested, with the exception of Zeolite (used in
molecular sieves) untreated asbestos and glass fibre are all
combustible° Teflon_ PTFE, Viton and molybdenum disulphide are
acceptable for most applications° Commercial asbestos and glass
fibre, silicone rubbers, lubricants, fireproof wiring, insulating
materials, fire retarding paints, rainproof clothing and normal
clothing materials are all inflammable in oxygen. Fish spine
(ceramic) beading is an effective flame barrier for P.V.C. insulated
wiring_ PoVoCo and rubber tubing° Charcoal will not burn in air but
incandesces visibly in oxygen°
4. Conclusions
_4ol In air at 1 atmosphere_ material slowly smouldered but did not burn
and the pig skin showed no detectable singeing. At 2 to 5 atmospheres
the material ignited with increasing ease and burnt more vigorously°
The areas of burnt clothing and skin increased with the total pressure°
Fire risks to man in compressed air environments are greater than in
air at 1 atmosphere but less than in oxygen at I atmosphere.
o4_ (contd)
4°2
_o3
4°4
4°5
4°6
4°7
4°8
_o9
Compared with air there is a greatly increased fire hazard to man
in oxygen enriched gas environments. This arises from the greatly
increased ignitability and burning rates of materials in these
circumstances° These tendencies are particularly aggravated by
the presence of "nap" or body hair which explosively propagates
the fire across the surfaces of clothing° In experiments carried
out at total pressures not exceeding I atmosphere_ there was a
dramatic Increase in fire hazard due to flash burning when the
partial pressure of oxygen exceeded 0°4 to 0°5 atmospheres.
In oxygen at q atmosphere the material ignited almost instantaneously
and the flash fire propagated quickly over the surfaces of the
clothing and the pig skin leading to a very vigorous fire.
Skin is inflammable in IO_% oxygen°
Fires in oxygen rich environments are of a fundamentally different
character to those in air°
Ignlting a clothed man in these environments may lead to fatal damage
within 5 to 20 seconds from onset of fire°
A dense local water spray may control this fire, but a manually
operated system could not hope to arrest it in the few seconds
available°
Damage to the man is critically dependent upon the type, fit and
proofing of his clothing and upon the timing, density and distribution
of the extinguishing water sprays°
Sudden pressure surges in oxygen are dangerous in that large temperature
rises can be created, perhaps leading to ignition°
The spark energies required to ignite common clothing materials in an
oxygen environment correspond to those of electrostatic sparks from
the human frame°
Spark energy of a few milliwatts is sufficient to ignite some
materlals in 100% oxygen°
Mechanical sparking can be prevented by coating adjoining surfaces
@_ich come.into contact with each other with Teflon, PTFE or phosphor-
bronze and lubricating hinge s with Teflon_ PTFE9 tricresylphosphate
or molybdenum disulphide° Aluminium and its alloys and steels should
be separated or failing that there should only be rigid contact between
these substances°
Of available fire detectors a thermistor device appears to be the
most suitable° This depends upon a large change of resistance should
the temperature increase due to a nearby fire°
o4o (¢ontd)
4o10 Apart from Zeolite, untreated asbestos and glass fibre all materials
tested will burn to varying degrees in oxygen rich environments.
5. Recommendations for minimisin_ fire risk and consequent damage to persons
liable to prolgnged exposure to Oxygen rich environments
5oi Wea_ tight fitting_ 3ingle layered garments, of light weight open
meshed materia_ fireproofed with 10% pick up of borax/boric acid°
5°2 The extinguisher system should provide water sprays of at least
5 cc/min./cm _ over the entire body within 2 seconds of operation°
5.3 An open ended hose should be provided to douse areas shaded from
the general water spray e.g. crutch, arm pits°
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The most rigorous cleaning can reduce hydrocarbon contamination down to
4 mg/fto 2 (milligrams per square foot)° This is both time consuming and
expensive. Tests were conducted to ascertain if such rigorous cleaning was
necessary°
AoP.CoIo carried out these experiments using n-hexadecane deposited
uniformly in the test equipment by dissolving the hydrocarbon in carbon
tetrachloride which was then evaporated while rotating the test section made
of stainless steel pipe°
Tests were conducted at hydrocarbon concentrations carrying between 28
and 6500 mg/ft_2 at varying oxygen pressures using electrical ignition°
At i00 mg/fto 2 no oil is visible and no smear can be detected when the
surface is rubbed with a finger and the area inspected under a bright white
light° At 250 mg/ft. 2 the surface has a slight oily appearance but no
smearing is discernible after testing as above° At 500 mg/ft_2 the oil has
a definite flow characteristic and a slight smear can be detected° At lOOO
mg/fto 2 smearing is considerable and at 2500 mg/fto 2 the oil can be pushed
with a finger.
No reaction occurred st i000 mg/ft_ 2 and 200 p.s.iog, oxygen
pressure apart from a burn spot at the point of ignition°
At 1050 mg/fto 2 and 1500 poSoiogo reaction occurred.
At 6500 mg/fte 2 and 50 posoi°go detonation occurred°
The ignition tests indicated that concentrations up to lO00 mg/fto 2
would be acceptable°
However_ as noted prevlously_ surface films of 500 m_/fto 2 and greater
began to show definite flow characteristics° These film concentrations
would tend to flow to and concentrate in low portions of a system and
increase the hazard of ignition locally. This would be intolerable in any
process equipment° Also9 in a cold system 9 the film tended to freeze and
flake off at concentrations above 500 mg/ft.2o With a hydrocarbon such as
n-hexadecane_ which is lighter than liquid ox_gen_ these flakes float and
Safety Department Information Sheet Noo 41 8o4o71
Sheet 2
i0.
ll.
2°
concentrate on the surface° These two phenomena, the flow characteristics
and the freezing and flaking in a cold system, require the reduction of a
maximum safe concentration to something less than 500 mg/fto2o
For hydrocarbons with the same characteristics as n-hexadecane, WoLo
Ball suggests that if contamination is assumed to be uniform then the
maximum permissible value of the average concentration should be limited
to lOO mg/fto _ ioeo manmum concentration = 5 x average concentration°
This factor of 5 is of necessity arbitrary but should be accepted in the
absence of other evidence.
l
At present the effectiveness of AoPoLo cleaning procedures in terms I
of mg/fto 2 hydrocarbon contamination is not known° QoCoDo (Acrefair) is J
investigating this matter further,°
This document should be read in conjunction with Safety Department.
Information Sheet No. 42.
I o Everson
Chief Safety Engineer
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SUMMARY
An exploratory experimental program has been carried out in the Allentown
laboratories between February and May 1970 in order to observe and measure
the burning rates of several metals. The test runs did not involve any equip-
ment for measuring temperature, heat input, or heat evolved. _e observations
madefor the most part were qualitative but there were somecombustion rates
measured in two of the experimental apparatuses.
There were five basic set-ups used in this experimental orogram (Figures
1 to 5), four involving gas_cunoxygen at atmospheric pressures and one
using LOXat atmospheric pressure. Experimental results for two of the
set-ups, Figures 2 and 5, are recorded on 16mm:_vies, Typical runs for
mild steel, stainless steel, and aluminumwere filmed°
There were two ignition methods used. Initially an oxyacetylene torch was
used to heat the sample to ignition or melting whichever the case might
be. Later an ignition "pill" made of compressed steel wool, stainless steel
wool, or aluminum wool was used. This pill was ignited by means of
a 6 volt battery and two electrodes. The second method was the better of
the two since the oxygen atmosphere around the sample was not disturbed as
much as in the case of the torch, which emits a high velocity flame.
Table I lists the r_tals with their compositions, which were tested. All
metals were tested in every, set-up except Apparatus No. 3. Mild steel and
stainless steel were run in this set-up,
In addition to the experimentation, a literature survey was conducted on t_e
combustion of vetals. The Append/xcontains a list of pertinent reports along
with abstracts. Some of the more important articles are the eight papers by
Dr. L. Kirschfeld, who has done extensive work in the field of combustion of
metals.
CONCLUSIONS
For the most part, metals will react with oxygen if exposed to the right
conditions. The degree with which a specific metal reacts depends on a
number of variables_ Pressure, temperature_ phase of oxygen and oxygen
concentration are _tong the most importanL ones. It appeared that the metals
tested reacted faster and to a &Teazer degree in liquid than in gaseous
oxygen. The reason for this is not clear but two possible answers are:
higher oxygen concentrations or better contacting of oxygen in the reaction
zone. Combustion rates increase as the flow rate of oxygen increases, at
least in the case of mild steel as shown in figure 6.
The data taken during these series of tests agree in a qualitative way with
those of other researchers in the field of combustion of metals (h,5,6,7).
In general most agree that mild steel is the easiest to ignite and burns
readily in oxygen. Nickel and its alloys appear at the other end of the
seal% being the most resistive to burning in oxygen regardless of conditions.
Aluminum lles somewhere in the middle, being a very reactive metal in oxygen
after ignition, but its low melting point and high ignition temperature make
it one of the hardest metal to ignite and keep burning. The list of metals
which were tested, is arranged, in Table II, in order of decreasing resistance
to ignition and burning in oxygen atmospheres.
-i-
ATABLEI
Compositions of Metals Tested
Composition
Stainless C (Max) ME (Max) Si (Max) Cr Ni
Steel % % % __% __%
309 0.2 2.00 i. O0 22-24 12-15
316 0. i 2. O0 i. 00 16-18 10-14
316 L 0.03 2.00 i. O0 16-18 10-14
41o 0.15 i.o0 1.oo ii.5-13.5 ---
17-4 Ph 0.04 .... 16.5 3.5-4.0
Others
%
--m
Mo 2-3
Mo 1.75-2.5
Cu 3.4-4.0
Commercial Leaded Bronze: 89% Cu, 1.75% Pb, 9.25% Zn
Monel 400: 66.5% Ni, 0.12% C, 1.0% Mn, 1.35% Fe, 0.15% Si, 31.5% Cu
Inconel 600: 76.0% Ni, 0.04% C, 0.2% Mn, 7.2% Fe, 0.20% Si, 0.10% Cu, 15.8% Cr
Nickel 200: 99.5% Ni, 0.06% C, 0.25% Mn, 0.15% Fe, 0.05% Si, 0.05% Cu
Hastelloy B: 65% Ni, 0.1% C, 0.5% Mn, 6% Fe, 0.5% Si, 28% Mo
Aluminum 5357: 1.0% Mg, 0.25% Mn, 98.75% A1
Carbon Steel lOlO: 0.08-0.13% C, 0.30-0.60% Mu, 0.040% P, 0.050% S, Balance Fe
Molybdenum Steel 4140: 0.33-0.43% C, 0.75-1.0% Mn, 0.040% P, 0.040% S,
0.2-0.33% Si, 0.8-1.10% Cr, 0.15-0.25% Mo, Balance Fe
-2-
TABLEII
Metals Tested Arranged in Order of Decreasing Resistance
to Ignition and Burning
Nickel 200
Commercial bronze
Inconel 600
Monel boo
Hastelloy B
Aluminum
Stainless steel
_id steel
- only melted
- only melted
- very little reaction
- very little reaction
- very slow reaction rate
- hard to ignite but very. reactive
after ignition
- self-sustaining reaction in some runs
- very easy to ignite--complete
combustion of sample
-3-
ARESULTS
Variations in burning characteristics of metals were determined in each
of the tests in the five experimental set-ups. These characteristics are
classified into five catagories.
. Metals for which self-sustaining burning was sufficient to allow
a combustion rate to be measured. In addition these metals burned
until oxygen was removed (J).
o Metals which burned in a long enough self-sustaining manner, that
a rate of combustion was measured, but differed from number i in
that they were eventually self-extinguishing in nature (V+).
.
Metals which burned or reacted in a manner which did not allow the
determination of a rate of combustion, For example, stainless would
melt off the sample rod and react with the oxygen in the molten
form at the base of the experimental equipment (V*).
4. Metals which reacted only when outside heat was supplied (S.R.).
5. Metals which did not react; the test sample only melted (N.R.).
Table III has a listing of all the metals tested and the testing apparatuses.
In addition, the metals are classified into the above mentioned categories,
and some typical burning rates are mentioned.
With regard to the resistance of metals in reacting with oxygen, nickel and
its alloys are probably the most resistive, while steel, stainless steel, and
aluminum are the least resistive of the metals tested. Aluminum, although
reacting most violently with oxygen, was very hard to ignite. This is
a factor in its favor for its use in some oxygen atmosphere applications.
EXPERIMENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Apparatus No. i (Figure l)
In this equipment although very simple, three types of reactions could be
distinguished (see Table III). Mild steel is the easiest of the metals to
ignite. Once heated to glowing red and lowered into the beaker containing
oxygen it would continue to burn as long as there was oxygen available. The
reason being, mild steel ignites and burns in oxygen at, or Just below its
melting point, causing the reaction to remain on the rod. Stainless steel on
the other hand, reacts with oxygen at, or Just above its melting point, there-
fore, it was very difficult to sustain a reaction on the rod for a long period
of time. Stainless steel because it reacts with oxygen at a higher temperature
and in a different phase than mild steel, was very sensitive to positioning.
Combustion rates for stainless steel were obtained when the stainless steel
rod was burning horizontally and vertically from bottom to top. Aluminum, like
stainless steel ignites above its melting point (5). It is estimated in the
literature that its ignition temperature in oxygen is around 3700°F (5,6).
Since aluminum's melting point is about 1220°F there was very little chance of
getting the test piece hot enough to cause ignition in this type of equipment.
Nickel and its alloys are other metals which ignite above their melting point,
so ignition of these metals was again not achieved. Low oxygen concentration,
TABLEIII
Metals Tested Classified into Degreeswith which they Reacted
with Oxygenin Each Apparatus
Metal Apparatus
Mild Steel
1/16", 1/8" &
1/_" rod
Aluminum
1/16" rod
Data on
1/16" rod
309 Stainless Steel
1/16" rod
316 Stainless Steel
1/16" rod
316 L Stainless Steel
3/32" rod
hl0 Stainless Steel
1/16" rod
17-h Ph Stainless Steel
1/16" rod
hlhO Steel
3/16" rod
Nickel 200 1/16" & 1/8" Rod
Monel bOO
1/16" rod
Inconel 600 1/16" & 1/8" Rod
Commercial Bronze
1/16" rod
Hastelloy B
5/6h" rod
1
Ji
N•R,
J.
J,
Ji
J,
S.R°
N.R.
S.R.
2
¢
•3 in/sec (up)
•5 in/sec (down)
J+
i0 in/sec (up)
approximate
J
•171 in/sec
(down)
_+
.08 in/sec
(up)
J+
•07 in/sec
(up)
t+
•052 in/sec
(up)
J+
.12 in/sec
(upj
¢
•013 in/sec
(up)
N.R.
S.R.-9 sec
of glowing
N,R,
N.R.
¢
.06 in/sec
(up)
_B
¢,
No Data
N,R.
Note: See Results on page h for explanation of symbols
4
_J
_W
_J
J,
J,
J,
_N
N.R.
N.R.
S.R.
J
•h35 in/sec
¢
•38 in/sec
¢
•3 in/sec
S.R.
¢
•3 in/sec
/
•06 in/sec
N,R,
S.R. -
sec of
glowing
S.R.-h sec
of glowing
N,R,
¢
.08 in/sec
-5-
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(around 80%) and poor oxygen distribution, are two conditions inherent in this
open system and were eliminated in later equipment.
Apparatus No. 2 (Figure 2)
In this experiment the effect of oxygen velocity on burning was studied
(Figure 2). Initially oxygen was passed through the glass tube for one to
three minutes, depending on the flow being used, to insure an oxygen concen-
tration of 95%. The concentration of oxygen was measured using a Beckman
analyzer. Oxygen velocities from 0 to 6 ft/sec were used. Mild steel rod
(1/16" dia) was tested over this range of velocities. Its combustion rate
increased from .15 in/sec at the low end to .h25 in/sec at the high end (average
values). Figure 6 is a plot of the combustion rate vs oxygen velocities for
mild steel. Combustion data were taken on the other metals but only at one
or two velocities (see Table III for some _verage values), [for more data refer
to laboratory notebook #1589 pages 4-20S. (1) To see the effect of the
direction of burning on the combustion rate, some runs were made with the
apparatus inverted thus allowing t_e molten product to run down the sample
rod. In most cases the combustion rate was increased. The combustion rate
of mild steel doubled by burning in this fashion (see Figure 6 at oxygen
velocity of 1.5 ft/sec).
In comparing the burning characteristics of mild steel for Apparatuses i and 2,
there was very little difference in the combustion process, except that the rate
was faster in apparatus 2 than in l, even at the low flow rates. This is
probably due to the higher oxygen concentration (90-95%) in Apparatus 2 in
comparison to 80% in Apparatus 1 (both measured with a Beckman oxygen
analyzer ).
The combustion rate of aluminum was very difficult to measure because the
reaction is so fast and usually stops suddenly. From the literature and
observations it probably is in the range of l0 in/sec. In spite of the fact
that aluminum is a very reactive metal it was very hard to ignite, and ignition
occurred occasionally. Its fast reaction rate can probably be attributed to
aluminum's high heat of combustion, 13,400 Btu/lb comDared to 2000 Btu/lb
for steel. See Table IV for a listing of some physical and thermodynamic
properties of metals.
Five types of stainless steels were tested in Apparatus 2. Again referring
back to Table III, reading down the appropriate column it is possible to
distinguish between the burning characteristics of the different stainless
steels. Except for type 309 it was very difficult to sustain a reaction on
the stainless steels. For the most part, the amount of material consumed was
very small and the reaction self-extinguishing. One possible reason for the
reaction not continuing is the low oxygen concentration present. As was stated
before, the oxygen concentration was about 90 to 95% in Apparatus 2, relatively
low in comparison to the 100% oxygen which was desired. %_nis could be a very
important factor in determining the rate of combustion. It is known through
the literature that cutting speeds in oxy-fuel cutting techniques is greatly
reduced if the purity of the oxygen is less than 98% (8).
Nickel and its alloys did not react with the oxygen to any great extent,
except for Hastelloy B which did react long enough to give a rate of .06
in/sec. Monel 400 was the only other one to show any signs of reaction.
After the torch was removed, the sample _ontinued to glow until a large
molten drop was formed on the end of the rod. At this point, the drop
-7-
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cooled and the reaction stopped. As this molten drop was formed (as is
the case for most metals)the forces holding it together and holding it to
the rod were too great to allow it to fall off and expose fresh metal to
continue the reaction. In other words, the rate of transportation of the
molten product was the rate controlling step in the total reaction (S).
Dr. Kirschfeld, noted for his work in burning metals, describes two processes
which might control the reaction rate in the combustion process:
io The rate of transportation: The removal of the products of
combustion is slower than the rate at which they are being
produced, therefore, it controls the rate at which the
combustion takes place.
. The rate of reaction: Just the opposite is meant by this state-
ment, that is, the rate of production of products is the slower
step and controls.
Commercial bronze would not react in this experimental set-up, again probably
due to the sample melting before it reached its ignition temperature.
Apparatus 2 has the following main advantages oveb Apparatus i:
i. A higher concentration and better distribution of oxygen.
2. The ability to study combustion rate vs. oxygen velocity.
Apparatus No. 3 (Figure 3)
This apparatus was constructed in an attempt to determine the effect of
rotation on the burning rate of materials in high oxygen atmospheres. The
test procedure went as follows: the box was initially purged with oxygen for
3 minutes at a flow rate of .9 scfm. After this, the flow rate was cut back
to .3 scfm during testing. As can be seen from Figure 3 an ignition pill was
used to ignite the sample. In a stopped position the two electrodes were
brought into contact with the pill causing its ignition. After approximately
3 seconds the sample would ignite and at this time the 4" disk was put in
motion, Only mild steel and 30h stainless steel were tested because of the
availability of the 2 metals in thin sheets (.005" and .010" thickness). It
was very difficult to determine a rate of burning at different rotation speeds.
From observation, it was felt that the burning rate increased with speed of
rotation. However, it was not possible to measure the burning rate, even by
weighing the disc before and after the combustion, because of the metal thrown
from the combustion zone by centrifugal force.
Apparatus No. h (Figure h )
This experimental set-up involved the use of LOX instead of gaseous oxygen.
The reasons for this change were: i. to ensure 100% oxygen around the specimen,
and 2. to see if the low temperature had any different effects on the ignition
or burning process.
-i0-
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There were a number of variations to this set-up before it got to the
stage it appears in Figure h. Initially sa_ples were placed in the
bottom of an 80 ml fire brick crucible filled with LOX. Next a i/h" mild
steel rod was heated to Just below its melting Doint and thrust into the
vapor space above the LOX. This resulted in the combustion of the rod
causing a molten drop to fall into the crucible and onto the test piece.
This molten drop would either cause ignition of the test specimen or
solidify. From this it was decided that it might be possible to determine
some combustion rates by going to an apparatus like the one shown in
Figure h and using wire samples 6" or 8" long. This was not the case
because the LOX vapor obstruct?d _[sua2 o} e _ation of start and finish
of ignition.
Apparatus No. 5 (Figure 5)
Again as in Apparatus 2, the object of the set-up was to determine combustion
rates of metals in the presence of 100% oxygen. This experiment (Figure 5)
was run at near zero oxygen velocity, a 95 to 100% oxygen atmosphere, and in
a horizontal position. The ignition method used was an ignition pill ignited
by two electrodes and a 6 volt battery. The combustion rates, of all metals
that burned in Apparatus No. 5, were higher than the rates in Apparatus No.
2, probably due to, both the higher oxygen concentration and the horizontal
burning (see Table III for typical combustion rates). Aluminum was very
difficult to ignite, and no rates were established. Different burning rates
for the stainless steels tested were determined, thus allowing some comparison
of burning rates and composition to be made. It appears, from the test results
from Apparatus No. 2 and No. 5, and from the literature, that alloying steels
with materials like magnesium and chromium will increase the burning rate
somewhat, while alloying with materials like molybdenum and nickel will decrease
the burning rate. Nickel and its alloys still resisted combustion in this
apparatus. Nickel itself would not react at all, while monel and inconel did
show signs of reaction with the oxygen. Hastelloy B was the only alloy to
burn continuously. Its combustion rate was .08 in/sec.
IGNITION _THODS
Oxyacetylene Torch
The oxyacetylene torch was used initially because of the ease with which
ignition of the sample could be obtained. Because of its high flame
temperature, around 5000°F, the samples could be brought to ignition or
melting temperature quickly. The problems involved in using the torch were:
i. The test chamber had to be open to the atmosphere so the torch could
be brought close to the sample and then removed. This allowed
the atmosphere around the ignition point to become diluted with
air.
2. The high velocity of the combustion gas from the torch disturbed
the atmosphere around the sample.
Ignition Pill
The ignition method was switched to the ignition pill because of the
following reasons:
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(_ MILD STEEL, COPPER COATED
1/16" DIA. ROD I BURNT FROM
BOTTOM TO TOR
/_ MILD STEEL, COPPER COATING
REMOVED, 1/16" DIA. ROD_ BURNT
FROM BOTTOM TO TOR
(_ MILD STEEL, COPPER COATED
1/16" DIA. ROD, BURNT FROM
TOP TO BOTTOM.
G" MILD STEEL (KIRSCHFELD'S WORK)
1.6MM ROD, BURNT FROM
BOTTOM TO TOR
[] MILD STEEL, COPPER COATED,
I/8" DIA. ROD, BURNT FROM
BOTTOM TO TOR
[_..-IRON WIRE (KIRSCHFELD_S WORK)
I MM DIA. WIRE, BURNT FROM
BOTTOM TO TOR
_.--IRON WIRE (KIRSCHFELD'S WORK)
2 MM DIA. WIRE I BURNT FROM
BOTTOM TO TOR
.I
2 3 4
FIGURE 6- 0 2 V__._,_OCITY (ft/sec.)
5 6 7
I. Tile system could be sealed off from the atmosphere thus enabling
a higher oxygen concentration to be obtained.
. A predetermined amount of material could be burned to cause ignition
thus allowing a measurement of minimum heat input required to cause
ignition. This was not done but future runs are planned to de-
termine these values.
Three different ignition pills were used during the course of the experiments.
The first one consisted of compressed steel wool in the shape of a wafer l"
in diameter by approximately 1/16" thick. The weight ranged from 2 to 5 grams.
The wafer was made using approximately 5000 psi pressure. This size was
abandoned for a smaller pill. The new pill was 1/2" in diameter and 3/16"
thick weighing 2 - h grams. Three materials were used in making the second
pill, steel, stainless steel and aluminum. Pills of each individual material
and pills of 50-50 combinations of aluminum and steel, and aluminum and stain-
less steel were tested. The steel wool proved to be the best for igniting all
metals except aluminum. A 50-50 pill of steel and aluminum wool worked best
for igniting aluminum. In all cases the size of the pill appeared to be too
large, that is, the amount of heat released was more than enough to cause ignition.
One problem related to the use of the pill was keeping the pill on the test
sample after igniting it. The wafer pill was usually wrapped around the
sample and secured with a piece of wire. With the smaller pill a hole was
drilled In the pill and the metal sample forced through it. In some cases,
after the pill was pushed on, a bend was put in the rod at the end to prevent
the pill from falling off prematurely. The methods of attachment for both the
large and small pill helped, but did not completely solve the problem. One
possible method, which was not tried, is to support the pill with the test
piece in it on a ceramic dish.
From the test results obtained it was felt that other methods of igniting the
metals should be tried in future runs in an effort to try to pinpoint the ignition
limits of metals in oxygen atmospheres.
DISCUSSION OF COMBUSTION PROCESSES
Metals and alloys when exposed to an oxidizing atmosphere undergo a chemical
reaction with the oxidizer, forming an oxide film on the metal surface.
When speaking of burning, and not Just rusting or ambient oxidation, there
are three possible ways in which this process can take place.
l. The combustion takes place only after the metal has melted and
formed a molten oxidized drop which hangs on the end of the wire
(experimentally observed). It has been noted that if at any time
the liquid-phase disappears entirely from the rod the reaction
will stop. This is a heterogeneous reaction, for which at least
two phases are necessary: the liquid oxide Phase and the oxygen
vapor phase. Iron is one metal which exhibits this type of
reaction.
To Another way in which combustion can take place is for the metal to
evaporate directly from the solid state, and react with the oxidizer.
Magnesium because of its high heat of combustion exhibits this
behavior.
-16-
@ The third possible way in which the combustion process can take place
is by melting, evaporating from the liquid, and then reacting with the
oxidizer. Aluminum behaves in this manner. It too has a high neat
of combustion like magnesium, but it also has a lower vapor pressure
than magnesium which makes it go through the liquid phase.
In general all metals tested to date, except aluminum, reacted with the oxygen
from a molten droplet formed at the end of the test rod. The combustion would
be initiated by the ignition pill thus starting the formation of the molten
droplet. This droplet grew until it reached a critical size determined by
the surface tension. Next it either dropsied off as a molten oxide or ex-
plodes. In either case, fresh metal was exposed thus starting the process
over again. Bartlett, Ong, Fassell and Papp (9) state, that the reason for
this explosion or fragmentation in some metals is, once the boiling point
of the metal is reached, metal evaporation will begin expanding the liquid
oxide and provide a metal vapor film between the metal sphere and the oxide
shell (Figure 7a). Excessively rapid expansion may lead to bursting of the
liquid oxide bubble. In the case of aluminum the rate of reaction was so
rapid that it was not possible to observe the combustion process.
Glassman (i0) summarized in four hypotheses the nature of metal combustion
processes. These hypotheses are widely accepted by the investigators in this
field. Our limited experimental work to date seems to confirm them or at
least, has not contradicted them.
i. The boiling point of the metal oxide limits the flame
temperature of the metal.
@ If the boiling point of the oxide is greater than the boiling
point of the metal, steady state combustion will result in
the vapor phase; and conversely, if the boiling point of
the oxide is less than the boiling point of the metal, sur-
face combustion will result.
3. Radiation plays a most important role in metal combustion.
h. The ignition phenomenon can be entirely different from the
controlling steady state combustion phenomenon.
-17-
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"Spontaneous Ignition of _letals in Oxygen trader Pressure", J. J. Jakowsky
and E. W. Butzler, Bureau of Hines Report of Investigation, Serial No.
2521, September 1923.
This preliminary report deals with the effects of oxygen pressure
on the ignition temperature and combustibility of iron, copper,
brass and lead. A study was made of the relation between ig-
nition temperature and pressure for iron, copper, and brass, which
are the three materials usually employed, and for lead. The bomb
was an old Parr calorimeter bomb which had been altered, as shown
in Figure 2, to allow the wire (e) to be inserted, this wire com-
prising the material to be tested in the bomb. The wire was
placed across the terminals of the bomb, and brought up to its
ignition or melting temperature by passing a sufficient current
through the wire. The greatest change in ignition temperature
noted is in iron. At atmospheric pressure, iron in oxygen ig-
nites at a temperature of approximately 930°C, while at a
pressure of 2000 pounds per square inch the ignition temperature
drops to approximately 600°C. Brass and copper behave very much
alike, and differ considerably from iron, although at higher
pressures brass in oxygen appears to ignite and burn more readily
than copper. At atmospheric pressure, the brass and copper wires
in oxygen severed at approximately their melting temperatures.
Apparently, little or no oxidation takes place. Iron wire, how-
ever, behaved differently and burned at a temperature considerably
below that of its melting point.
"Ignition in ltigh Pressure Oxygen", _I. Cuter, _le British Oxygen Co.,
Limited R_D Report, AD648612, June 1950.
Ignition temperatures in high pressure gas were determined by
using a stainless steel bomb in which samples could be raised
to the ignition temperature in a few minutes. The effect on
ignition temperature of changes in total pressure, rate of
heating, "aging", i.e. prolonged storage of material in oxygen
under pressure, oxygen concentration, and the physical state
of the sample were determined in the high pressure apparatus.
A simpler apparatus called the "pot" ignition apparatus was
developed for the rapid determination of ignition temperatures
in oxygen at atmospheric pressure.
The many materials examined have been classified in the following
five groups :
i. Lubricants, including thread sealing compounds.
2. Natural and Synthetic Rubber Hose Materials.
3. Polymers.
4. Valve Seat Materials.
5. Metals and Alloys.
3172
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oMuch detailed information is given on materials in groups I
through h, each group containing several materials.
None of the metals and alloys in Class V ignited in oxygen at
250 atmospheres when heated alone to 350°C. Copper, magnesium
alloy and mild steel turnings ignited in the presence of a drop
of oil if heated to about 200°C in oxygen at 250 atmospheres.
"The Iron-Oxygen Combustion Process - A Study Related To Oxygen Cutting',
A. A. Wells, British Welding Journal, September 1955, pp. 392-400.
As often happens in research on an industrial process, it was found
extremely difficult to make accurate measurements under the actual
conditions of practical operation. It was therefore decided to
make an experimental study with an apparatus specially designed
for the purpose, in which a slowly rotating cylindrical bar of
the material to be cut is moved end-ways into the oxygen Jet;
in this way the rate of cutting may be measured directly as the
rate of feed of the bar into the Jet. The report which follows
describes results which have been obtained by this technique,
and which appear to me to throw new light on a number of aspects
of the problem, particularly concerning the effects of the
composition of the metal to be cut and of the purity of the
oxygen.
Measurements of the combustion rate between iron and oxygen
are compared with calculations that determine the rate of dif-
fusion of oxygen to the combustion face through a stagnant
boundary layer of gaseous impurities. The thickness of this
boundary layer is determined from a heat-flow analogue. With
certain exceptions, it is concluded that the combustion rates
for commercially pure reacting materials are mainly controlled
by this diffusion mechanism.
"Combustion of Metals in Oxygen", A. V. Crosse and J. B. Conway,
Ind. Eng. Chem. 50 (4), April 1958, pp. 663-672.
The basic aim of the work was to develop a technique for
producing and utilizing high temperature sources. Combus-
tion of aluminum yields a source of high intensity thermal
radiation. Powdered metal-oxygen flames are highly effec-
tive in cutting through thick sections of concrete and
ceramic materials.
3172
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"Co_bustibility of Metals in Oxygen", Dr. L. Kirschfeld,
f_igewandte Chemie, Vol. 71, 1959, pp. 663-667.
The combustion speed of cylindrical Fe wires of different
cross sections was measured at varying 02 pressures. The
combustion probably takes place between The gas phase and
the melt occurring at the surface of the liquid slag
droplets that are hanging on the wire and advance with
the combustion. The Fe wire dissolves in the slag and
migrates by diffusion to the surface of the slag droplet.
Regardless of the cross section of the Fe wire, at constant
02 pressure an equal Fe quantity is burned per unit of time.
The reaction speed is inversely proportional to the cross
section of the Fe wire and directly proportional to the
square root of the 02 pressure.
"Investigation of Ignition Temperatures of Solid Hetals",
W. C. Reynolds, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Technical Note D-182, October 1959.
Summary
The ignition temperature of a solid metal is related through
a thermal definition of ignition to the rate of oxidation
and to the radiation and convection heat-transfer parameters.
The mechanisms of oxidation are reviewed and the factors
which influence ignition temperatures are discussed. Reason-
able agreement between theoretical and experimental ignition
temperatures is demonstrated. Experimental ignition tempera-
tures for several metals are presented.
"Combustibility of Metals in Oxygen", Dr. L. Kirschfeld, phil. nat.,
From a lecture Riven at the Haus der Technik, Essen, Federal Institute
for Testing Materials, Berlin-Dahlem, October 27, 1960.
Combustion of metallic materials as cause of destruction of
high-pressure4oxygen plants--Investigation of the laws and
reaction mechanism in the combustion of metallic substances
in oxygen from 1/8 to 100 atmospheres--Outlook.
"Combustion Rates of Ne- Heavy Metal Wires in Oxygeff', _tall,
Dr. L. Kirs_ifeld, August 1960, pp. 792-796.
The combustion velocity of cylindrical Cu, brass, and Zn
wires in pure 0 was measured at variable pressures. Cu
burns in the liquid phase on the surface of a drop of
molten metal, but brass vapor comes directly from the
solid alloy. With diminishing pressure combustion velocity
of Cu and Zn decreases, but that of brass increases. All
3 metals burn by dissociation of 02 into atmospheric O.
3/72
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"The Combustion Rate of Lip.ht Hetal Wires in Oxygen, t)r. L. Kirsd,feld,
Metall 14, 1960, pp. 213-219.
The combustion velocity of cylindrical A1 wires, rolled A1
ribbons, and flat Mg ribbons in pure 0 at variable pressures
was measured. The A1 probably burns over a drop of vapor-
ized metal in the gaseous phase, and by superheating throug_h
high reaction tempe_s pl_enc,,e _ similar to boiling often
occur. The Mg probably burns in tile gaseous phase after
direct vaporization from the solid metal without formation
of molten slag. Both metals probably burn by combination
with atmospheric 0 after dissociation of 02. The combustion
velocity of A1 decreases with falling 0 pressure, but that
of Mg increases. The change in combustion velocity in boti_
cases shows a linear dependence upon the square root of the
0 pressure.
"The Burning of Metals", P. L. Itarrison and A. D. Yoffe, Proc. l',oy.
Soc. (London), Series A, Vol. 261, 1961, pp. 357-370.
A preliminary study has been made of the mechanism by
which metals burn. Experiments have been carried out with
wires of aluminum, iron, magnesium, molybdonum, titanium and
zirconium in oxygen and oxygen + nitrogen mixtures. The rate
of propagation of the combustion zone along the wire is
dependent upon the oxygen pressure in the atmosphere, suggesting
that combustion is largely controlled by gaseous diffusion
through the atmosphere..
Some of the factors influencing the mode of burning and the
reaction rates have been studied, and the temperatures
attained under the given experimental conditions have been
measured.
The mode of burning is determined by the relative melting and
boiling points of the metal and its oxide. Metals with low
boiling points such as aluminum and magnesium, burn in the
vapor phase. Metals which have high boiling points, but which
melt readily, burn at the surface of a molten oxide + metal
mixture, provided the oxide also melts readily but has a high
boiling point. Iron and titanium are examples of such metals.
If, as with zirconium, the metal has a high boiling point and
possesses a refractory oxide, a solid oxide film, which slows
the reaction, can be formed on the metal surface. Metals such
as molybdonum, which form oxides that readily sublime burn at
the surface of the metal.
Color temperatures attained during the burning of iron, titanium
and zirconium in oxygen were found to be higher the greater the
pressure of oxygen. The temperatures were in the range 2600 to
3600°K and were highest for the metal with the greatest heat of
oxidation when measured per gram of oxygen consumed.
-23-
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The burning of a metal sphere to a molten oxide + metal mixture
in a convection-free monomolecular gas has been treated theo-
retically. The variation of combustion temperature with oxygen
pressure predicted by the theory agrees satisfactorily with that
obtained experimentally.
"Ignition Characteristics of Metals and Alloys", L. I-:. Dean and
W. R. Thompson, ARS Journal, July 1951, pp. 917-925.
The ignition characteristics of engine structural metals and
alloys as influenced by the composition and pressure of the
ambient atmosphere are of immediate interest to propulsion
design engineers. Tubular test sections of the stainless
steel, cobalt and nickel alloys, besides aluminum, copper
and titanium were resistance heated in controlled atmospheres
of oxygen, carbon dioxide and an equal mixture of these gases.
Tube and gas temperatures obtained were correlated with color
motion picture coverage of the manner in which the tube heated
and failed. Stainless steels and cobalt alloys ignited within
the melting point range of each material. Nickel alloys did
not ignite until the melting point was reached. The rate of
combustion increased with oxygen content. Stainless steels
with a hlgh nickel content appear most suited for applications
at high temperatures in an oxidizing atmosphere.
"Ignition and Combustion of Aluminum Particles in lIot Ambient Gases",
R. Friedman and A. Macek, Atlantic Res. Corp., WSS/CI Paper 61-21,
September 1961.
Sugary
Observations have been made of individual aluminum particles
entrained in combustion gases under controlled conditions, at
atmospheric pressure. Effects of ambient gas temperature and
oxygen content and of aluminum particle size on ignition and
subsequent combustion phenomena have been determined by flame
photography and by microscopic examination of collected
particles. Ignition occurs only when the ambient gases are
above 2210-2360°K, this temperature being quite insensitive
to free oxygen content and particle size. This result is
consistent with an ignition theory which assumes a substantial
change in the rate of the surface reaction at the melting
temperature of alumina (2300°K). When ignition occurs, the
delay time, which varies with the square of particle diameter,
is in excellent agreement with simple heat-transfer calculations
when the initial lag of the particle velocity relative to the
gas is taken into account. Once ignition occurs, combustion
phenomena are complex, involving unsymmetrical burning and
fragmentation; a qualitative discussion is provided.
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"Combustion Rate of Light Metal Wires in Oxygen lligh Pressures",
Dr. L. Kirschfeld, Metall, Vol. 15, 1961, pp. 873-878.
The combustion velocity of cylindrical AI wires and _ bands
was measured in 0 from i to I00 atmosphere. In the case of
AI a transition from one homogeneous gas reaction (probably
AI20 B formation) to another homogeneous gas reaction (probably
AI0 formation) occurs between 16 and 32 atmospheres. In the
case of Mg transition from a gas reaction in which the trans-
port phenomenon is velocity-determining to a reaction in which
the chemical reaction velocity governs the total conversion
occurs at 2-16 atmospheres.
"Investigations on Determination of Safe Operatin_ Conditions for Steel
Oxygen Piping", W. Wegener, Dipl.-Ing., Moderne Unfallverhutung, No. 6,
1962, From a lecture presented at the tlaus der Tec_hnik Tedmology House
in Essen, December 1961.
Piping fires and their possible-causes_Current safety regulations
and proposed modifications--Packing materials_Experimental investi-
gations on permissible flowrate of oxygen.
"Influence of the Ceometric Form on the Combustion Kate of Sheet Metal
in Oxygen", Dr. L. Kirsdlfeld, Archiv f. d. Eisenhuttenw, Vol. 33,
September 1962, pp. 617-621.
Flat and bent specimens of 0.05% C steel strip and seamless
tubing were used to study the effect of size and form of cross
section on the rate of combustion of Fe in pure 0 at i kg./sq, cm.
The rate of combustion increased proportionally to the increase
in surface area, and was greatly influenced by the type of cross
section.
Jackson, J. D., W. K. Boyd, and P. D. Miller "Reactivity of Metals with
Liquid and gaseous Oxygen", Defense Metals Information Center, Battelle
Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio, INIC Report 163, January 15, 1963.
Of all the metals studied to date, titanium exhibits the greatest
sensitivity to impact when immersed in LOX. In fact, its sensitivity
approaches that of many organic materials such as greases and oils.
Reactivity is observed in liquid oxygen and mixtures of liquid oxygen
and liquid nitrogen at 20 ft-pounds until the LOX concentration is
reduced to 30 per cent. Titanium can be partially protected from
reactivity in LOX under impact by certain protective coatings, pro-
vided the coatings are not broken. Protection is given by electroless
copper and nickel, possible aluminum, and to a lesser extent by
Teflon and a fluoride-phosphate coating. Protection is also ob-
tained by nitriding which adds a protective film to the surface,
and by annealing which increases the thickness of the oxide film.
-25-
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Titanium exhibits no great reactivity in LOX when deformed by
compression, by exposure of a fresh surface by machining or rupture,
or by exposure of bulk titanium to high-pressure or high-velocity
LOX.
In gaseous oxygen, titanium is highly reactive when a freshly formed
surface is exposed at even moderate pressures. Under conditions of
tensile rupture, a pressure of about 100 psig will initiate a violent
burning reaction with titanium from about -250 F up to room temp-
erature. Above room temperature, the pressure required to initiate
the reaction is decreased somewhate. When 2 per cent HF is added
as an inhibitor or 5 per cent argon as a diluent, the pressure must
be increased about two fold at room temperature before reaction
occurs. Titanium could not be made to react even at very high
pressure when the oxygen content was 35 per cent or less.
When a titanium vessel containing LOX or gaseous oxygen is ruptured
by a bullet, by a simulated micrometeoroid, or by other mechanical
puncture, violent burning begins at almost 0 psig. If the vessel
is not fractured by external impact, vibration, acoustic energy,
thermal effects, or with slowly propagated cracks, such as fatigue
cracks, no reactivity is noted.
When bulk titanium is heated in high-pressure oxygen, ignition and
burning will occur at a temperature somewhat below its melting point.
Similar reactions have been noted in CO 2. Ignition of titanium is
also initiated under conditions of explosive or electrical shock.
The mechanism for the Ti-O 2 reaction is described as a reaction
between a freshly formed titanium surface and gaseous oxygen.
Of other metals discussed, only zirconium shows similar reactions
in oxygen. Stainless steels are found to exhibit almost no reactivity
in oxygen under impact, rupture, explosive shock, or heating. Aluminum
is similarly unreactive, but will ignite under conditions of high-
explosive shock. Magnesium shows reactivity to explosive shock lying
about midway between that of aluminum and titanium.
For high-pressure oxygen systems, stainless steel and Monel were
found to be satisfactory.
"Cc_bustion of _Wtals" George II. Markstein, AIAAJournal, Vol. I, No. 3
March 1963 pgs. 550-562.
A comprehensive literature review of work on combustion of metals.
Seventy-seven references are cited. The paper is primarily con-
cerned with the aspects of metal combustion of special concern
from the view of metal-fire prevention and from the use of finely
divided metal fuel in propulsion.
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"Compatibility of b_tals and Cryogenic Liquids", Jack L. Christian,
James E. Chafey, Abraham }hrlich, James F. Watson and William h. Witzell,
Metal Progress, Vol. 83, pp. 100-105 _ 122, 124, April 1965.
conducted tests to demonstrate whether a catastrophic titanium-
oxygen reaction would result from accidental occurances when gaseous
or liquid oxygen is contained in a thin walled titanium tank. The
titanium sheet was fractured to expose a clean unoxidized surface
while in contact with the liquid or gaseous oxygen. Comparison tests
were made on type 301 stainless steel and 202h-T3 aluminum. The
titanium-oxygen reactions appears to be initiated only by rapid
fracture.
Neither stainless steel nor 202h aluminum react when subjected to
rapid fracture. Aluminum has been reacted with liquid oxygen in
the standard falling-weight compressive impact test. However, the
susceptibility to reaction is much less than for titanium.
"A Physical Criterion for Metal Ignition", A. M. Hellor and I. Glassman,
(Princeton Univ., Princeton, New Jersey). Western States Sect. Combust.
Inst., Paper ffSS-CI 64-20, 1964, pp. 21.
The ignition of metals in oxidizing atmospheres was determined
in terms of a transition temperature. The transition temperature
is defined as the temperature at which the surface film on t2e
metal becomes non-protective, and this predicts a minimum possible
ignition temperature and the relative ease of ignition of a metal
in an oxidizing atmosphere. Various means by which the surface
film can become non-protective are discussed. Ignition tests off
(I) Mg in atmospheres of O-Ar and 0-C02; and (2) anodized Al in
atmospheres of C02-Ar , H20 vapor-Ar, H20 vapor-C02, O-Ar, and
O-CO 2 are described. The results of other exploratory investiga-
tions relating to the ignition of A1 in atmospheres of air, O,
0-C02; Mg in atmospheres of 0; Ca in atmospheres of O; Mo in
atmospheres of 0; and U in atmospheres of 0 are correlated and
explained by means of transition temperatures.
"Investigations on the Safe Flow Velocity to be Admitted for Oxygen in
Steel Pipe Lines." W. Wegener, Report of the Bundesanstalt for Material-
testing, (Report No. 6 of the Eng. Dept. and report No. 360 of the Eng.
Committee of the Association of C_rman Iron Workers), 1964.
Risks of fire caused by solid contamination in oxygen pipe lines and
economic efficiency. Installation of trial sections. Measured values
and fundamental data for calculating the velocity of flow. Experiments
with straight and curved lines under severe conditions. Permanent
trial section for oxygen of industrial purity. Conclusions to be drawn
regarding fire risks with pipe lines and accessories.
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"Ignition and Combustion of Small-dianmter A1 Wires", D. K. iuehl,
Western States Sect. Combust. Inst., Paper WSS/CI 64-21, 1964, pp. 16
Application is described for the ignition and combustion of metals
in gaseous oxidizers. Wires 2-4 in. long and 0.010-0.0_0 in. in
diameter are heated electrically under gas pressures of 0.5-1000
psia. Temperature is determined by a calibrated photocell within
+ 20°. Photographic and electronic equipment are utilized to
_ecord and analyze the combustion characteristics. Photographs of
burning AI wires are shown and a theoretical discussion of the
process is made.
"Compatibility of Materials with 7500-psi Oxygen", C. J. Nihart and
C. P. Smith, (Union Carbide Corp., Tonawanda, New York). AD 608260.
Available CFSTI, 1964, pp. 94.
A research program was conducted to develop ignition data on
thread lubricants, thread sealants, fluorocarbon plastics, and
metals. Spontaneous ignition temperatures were determined in
both 2000-psi. and 7500-psi 0 for all the above materials
except metals. The spontaneous ignition temperatures for
these materials were found to be essentially the same in
7500-psi 0 and in 2000 psi O. Only 3 of the tested lubricants
are recommended for possible use in 7500-psi systems. None of
the thread sealants are recommended. Glass-filled poly(tetra-
fluoroethylene) is usable only if tightly confined. The
relative ease of ignition of metals and alloys was determined
by promoted ignition methods in 0 at 7500 psi. Inconel alloy
600, brass, Monel alloy h00, and Ni had the highest resistance
to ignition and combustion among the common alloys and metals.
Of the materials tested, stainless steel and AI are the least
satisfactory for use at 0 pressures at 7500-psi. A test system
was constructed to evaluate the hazards in rapidly charging a
65 in S Ni-lined vessel with high pressure 0. A series of
rapid charging tests up to as high as 8000-psi proceeded with-
out incident. Electrostatic charges measured during the
charging were negligible.
"Determination of the Burning Rate of Small Diameter Aluminum Wire",
Charles William Friant, M.S. Thesis, Virginia Polytechnic Institute,
Blacksburg, Virginia, June, 1964.
The following conclusions were drawn from the results of this
investigation :
i. The burning rate of aluminum ant titanium can be determined
using infrared sensitive photo conductive cells and
electronic counting circuits.
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. Under the conditions present during this investigation, 0.020"
diameter aluminum wire will support sustained combustion over
a range of oxygen mixtures from 90 per cent to i00 per cent.
.
2.
Under the conditions of investigation, with mixtures below
90 per cent oxygen and above 70 per cent oxygen, ignition
and combustion of 0.020" diameter aluminum wire will occur
but the melting rate of the metal and subsequent formation
of aluminum oxice exceeds the rate of vaporization to the
extent that combustion is extinguished rapidly.
Under the conditions of investigation, for atmospheric
mixtures below 70 per cent oxygen, the ignition and com-
bustion of 0.020" diameter aluminum wire does not occur.
'_¢apor-Phase Diffusion Flames in the Combustion of Hag_esium and
Aluminum", Pro_r. Astronaut. Aeron. 15, 1964.
Part I - Analytical Developments, T. A. Brzustowski and I. Glassman,
pp. 75-117.
A quasi-steady vapor-phase diffusion flame theory is applied
to the droplet combustion of Mg and AI. The two can burn
in the vapor phase because their boiling points are lower
than those of their oxides, whereas metal-O flame temperatures
are otherwise limited to the boiling points of the respective
oxides by the high heats of vaporization or of dissociation
upon vaporization of the oxides (CA 58, 3263f). The theory
is modified to consider flame radiation, mass transport of
condensed oxides to the surroundings (but not to the droplet
surface), and metal evaporation from the droplet. The theory
also considers the diffusion of ambient oxidizer and of
vaporized fuel to the flame zone, and heat transfer from the
flame zone to the droplet surface and to the surroundings by
conduction and radiation. The fraction of oxide vaporized in
the reaction zone varies with ambient 0 concentration. The
metal flames are non-adiabatlc, owing to high flame emissiv-
ities resulting from the presence of condensed oxide in the
reaction zone. Droplet surface temperatures can be hundreds
of degrees below the metal boiling points, e.g. 300-800 or
100-200 ° lower for AI or Mg respectively, at 1-50 atmospheres.
The flame zones lie very close to the droplets. Calculated
evaporation consistencies of Mg and AI droplets are in the
range of values observed with hydrocarbons, e.g., 0.002-0.040
cm2/sec for 10-500 Mg droplets at 1-50 atmospheres and about
half as much for AI, vs. 0.01-0.015 cm2/sec for hydrocarbons
under similar conditions. Burning rates and flame radii are
readily calculated. The analysis ignores droplet-cloud inter-
actions and unsteady effects, convective effects, particle
trajectories, local 0 concentrations and thermodynamic condi-
tions, and effects of chemical reactions other than oxide
formation.
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Part II - Experimental Observations in Oxygen Atmospheres, Ibid.
pp. 117-158.
The region of validity of the analytical treatment was investi-
gated experimentally. A1 wires and Mg ribbons were burned under
static conditions in dry O-Ar mixtures at 50 mm }{g ABS.-30 atmos-
pheres. The amounts of 0 present were always in excess of
stoichiometric requirements. The samples were ignited by
resistance heating, at 17-h0 or 37-72 amperes for Mg or A1,
respectively. Mg ignited in the vapor phase above the
ribbon; the initial flame speed was several cm/sec, e.g.,
30 cm/sec in pure 0 at 1 atmosphere and 2 cm/sec in 20
mole % 0 at 75 mm-Hg ABS. A1 ignited when the accumulated oxide
coating melted and exposed liquid metal to the oxidizing
atmosphere. Over the range of pressures and 0 concentra-
tions studied, 9 regions were observed for Mg and 7 for
A1, in which different combustion phenomena predominated.
Maps of these regions are presented and discussed. Some
of them are characteristic only of the experimental environ-
ment. The other regions are explained on the basis of photo-
graphic and spectroscopic observations and of the nature of
the combustion products. The analytical model seems applicable
to Mg ribbons over most of the range examined and to A1 wires
at low pressures. Wherever the model and the observed flame
agreed, the predicted and observed flame variables also agreed.
The scaling between particle size and pressure, as based on the
analytical model, suggests that the vapor-phase burning
mechanism may be significant for the ranges of pressure and
particle size encountered in the combustion of metallized rocket
propellants.
Part III - Experimental Observations in Carbon Dioxide Atmospheres,
A. M. Mellor and I. Glassman, Ibid., pp. 159-176.
A1 and Mg were burned in C02-0 and C02-Ar mixtures, using the
same procedures and analytical methods, over a narrower
pressure range, e.g., 50 mm - 2 atmospheres. Anodized A1 wires
burning in C02-0 exhibited the same combustion characteristics
as those reported in O-Ar. The power required for ignition in
C02-0 decreased with increasing C02 concentrations and was a
minimum in pure CO 2. _len the same wires were burned in C02-Ar,
cylindrical vapor-phase diffusion flames formed prior to the
breaking of the electrically heated wire. The combustion charac-
teristics of Mg were altered more appreciably by the presence of
C02, e.g., the region of non-ignition was greater for C02-0 than
for O-Ar, and Mg would not burn in C02-Ar. These results are
attributed to the ignition characteristics of Mg. The absence
of any CO or CO 2 bands in the A1 and Mg spectra indicate that
the reaction mechanism in the flame is heterogeneous, as in
metal-CO 2 surface reactions at lower temperatures.
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"Inflammability of Piplosive _fixtures by }lechanically Produced Sparks",
W. Fischer, Chem. Tech., 17(5), 1965, pp. 298-299.
A specially constructed application is described, consisting
of a friction application with a counterbalanced anvil. The
metal sample investigated is fastened on a wheel cast from
construction-grade steel. The wheel is rotated by means of
an electrical motor. This application is placed inside an
explosion chamber with an 80 i. volume. The following gas
mixtures were tested: CS 2 and air, C2H 2 and H. Various
samples of steel, bronze, AI, alloys, and metals covered
with rust were investigated.
"Apparatus for Combustion Test_ on Metals Under Oxygen Pressures Up
to 200 arm, and the Combustibility of Iron Wire in HiEh Pressure
Oxygen", Dr. L. Kirschfeld, Ardliv f. d. Eisenhuttenw, Vol. 36,
November 1965, pp. 823-826.
The combustibility and rate of combustion of iron wire of
1 mm and 2 n_n diameter in high-pressure 0 up to 200 atmos-
pheres was studied by using a cylindrical steel pressure
vessel with a volume of 3.8 i. The rate of combustion
increases linearly with the square root of the 0 pressure.
With iron wire of 1 mm diameter, evaporation of iron
occurred at an 0 pressure 30 ate.
"The Effect of Water Vapor Upon the Burnin_ Rate of Aluminum and
Magnesium Wires", W. L. Proctor and C. It. Long, Western States Sect.
Combust. Inst., Paper WSS-CI Vol. 66, 1966, pp. 35.
Tests of rate of burning of AI and Mg wires indicated that the
rate increased slightly when small amounts of H20 were present
in atmospheres of 0 and N. Tests were made in a reaction
chamber constructed of a 9 in diameter steel pipe 15 in long.
O, N, and steam were supplied through the bottom. Luclte and
glass slot windows were located in the side of the chamber.
The test wires were supported vertically in the chamber. A
W ignition coil with 3-5 turns was wrapped around the bottom
of the test wire sample. Inside the W coil was placed a
slightly smaller 0.020 in A1 wire coil to keep the test sample
from touching the W ignition coil. The progression of the
flame was measured by 2 high-resistance CdS photoconductive
cells placed h.l cm apart. Also a record of the burning was
made on 16 m_ film at 32 frames per second. The rate of
burning of a 0.020 in diameter Al wire in a dry atmosphere of
92-98% O, balance N, increased almost linearly with increased
0 at speeds of 6.0-8.5 cm/sec. With 100% 02, the rate was
ll.5 cm/sec. In an atmosphere containing 2% H20 and 92-98%
O, the rates were 6.5-11.5 cm/sec. In an atmosphere containing
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96% 0 and H_0 0-3%, the rate was 7.4-10.3 cm/sec. Below 92%
0, ignition-of A1 was difficult. A1 wire 0.h0 in diameter in
dry atmosphere of 96-100% 0 burned at rates of 2.4-4.7 cm/sec.
The rate of burning of a 0.030 in diameter Mg wire in a dry
atmosphere of 50-100% O, the burning rates were 1.5-6.1 cm/sec.
In an atmosphere containing 80% 0 and H20 0-3%, the rate was
2.2-3.4 cm/sec. At 50% 0 with 2% H20 , there were no failures
in ignition of Mg wire, whereas, in a dry atmosphere 60% of
the runs resulted in ignition failure. With slight amounts
of HoO present, test runs of Mg wire were conducted as low as
28% _. The presence of H20 seemed to stabilize combustion.
White, E. L., and J. J. Ward, "Ignition of Metals in (kygen", Defense
Metals Information Center, Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio,
13MIC Report 224, February 1, 1966.
Summary and Conclusions
The ignition of metals in oxygen and oxygen atmospheres was
reviewed from the viewpoints of (a) methods that have been used
to study behavior, (b) experimental values that have been
obtained, and (c) the status of theories that permit the cal-
culation of ignition temperatures.
While no clearcut definition of ignition temperature has been
developed, it appears probable that a definite or an absolute
ignition temperature does exist for a particular metal-oxygen
system. In general terms, if the energy input as converted
to heat is greater than the heat dissipation, a temperature
will be reached at which ignition of the metal will occur.
Practically, this temperature appears dependent on many factors
some of which are relatively static (e.g., atmosphere, composi-
tion, purity, metal surface area and condition, etc.) and
others that may be dynamic (e.g., pressure, impact, impact
velocity, vibration, etc. ). No standard test procedures or
methods have been developed to evaluate the ignition tempera-
tures of metals. The net result is that varying values have
been reported for the same or similar metal-oxygen systems.
Despite these differences, the following generalizations can
be offered on the basis of the experimental evaluations
performed to date :
(i) All metals, with the possible exception of gold
and platinum, can be expected to ignite in oxygen
at some elevated temperature.
(2) Alloys of several systems have been shown to ignite
in oxygen systems at relatively low temperatures and
some at LOX temperatures if some external source of
energy input is present. Generally, the presence of
a fresh metal surface is also necessary to cause
-32-
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ignition at these low temperatures. These ignition-
sensitive alloy systems include the alloys of
titanium, zirconium, thorium, uranium, lead, tin,
and magnesium.
A number of secondary energy input sources have been
shown to cause ignition of these sensitive alloys in
oxygen systems. These sources also probably produce
a fresh metal surface and are identified as follows:
In Gaseous Ox_6en
Electric spark
Puncture
Stress rupture
Explosive shock
In Liquid Oxygen
Mechanical impact
Explosive shock.
P_cture
A number of other methods of secondary energy input
and methods of exposing fresh metal do not produce
ignition. These are as follows:
In Gaseous Oxygen
High-velocity flow
Low-cycle fatigue cracking
Impact on the outside of a container
without puncture
High-velocity flow through a small
ori fi ce
Rapid pressurization
In Liquid Oxygen
Impact on the outside of a container
without puncture
Rapid pressurization
Machining
Friction and galling
Tensile rupture
Mechanical vibration
Sonic vibration
Ultrasonic vibration
High-velocity flow through an orifice.
-33-
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(5) An increase in pressure of a gaseous oxygen system
tends to promote ignition at lower temperatures or
with lower secondary energy inputs. The dilution of
oxygen with an inert material, gaseous or liquid,
tends to reduce sensitivity of metals in oxygen sys-
tems. However, propagation is not affected much
until the dilution is very great, on the order of
90 percent inert gas or liquid.
(6) A number of alloy systems have been shown to be
relatively insensitive to ignition in an oxygen
environment either at high temperatures or at low
temperatures with high secondary energy inputs.
These alloy systems include: austenitic stainless
steels, nickel alloys, cobalt alloys, copper alloys,
and silver alloys. Alloys of these systems show the
best service record and also show the least sensi-
tivity in laboratory tests.
(T) Another group of alloys appears to be somewhat
intermediate between the sensitive and insensitive
groups cited in Items 2 and 6. This group includes
aluminum alloys, the 400 series stainless steels,
and carbon and low-alloy hig_-strength steels. These
materials would be expected to find limited use in
relatively nonsensitive applications.
A review of the theoretical analysis of the spontaneous ignition
of metals in oxygen has shown the following:
(z) A theoretical model for the spontaneous ignition of
massive metal in gaseous oxygen at high temperatures
(above 1500 F) has been developed, based on low-
temperature oxidation-reaction data and thermo-
physical property data.
(2) Several theoretical models for the calculation of
ignition temperature of metal particles in gaseous
oxidation have been developed that agree qualita-
tively. These models explain why particle radius
is an important variable in powder combustion. Much
of this work has been directed to the application
of metal powder as a fuel.
(3) Practically no quantitative method is available for
the calculation of ignition temperatures of massive
metal in cryogenic oxidizers, such as liquid oxygen.
Several good qualitative descriptions of the possible
mechanism for massive metal-liquid oxygen reactions
have been made. For this reason, the possible role
-34-
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of shock loading and energv input sufficient to give
local ignition temperatures has been considered and
reviewed in this report.
In the development and discussion of theoretical calculational
models, a number of thermochemical and thermophysical constants
are required. Therefore, a literature search was made, and a
compilation of data for these constants was given. The data
included standard free energy of oxide formation as an extent
of metal-oxygen reaction. Also, heat-capacity values, vapor-
pressure data, and thermophysical properties of melting and
boiling points were included. Thermal-conductivity values of
metals and oxides were included when they could be found. Heats
of metal-oxide formation were tabulated. These values, with
heat-capacity data, were used in calculating temperature rise on
reaction.
For those who may be interested in pursuing the theoretical-
calculation ignition temperatures, this report also summarizes
the following thermochemical and thermophysical data for most
metals and their oxides:
(a) Standard free energy of formation
(b) Heat capacity
(c) Vapor pressure
(d) Melting and boiling points
(e) Thermal conductivity.
"Techniques for tile Stud), of tile Combustion of Metals", A. S. Gordon,
C. M. Drew, J. L. Prentice, and R. If. Knipe, U. S. Naval Ordnance Test
Station China Lake, California, Americml Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronm/tics, New York, New York pp. 1-6, January 23-26, 1967.
Only small metal particles with high heats of combustion are of
interest in propellants. The self-sustained combustion of metal
occurs at nigh temperatures, making details of the process diffi-
cult to measure. High response instrumentation such as streak and
high speed photography, and spectroscopic methods are employed to
obtain information on the kinematics of combustion. Furtl%er com-
bustion details are obtained by quenching the burning configuration
which can be studied using optical and electron microscopy, including
scanning electron microscopy. The experimental results point out
shortcomings in the combustion model in current use. The mechanism
of the ignition is of great importance, both in engineering practice
and in research stud/es, since the products of preignition reaction
can remain on the surface and affect the subsequent self-sustained
burning. Ignition has been investigated using hot gases, electrically
heated wires, and flash radiation. The physical properties of the
metal and its products determine the mecahnism of the reaction. The
greatest area of ignorance in metal combustion is the identification
of reaction products and their properties as a function of temperature
and composition of the environment.
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"Combustibility of l_tals in Oxygen up to 200 atm. Pressure",
Dr. L. Kirschfeld, Metall, February 1967, pp. 98-102.
The results of older combustion experiments with A1 wire
are confirmed in new test apparatus up to i00 atm. of O. At
125 atm., the combustion velocity exceeds a maximum and then
falls to that at 200 atm. In this range, transport velocity
is probably limiting for the combustion velocity. Cu, brass,
and Sn-bronzes burn up to 200 arm. of 0 partial pressure if
they are ignited by hot primers. The reaction ceases in all
cases if the slag lump sticks to the point of combustion. At
high pressures, Zn wires burn with constant velocity over their
entire length. At l-atm. 0 pressure, the melting process
requires a higher combustion velocity. Pure Co wires burn
freely at higher 0 partial pressures, but slower than Fe.
Ignition difficulties occur at lower partial pressures. Pure
Ni wires could not be ignited at 0-200 atm. By intertwining
with wires of other metals or alloying with these, Ni wire
can also be burned in pure O.
"The Combustion of _tals", Final Report, July i, 1964 to June 30, 1966.
James G. }{mlsel, Arthur _. _llor, and Harry F. Sullivan, Princeton
University, Princeton, New .Jersey, _{ay 1967.
This research is concerned with the details of the interactions
between metals and oxidizers which occur at elevated temperatures.
A fundamental distinction between oxidation and self-sustained
combustion permits detailed classification of the observed phen-
omena and lends insight into the appropriate ignition reactions
as well. Earlier studies at Princeton revealed that certain
fundamental criteria generally divided metals into two categories:
those that burned by condensed phase reactions and those that
reacted largely in the vapor phase. The research described herein
involves metals of both categories. The condensed nhase conbustion
of molybdenum and tantalum was studied experimentally and the re-
suits compared with thermodynamic predictions as well as with the
results of other investigators. Experiments with calcium have
indicated that the generally accepted model of the structure of
vapor phase metal diffusion flames may not be correct. This ex-
perimental finding allows other combustion models to be formulated
which include heterogeneous reactions on condensed oxide particles
and chemiluminescent radiation.
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"Combustibility of Steel and Cast Iron in t_cygen at Pressures of Up to
1S0 atms.", Dr. L. Kirschfeld, Archiv f.d. Eisenhuttenw, Vol. 39, 1968,
#7, pp. 535-539.
The combustibility of structural materials which are used for
pipelines, compressors, and other equipment in contact with 0
was studied. These included wire of plain C steel (C 0.05-
0.96_), low-alloy steel (C0.II-0.15, Si 0.11-1.02, Mn 0.27-
0.91, Cr 2.29-3.06, Mo 0.hh-0.92%), and Cr-Ni steel (Cr 20-28,
Ni 8-21%). Combustion tests were in a high pressure vessel
of 3.81 vol. at 0 pressure of 1-150 atm. Cast iron rods (C
3.5%) were tested at an 0 pressure of 1-26 atm. Measurements
of rates of combustion were compared with those of soft low
C steel wire (C 0.0h-0.07%0). Plain steel with nigher C content
and low alloy steel burn at the same rate as low C steel. Cr-Ni
steels burn more rapidly than low C steel but combustion of low
C steel is slower at higher pressures due to evaporation of
alloying elements. Combustion of cast iron is very slow and
ceases at low 0 pressures, dense oxide fumes being formed due
to the high C content of cast iron.
"Studies on Combustibility and Ignitability of _letal Tubing in
• Y!
Staticnary and Flowing Oxygen", Simon, Verein l)eutscher Elsenhutten-
leute Bericht No. 140, 1968, pp. ll6.
Introduction
Failures of fittings and pipelines have occurred during large-
scale use of pure oxygen. Evaluation of available data on
combustibility of metallic materials does not allow recommenda-
tions to be made relating to selection of suitable materials for
service in oxygen systems.
In order to establish further data on combustibility of metallic
materials, tests were made on tubing in lh different metals to
establish characteristics of ignitability and combustibility of
the different materials.
Summary of Results
The object of the present research was the establishment of
Justifiable recommendations relating to which metallic materials
are to be used preferentially for safety reasons in oxygen
fittings, and which materials are to be avoided. In order to
meet this purpose, tests were planned on tubing in lh different
materials and these were performed and evaluated. A final
assessment of the materials in the light of their thermal,
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chemical and mechanical properties led to derivation of the
required data. Evaluation was based particularly on the
comparative properties of the materials under test, which
characterized the method of investigation and the shape of
specimens used; absolute assessment, based on the experimental
results, did in general, not prove feasible.
The following viewpoints were considered in evaluation (Table i):
I. _nat is the period tM. in which the critical tube surface
.
temperature MIK (for _he aluminum alloys t_ n and DK) is
attained (Columns 3 and h)?
2. What volume losses Vb are suffered by the materials
on burn-through (Columns 5 and 6) ?
3. What is the quantity of heat QKri absorbed by the tube wall
until the end of the period tMlm (in the case of aluminum
alloy tMm (Column 7) ?
_o What is the dependence of the burn-through reaction on
oxygen pressures P0 2 and tube wall thickness "s" (Columns 8,
9 and i0)?
5. What is the general combustion response (Colu_m ii)?
The answers to these five problems do not give, for the various
materials, a clear-cut positive or negative result; it is e.g.,
possible that a favorable thermal behavior is accompanied by
unfavorable mechanical properties. The viewpoints of the separate
evaluations must be assessed, as far as significance is concerned,
and be summarized in an overall assessment of the material. This
overall assessment applies for the given experimental conditions,
during which the material preheated to the ignition temperature
was exposed initially to stationary and subsequently flowing
oxygen.
Table l, Column 2, gives the order of merit in which the 14
materials, commencing with copper, are suitable for oxygen plant.
Copper is the most suitable material because, in contrast to the
remaining 13, no burn-through could be induced under the standard
conditions of test. A high wall thickness has a severely inhibi-
ting effect on ignition, since tubing _ith s = 5.0 mm could not
be burned through, even at hO atm. In addition, copper still
retains good mechanical properties on heating.
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Among the group of materials which continue to burn only with
external supply of heat (Nos. 1-12, Column ii), copper is
followed by ferritic chromium steel (No. 2) and austenitic chromium-
nickel steel (No. 3) which give the best results. It is true that
these two materials have higher volume losses (bulk losses) Vm and
V (Columms 5 and 6) than copper alloys (Nos. h-8), but the
critical temperatures MIK (Column 4) are higher and the reaction
period tMlm is longer than for the copper alloys. Furthermore,
for tubing having a wall thickness s = 5.0 n_n (Column I0),
burn-through is to be expected for Steels Nos. 2 and 3 only at
a pressure of 40 ate., while the copper alloys lead to the
expectation of a reaction at 16 ate., as shown for the material
Rg i0. A higher wall thickness of tubing in the two steels has
an appreciably greater effect in inhibiting ignition than found
for the copper alloys. The above steels also lead to the expec-
tation of better behavior at I0 ate than found for copper alloys
(Colum_ 8). Material 3 suffered only occasional burn-through at
I0 ate, whereas, tubing in the copper alloy No. 7 always burned
through at I0 ate, and a similar behavior is to be expected for
Materials 4, 5, 6 and 8.
Within the group "copper alloys" brasses have more favorable
Vm, Vb and TMI m values (Columns 3, 5 and 6) than bronzes and
gun metals, an_I-are therefore, to be preferred. The differences
between Materials 4-8 are, however, not significant.
Flake graphite iron (No. 9) is superior to spheroidal graphite
iron (No. i0); the total volume loss Vm, the relative volume
loss V , the temperature MIK and the absorbed heat QKri areb
more favorable in Material No. 9 than in Material No. i0. In
tubing of GGG 38 having a wall thickness of s - 5.0 m, burn-
through was always found at 16 ate, while similar tubing in GG
26 reacted only above 40 ate.
Among the group of materials which do not sustain combustion, the
most unfavorable response was found in aluminum alloys: it proved
possible to establish only the reaction period tM and not values
of tMl, but even with these values (tM tMl ), materials Nos. 12
and 13 have the shortest reaction period. Furthermore, the reaction
temperatures DK are the lowest of all temperatures recorded. The
total volume loss Vm is not particularly high, but the relative
volume loss Vm, which is a better comparative parameter, is higher
than that of all other materials, with the exception of Steels Nos.
13 and i_. Aluminum alloy tubing having a wall thickness s = 5.0 me,
will reliably burn through at 16 ate (Columm i0). Increased wall
thickness, therefore, does not reduce the danger of a burn-through
reaction. A further disadvantage is that the volume loss Vm
increases significantly with increasing oxygen pressure (Column 9).
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__e least suitable from a safety point of view are unalloyed (No. lh)
and low-alloyed steels (No. 13), since flowing oxygen initiates--
once t_ese two steels have been heated to the ignition temperature--
a self-supporting combustion reaction. The volume loss (Column 5)
is greater in the alloy steel 30 Cr Mo V 9 than found for the con-
structional steel St 35, because the St 35 tubing was expelled more
frequently from the test stand during combustion and consequently
had not been exposed for a similarly long period in the oxygen
stream as had the alloy steel tubing; the alloy steel, however,
reacted less frequently under conditions of secondary combustion
than did the carbon steel, because the presence of chromium and
molybdenum acted as combustion inhibitors. The unfavorable
behavior of Materials Nos. 13 and lh is further not reduced by
the fact that St 35 tubing cannot be made to burn through at
l0 ate (Column 9) and that reaction at a wall thickness s = 5.0
m_ occurs only at 40 atm (Column lO). Furthermore, the extended
heating-up period T M1 m of the two materials (Column 3) and the
high temperatures of reaction M1 K (Column 4) cannot hide the
fact that these two steels ex_libit the most vigorous reaction
once combustion has initiated.
'_laae Inflamuability and Combustibility of _tal Tubes in Quiet
and Circulating Oxygen", Wolf_ang Simon, Stahl und Eisen 88,
No. 20, October 3, 1968.
This article is a condensed version of the item in this bibli-
ography identifiedas "Studies on Combustibility and Ignitability
of Metal Tubing in Stationary and Flowing Oxygen", Simon, Verein
Deutscher Eisenh_ttenleute Bericht No. lhO, 1968, pp. i16.
"Experimental Determination of the Ignition Temperatures of b_tallic
_terials in the Presence of Gaseous Oxygen', L. Ya. Nes_ovorov, Yu. A.
Prozorov, and V. C. Kholin, Latv. PSR Zinat. Akad. Vestis Fiz. Teh.
Zinat. Ser., Vol. 1, 1968, pp. 70-74.
An automatic recording device and the procedure for determining
the minimum ignition temperature Tign of structural steels under
conditions approaching practical u_age is described. In an
atmosphere of 0 at pressures of i0 _ to 12 x i0b newtons/m 2, the
specimens shaped as for tensile strength tests were heated for
different lengths of time at temperatures up to the m.p. Tm.p.
and load up to the breaking load was applied. Ignition was
observed visually or by moving pictures. The coefficient of
workability (n - Tign/Tm.p.) of steels E1696, EYalT, and
ElhhSP decreased linearly as the pressure increased. Ignition
was associated with tensile rupture.
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'%laterials Compatibility for Gaseous Oxygen Systems", Materials Testin_
Branch Analytical Laboratories Division SO-LAB-4, Room 1213, _OB Kennedy
Space Center, Florida, November 5, 1969.
t
For this reason, the Materials Testing Branch (MTB) conducted a
literature search to ascertain the compatibility of mzterials for
use in gaseous oxygen and oxygen enriched environments. This
document, based on %hat literature search, includes information
obtained by telecon with several companies and other government
agencies in addition to those sources listed in the bibliography.
However, a great amount of information has been generated by the
companies which is generally treated as company confidential and
was not made available for this report.
"Tribochemical hffects in Tedmolo_y Ignition of _tal Combustion by
Tribochemical Reaction", (;. I|einicke and If. }lazenz, Technik, _y 1969,
pp. 313-319.
Extended protection against a tribochemically caused fire in
oxygen plants can only be obtained through proper constructive
measures, by choice of specific _aterials and an intense puri-
fication of the propelling gases to prevent the accumulation of
fine particles or the forming of covering layers, especially
on the inner walls of the compressors and other greatly stressed
baffles. Oxygen plants are often washed with nitrogen before
start-up to prevent fires. As the tests in article 3 show, with
iron alloys at inert gas atmosphere, the chemical activity often
increases, which on their part increase the combustibility of a
number of metals by switching to _oxygen. For this reason the
flushing of oxygen plants should be conducted with air or witn
an oxygen-nitorgen-mixture, which still contains i0_ oxygen.
It was noted that with pre-grinding of manganese in air the
combustibility of the obtained powder was reduced greatly in con-
trast to manganese which was not pre-ground. An important factor to
consider is the prevention of corrosion in the interior of oxygen
plants, because corrosion is practically always combined with the
appearance of small particles. However, no aluminum, lacquer may
be used as corrosion prevention, because a high combustibility
exists owing to the tribochemically released thermite reaction.
Last but not least, the selection of materials also determines
the combustibility in oxygen plants.
Practical experiences have shown that in consideration of these
factors the combustibility is greatly reduced and it is possible
to control the from a chemical point of view strong metastable
systems. For complete quantitative comprehension of the causes
leading to fires, an intensive research still has to be conducted
in the future in the interest of increasing the safety of oxygen
plants.
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"Iletero_eneous Reaction Processes in _btal Combustion", G. il. Markstein,
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., 1969.
Metals burn predominantly, and in some cases exclusively, by
heterogeneous reactions, since both the fuel and the products
are usually in the condenser state. In metal combustion, trans-
port processes exert at least a partially controlling influence,
and the usual techniques of metal-combustion research are there-
fore not well suited for obtaining information on reaction kinetics.
Cllrrent knowledge of rates and mechanisms of these reactions is
therefore extremely limited. However, assuming a collision ef-
ficiency of 0.I, one can show that surface reaction rates becomes
rate-controlling for characteristic dimensions less tilan roughly
hO mean free paths. A knowledge of reaction kinetics is therefore
of interest if one is concerned wita processes at the surface of
small particles..
This paper deals primarily with the case of vapor-phase burning,
in view of its importance in practical applications. In this case,
heterogeneous reaction of metal vapor and oxygen (and possibly of
volatile oxide species) may take place at the surface of growing
oxide smoke particles, in competition with homogeneous gas-phase
reaction followed by condensation. The relative importance of
the heterogeneous and homogeneous reaction paths is currently the
subject of some speculation and controversy. In this connection,
a knowledge of the collision efficiency of the heterogeneous reaction
would be of considerable interest. For the Mg-O 2 reaction, the
author previously derived an average collision efficiency of 0.075,
but this value cannot be regarded as very reliable. Results obtained
by a recently developed method indicate larger values, probably
exceeding 0.3.
The mechanism of the reaction of metal vapor and oxygen at the oxide
is unknown. However, from analo&vwith chemisorption and catalysis
oxide surfaces, it is suggested that electron transfer plays an
important role, and, under some conditions, may become rate-con-
trolling. Observations of luminescence and of anomalous electron
emission during reaciton of Mg vapor and oxygen at the oxide surface
have provided evidence for electronic excitation in the oxide layer.
"Burnin_ Tests on Centrifugal Pumps for Liquid (ky_en" i[. Bauer, W. We_ener,
K. F. Windgassen, Kaltetechnlk-Kllmatlsierun_, ,4o. 4, 1970.
In order to clarify under which conditions fires or explosions in
centrifugal pumps for liquid oxygen may occur, tests with pumps of
aluminum, bronze and stainless steel alloys have been conducted.
The test results have shown means against accidents.
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"Review of Factors AffectinR Ignition of _4etals in Ili_h Pressure OxyRen
Systems", J. It. Kimzey, NASA-l_-67201, October 28, 1970.
As a results of the Apollo 13 supercritical oxygen tank incident, a
literature survey was conducted to determine the availability of
data concerning ignition of metals in liquid or high pressure oxygen
environments. This paper provides brief summaries of the reported
data with emphasis being given to the effects of oxygen concentration_
total pressure_ con_ection, includJ ag zero gravity; oxygen percentage
and aalogenated compounds on ignition.
Materials in contact with supercritical oxygen in the Apollo oxygen
system include both metals and non-metals. Criteria for selection
included the results of various tests, based primarily on mechanical
impact. One such type is the drop test whereby 72 ft-lbs of energy
are imparted against a striker in contact with the specimen submerged
in liquid oxygen (LOX) at atmospheric pressure. Another test simulates
meteorites puncturing a LOX tank. In some instances, successful usage
for thousands of hours also reinforced the confidence in using specific
materials.
"Fire tests on Centrifugal Pumps for Liquid OxygeW', }I. Bauer, W. Wegener,
and K. F. Windgassen, CryoRenics, June 1970, pares 241-248.
All the pump casing and impeller materials investigated here are
combustible in oxygen. The quantity of heat liberated in combustion
rises in the sequence: bronze, chrome-nickel steel, aluminum alloys
(see Table 2), while the ignition temperatures become correspondingly
lower. The fire hazard consequently increases in this order too.
The metallic abrasion particles resulting from catching inside
the pump ignite more readily than the solid material (compare
this with the section on ignition temperatures). Hence ignition
starts preferentially on the abrasion particles. Consequently
ignition may occur due to frictional heat when the temperature
in the casing or impeller is still below the ignition temperature
of the solid metal. This is one explanation for the brief temp-
erature rises frequently observed in the tests, which occured
when the gas phase or at least cavitation was present in the pump.
It can therefore be assumed with certainty that the fires occurring
in the aluminum and chrome-nickel steel pumps in the gas phase
were triggered by burning abrasion particles. As the friction was
steadily aggravated, these particles finally appeared in such nigh
concentrations that ignition of the impeller and casing resulted.
The non-appearance of fire in the bronze pump was due to the good
thermal conductivity of this material, and the relatively low
temperature of the burning abrasion particles resulting from the
low combustion heat.
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Bronze emerged favorably from the safety aspect, for despite _igh
mechanical stressing leading to destruction of the impeller and
fraction of the shaft, no fire occurred.
Chrome-nickel steel and aluminum alloys proved to be less suitable
from the safety criterion, for fires were induced with both materials.
Bronze casings and impellers provide the greatest security against
fire and explosion damage.
"Recent _perimental l_esults on the Co_bustion of Aluminum and Other
_Wtals", _{arcel Barrere, Natiorm Aeronautics and Space A(kninistration,
Washington, D. C., July 1970.
The study of the combustion of metals has recently become important
since they are used as a fuel in modern rocket propulsion systems.
The ignition delay, burning time of metal particles, combustion
efficiency, and the nature of the combustion products are considered
in this paper. _he first part is devoted to the experimental tech-
niques used for the study of metal combustion. _Setal particle com-
bustion and the combustion of metal wires are considered. For the
first group some static methods were developed, the metal particle
being attached to a holder but the more widely used technique makes
use of the metal particles in a flow. In the second group, ignition
is simple and combustion is easy to study. The analysis of com-
bustion phenomena is done by cinemicrography, freezing the combustion
on cold plates, spectrography, etc. A critical stud_v of these various
techniques is presented. The second part is a synthesis of the ex-
perimental results showing for each metal and in particular for
aluminum, beryilium, magnesium, and boron, the influence of various
parameters, e.g., gas atmosphere, pressure and temperature, influence
of surface conditions on the metal at ignition, etc. The nature of
the deposits is also discussed. From these results some combustion
models are proposed and are dealt with in the third part. The fourth
part relates to a study of combustion in a heterogeneous environment,
particularly when the metal is included in a propellant or in a solid
fuel. The results are based on the study of the combustion of a metal
in solid or hybrid propellant systems.
"Burning Tests on Centrifugal Pur_ps for Liquid Oxygen (II) It. Bauer, G.Klein,
W. We_ener, K. F. Windgassen, Herrn, l_ltetechnik-Klimatisierung, No. 4, 1971
Further to previous experiments new tests were carried out in order to
clarify the risks of fire and explosion with liquid oxygen centrifugal
pumps. These tests showed a range, in which low pressure pumps of
aluminum alloys or stainless steel operate safely. However, the
number of tests is not sufficient to delineate exactly an area of
danger.
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OXYGEN DIFFUSION IN THE ATMOSPHERE
FROM LIQUID OXYGEN POOLS
A. Lapin and R. H. Foster
Air Products and Chemicals, hw.
Allentown, Pen.syh'a.ia
INTRODUCTION
The ability to predict atmospheric oxygen concentrations near a liquid oxygen pool
following either an accidental liquid spill or a planned disposal action may supplant
direct measurements in &_'termining if appropriate action need bc taken because of
excessive oxygen concenmaions. Accordingly, this study was initiated to acquire perti-
nent data and to compare them with calculated values.
BACKGROUND
The subject of atmospheric diffusion is closely related to the proble, n of oxygen
diffusion from liquid oxygen poCs. In general, it applies to such cases as radiation pol-
lution, dispersion of solids in the atmosphere, SO 2 pClution, etc., and invoh'es long dis-
tances and considerable heights. In the case of oxygen diffusion from a liquid oxygen
pool, only a relatively small area around and above the pool is of direct interest. Such
specific interests have generally been considered under the subject of micrometeorology,
a field which is concerned with the fine structure of atmospheric processes, particularly
in the first few hundred feet above the earth's surface. For example, Sutton [t-a] has
applied micrometeorology to the understanding and evaluation of what happens to practical
matters in air pollution. Definitions of the terminology used in meteocology, as well
as a detailed description of the major factors affecting atmospheric diffusion, can be
found in the literature [2-7].
There is a large number of these factors, involving complex interrelationships.
One of the most important thctors is the wiad, which determines the direction of move-
ment of a diffusing gas and the rate of dispersion,. This rate increases as the wind velocity
increases. The velocity,, type and degree of gusthaess, degree of random fluctuation, and
humidity are all invoh'ed in considerations of wind and influence the degree of dispersion
taking place. The size and velocity of the eddies within a wind structure are themselves
strongly, influenced by atmospheric stability. Other important factors are the type of
terrain, the general building arrangement, the air tlow patterns and the temperature
history in the vicinity, of the pool. The list of factors can be increased almost at will.
Some are of a more localized nature, such as cloud cover, small obstacles, local wind
circulation, etc. Others are more general in nature, such as hurricanes.
In addition to these atmospheric factors, the characteristics of the sources of con-
tamination are also important. These may be grouped in three classes: point source, line
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Compressed Gas Association, Air Separation Plant Safety
Symposium. p. 12-23, Chicago, Illinois, April 23, 1969
Moderator Cain: Next on our program is a talk
on OXYGEN DIFFUSION IN THE ATMOSPHERE
FROM LIQUID OXYGEN POOLS.
The author of this is Dr. Abraham Lapin, who is
with Air Products & Chemicals, Inc., and has been with
them since 1955, and is now the manager of their
Product Engineering Department. Dr. Lapin.
OXYGEN DIFFUSION IN THE ATMOSPHERE
FROM LIQU;D OXYG[;4 POOLS
by A. Lapin & R. H. Foster
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
It is of importance to be able to estimate the
oxygen concentration in the atmosphere in the vicinity
of a liquid oxygen pool, this pool being the result of
either an accidental liquid spill or a planned disposal
action.
While it is possible to measure oxygen concen-
trations after a spill or a dump has occurred, it is
nevertheless desirable to be able to predict these con-
centrations in the immediate vicinity of the pool.
Knowledge of this oxygen concentration will allow
appropriate action to be taken if this concentration is
considered excessive. Accordingly, this study was
initiated to acquire such data and to compare them
with calculated values. These data were obtained in
the summer of 1966 and in the winter of 1967 at
Nimbus, California.
BACKGROUND
The subject of atmospheric diffusion is closely re-
lated to our problem of oxygen diffusion from liquid
oxygen pools. In general, it applies to such cases as
radiation pollution, solids dispersion in the atmosphere,
SO2 pollution, etc. and involves long distances and
heights. Our main area of interest, in the case of
oxygen diffusion from a liquid oxygen pool, encom-
passes a relatively small area around the pool and only
a few feet above it. This is covered under the sub-
heading of micrometerology, a field which is concerned
with the fine structure of atmospheric processes and
particularly with what happens in the first few hundred
feet above the earth's surface. Microrneterology is
covered by Sir Graham Sutton (9, 10, 11)* and is used
to understand and evaluate what happens to practical
matters in air pollution. Definitions of the term-
inology used in meterorology as well as a detailed
*Numbers in parenthesis refer to Bibliography.
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description of the major factors affecting atmospheric
diffusion can be found in the literature (4, 5, 6, 7, 9,
and 10).
The number of these factors is quite large, with
complex interrelationships. One of the most important
factors is the wind. It determines the direction of
movement of a diffusing gas and the rate of dispersion
which increases as the wind velocity increases. The
wind involves several subfactors such as velocity, type
and degree of gustiness, degree of random fluctuation,
and humidity. All these influence the degree of dis-
persion taking place." The size and velocity of the
eddies within a wind structure are themselves strongly
influenced by atmospheric stability. Other factors
which are also important are the type of terrain, the
general building arrangement in the vicinity of the pool,
the air flow patterns, and the temperature history at
the location involved. The list of factors can be in-
creased almost at will. Some are of a more localized
nature, such as cloud cover, small obstacles, local wind
circulation, etc. Others are more general in nature,
such as hurricanes.
In addition to these atmospheric factors, the char-
acteristics of the sources of contamination are also
important. These may grouped in three classes: point
source, line source, and area source, where the point
and line sources have no area. These sources are
further divided into instantaneous and continuous
sources. The instantaneous source is essentially a
"puff" of material which is created or rejected in a
relatively short time. The continuous source is that
one where the pollutant is continuously rejected into
the atmosphere, such as at a factory chimney or a
burning dump. In all cases, the atmospheric factors of
immediate importance are the ones occurring at the
place and the time at which lhe pollutant is created.
In the case of continuous sources, there are important
changes such as the diurnal and seasonal cycles which
greatly affect the type and amount of dispersion taking
place.
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